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Preface

1 hl tield of aircraft stability aiid ,,nfrttrl provi d'si inaij exam ples of su-cessltul aipplicationis i!stvstn e dct Iit ti tication tcchnologyt

f-or fixed wing aircraft, this approach it) determine stability and control derivatives is used with confidencte. lie application of
the same techniques to helichopters, is not so far advanced mainly because. the actomcchanical complexity of the helicopter
reqirs nimore errnplicatcd mathematical modcl atrnd tile generally mluch higher noise levels of hclicipter flight vata Only a

e,', 'pecialists. utristly in research orgatiisavtiiis. have concentrated on toloreraft system identification. The considerable

v' ir.tntent requilred fti start up ait it-bruidentiltecatiot capability causcs a major impedance to a widespread adoption of
thc,sc tvchnii;a,.s ilt the industry community As ltere is no formal arrangement to criordirietc these activities within the

Al \Rf) inatioir. it w;as deemed appropriate tor the Hlight Mechanics Panel (FMP) of the Advisr•ry Group for Aerospace

Rc':arcel and f)evelipntent to sponsor a Working Group to focus oit the applicational aspects rif the various individual

apprpnreachs an•d toi evaluate the strength, and weaktcsscs .of the diffetent methods.

In the establishehd Working Iorip W\Ci 18 on Rrariruff Systeon Ideirilifiiutiiin the full range otf aatlablc individual sysient
eIrfllierianron aprlirtachcs w.as ecrciscif on lh •ct eCtlrl101i fligIht test data sets (All-64 tf M f)IC, BO 1(05 ,of 1ll.R, and SA-330

f IAt). LThe scope of the work for each of the data bases was to

I cvaliutie the kitnematic consistency of the measured data.

2 e induet the ildentiticatiin of 6-degrees-of-frcedom rigid body dr:rivative models.

3. verif. the identification results using flight test data other than throse applied fur identifie:rtion.

4. •sanlnin selected special topics of concern iii application rotricraft system identificattion results: model roliustiress,

simulatitn, handling-qualities, flight control.

Six Meetings Of the Working Group were held at:

1. the fEuropean Ritoicraft Forum, Aries, France. 7- 11 September. 1987,

2 S IPA, Paris, France, 15--16 March 1988.

3. AFDD, Mofict Field, 13-14 October 1988,

4. NAi, Bedford, United Kingdom. 11 -- 13 April 1989,

5. N IN., Amsterdam. Netheriands. I I - 15 September 1989.

6 DLR, Braunschwcig, Germany, 19-20 March 1990.

['a6i rree.'iutg pIr ovdlcd tite irlpt-riunity jot vaiuabie information exchanue about the indtividfual technical approaches and tor

comparisons if -he otitained results and ideas for further improvements. The fact that the Group almost simultaneously

evaluated flight test data front three quite different helicopters provided a unique framework for detailed discussions and for a
significant increase in experience. Another imporiam aspect was the participation by helicopter industry scientists as WG
metnhcrs which allhrwcd a motc in depih appreciation of the potcntiat present status, views, and needs for industry application
of irstorc aft ideitification techniques. However, th," bulk of the work was done by the Working Gnip Members back at their
home riffices. moilt in their spare tinte. Thcir motivation and efforts should not be undetestimated and ate highly apprectated.

Sorme W(i Members were charged with the preparation of the vanous parts of this report, using the material provided by the
Group. To ackr.owledgc their additiinal effort, the principal authors ofthe individual Chapters or Sections aregiven in the form
of [trtnotni, ci) the headings.

All crntrihulions were assembled at the DiR Institute fvrr Flight Mechanics. Here, special reeognitioin is made to Mr J. Kaletka
and Mr G. Rosenau for the editorial wo k and the final layout of the individual contributions.

Peter G. Hamel
Chairman, FM P W&- 1 Rwo:oetraft Sytem Identi.tution
Member, Flight Mechanics Panel
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Prdface

ILe donnaine tie )a stabillitdC cI COWii1 dtioetis zteronc~fs toacnit pltisicors excriples diapplzcaititon reticcics tic techniologies
d'idcntification des ..ystdrncs. IDans le c3% ties aeronefs a voilure flee, la :.cebnique qul consiste :1 tdeserroiner les dunvces tie Ia
stabilitd ct tie conrrolc pent-dire eniployde asce cooftane. Or, [application tics mdm~rc s techniques cue lidlicopidres nest pa' au
in~me staic tiavancernent. prfiTicipalCInent parec que !a complexitc acromi'cantque dti cIelicopidre ,:igt- tics motkilcs
nrathdmatique.s plus compliquds ct parec que les niveaux dc bruit ties didments du vol dcs lrdieopt:-res soont Plus cleves.

Seuls i.,ietques spiciebsimcs. pour Ia plnpart emnployds auprds dovganisaiions tie rececrche. ont sut coziccotrer leers efforts cur
['identification des cysidircs tie voilures tournantes. Lirivesrissement consiticrabic que reptescile la rcaiOoil d'une iiistaiiatioi,
tiidenrification dans l'usine mdnmc cml Iup des empdeheocincts majeurs A 1'empiot banalise ties ee techniques dens lintiusirie
acronautitluc.

Etruit doond qu'il tfexistc autiun aecord otficiel en cc qui concedne la coordination tic cecinvitds au scmn des pays menibres de
l'OTAN. ii a dui jugd oppo)rrun que Ic Panel tie Ia Nidanique dut Vol tie lAIAGRI (17511) erde un gronpe Ltic travail pour
examiner en particulier icc, possibilittds d'applictiotis tics ilifdrenrcs initiatives indisitiuclles qui opt die prises% ci pour auvitie
Ics poiints forts et icc p rits faibics ties tiiftirentes niethodeC.

line foiscerdd. Icgroupe detraivail No.18 sur t~idenrifleariisndes systtmes tie vcilures trturnatnt~s. a proe~dde lapplicatioindte
toure la gamme tic mdtboties individuelles d'identifieation des systmens pour trois ensemble-, tie doondes ifessaic ent viii
commurns (A1164 du MIDiC. BO ll5 tin L)Ir et SA-330i dti PAE) Les: tdehes imposrýc, pour c'iatqne base tie donriecs% furenit
Icc suisiiitesz

I. [--valuer la etilerenee cincraclicie ties tiitoecs cnregistrecs

2. Proectier a litientifteation tic modeles derives tiecorps rigitics h six tiegr6dstc liberid
I Verifier les resnlittis tie l'identilicariontr senc servant tie donetics descsaic en vol antics quc celles tialictis paor
['itientificationi

4. Exa miner de-s questions sdlectionneis. ayant un inttirtt particulier. en cc qui coneerne 1c,, rd~snlrats tic l'identificatioin tIc
systereics pour applicatioins.

Le groupe tie travail <ext rduni six fois,:

1. A IEl~r'rprnnl Hotorcroft Frotni. 'i Arles.-. tr~-rss Itip 7: 11i vnt tseihb I Q97

2. An STPA. a Pans, en France. du I5 atu 16 mars 1988.
3. Au \FDl) a Moffet Field, dut 1? au' 14 octobre 1986i

4. Ani RAE, it Bedford, au Royaumc-Lti. tin I I an 13 avril 19Y88.

5. Au NI.R, k Amsterdam, au' Pays-Has, tin I I au 15 septembre 198S.
6. Au DLR, ii Braunsehsseig, en Aliemagnc du 19snu 20lmars 1990.

(baque rifunion a fotirni loecasion d iehanger ties informations cur ties niithodes techniquecs intivitinelles, tie comparel Ic'
resullteots benus ci tieforteuleir dcc5 iddes sar d'eventuclics emdlionitions. Ie feit qie lc irtiupe a dealud pr-,squc sinultisnement
ties donndes tikssisi en Vol ob!enucs curF tunis htiioptdres tout 'I lair tiiffdreiits I cutd tin forum unique, qui it permis tiux
particeipanis d'entamer de--s discussions epprofoindies et tienrichir leers coixnaissecec dpns cc tiomaine.

Co aurre aspect itmporiant a dide Ia Participation an groupe tic travail tie scientifiqucs employds auprds dv faisrcants
tibdlieutpidres. Ccci a peritis une apprtiiarion plus approfondir tie htire tie Iart acmue! et pierentiei, tie avis tics itotresses. et
tics% besoinis qei existent dens Ic doitiatne des applicatiiirs isdustrietles tics techniques d'idenrification des adronci 't soilutcs
to!urnantCs TuUJiinrs esi- il quc lit niajiritt -In travail a it ti effeetUd2 sun Ic% limox tic travail ties iuif~rcni- mernisres tin gruripe.
convent pnatleur tmslibre. Lenincgr tie motivation et Icc efot m'isot bitert vouilusytos e Stiesnt lies Ls ccc
estimer. car ils soot lies epprdeids.

Certain memibres tin grtiupc tie travail tint did ehargic, tic Ia prtiparatlion tieS difidr~entes teCrion'1 je cc rippourt A par:r ties
C&ments f-j nini par ic gusiupe. Afin tic reconnaiirc curts conlTibeticirs siipplctirintaires. Icc nmims tics prineipatix atinetrs tic-s
sections on ties ehapitres en twestionr sient isiliquds sou's fornmc tie pomsisripri aux rirres.

I 'ensemble des ciiniribliont,;ra etc flits en lonme it 'linstitut tic Ia Mecai' ime tin Vol an i)I.R fri. encore. ii v at lieul dic tremercier
ent parriculier Mi. Kalerka ci Mi. litniceianl po1ur !ls tr3asaux tldtiuti1uii cT Lic misc en piagte dmini. tics coteiribetN tinstdmvitinellcs.
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Summary

loti fixed vil tire ait tft. systeým idco t itiliation mnet hids it, determiirit:' stabilIity anid t0011111 ierIs~itAsCS tiit )II
flight test d-'aa're used with corfitdCnce.The arpplication c i the same *cchiiiquei tot leIiolietihtrs is not io
far aidvanced maitily because the aeromechanical complexity of the helicopter eIi'4rcs i11ia&
co mplicated inatheniaticil Models, and the gecnerally much higher noise levels tif helicopter flight data.
Only a few specialist.%, mostly in research oiiganisitimitv. lave coitccii-ratcd oin This field anid the
application in Industry is stll1 sporadic.

To cooirdinate these activities within the NAIO nation%, a Working Giroup was constituted by the
AGARI) Flight Mechanic. Panel to focus )itt the applicationil aspects of the vario-us indisiduall
approaches and toI evaluate thie strenigthr, and weaknesses of the different methods. The Members ottthis
Woreking Group (WG- 18) oin Roiriwvmft Ssimeti Ic/iifriiuiriii applied their inidividual Ideintifiteitotn
approaches to three coni'on flight test data bases (Alil04,14 10) t5, and SA-3 10) that acrec pitwitted tii
the WMinking (iroup by Mc~oiinell Douglasq I llicaptet Con~p. (10IA)lC Deiitsche Fi'rsehu ngsa~tstalt
fut Luft- und Raumfahrt (DL-R). and Royal Aerospace Establishment (PAL).

This Report contiain.% The fitidings ol the Working Group. A review of the recent cotorcraft system
identification activities is given. Comnments iibtained from it questionnaire that was distributed to the
rotoreraft industry are sutmmnarized to document the roli,.inte~rests. 'nd need~s Of indus~try. ht he flight test
data bases provided to the Working Group arc descrihed tin de~tail. In the chapter on ideatification
methodologies the major steps required for the identittication ire presi nted: flight test procedures.
instrumentation, duta processing and evaluation, and identification techniques%. For e-Ich of the three
hclicipters. comparisons of the Obtained results a.rc discussed in thi. form of ease studies. covecring datat
quality evaluatiomns, identificatioit. and verification (if the Obtained models. Rotbustness issues for system
identifiicatiion are addressed, Finally three untaiir application are as Of identification resýults aic
emiphasired: -simulation validation, handling qualities, and C0introl -Systent design.
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I. Introduction and Overviewl)

1.1 Background

Over the last two decades helicopters entering service and reqiired to meet increased operational performance
have with few exceptions, experienced prolonged flight test development to achieve fu!l certification. In many
cases the original requirement has, at a late stage, been reduced to enable release to service. lhe impact on the
customer and manufacturer has been considerable and amounts to increased costs and employment of highly
skilled resources and reductions in operational capability. These costly experiences are largely a result of the
rotoreraft not behaving as designed (in terms of flying qualities and performance). The ensuing re-design effort
requires improved and more accurate modeling at the design stage, utilizing advanced wind tunnel rotor model
test data. However, it is indispensable to check wind tunnel predictions with results from actual flight tests. In
this sense the evaluation of flight test data can be used as a tool for validating wind tunnel results, improving
the confidence in rotorcraft mathematical models and, finally, reducing the uncertainty levels of important
aerodynamic stability anid control parameters of the model.

The methodology of system identification, i.e the derivation fIom flight test results of a rotorcraft mathematical
model in terms of both model structure and model parameters using the relationship oetween measured control
inputs and system responses, is a key way of overcoming some of tlsese problem (hifT, 1989, [ 1. I]; Klein, 1989,
[1.2]; Padfleld (editor), 1989, [1.3]).

1.2 Basics of System Identification

The system identification (S.T.) framework can be divided into three major parts (llamel, 1987, 11.4]):

"* Instrumentation and fillers which cover the entire flight data acquisition proctcss including adequate
instrumentation and airborne or ground-based digital recording equipmeit. Effects of all kinds of data
quality have to be accounted for.

" fight Test Techniques which are related to selected rotorcraft maneuvering procedures in order to opti-
mize control inputs. The input signals have to be optimized in their spectiald conipoition in oider to excite
all rotorcraft response modes from which parameters are to be estimated.

" Analysis of Flight Teaf Data whi.-h includes the identification of the mathematical model of the rotorcraft.
An estimation criterion with an iterative computational algorithm is used to adiust starting values or
a-priori estimates of the unknown parameters until a set of parameter esismates is obtained which mini-
mizes the response error.

Corresponding to these str9ngly interdependent topics, four impottant aspects of the art and science of system
identification have to be carefully treated (Figure 1.1).

* Importance of the control input shape in order to excite all niodes of the vehicle dynamics motions.

" Type of rotoierafl trnder investigation in order to define the structure of the mathematical models,

* Selection of instrumentation and filters for high accuracy measurements,

* Quality of data analysis by selecting most suitable time or frequency domain identification methods.

These "Qual-lM-rcquirements must be carefully investigated from a physical standpoint in order to define and
execute a successful experiment for system identification.

1.3 Benefits of System Identification

The obji--tive to validate mathematical models from the knowledge of control inputs and system responses via
flight test data collection and analysis will improve the confidence aid reduce the un,;ertainty of important
aerodynamic stability and control parameters describing rotorcrall flight mechanics (Figisre 1.2).

i) 'rinecipal Author: P. (. 1 lamel, DiR
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Sc'i-n ftonn the aspect of cost !ffpctiveness important bescncts of rctorcraft system idctilification are related to
the potential to reduee the amount (if costly arid timne-consuming rutorciaft flight testing? with resp~ccin to spec-
ification and certification requirements. lmiprovrd assessmecnt arid evaluationi of flyitig qualities becomes pos-
sible (Figure 1.3).

An additional important factor is emerging from the arca of imnplementation of sctive-contsrol-technology
(ACT) concepts offering the promise of significantly increased rotorcraft performance and operational capa-
bilities. It is well-known, that this approach extends the traditional trade-offs between aerodynamics, structures
and propulsion to include the capabilities of a fulltime, full-authority digital fly-by-wire/light control system.
It is imperative that the actual aerodynamic stability and control parameters turn out as predicted, since the
inherent stability margins may be lower and the flight control system must compensate thrse deficiencies to
provide required handling qualities. In eases of high bandlwidth model-following flight control system designs,
accurate mathematical models improve feed-forward control and, consequently, lower feedback gains for model
deficiency compensation (Figure 1.4).

Still more insportarit, system identification techniques are likely to become in the futti.-e mandatory for model
validation purposes of grousid-based rotorcralfl system simulators. Such simulators require exLtremely accurate
mathematical models in order to be accepted by pilots and government organizations for realistic comnple-
snenlary rotorerafi mission training (Figure 1.5).

1.4 Requirement for Multidisciplinary Collaboration

Due to the highly comple;: acromechanical anid coupled flight dynamic behaviour of helicopter and other
rotorera-ft configurations, long term interdisciplinary scientific knowledge combined with practical research
expertise is required in order to use identification and mathematical modeling tools in a most efficient way. It
is also important to establish an improved dialogue between research institutions and industry.

This is one of' the reasons that these techniques are mostly concentrated in resea~rch organizationsi like US
Army/ARTA. NASA, MIR, NLR, RAE. and CERT/ONERA.

One efficient way of developing this knowledge and providing the research experise is by using the combined
strengths and complementary facilities of the relevant NATO nations in a collahorative programme. This i.i
an area ideally z"iitA to the mi~ssion, of XcAGARD (llarrel, 1990, ~
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2. Workhig Group Objectives
2)

'llie AGARI) Flight Mechanlis Panel (PMP) which for the last fifteen years has sponsored ,tctivitics in the
field of flight vehicle parameter and system identification, decided in 1987 that the optimum way in which

S A(iARD could contribute to this area was to set up a Working Group 1 comprising a w;dc range of research
specialists and industry representatives, tasked with exploring and reporting on the topic of Rotorcraft System

"Identification.
'Ibh first Iwo objectives of the Working Group axe

I. to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses ,f the different approaches and to develop guidelines for the
application of identification techniques to be used more routinely in design and development,

2- to define an integrated and coordinated methodology for application of system identification based on the
s;rengths of each method.

These objectives have been pursued in a time famne of about two and a half yceus (F9R8-1990), through the
exercising of the full range of available individual system identification methods on three cotninton data sets
(All-64 oi" MDIIC, 11O-105 of D1I.R, and SAo330 of RAF) and conducting a critical review of accomplish-
ments.

Based on the work on the first two objectives the final objective of AGAR1) I:MP Working Group IH is

3. to provide an overview and expertise to Industry for

"* better understanding of the underlying scientific, technical and operational msiethodologies involved
in rotorcraft system identification, and

"* Inrreased utilization of this modern flight test support tool

in cooperation with research centers of excellence its this field.

To be as effective as possible in achieving the declared objectives and making sensible recommendations, the
Group has requested Industry to provide information with respect to any experience of using system identifi-
caiioh., Louis aod to indicate techniques currently used to validate simulation modelS (rSe' chapter 3.3).

"* 2) Prlncipal Author: P. G. Htamel, I)I.R

" - -
* ,:5.' . ,'I
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3. Review of Reccent Systein Identification Activities

'Iblis chapter first gives solme idkas of the rise of system ide~ntificaitioni diroitil the design, rlcvelopnseirt. Ccrtit-
icati in, ptiodimict , and product improvemenict processes in fonn of a Syit --i Identification Rorudniajl ( 3. 1'
'I hen, recent1 helicopter identification activities of the Working (Group Memnbers are rmvewed. Baised on thc
evaluntion of the answers to a questionnaire iliat was dis'ributed to the iotorceraft indusity. a discussion of
inilustry's' view :111d requirements is presntried in the section on 'I/i. Role oJ -Inoustry f 3 3). Finally, previous
A-GARI).Rriatcir ldr-wi/7coiion Acrivitirs ( 3.4) are summarized.

3.9 System identification Roadmnapý3)

Rotoreraft System Identification is envisqionecd as a set analytical tools that can be used thioughiout thec designs,
developmcrst.t ccrtiticationiqsialrfication, prodclion and product insprovemcnt process. Its objcctive is to pro-
vide for development, selection, ortprovelncnt, and verificatio-.'validation of engineering and tram~ing math-
cnsatical simulation models. Such moidls arc neeuded for both re" time and non real time applications. While
it is realized that rotoreraft system identification does nof currently provide this set of tools an envisioned flow
of how Nystent identification could evolve i% iusstrated in Figure 3. 1. 1. [he flow is initiated by a sct of rotor-
cr~aft dcsign requiorenments which thenr evolve through the life cycle phases and result in a full ,oissiolm simulation
capability which can be used for traininig and other uses which cnuld greatl '% reduce the life cycle cost of
rotorcrafi. While not specifically illustrated in Figure .. the approach taken is to try anid utilize system
identification techtniques at the appropriate life cycle phase to gan Maximum Irvciage during design and
des'el.pmcnt. With tL~is inttroductioni of the rosdrnap, system idetitification will be addressud rust iii its broadest
sense and thcn with respect to the intricacies of rotoreraft system identification.

Systein identiificationt in its most genera] form could be defined as the deduction of system ehaizictem-istics from
mseasured data. Obviously, the solution of this postulated -black box' problem is imnpossible witt-oul further
specification. A more realistic representation would be viewing system identification as a guide for nsatlictmat-
ical modclinsg as illustrated in l igure 3.1 .2 The application of systern identification techniques is strongly
depeindent on the purpose for which the results are intended; radically different system modrels and identifies.
tion !techniques may bec appropriate fme different purposes rclateil it) the saute, ziystwi i~liff ct al., 191i6,
[31.1.]]). lit this perspective, system identiticatio-n techniques are applied to expcrinterltal data and depending
on the intended purpose, a model is selected from a set Of candidate models. The purpose intended is the key
to the complexity of the desired model and the mathematical techniques used in thie identification procecsn. Ir.
actuality, it is seldomo possible to identify a coniprehensive model of thme system except lor simple systems aitd
a subfield of system identification called paramsetcr ideisrtL-cation is often used. Parameter idtentificatiols is the
process of determining the coefficients or paraineters ini the equations of the system with P. given structure using
measured oustput data iar known test inputs. In reality, on anythsing but for fairly simple systrms, the param-
eters aye really estimates that result its ats adequate model of the system for the purpose intended.

F or aerospace systemss the purpose intended could he asr;ociated with estimating -.he cocificieritt or pat amnets
iii a set of rigid body equations of miotion or a set of elastic body equationus of motivn. For fixed wing appli-
cations, the majority of experience has b-cen with the Parameter es5tirnatior,01 of stabil~ty and control derivatives
for obtaining the linearize-d rigid body equations of motion involving six or lees e~egwes of freedom. Tihese
stabiity and crnotrol drlnvatives can bse used to -- sets handling and flying qualities compliance and for flight
co-'tiol system design. Often, for cotivestiouxa! fixed wing aircraft, decoupled 3 lDoF longitudinal and
laterA-ldireetional models have beeni utilized.

Parameter estimation of fixed wing structural characteristics is a less mature field and has not been mused rou-
tinely. Thmough all aircraft have observable otructural modes, these structural modes could or could not affect
the estimation of aerodynam-ic stability and control derivatives dep-mndinig on the separation between the

stutrlmodes and the rigid body modes. In general, if the structural fre-quencieg are higher than the highest
rigid body modal frequeocy by more than a factor of 5 to) 10, the effect of structumral mnodes in the estinmation
of ae.-ndynamnic stability and coiitil derivatives cast be neglected inless the amplitudes of structural deflections
are so large as to mask measurements dtsired for the aerodynamic analysis. I lowcver, if one or mnore structural
nmodes are found to affect the rigid! body modes3, as may occur in laige aircraft a-ILI spacbcra'ft, those structural
modes must be included in the mathematical model being analyzed (Iliff et al., 1984, [3.1.21).

3) Principal Author: D. Scrhigc. Georgia Instilulc afTcehsology
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'I hus far, tire discussion has been concr.ncd with identification of linear models froim flight test data. When
cngrincening simulation validation is the intended purpo-se of parameter estimati' o, it is often essential to include
nonlinear models and techniques. This is especially true as sinmulatiots arc l~cnn, used to investigate the fill and
expanded flight envelopes.

Unlike the flight dynamics of rmost fixed wing aircraft, the dynamics of rotary wing aircraft are characteriiticaly
those of a high nider system. The laIgc number of degrees of freedom (bob) associated with the coupled
rotor-body dynamics leads to, a large number of unknown patameters that have to be estimated, making it
extremely ditficult to achieve success i-i the application of parameter identficatioix techniqties. A 12 DoF hel-
icoptcr simulation niodel structure, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.3, is about the mininnum required for engi-
necring sinilr-tion validation and flight control system design. However, for handling qualities evaluation, a
6 l)oF model may be adequate. In view of the immaturity of rotorcraft parameter estinration, the WQ 18
approach is to start at this model structure.

Ckitral to virtually all aspects of helicopter design and evaluation is an appropriate mathematical model. Most
of the recent cfforts in this aira have concentrated on the development of nonlinear simulation models. Though
essetuial for establishing ground based simulators and for pilot training, these noniinear models do not give
clear insight into the vehicle characteristics under various flight conditions Thus there is a need for the devel-
opment of linear models of the vchicle about various operating points or tris conditions. These linear inrodels
ca.n be used in establishing the stability and control characterincs of the vehicle and they am very useful for a
systematic development and d&sign tf the vehicle flight control system. In addition, the linear models are easy
to comprehend and they usually form the basis for 'lying qualities evaluation.

Thus system identification efforts can be viewed in two contexts 'he first context is drevelopimental in nature
and consists of validation and upilase of a complex cngineering simulation model using flight test data. [he
second and the most fundamental context of sy.stem identification is to tle'tenine the adequacy of rotorcraft
modeling for flight cvtrol systcm dcsigni and hadlAing qualities evaluation. In this case, the rotomcraft ma!h-
emoatici modem should he such that it represents the physical situationi as realistically as po)ssible and at the
same time it is suflierintly simple and mathematically tractabl.:. As depicted in Figure 3.1.4, development of
an accurate mathematical model with sufficient degrees of freedom is a prerequisite for effective flight control
system design aod hence an expanided flight envelope.

Since a simple, tinimal-otder model is a key to hyssically reali?...bs control systemn dr:4sn. it is imnnolr'ot to
detcclritre the Itosseat ordcr that would best tit the flight tecst data. In order to accomnplish this, linear models
of dif'erent order need to be used in th-e identification process. These different-order models may include body
as wel! as rotor degrees of freedom depending on the order of the model:

1. lody longitudinal dynamics alone - 4th order model (3 DoF)
2. Body lateral dynamics alone - 4th order model (3 DoF)
3. lBody coupled dynamics - 8th order model (6 l)oF)
4. Body dynaunics with first order flapping dynatnics and engine response (Iongitudiiral and lateral tip path

plane tilts) -I Ith order model (9 Doll)
5. Body dcnanrics wilh rotor flapping dynn"rrdcs - 15th order model (t) I)ol)
6. Bfody dynamics with rotor flanrging and lead-lag dynamics - 21st order moodel (13 Do1')
7. Body dynamics with iotor flapping and lead-lag dynamics and with inflow dynamics - 24th order model

(16 D)oU)

Also, id;entification of different otrdcs model.s will give insight into the co uplirrg present in body degrees of
freedom (coupling between longitudinal and lateral dynamics), tctor degrees of frcedom (effect of flapping and
lead-lag dynamnics on body dynamics), and inflow dynamics.

The need for system identification in the development of helicopter linear handling qualities models becomes
apparcn; when one looks at the alternatives available. ItI general, there are three different metlhods avtilable for
developing the helicopter linear model about a given operating point (3te Figure 3.1.5).

The most commonly used method is to obtain the linear model from a global nonlinear simulation model
through a numerical perturbation scheme. In this method, using a nnlinear flight :.isulation model, the heli-
copter is first trimmed at a given flight ;ondition. From their equilibrium values, the states anI2 controls ure
perlurýed one at a time to obtain the changes in body forces and moments. Then the stability and control
derivatives are obtained as the ratio of haoige in correspondling force or momneiut and tIre pe.'turbatior. size of
the state or control. "ihough simrle and straightforward the method can be very sensitive to the perturbation
size which itself may bK, dependent on the flight condition. In order for successful iuqpsementatioa of the
numerical perturbation scheme, it is often necessary to establish first the perturbation sizes that will result in
appropriate slability and control derivative values at various flight condit;ors.
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'hc secontd method is to obtain the stabiliy and control derivatives through antalytical differentiation of the
force and msoment equations D~ue to the complexity of the helicopter force and moment equations. analytical
differcentiation by manual mcani may hewonic formidable. However, the task involved gets simplified Somewhat
by the use of syrrtxhoc processing programs Thc advantage of this method is that once an analytical lineas
model is obtaineJ. it can bc used for parametric studices on a routine basis.

The third method is to obtain the linear model from simulated nonlinear response data through system idcn-
tilkatlion I 'sing the global nonlinca, simulation program, the helicopter is trimmed at a particular flight con-
dition I rum this trim condition, the helicopter response: data is obtained for wide band excitation in various
coxntrol channels and measurement noise can be included. From the input-output data, linear models are
obtained that best fit the response data The advantage of this method is that once the methodology is estab-
fished, the same may be used it) obtain linear models from acturi flight test data.

All the three methods described albov_2 assume that a very gcood nontlinear model of the helicopter is available
for linear model extraction. In the nonlinear model development, often there are many assumptions and
approximoations madc to represent the complicated aerodynamtic effect.s such as rotor-body aerodynamnic
intcrferetnce effects, body aerodynamics. etc. Thus it is required to develop a very good nonlinea model before
any of the linear model extraction methods can be applied I fence, the only wsy of circumventing the problem
of the nonavailability of a good nonlinear model for linear model extraction is to obtain the linear models
directly from [light test data using system idesntification as illustrated in Figure 3-.5I. 1hus, in principle, this
method complesmetnts the linear model extraction from simulated response data. The vehicle is flight tested and
input-output data is re-corded about a trim condition. The type of input selected is such that it has enough
frequcncy content tr) excite 2ll the dynsamic modes and degrees of freedom of interest and the magnitude of the
input is lintited to keep the magnsitude of the vehicle response from trim in the linear range. Using the vehicle
input-output data from the trim flight condition, lineic models are extracted through system identification.

For a new vehicle under development, the linear model extraction from flight test data is feasible only after the
prctotypc of the vehicle is available. Thus, considerable insight into the problems associated with the miodel
extraction peculiar to tte vehicle under development can be gained by using the simulated treponse data Also,
experience gaine~d through model extraction from simulat-id rsponse data may be frujitfly used in the plan-
ring and execution of subsequent flight testing ansd the model extraction from flight test data.

Based on the above discussion, a unified apiproach to rotoreraft system identification can be summuarized by
the following five part approach (DuVal et al., 1983 r3.1-31: see also Minimr 3 1.6 and Figure 3.1.7,1.

I. Oenerate assumed linea model from simulation.
2 Develop methodology for identification from flight test data.
3. Validate methodology using simulation.
4. Process flight test data.
5. Upgrade simulation to m'atch flight test results.

This approach could be incorporated in the envtsioned flow diagram of Figure 3. 1. 1. The remainder of this
report will provide at status report on rotoreraft system identification and what must be done.

Relesuecs~

'3A-1t] ltifT. K W.; Klein, V.; Maine, R. L.; Murray, 3.
Parameter Fsorimat ion Analysis for Airct~afr
AIAA Prof~essonal Study Serise. Williamsburg, VA, 1996

[3.1-2] l~ll.T K. W.: Maine, R. E.
Maximums Likelihood Edm~adion %ith Empharisr an Aircraft Flight Data
Workshop on Identifications and Control of Flexible Space Structursei Jet Propulsion Laiboratory, I 904

(3.1.3] tDu Vat. R_. W.; Wang, J. C.; Demlroz, M. W.
A Practical Approach to Rotorcra/tf Systems Ident((tearlon
Proceedings of thse 39ths Annual A liS Forum, St. Lou~s, MO, 1983
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Figure 3.1.4. A sys~tems approach to rotorcrart stability and control research
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3.2 Recent Helicopter System Identification ActivitieS)

3.2.1 Introduction

The last 10 years and 5 years in particular, has seen an increasc in the number of organisations developing and
applying the methods of system identification in rotorcraft flight dynamics. The Special Edition of Fertica
(Padfield (editor), 1989, f 3.2. 1]) presen-ts the most up-to-date snapshot of activities from most of the practising
agencies; all present results of identification performed on flight test data gathered over the last few years at four
of the principal flight research labs of the NATO countries, DLR, AFDD, NAE and RAE, together with the
ARt., Melbourne. The availability of a wide range of quality test data, gathered for the purposes of flight
dynamics analysis, has been the stimulant to this rejuvenation of interest. The early work of Molusis (1972 -
1974, [3.2.2]; (3.2.3], and [3.2.4]) and Gould and liindson (1973, [3.2.5], 1974, [3.2.6]) highlighted the com-
plexity of the rotorcraft identification problems compared with conventional aeroplanes but it was not until
improved methods could be applied to quality test data in the early 1980s that the insight provided by this early
work could be exploited fully. The applications presented in (Padfield (editor), 1989, [3.2.1]) reflect a strong
investment of basic research into theoretical methods and test techniques. This Chapter presents the contrib-
utions made by the research agencies to this work, summarising the accomplishments, problem areas and future
thrusts. The coverage is not exhaustive and omits the work of some non-participants to WG-18, notably
Advanced Rotorcraft Technology Inc, University of York, and NASA Ames. The embryonic Industry -ctiv-
ities in rotorcraft system identification arc covered in chapter 3.3.

3.2.2 Activity Reviews

3.2.2.1 DLR, Braunschweig Research Center

DLR system identification activities are concentrated on both fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft. The close
contact between the analysts and the common development and improvement of approaches and methods has
proved to be very beneficial. For example, the 3211 input signal, which has become one of the standard input
signals for identification, was originally designed for fixed wing aircraft flight testing by Marchand et aW., (1974,
[3-2.7]).

The first rotorcraft experience was gained in the late 1970s in collaboration with MB3 using a least
square/instrumental variable approach (Rix et al., 1977, [3.2.8]; Kaletka et al., 1977, [3.2.9): Kloster ct al.,
1980, [3.2.10]). The, now classical, helicopter identification problems were revealed - need for accurate meas-
urements with suffisient data information content in the response, model structure aspects and careful test
conduct (Kaletka, 1979, [3.2.11]). It was also demonstrated that the information content of only one maneuver
with a single control input is not sufficient for the identification of a coupled six degrees of freedom model.
An approach was developed that allowed the combination of independently flown maneuvers to increase the
data information content and to extract one common model. This so called concatenated run evaluation has
shown its effectiveness and is now used routinely in aircraft identification. With the acquisition of a dedicated
BO 105 by the DLR in 1977 and, consequently, an easy access to appropriate flight test data, a standard
approach to identification evolveu, covering instrumentation and sensor calibration, data processing and state
estimation, identification and verification of rotorcraft models (Kaletka, 1984, [3,2.12); Holland, 1987,
[3.2.13]). Significant progress could be made after three major software developments:

I. the Maximum Likelihood method was extended for concatenated run evaluation,
2. a Maximum Likelihood method for the identification of nonlinear systems was developed by Jategaonkar

et al., (1983 and 1985, [3.2.14]; [3.2.15]),
3, a frequency-domain Maximum Likelihood technique was developed (Fu et al., 1983, [3.2.16]; Marchand

et al., 1985, [3.2.171).

Until recently, coupled 6 DoF rigid body models were used with an equivalent time delay to approximate the
main rotor influence. Such models have been satifactory for describing flight behaviour below about 13 rad/s.
A principal application area at the DLR is modelling to support the Be 105 in-flight simulator, ATTHeS.
tIere, however, research has shown that higher order models are required for the control system design and that
6 DoF models with equivalent time delays are inappropriate for the BO 105 (Pausder et at., 1988, [3.2.18];
Kaletka et at., 1989, [3.2.19]). Therefore, extended model formulations were developed. The present AT'IrlieS
control system design is based on a model that approximates rotor characteristics by using the roll and pitch

4) Prhdpal author: 0. D. Pxdfiel, RAF, .
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accelerations as state variables. The identification of this model needs no rotor measurements and the result
showed a significant improvement in bandwidth validity (Kaletka et a]., 1989, [3.2.20]). "Ihc present work is
concentrated on the extraction of higher order models with explicit rotor degrees of freedom. Here, rotor blade
flapping measurements were required. First results arc discussed by Yu et al., (1990, [3.2.21]).

As part of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOIJ) on Hlelicopter Flight Control between the United States
and Germany, IA.R and AFT)I) have worked in a close cooperation on identification research. The joint
evaluation of XV-15 and DO 105 flight test data by applying the individual techniques have led to a deeper
understanding of the approaches and a significant improvement of the methodologies of both research centers
(Tischler et al., 1987, [3.2.22]; Kaletka et al, 1989. [3.2.19]).

3.2122 AFDD, Ames Research Center

AFDI) activities in rotorcraft system identification have focussed on the development of ronparametric and
parametric frequency-domain techniques since 1983 (Tiscbser et al., 1983, [3.2.23]). The primary applications
of these tools have been to

I. validate comprehensive simulation models (Tischler, 1987. [3.2.24]; Ballin ct al., 1990, [3.2.25]).
2. document response characteristics of rotorcraft with advanced flight control systems (I lilbert ct al., 1986,

[3.2.26]; Tischler, 1987 [3.2.27]; Tischler et al., 1988 [3.2.28]).
3. demonstrate required compliance testing procedures contained in the specification for military rotorcraft

(Tisehler et al., 1987, [3.2.29]).

Research, begun in 1988 (Tischler, 1988, (3.2.30]), has led to the development of a comprehensive frequen-
cy-response approach for identification of rotorcraft stability and control derivative models. Applications of this
approach to the XV-IS and DO 105 helicopters (Tischler et al., 1987, [3.2 22]; Tischler et al., 1990,
[3.2.31]), has shown its benefits specialty in model structure determination for an accurate multivariable fre-
quency-domain characterization, such as is needed in modem Mulhi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) design.
Fletcher of the AFDD has developed a procedure foi measurement system error identification and state
reconstruction using Kalman filter/smoother techniques (Fletcher, 1990, [3.2.32]). AFDD has worked in close
cooperation with the DLR in ioint identification research activities as part of the Memorandum of Under-
standing (MOU) between the United States and Germany on Helicopter Flight Control. Comparisons of
AFDD frequency-domain resislis and DLR time-domain results for the XV-15 and 1O 105 aircraft (Tischler
et al., 1987, [3.2.22]; Kaletka et al., 1989, [3.2.19]) has significantly improved the methods and tools used by
both research ccatrcs.

The AFDD tools are integrated into a software facility for system identification Cif-ER (Comprehensive
Identification from FrEquency Responses), which is described in the literature (rischler et al., 1990,
[3.2.31]). This facility is an interactive user-oriented package for the identification and verification of high-order
coupled linear models. Recent applications of CIFER to the DO 105 WG data base has yielded a high-order
model of the coupled body/rotor flap-lag dynamics (Tisehler et b.l., 1990, [3.2.31]) that is accurate to frequen-
cies of up to 30 rad/s, making it suitable for application to high-bandwidth Wlight control system design.

A key problem that is being addressed by AFDI) is the formulation of higher-order models that represent the
coupled body/rotor/inflow dynamics i. a form suitable for system identification research. Flights are being
conducted on the NASA/AFDD UH-60 Blackliawk to collect data useful for this research goal. Also, ana-
lytical methods are being used in parallel to formulate parametric model structures suitable for identification.

3.2.2.3 ARL, Melbourne

The principal driving force has been the development and validation of adequate simulation models for rotor-
craft flight dynamics. The application has benefitted from a wide experience gained with fixed-wing aircraft eg,
ability to analyse flight records not previously amenable to analysis, improved and quantifiable accuracy, the
provision of a large amount of information from a relatively small amount of testing. In addition, a range of
methodology techniques in state and parameter identification developed for fixed wing applications are proving
useful foi helicopters e.g. least-squares equation and output error methods, maximum likelihood and extended
Kalman filter. Current activities ccntre around the analysir of flight data gathered on a Sea King Mk50 (Guy
et al., 1985, [3.2.33]; Williams et al., 1987, [3.2.34]). A study of the aircraft's vertical response in hover indi-
cates the need to include inflow and flapping dynamics in the model structurc and also to take account of blade
flapping dynamics (Padiield (editor), 1989. [3.2.1]). The work is being extended to cyclic and pedal responses
and forward flight. The approach being taken is to stuly each channel separately in limited flight regimes,
thereby building up a complete representation step by step. Another activity involves idIentifing landing gear
dynamics from drop test data.

,7
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Two pfoblems are identified. Firstly, the lack of a well established model structure and the identification of
manoeuvres which provide sufficient information for the accurate extraction of all the parameters of interest
within a defined model structure. Secondly, the application of data compatibility checking procedures appears
more difficult with helicopters arising from the coupled motions and generally noisier environment.

3.2.2.4 NAE, Ottawa

Pioneering work in the earlier 70s was motivated by the design requirements for a full-authority, multi-channel
autopilot for the Bell 205 airborne simulator. Stability and control derivatives were estimated, using a modified
Newton-Raphson method for uncoupled longitudinal and lateral/directional motions (Gould et al., 1973 and
1974, [3.2.5], [3.2.6]). Following this early work, and to support the establisunent of a helicopter industry in
Canada, a new effort was made in 1985 based on the use of the NASA MMI.E3 (time-domain) program at the
University of Toronto, and a new series of flight tests on the Bell 205 and 206 helicopters. The initial results
were promising, but indicated the need for performing the flight tests %:nder near ideal turbulence free condi-
'ions. Preliminary analysis with this test data and a 6 DoF linear model structure has been published (Padfield
(editor), 1989, [3.2.11).

Current acu ,ities involve a further series of tests with the Bell 205 with an emphasis on hover and slow flight
conditions. A joint project with Bell Helicopter Textron of Montreal is underway, in which parameter esti-
mation techniques will be studied by comparing flight test data obtained with the Bell 206 with computer
simulations performed with the C-81 program. At the University of Toronto work is in progress to study
ground based helicopter simulation, involving the comparison of flight test results with the prediction of can-
didate real-time simulation programs.

A major problem area is the selection of model structures that are as simple as possible under the circum-
stances, together with the determination of suitable control inputs and measurements to evaluate, in a mean-
ingful way, the parameters defining that particular level of model.

3.2.2.5 RAE r d / University of Glasgow

The principal b. 'UK research in this field is to support the development and validation of predictive sim-
ulation models , '-ing qialities and dynamic perforiance. In a collaborative activity between RAE and
NASA, technique "'eloped for the RSRA flight programme were applied to RAE SA-330 data to investigate
adequate model structures for low frequency dynamic motions (4 rad/s) (Padfield et al., 1982, [3.2.35]). Based
on this initial experience, UK efforts were channelled towards the development of an integrated methodology
encompassing state est ý.tion, model structure estimation and parameter estimation (Padfield et al., 1987,
[3.2.36]; Padfield, 198t . 23.2.37]; Black et al., 1986, [3.2.38]), including a frequency domain (state-space)
maximum likelihood estimator (Black. 1988, [3.2.39]). Analysis in the frequency domain was considered
essential to isolate .- 2cific modes of interest. A parallel activity focussed on equivalent system transfer
function modelling (Padfield (editor), 1989, [3.2.1]; Houston, 1988, [3.2.40]). Applications of the UK tools
have highlighted a number of issues,

1. great care needs to be taken when model building with equation-error techniques; singular value decom-
position techniques can increase confidence in identified parameters (Black et al., 1986, [3.2.38]; Black,
1987, [3.2.41]).

2. including equivalent time delays in modei structures can usefully extend identified frequency sange; the
method is particularly successful for low-offset articulated rotor helicopters (Padficld (editor), 1989,
[3.2.1]; Black et al., i986, [3.2.38]).

3. including cross-coupled effects as pseudo-controls has proved successful for helicopters without strong
couplings (Padfield (editor), 1989, [3.2. 1]).

4. a 3-degree-of-freedom model is required for vertical axis dynamic behaviour up to about 18 tad/s,
including inflow and coning dynamics (Padfleld (editor), 1989, [3.2. IJ).

A central problem area being tackled is the design of effi.-ient and robust control inputs to enable the identifi-
cation of a large number of panumeters with confidence. Current and future efforts are focussing on the use of
system identification in validating non-finear simulation models including blade element rotor formulations.
Flight tests with the RAE Lynx in 1990 will provide the test database for this new work.

A-.-
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3-2.2.6 (:ERTIONERA 'loulouse

A variety of different techniques have been developed over the years, principally for application to fixed-wing
aircraft e.g. Airbus, and a range of industrial processes. Recent involvement with rotorcraft has been conducted
in collaboration with A6rospatiale (see chapter 3.3). Current concerns include the optimal sequencing of tests
to enable fully coupled models to be identified and the correct use of flight path reconstruction results.

3.2.2.7 GCcogia Institute of Technology

"The motivation behind rotorcraft parameter identification research at Georgia Institute of Technology, which
started in 1986, is the deveiopment of an accurate mathematical model for effective control system design and
flight envelope expansion. Both stochastic linear filter and extended Kalman filter identification algorithms are
in use. Results have been obtained using simulated data (Fitzsimons et al., 1986, [3.2.42]) and UFI-60 flight
test data (Fitzsimons et al., 1988, [3.2.43]; Padfield (editor), 1989, [3.2.1]) highlighting consideration of record
length, input frequency content and the need for multi-axis inputs. Current activities involve the application
of the NASA langley 'regression' package to AIl-64 and BO 105 data.

3.2.3 General Remarks

More than 10 organisations in the NATO countries are now practising rotorcrafi system identification and have
access to quality flight test data. A common application area is simulation model validation, in support of
control system design work. Analysis methods and test techniques have been developed over the last decade
that are particularly suited to the rotorcraft identification problem - highly coupled dynajmics with rotor modes,
nonlinearities and often significant measurement and process noise. Particular areas of concern gleaned from
a review of current activities include:

I. defining an adequate model structure for particular applications,
2. ihe high level of resource/expertise required to design experinent., gather data and conduct identification

analysis.
3. the uncertainties in data compatibility checking in the presence of unknown levels of measurement and

process noise,
4. the extension of linear parameter identification to the nonlinear case,
5. the extenq;on of the presently often used 6 degrees of freedom model,7 to higher order models with rotor

degrees of freedom.
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3.3 The Role of Industry.5)

3.3.1 Introduction
"1The AGARI) Working Group 18 was tasked to review the maturity level of system identification for applica-

tion in the Rotorcraft Industry arid to make recommendations in three areas.

1. Itxpertise required to integrate methodology into design - developin, i - ceitificatior life cycle.

2. Measurement anid analysis techniques that ofler efficiency, reliability and robustne:;s.

3. Identification and alleviation of limiting factors from an Industry viewpoint.

Although the membership of WO 18 includes Industry representative from both lurope (A6ronpatiale, Agusta,
Messerschmidt-B61kow-tliohm) and the U1S (Mel)onnell Douglas llclicopter Company), it was considered
important that an, opportunity be given to other manufacturers to comment on the utility of system idetntifi-
cation, and particularly to draw attention to current methods that system identification may augment or teen
replace. A Note and Questionnaire was produced soliciting Industry's views under seven headings.

1. Any experience of using syslem Identification methods? If so, please give reference and
sumniarise main conclusions. If not, please comment on your perception of the orethodol-

ogy.

2. What techniques are currently used to validate simulation models used i-1 design for per-

formance and flying qualities?

3. What techniques are currently used to determine cause of problems and correct deficit,n-
cies during flight test development?

4. Are improvements required in tle techniques outlined in (2) and (3)? If so, please quantify

if possible.

5. Provide example(s) of case(s) where Ihe behaviour during flight tesl develupmeni was

unexpected and required design changes. How was the design solution arrived at (tech-
nique rather than engineering aspects) and what part did tlignt test data and the engi-

neering simulation model play In the activity?

6. Are there any examples of unresolved flight behaviour anomalies that system identification

may be able to shed light on and that your organisation would be prepared to release tire

relevant test data?

7. Are there any other comments that Industry wish to make?

Responses were received from all eight majorr manufacturers in F.urope and the US:

1. Arospatiale,
2. Agusta,
3. Bell Itelicopter Textron Inc. (BIITI),
4. Boeing
5. Messersehmidt-HB61kow-Blohrn (MBB),
6. McIonnell Douglas lHelicopter Corporation (MDIIC),
7. Sikorsky,
8. Westland.

It is clear that there is couriderable interest in the techniques in Industry. balanced by a cautious scepticism.

The experience level is varied but many common concerns and problem areas have, not unexpectedly, been
identified. This section reviews the responses in more detail and draws conclusions where possible and makes

t recommendations for next steps.

IDirect quotations from the Industry responses are included in t tol ics.

i) Principal author: G I). Padfield, RAII,
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3.3.2 Industry Response

3.3.2.1 Question I - Experience and Perception

I his question was aimed at -stablishing the experience level within the manufacturing industry and thre jser-
cepiloii of the maturity and poternial of the techniques. The responses are summarised as follows.

Airospa'iale

Farly, limited expFr.iencc on XA3210 (1973), but more recently a joint activity has been conductcd wvith
CFP.1/ONPRA, with A~rospatialc responsible for the flight test data and CIRT/ONI'RA for the

dc-,elopment and validation of ("me domaino identification tools. Akrospatialc have drawn sonic early
conclusions:

* high quality measurements, careful testing and test time durations in opposition withh he requhec-
nient for short flight test development,

* identified linear models not ss useful for validating and improving sinmulation models as expectd,
o identified linear models good hi mid speed range (7t0-110 kl-). but, at hiwie or lower speeds, tests

are far more difficult and results of poorer quality.

2. .lgus~a

Currently use time domain leezst-sqtLarcs techlique to minimise error tetween fliglit ;cst and simulal miOn,
comp:jtel by nonlinear ARMCOP model. A constrained subset of etfective corfignrr1tion paaiairters aoc
derived for each flight condition e.g. gzometric and ae.rodynamic characteristics of vehicle components.
Method has been applied to A109 and SA.33!j (WU 18) flight 'est data.

3. BeU llelicopter Textron Inc. (fI'I)

Force determination methods are used by structural dynamics groups e.g. 206 1.M pylon loatIs, AlI-IW
tail rotor gearbox loads. No form'al Systertm Identification methods oserd in handling qualities groups. 'lie
ý;ystem Identification field has not, in our judgement, reached the same level of maturity as force deter-
ruination as evidenced by the lack of validated software. The helicopter irdustry lacks evidence of the

capability -rf the mncthods when used in design k.idance or fligit test pioblem correctior.

4. Boeing

Cunently two activities:

1) Use of I-RI-SPID (US Ann) frequency domainr technique on AtI.CS to document the closed
loop commandirecsoonse (conJucted July 198-9) at hover and gol kni. (lose ctrrtelatirin between flight
lest and analytical predictions of gain and phase.

2) t)cveiopnient of time domamn maximsum likelihood estimation (MIMt and Orthogonaliscd Pro-

lection Estimation (OPiF) algorthm.s for stabhlity and cimitrol derivative idCrLification. lIe M1I1;
approach ic rnrovielg more robust.

flrouing cut rently perceive a trade-off with the two approaches:
1) docS not require a defie:nd model structuire and is tailored fcr single iniurt systeoss while
2) requires a Fre-determined nsodel structure and can handle mulliplc input/output systems.

5. Aiesserschmidr-Bvkow-BIohm (MB If)

A joint activity between MBB raid 1)lR (Braunsehweig) bcgan in 1377. Two phases, both with a fly-
by-wirt PO 105, covered 70 kn ,and extended flight envelope conditions rzspectively (Rix ct a.i., 1977,
(3.3.A]; Klostcr et al., 1980, [3.3.2]1. Flight data problems included vibration, speed signal drift and ponr
accuracy of lincar accelerations. Data were filtered to suppress roui syrtem dynamnics Timei histtr-v
comparisons between flight .i theory were good but derivatives were sometietoes poor.

6. MeDonnel Douglas HeEcoprer Company (M &QC)

Currently utilist both M.IlTI and hasic Outprtt Error (0W,) methods with trade-off that OF is poor ,A: z'
proess noise eecesnive and MILF { ore difficult to implement and erinverge to a solution Applicationr

area is flight simulation model validation. MDIIC have a very posiisie oppu *.,ch to the noelhodology:
Systemn identification tectnigces nre the nost logrcal end sastemoecc iseal, nor v'alidaiirnmn and

upgrude oJ our mo-le!ltnyg sotwore. It te planned to extcnd thpir oppltcattern to Ilener hand!In 5i
qualities .7odels and aerodynomic,performsnce aod•ols.

S, '
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7. Sikorsky

Sikorsky invested significant effort in helicopter parameter identification in the early 70's
during the period of tfim that John Holusis and Ray Hansen were employed here. Parameter Iden-
ti fiction techniques provide the possibility of extract ing physically mearingful parameters from
flight test data. The premise is that these flight-test-derived parameters may provide insight
toward a better understanding of helicopter flight dynamics, provide a means of validating
existing simulations in both the time and frequency domains, and provide a validated model for
use In design and development (e.g. AFCS development).

Much of the work done by Mnlusis and Hansen during that time Is in the public domain. After a
significant expenditure of time and effort however, it 6ecome obvious that the derived parameters,
while able to reproduce time histories accurately, were physically meaningless (had the wrong
signs, for example). This led to a period of disenchantment with parameter identification methods
at Sikorsky.

Mare recently, Sikorsky has utilized frequency dowatan methods (nonparowtric identificatton) with
some success. The Technical Evaluation Program (TtP) on the CH-53E helicopter involved approxi-
mately 100 hours of flight testing to validate the stobility characteristics of the aircraft when
flying with external loads. These data hove been used to validate the GEt#JEL model in the fre-
quency doman. The result of this work Is proprietary at this time, but a description of the
program and same results were presented by Steve Hang at the 1i9e AHS Annual Furor in Boston
(Koplita et al., 1989, [3.3.3]). At this time we feel comfortable in applying frequency domain
methods and now use it routinely with simulation. The new Handling Qualities Specifications, of
course, make its use mandatory in order to show corpliance with some parts of the specification.

There was an attempt at applying the modified 'pEst' parameter estimation code (Murray, 1987,
[3.3.5]) to flight test data, but It did not give satisfactory results and hrs been atiscontinued.
At this time, based on our experience, no poroaneter identification code is available that Is
robust and mature enoagh far industry use.

8. Westland

N• o0-'ccific xcri. a,•. idcr.lsiftd that has b.-. ciCteit ;ous;y tuughi of uý 5yiwm ideni ificai ion as
promulgated in learned publications. Westland do, however, offer a shrewd perception on Ihu merits
of system identification:

The meth.-'ology is perceived as providing a mechanism for reproducing a particular phenomenon
under a particular set cf circumstances but without necessarily advancing the understanding of
the phenomenon ... Such an understanding forms the basts of ant sound Solution to real life
engineering problems. In most Instances, the more Intractable problems either involve a large
number of voricbles or are highly nonlinear or, more often, both. Under these circwnstonces,
spurious volues 0are possibly attributed to those parameters which ore included in the model as
compensation for any shortcomings in the postulated structure of the model. A good fit obtained
for one condition may not Oe valid for other conditions. Thc Westland view here perhaps echoes
the concerns of many in Industry who feel that, in the extreme, the tools are inappropriate. Westland go
further and underscore their scepticism,

Any success is related to engineering experience, flair, Judgement and understanding of the
physiral factors Involved and which underiy the proposed model structure rather than any
sophist 'cated sr tem identification methodology.

3.3.2.2 Question 2 - Tedchiques For Simulation Model Validation In Design

"The validation of simulation models used during the design of a new type. is seen by WG 18 as a critical
application area for system identification. Tichniques currently used by Industry need to be understood to
provide the foundations on which the new methodology cmild be built.

1. Airostloe

Principal method is through comparison of measured and calculated data for trins and dynamic response.
For the latter, the method only applies to short runs hbecause any trirr errors soon integrate to significant
attitude differences in the simulation. For similar reasons, the response to high frequency inputs ame dif-
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ficult to analysc. A&ospatiaJe stress that they consider thcsc methods insufficient: The direct compartison
method used for model valtdotion is not sufficient, especially when the range of frequencies used
by the pilot are considered. Frequency domatn identtftcation seems to be a more Interesting tool
in this area.

2. Agusta

Model validation is derived from comparison between flight test and simulator time histories; improve-
ments are achieved through parameter modification, constrained by a physicad understanding of the
problem.

3. Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. (BHTI)

No input

4. Boeing

Both time and frequency domait methods are used to conduct validation of 6 DOF models against higher
order, non-real-time models and flight test data. In the time domain, dominant mode frequencies and
dampings are derived from step responses. The ADOCS activity was an exception, where gain and phase
of the frequency responses were matched.

5. Messerschmidt-BRLkow-Blohm (MBB)

Comparison of simulator and flight test data for trim, loads, performance, stability of aircraft and rotor
modes and vibrations throughout the flight envelope forms the principal method. ILinearised stability and
control derivatives have been more difficult to obtain with confidence. lhe most significant damping,
control and cross coupling derivatives are obtained by matching low order equivalent systems and the test
data.

t. McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC)

Three techniques currently in use,

"* adjustment of preselected model parameters to satisfy pilot perception of differences between simu-
lator and representa-ive airtcraft response e.g. time constants in dynamic inflow model.

"* comparison of trims and response to control inputs.
"* flight measurements together with (Kalinan filter) estimated aircraft states are used to drive the

simulation model in a wind turane I mode to determine the aerodynamic loads. System identification
niethod used to model the aerodynamric loads on various components e.g. main rotor, horizontal tail
etc..

7. Siklurskv

Comparisons of steady state trims, time and frequency domain control responses.

8. Wesdtand

Comparison with flight test data for trim, transient response to control and gain and phase relationships
across various components of the total system loop. Engineering judgement is used to assess acceptability
of comparisons.

Commnents

The emph-uis in the question was on the validation of models used in d-,Ign. Industry responded, without
exception, by referring to comparison with flight test data which, of course, is generally not available during
the design process. It has to be assumed therefore that Industry consider thst a simulation model can only be
validated once test data becomes available i.e. after the aircraft has been built and flown.

3.3.2.3 Question 3 - Techniques For Problem Solving During Flight Test Development

Achieving performance and flying qualities standards and requirements early in the flight test programme is rare
and his prousably never been realised in practice. Highly skilled resources are often requsied to resolve problems
and the resulting re-design and repair work can be time consuming. Both the manufacturer and potential cus-
tomer will press for efficient resolution. Again, it was important that WG 18 pay cognizance to the established
successful methods; it is assumed that problems have not been predicted at the design stage.

I- .. . .--.. 7.;
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L ,4 rospatiale

Currently, dynamic stability of the bare airframe presents the major handling qualities problem to be
solved during flight test development, to ensure an acceptable safety level in the case of autopilot failure:
It (dvnomic stability) is the more acute, as simulation Is only valid to compare configurations
but does not provide on accurate estimation in this field. A&ospatiale search for solutions to sta-
bility deficiencies by modifying the fuselage/empennage design and initially rely on the experiencc of pre-
vious cases. When this is insufficient the phenomena are explored at model scale in the Marignane wind
tunnel; eventually, so!utions found in the wind tunnel are tested in flight.

2. Agusta

Personal experience is currently used to solve problems.

3. Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. (BHTI)

No input

4. Boeirg

Typically, when problems occur at flight test, simulation models with increasing degrees-of.
freedom are used until the problem is predicted. If still unresolved, the situation is re-examined with
respect to modelling adequacy and missing elements.

5. Messerschmidt-B6Ikow--Bohm (MBB)

Similar techniques used as for question 2. The substantiation of flying qualities and flight per-
formance at critical loading, atmospheric, and flight conditions has to be proved. Modern Ono-
lytical methods are able to cover a majority of these aspects, but in extreme conditions at the
boundary of the flight envelope, tests are still necessary. Included in the list of test conditions
provided by MBB axe role related flying tasks. The information proviJed reflects a systematic approach
to establishing substantiation and the identification of problems but says nothing concerning methods for
cause and correction.

6. McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC)

Principal method uscd to determine problem areas is close sc-utiny of flight test data. Mote basic research
is required in the area of control input design to support this process.

7. Sikorsky

More flight testing combined with simulation.

8. West laud

A central and significant activity in the Westland approach is examinaticn of flight data for conformation
of tne flight crew's qualitative reporting of the handling issue and hence a definition of the problem.
Possible explanations are formulated but: a major difficulty is being able to incorporate the various
pieces of Infonmation into a form which is compatible with the mathematical model, e.g. nonlin-
ear'ttes in the power servo, and 'engineering Intuition' is required to devise an appropriate
model structure. Once a physical understanding is achieved, desiga modifications are modelled

and assessed leading to a preferred solution. The approach highlights the craft-like nature of
modelling to solve flight dynamic problems and emphasises the fact that problems stem from unexpected
situations and are always absent in the design model.

3.3.2.4 Question 4 - Improwenents Required
"A particular concerti to WG 18 was whether Industry could clearly perceive what improvements in the tech-

* niques addressed were required.

1. Airospariale

Systematic approach to modifying fuselage/empcrnage, outlined in the answer tv question 3 breaks down
when a reference aircraft case does not exist and then the Dbjectives of the tunnel tests are more difficult
to define. Simulation could help to establtsh the minimum, aerodynamic characteristics of the
fuse lage/empennage leading to acceptable stability, but this would need improved simulation
mode I s.

.-. -. . .
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2. Agusta

A quantitative method is called for to improve both model validation and flight test activities. Ident if I-
cation methods can give an estimate of the quality of the mathematical model through the cost
function value.

3. Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. (BHTI)

No input

4. Boeing

Three areas are addressed

* need for a practical method of directly mapping transfer function models to state space form and
hence derivatives,

* improved and dedicated flight experiments,
* methods which Incorporate Kalman filters/observers should be expanded (improved) to bridge

the gap between required signals and sensor avilabilitty.

5. Messerschmidt-Bdlkow-Biohm (MBB)

A standardised identification procedure for the complete set of stability ad control derivatives is neces-
sary.Most applications for these results are validation of linearised, flight mechanical computer
codes and support in the design of electronic augmentation.

6. McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC)

"ihe Company considers that its approach is a correct and adequate one and that ful ly exercising the
methods outlined in (the response to) Ouestion 2 should lead to a valid simulation model. Forflight
test development, it is recognised that more work needs to be done.

7. Sikorsky

Reductions in flight time will be directly proportional to confidence in the validated model.
Ideally, a dependable parameter identification procedure for rotorcraft should be one of the
procedures uscd routtnely .for ;oclldott.ag slaulatton models.

8. Westland

Following areas are cited as examples where current practice could be improved.

* unproved occurance reporting,
* enhanced data gathering, particularly in rotating system
* improved information about amplitude.conscious non- linearities,
* extension of frequency domain methods to multi-input/multi output,
* improved information about choice of frequency domain inputs e.g. manual or auto sweeps,

Schroeder phased signals,
* extension of frequency domain methods to higher frequencies.

3.3.2.5 Question 5 - Examples Of Unexpected Behaviour Requiring Design Changes

1. Airospatbale

see (Rocsch et a]., 1981, [3.3.41).

2. Agusta

No input

3. Bel Helicopter Textron Inc. (BHTI)

No input

4. Boeing

Experience reported regarding the AI)OCS development - Flight test data from slep disturbance
Inputs were examined and compared to both 6 OOF and 20 DoX model predictions. Some of the problems
relating to unexpected time delays were identified wt.th the lower order model; other responses

A,4?~ .K ".
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due to coupled rotor/fuselage effects were identtfted with the higher order model. In addition,

both models were used to design lead compensation to further, Improve stability, gain and phase
margin characteristics.

5. Messerscchaidi-Brlkow-Blohra (MBB)

For the BK 117 prototype, deficiencies occurred:

* tail shake i r descending flight - eliminated by fitting of hub cap and removal of aft fuselage spoilers
* early tests showed weak directional stability at high speeds and climb rates. A refined

analytical study and dynamic pressure measurements In the toil area region showed that on

improvement of the stafic lateral stability and dihedral stability could solve the problem;

the end plate cunfiguration was changed by increasing the area and shape.

In general it is difficult to model interference effects and also the non inear aerodynamic/aynamic effects

on a blade (flutter, dynamic stall, 3-dImenstonal effects on future blade tips).

6. McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC)

Flight tests on YAII-64 with 1-tail configuration revealed unexpected problems e.g. nose-up attitude at

low speediclimb, sudden forward trim changes when accelerating from hover to high speed. The simu-

lation model played a key role in redefining the tail with a scheduled stabilator and increased

capacity tail rotor. Powered wind tunnel data were made available to model the main rotor to tail

surface aerodynamic interference.

7. Sikorsky

No input

8. Westland

'Tbree areas have been identified:

* The accurate retriening of a helicopter to a desired airspeed with an attitude hold term
u!thin the ASE. This saddressed b, applytng reasoned chmnges to th!e ASE In the fltgh!

development prograsmse and by education of the long time constant nature of the airspeed

response. The inability to reproduce the original extent of the problem in the simulator

was attributed in part to the 'clinical' simulator environment.
o A persistent poorly damped small oscillation In roll on a hingeless rotor under development

was Investigated by the in-flight testing of AFCS modifications leading to an operating
technique which reduced the effect without entirely eliminating it. Although a number of

relevant design parameter changes were simulated, the variation iN this phenomenon over the

speed range could not he satisfactorily reproduced to form a basis for rece-wending design
modification.

0 Pitch up ia the low speed flight envelope due to wake Impingement on the tail cone/taolplone
which joas significantly greater than prediction. This was addressed by flight testing

mechanical modifications to the helicopter.

3.3.2.6 Question 6 - Unresolved Flight Behaviour

T7his question was intended to give Industry the opportunity to identify any outstanding handling problems
which might be tackled (by a future WG?) using system identification methods. No specific examples were
identified but two areas where identification may prove useful were highlighted - the determination of man and
tail rotor thrust (Agusta) and the estimation of wake (effects) parameters in main rotor flapping models.

3.3.2.7 Question 7 - Commenits

"illis question provided an opportunity to address issues or concerns not covered by the specific questions.
Tlhre of the UIS manufacturers responded with positive and optimistic comments. The main comments were:

1. Ae#rospadale

(No comments).
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2. Agusta

(No comments).

3. Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. (BH TI)

We encourage both the development of algorithms and validation of the technique.

131111 went further and recommended a sequenced evaluation of emerging algorithms in estimating sta-
bility derivatives from time history data. Credibility in the methods could be established by a step-by-step
demonstration using linear simulation data, nonlineaz simulation data and corrupted simulation da-a.

4. Boeing

As system identification techniques improve, they will become an integral part of handling
quality, optfmtsatton and flight testing

S. Messerschtnidt-86kow-Blohm (HMBl)

In their response to the question, MBB re-iterated the range of potential application areas addressed by
the questionnaire, but also suggested that the methodology could raise the confidence of certification
authorities to theoretical results (certification phase) to allow acceptance of larger theore-
tical extrapolation klith respect to the whole weight, atmosphere and temperature regime and a
reduction of dangerous flight tests (e.g. engine failure). MBB completed their response by stating
that the methodology would be used if it has advantages to the currently practised flight test
procedures with respect to costs, accuracy, test time and handling and thai it was important that
companies understand the limitations of the methods in terms of frequencies, stability levels
and flight conditions.

6. McDonnelU Douglas Helicopter Company ( MDD C)

MOUC is moving aggressively to implement system identification techniques In linear handling
qualities and nonlinear flight simulation models and also in oiher applications where modelling
paraneters are nst adequately quantified.

Improvements are necessary which account for the inherently more complex nature of the rotorcraft
system. The rotorcraft community has recently made Carge advances in parameter Identification
methods as applied to helicopter flight dynamics. (Kalrika et al., 1989,[3.3.6] ). This research and
development work needs to be matured and transferred to industry. Sikorsky intends to pursue this
area of investigation, using its experience based on the CH'-53E flight test program.

8. Westland

(No comnments).

3.3.3 Concluding Remarks and Recommendations

This section has presented in condensed form the response by helicopter manufacturers to a questionnaire
relating to the work of AGARD WG 18 - rotorcraft system identification. The questionnaire called for infor-
mation on Industry's experience with, and perception of, the methodology and a description (and limitations)
of current methods used to identify and cure (handling and control) problems in design, development and
certification.

I The eight major manufacturers in Europe and the US responded and the following general points can be
made:

I. Current experience with system identification in Industry is limited but will increase when maturity levels

grow and limitations are clearly defined.

2- It is vital to appreciate that system identification methods are no substitute for understanding physics of
flight behaviour.

3. In the areas of model validation and trouble shooting during flight test development a strong reliance is
placed on experience and engineering judgenent in the interpretation of anomalies between simulation

J
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and test time histories. lime history comparison stands out as the most common practice for information
gathering.

4. Complete sets of stability and control derivatives (for AFCS design) are not obtainable from test data
with confidensce.

5. The Industry responses have emphasised the crafi-like nature of modelling rotorcraft flignt dynamics and
the need for system identification tools to be compatible with this approach.

6. Within the framework of system identification, the concept of model structure. adequacy would appear to
be the most familiar and important in Industry. Methods that provide clear insight into this area should
be given priority.

'7. Many of the flight dynamics examples provided by Industry could, potentially, have been explained using
system identificatior- techniques.

The generally positive response from Industry has provided additional impetus and urgency to the work of
WG I S. The fact that Industry appear to have got by without system identification so tar does not reduce the
scale of the effort required to increase the efficiency and robustness of the methods. Pyrojects of the future,
entirely reliant on active control for safe flight, will require that handling and control he the foremost design
driver. Design simulation models will need to be considerably more accurate than is normally the ease today;
flight test techniques for handling qualities will need to be carefully dcrsgned for efficiency. System identification
methods will1 need to play a key role in supporting the design - certification life cycle of these new types.
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3.4 AGARD-Related System Identification Activities9)

The AGARI) Flight Mechanics Panel (FMP) is one of the four original Panels established in 1952. As ori-
ginally conceived, the Panel's primary focus was on flight test problems. One of the very first activities was
related to flight test problems and future test requirements of primary interest to the member nations, leading
to the publication of thy AGARD Flight Test Manual (1952 - 1959, [3.4.1]). The importance of extracting
flight vehicle stability and control parameters from flight tests has been discussed at a Flight Mechanics Panel
meeting in Paris as early as 1958 (,eblanc, [3.4.2]; Zbrozek, [3.4.3]; Huff, [3.4.4]; Ienigk, [3.4.5]). Classical
methods of parameter estimation had already been integrated in the second Volume oif the AGARD RFlight
Test Manual- Additional general considerations including practical aspects have been published in an AGARI)
report (Wolowicz, 1966, [3.4.6]; P6r6, 1966, [3.4.7] Bums, 1966, [3.4.8]) and in conference proceedings (1966,
[3.4.9]).

Special reference should be made to the Conference Procedings of a FMP Specialist's Meeting on Methods of
Aircraft State and Parameter Estimation held at NASA Langley Research Center in November 1975 [3.4.10].
I'his was the first Flight Mechanics Panel interdisciplinary meeting of its kind to be organized for flight test
engineers and-pilots, handling qualities and simulation experts plus aircraft and control system designers to
share their understanding, knowledge and experience in the area of aircraft system identification. It was dem-
onstrated that conventional (e.g. fixed-wing) aircraft system identification methods have been successfully
applied. But it became also apparent from special helicopter contributions (Gould, 1975, [3.4.11]; Molusis,
1975, [3-4-12]) that rotorcraft parameter identification is a much more complicated task mainly due to strong
rigid-body and rotor coupling, rotor-induced measurement noise and the inherent instability of these vehicles
(lamel, 1976, (3.4.13]). As a direct outcome from this Specialist's Meeting a l:ecture Series (I[-104) on
Parameter Identification was organized by the FMP at two locations (fcelft and london) in 1979 (Ilarsel
(editor), L3.4.14])- A first critical assessment of international experience in rotorcraft identificai n so far was
given (Kaletka, 1979, [3.4.15]).

In the mean-time the Flight Mechanics Panel sponsored major revisions and additions to the AGARI) Flight
Test Manual since 1968 leading to the current series of volumes in the two AGARDographs Flight Test
Instrumentation (AG- 160, 1972 - 1978, [3.4.16]) and Flight Test Techniques (AG-300, 1983 - 1988,[3.4.17] ).

Wi!thn ithe AG-300 "eries a special. volume on !dent.eatien of Dne.nic Systenms :a_- prepared in 1985 on
request of the FMP which addresses the parameter identification methodology in a more systematic and generic
way (Maine, Iliff [3.4.18]). Related practical aspects are documented in another volume Application to Aircraft.
Part I: The Output Error Approach by the saite authors (Maine, lliff, 1986, [3.4.19]).

Only extremely limited further rotoreraft system identification related AGARD publications became available
(Kaletka et al., 1983, [3.4.20]; Padfield, 1985, [3.4.21]; "Tischler et al., 1986, [3.4.22]) since the AGARD
Working Grcup WG IS on Rotorcraft System Identification has been set up by the Flight Mechanics Panel.
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4. AGARD Working Group Data Base7)

4.1 Introduction

A prerequisite to perform the work on helicopter parameter identification in the Working Group so that the
obtained results can be compared is the selection of a common data base. From the flight test data offered by
WG Members, data scts from thrce different helicopters wcre chosen for parameter identification purposes:

"* Mi)onnell l)ouglas Helicopter Company (MI)IIC) provided data from an AII-64 (Apache), an attack
helicopter with an articulated rotor.

" 'lTe l)ceutsche Forschungsanstalt ffir luft- und Raumfahrt (l)IR) provided data from a 130 105, a light
transport helicopter with a high equivalent hinge offset rigid rotor.

" tIhe r.oyal Aerospace EIstablishment (RAI') provided data from a SA-330, a transport helicopter with .an
articulated rotor.

:n this chapter, the measurements and the flight test manoeuvres given in thle data bases arc characterized. It
should be noted that the BO 105 and the SA-330 are opcrated by research organizations (lI).R and RAF)
which have been working in the field of system identification since several yeas. In consequence, the definition
and development of the aircraft instrumentation was influenced by system identification requirements and the
provided flight test data were generated particularly for identification purposes. The AiI-64 data base was
generated by MI)IIC, a company not yet involved in system identification work. I hie ins:tallcd instrumenittation
and the flown manoeuvres were defined for other test objectives.

Some characteristic responses if the three helicopters on onec-axis input signads arc shown in Figure 4.1
through Figure 4 4.

4.2 System Identification Data Base

4.2s.i KRquirements

An 'ideal' data base for system identification should mainly provide:

1. I)ata runs flown at practically the same conditions to allow concatenated run evalmations.
This is true not only for helicopter characteristics like mass and C(X location. but also for the environ-
mental conditions, e.g. airspeed aild altitude, and test conduction with respect to trim condition anml input
signal generation.

2. Control inputs particularly defined for system identification purposes, response amplitudes within small
perturbation assumptions, and long enough tine duration of the rin to also provide sufficient low fre-
quency information.

3. Redundant tests to show the repeatability and give the possibility to select the 'best suited' data.

4. Test runs with different input amplitudes to reveal nonlinearities.

5. Test runs with sign converted input signals to reveal asymmetries.

6. I)ifferent input signals to be used for the identification and the verification of the obtained models.
Ilere, the basic idea is to extract a model from flight test data with one input signal type (e.g. 3211 signals).
Then the model reliability is evaluated by comparing model prediction to measurements using flight test
data with dissimilar control inputs (eg. doublets or frequency sweeps).

7. Measurements of at least all state and control variables of the model to be identified.
As an example, for the identification of a 6 I)oF rigid body model, measurements of the speed compo-
nents, rates, attitude angles, and controls should he considered as the absolute minimum of required data.

To meet all these requirements generally leads to a flight test program spceifically conducted for identification
purposes. However, depending on the individual application of the identified model, some of them can be
reduced or neglected. Then, the consequences must be quite clear. For example, a short data run may give a

"1) Principal Aiithor: C. P. 0. M. I lofinan, NLI
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reliable model for the higher frequency range, low frequency characteristics however cannot be determined.
Or, a verification of the identified model is only possible and meaningful when data arc available that are sig-
nificantly different from those uaed for the identification itself but arc still within the same frequency range.

4.2.2 Measured Quantities and Conventions Uscd

Table 4-1 lists the measured contiol displacement and the sign conventions used for them on the different
helicopters. On the BO 105 and the SA-330 these displacements were measured on the pilot's controls as on
these two helicopters autostabilisation was not available or disengaged, respectively. On the AII-64, however,
measurements were taken at the actuators, some runs having autostabilisation engaged.

"lihe sign conventions for the measured response variables are listed in Table 4.2.

4.3 AH-64 Apache

4.3.1 Introduction

The flight test data for ihle MDIIlC All-64 helicopter have been gathered for doublet and frequency sweep
manoeuvres wish control inputs in all axes at a 130 knots flight condition. ['lights with pulse control inputs
were made available for longitudinal and lateral cyclic inputs. All flight tests were selected from an existing data
base with emphasis on practically 'he same helicopter state (mass, CG position, ete) and flight condition.

4.3.2 Manoeuvres

Table 4.3 lists the manoeuvres provided.

The data base included

• Two doublet runs for each control axis, each starting in opposite direction.

* One pulse run for each, forvard and aft lonitudinal control, and raght lateral controli.

" Sinusoidal frequency sweeps ranging from 0.1 liz to 3 liz for all controls (three sweeps for the longi-
tudinal control, two for the lateral and the pedal and one for the collective control).

* One sinusoidal frequency sweep ranging from 0.3 liz to 13 llz for each, the lateral and the collective
control.

All doublet and pulse inputs were pilot generated. The stability augmentation system was disengaged. "ae
inputs for the frequency sweep control manoeuvres, however, were produced by a specially designed Gold
Oscillator Box (GOB) unit. To maintain off-axis stability during the test, the stability augmentation system
provided low gain feedback on the off-axis responses. The primary axes were in open loop configuration.

The data runs with doublet or pulse inputs were only about 13 seconds long. Data with frequeamcy sweep had
a time duration between 118 and 158 seconds consisting of a sweep up to the high frequency and then back
down to the starting frequency. In total, 21 manoeuvres were provioed (8 doublets, 3 pulses, 10 frequency
sweeps).

4.3.3 Measurements

The All-64 flight test data were mainly obtained from six different subsystems:

1. A noscsoom with pressure sensors and vanes.
A boom is used to measure the air data: total velocity, angle of attack, and sideslip (V. a, fi). The boom
is mounted out in front of the aircraft to avoid main rotor wake interactions. From the measurements,
the speed components u, v, w can be calculated.

2. A sensor package with gyros and linear accelerometers.
A sensor package installed close to the CO position is used to measure

* roll, pitch, and yaw rates (p, q. r),
* roll: pitch, and yaw angular accelerations i,. q ).
* longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations (a, •y,. a8).

. r ,. •.'.n -
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3. 'Pilot scat accelerometers'.
A package of lincar accelerometers was installed at a position dose to the pilot's scat. It provided the
pilot' 3,cat longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations (a,,, aypa zP),

4. eleading altitude ircference system (PIARS).
An ioertial system (lIARS) gave roll, pitch and yaw attitude ((P. O. W) and the vertical velocity w.
Based on the attitude measurements, the Euler rates (q. 0, 4J) were computed.

5. A l)oppler system provided the forward and lateral ground speed components.

6. Control input generation and measurement.
'hrece types of input signals were flown. Doublets and pulses were generated by the pilot, frequency
sweeps signals were produced electronically. To eliminate uncertainties in control linkage and actuator
dynanmics, control positions were not taken at the pilot's stick or pedals but at the actuators: pitch, roll,
and yaw actuator, collective (6,e, 6,.,, 6 ped, 6col).

Table 4.4 lists the measured control vatiables and Table 4.5 the measured response variables provided for all
manoeovrcs with somee exceptions:

"* Runs with doublet or pulse inputs and the collective sweeps had no lIARS vertical speed and Doppler
data (for the identification these data are not necessarily needed).

"* The collective sweeps had no pitch attitude information which is in general needed for the identification.

"* Two of the longitudinal sweeps, the two lateral sweeps (0. 1 to 3 lIz) and the pedal sweeps had no boom
data (making identification very difficult) and no pilot's seat acceleration measurements.

4.3.4 Proceaing/Consistency Checks

No filtering or smoothing has been perfomied on the data. Changes have been made to the sample rate. The
sample rate of the original flight test data varied from sensor to sensor. T'o eliminate excessive data and to
provide a umifoan mrnpiing rate, the raw data were sanmpled at 100 H:. A zcero order hold was applicd to the
measurements originally sampled at 59 H-z (attitude angles and heading).

Before delivery of the flight test data to the WG members a number of consistency checks have been performed
on the raw data to deternine the fidelity of the measurements.

I. Accelerometer measurements from different locations on the aircraft (including the pilot's scat and the
CG accelerations provided) were found to agree within a 10 alignment error,

2. Rate measurements including both body rates and Fuler rates forn each test were integrated and com-
pared to the attitudes to determine if any bias existed. Some small biases were found and coihsequently
removed from the data.

3. Measured angular accelerations were also integrated and compared to the body angular rates. Despite the
significant process noise, the integrated accelerations showed the same geoieral shape as the rate signals.

4.4 BO 105

4.4.1 Introduction

'light tests, especially designed for system identification purposes, were conducted with the DI.R BO 105-S123
helicopter at DLR in Braunschweig. Thew tests were defined to meet three main objectives:

I. Investigate the influence of different input signals.
2. Allow identification with time-domain and frequency-domain techniques.
3. Generate meas-urcmeuts of blade motions for the identification of extended models with explicit rotor

degrees of freedom.

The trim configuration for the BO 105 (total mass between 2250 kg and 2100 kg) flight tests was steady state
horizontal flight at 80 knots and at a density altitude of about 3000 ft standard atmosphlire. (Depending on the
outside temperature the actually flown indicated pressure altitude was iteratively adjusted). Main emphasis was
placed on calm air flight conditions.

4. 4! •
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4.4.2 Manoeuvres

"The BO 105 manoeuvres provided to the WG are stunmarized in lable 4.6. lluce ditthecot types of control

input signals were flown:

I. Doublets (2 seconds total time length) for each control input and each cootrol direction
(positive/negative).

2. Modified 3211-signals (time length 7 seconds) for each control input and each control direction
(positive/negative).

3. Frequency sweeps fo, each control input. The fiequency sweeps ranged from about 0.u8 Hz up to tfie
highest frequency the pilot could generate (5 Hz to 8 Hz, depending on the control).

For redundancy reasons the doublet mnanoeuvres were flown twice and both the 32/1-signals and frequency
sweep manoeuvres three times. Within one test nin only one control was used to excite the on-axis response
and to avoid correlation with other controls. Because of the long time duration of the frequency sweeps, these
tests required some stabilization by the pilot to keep the aircraft response within the limits ol small perturbation
assumptions for linear mathematical models. At the end of the 32i/-signals and doublet input signals, the
controls were kept constant and the recording of the helicopter response was continued until the pilot started
to retrim the aircraft.

At the heginning of each run the main pilot carefully trimmed the aircraft to the defined steady state condition
of 80 knots horizontal flight, lie then flew hands-off while the second pilot generated the prescribed single-
control input signal without toaching the remaining controls to avoid correlations. A CRI was used as input
signal indicator showing the desired input signal shape and the actual control position verst, titne. l)uring the
first test flights the input amplitudes were determined so that the aircraft response within a 30 seconds test was
in agreetnent with linear model small pcrturbation assumptions. Ilere, it was primarily tried to :imnit the devi-
ations iu pitch and roll attitude angles to about 25 degrees.

To avoid larger changes in mass and CO location the helicopter was refueled aftrr a total flying time of about
one hour.

4.4.3 Measurements

The development of the inqtrumentation followed the concept of using individual sensors that are independent
from each other. The instrumentation used for system identification purposes was:

1. Three rate gyros for roll, pitch, and yaw rates (p, q., ),

2. A vertical gyro for the roll and pitch attitude (4), 0) and a gyro for heading (W),

3. Three linear accelerometers, instadled close to the aircraft CG to measure the longitudinal, !ateral, and
vertical accelerations (a,, ay. 'I),

4. Potentiometers at each pilot's control (stick, pedals, collective lever) to measure the control inputs
(
6

10.. 
6

1at' 
6

ped' 
6

cei),

5. A tachometer at the main rotor shaft for RPM,

6. A I lADS (helicopter air data system) was used that is designed for speed measurensents in the total speed
range of the helicopter including hover. The sensor is a swivelling probe installed under the rotor. It is
designed to operate in two different flow conditions: for hover and low airspeed it is working within the
downwash of the rotor and it aligns with the resulting flow (downwasqh and helicopter speed). IFor speeds
higher than about 35 knots tile sensor is out of the downwash. Then it aligns with tmie actual speed vector
of the helicopter. Based on the pressure and probe angle signals the forward and :iideward aircraft speed
is derived (u. v). For the out-of-dnwnwash condition the vertical speed (w) is obtained in addition.

All data were digitized and recorded on bosad of the helicopter. The standard sampling rates were 100 Hz or
50 Hz, depending on the signal frequency content; due to the high vibration level, linear acceleiations were
sampled with 300 Hz.

Table 4 7 summamzes tlse measured control variables and Table 4.8 the measured icLspvnse variables provided
to the Working Group.

I-,,..:.
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4.4.4 Proessing/(:o•nsstency Checks

D)uring the flight tests, the measured signals were sent by telemetry to a ground station where time histories
from selected variables were prescnted on both a monitor and plotter for on-line quick looks. A first computer
supported data compatibility check was conducted to isolate data incorsistencies. Using these on-line data
checks together with pilot's comments it was relatively easy

I to control the tests,
2. to detect major data errors (eg sensor malfunction, signal saturation, etc.). test inaccuracies, disturbances

(e g drifts, large coupling in the controls, turbulence, etc), and
3 to decide if the test was a 'good- one or if it had to be repeated

Grourd-based data processing included a.o.:

0 Data conversion to a unit system with meter, radian, second, Newton and percent,
& Calculation of the speed components along the helicopter axes,
* l)igit.al filtering of linear accelerations and rates to reduce vibrationm (zero-phasc-shift filter with 12.5 Hz

cut-ofi frequrncy),
0 D)igital differentiation of the rates to oblain angular acceierations,
• Correction of speed components and linear accelerations with respect to the center of gravity.
* Conversion of all data to a unique sampling rate of 100 Hz.

'lIne histories of all measured and derived data were plotted and visually checked for significant errors (e.g.
sign. amplitude, dynamic characteristics, noise, drop outs). Before delivery of the flight test data to the W(i
members, data co'mpatibility calculations, using the non-linear kinematic equations, were done for calculated
rotational accelerationrs/rates, rates/attitude angles, and linear accelerations/speed components. It can be con-
cluded:

0 Rates and angular measurements agree almost perfectly, but the agreement beiwmen integrated yaw rate
and measured heading shows some differences because the directional gyro is of lower quality (heading
is nct used for the identification).

* Concerning the comparison of integrated linear accelerations and measured speed components it c,9n be
stated that in general a ý.atisfactory agreement was found.

4.5 SA-330 Puma

4.5.1 Introduction

A flight test database for system identification research was gathered on the RAF Puma ;"W241 during the
period 1981-87. Flight conditions flown included hover and forward flight trims at 60, 80, 10-., 120 knots. Test
poiints were generally flown at a high enough altitude to estoblish calm (i.e. low turbulence) and steady condi-
tions which in practice were found between 3000 Ii and 4000 f1 pressure altitude. Aircraft configuration could
be varied in trims (if mass and (CG position but the datum configuration with full fuel and 2 crew members
was about 5800 kg and neutral. Typically. at each trimmed flight condition the pilot would hold the controls
fixed for about five seconds, apply the required control input and continue to hold fixed controls until the
disturbed response had decayed or a sufficiently long manoeuvre duration had been recorded or the excursions
became large enough to warrant intervention. Following a control response the aircraft would be retriMmed
in the initial condition and two repeat mantoeuvres performed giving 3 records in all, enabling repeatability to
be checked. ibis procedure would be repeated for the opposite control directiot, (e. g. left/right, up/down) and
for all fou' axes, amounting to 24 events per input type and size, pet flight condition. The duration .f the
recorded manoeuvrra varied with input type and size, and varied from a few seconds foi a single-step input in.
say, ong;tudinal or lateral cyclc to about 20-30 seconds for a retum-to-trim, multi-step e.g. doublet, 321 1-sig-
nal, to more than 100 seconds for a frequency sweep. Repeat runs at diffetent control amplitudes weie some- A
times recorded to check for linearity in the response.

,.1.2 Manu-uqvres

"Ilie manioeuvre cases provided to WQ 18 are :isted in Table 4.9. Iwo different data sets were given:

I. 1h- prim;uy set was flown at 80 kn and included 3211 multi-step in both initial directions of -all four
controul axes.

4 7s
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2. A secondary set included multi-step and frequency sweeps for longitudinal cyclic only at the three speeds,
"* 60, 80 and 100 knots,

Control amplitudes are typically -L 2 % (longitudinal cyclic) and ± 5 % (lateral cyclic, collective, pedal) of full
range. Response amplitudes varied with different inputs of course but maximum excursions were about
± 15 kn airspeed), ± 60 (incidence), ± 100 (sideslip) and ±: 10"/s (roll-, pitch-, yaw rate).

The data were selected from various flights. This explains the flight condition differences in altitude.

4.5.3 Measuressts

For the SA-330 the largest number of measured variables were provided although several measurements, not
needed for the Working Group, were either not engaged or not yet transformed to engineering units. The fol-
lowing is, therefore, only concerned with those measurements that were of interest for the WG objectives. The
measured control variables are given in Table 4.10, the measured response variables are given in Table 4.11.
Basically, signals are obtained from individual sensors, an 'agility package', a noseboom, and control meas-
urements.

I. Redundant data from individual sensors and the agility package.
The SA-330 provides redundant data obtained from two different sources: Individual sensors are acceler-
ometers, rate and attitude gyros. The 'agility package' is an inertial system integrated in one box so that
it can easily be installed for flight test measurements in an aircraft. Both systems provide:

"* roll, pitch, and yaw rates (p. q. r and Pai, q.., rag),
"* roll and pitch attitudes (0D. 0 and 'Daa, tag),

2. Additional individual sensors.

"* heading (4)) is measured by a directional gyro.
"• longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations (a., ay. az and axa0 , aya', 8rt0) are obtained from

linear aceelerometers.

A pressure transducer and two vanes are installed at a boom to give total airspeed, angie of attack, and
sideslip (V. a. f). The boom is installed at the nose of the helicopter to avoid disturbances in the meas-
urements due to rotor downwash and fuselage influences.

4. Controls.
Potentiometers are used at the pilot's stick, pedals and collective lever (6 1.n, 6at, 6d.p, 6 co).

The data were recorded at a variety of sampling rates. All channels were passed through anti-aliasing filters at
72 Hz before digitising; in addition, the agility package data was further fltered by a 2-pole Butterworth at
10.6 Hz. 'lie measurements were recorded in digital PCM form (12 bit numbers) on-board on magnetic tape.
No de-skewing techroques were adopted, resulting in a maximum data skew of about 10 ms. For the AGARI)
WG data base. all measurements were transformed to a uniform sampling rate of 64 Hz

4.5.4 Procesrlng/Counsiatesy Checks

The only pre-processing carried out on the data before dispatch to WG 18 members was a ccnve:;tn to
engineering units and a sorting into binary files. No referencing of data to the CG location was carried out.
Time history traces were examined visually for obvious anomalies and observable errors. In addition, a direct
comparison of air data velocities with integrated accelerations, and fuselage attitude with integrated angular
rates was made. From these visual comparisons a number of observations can he made concerning data quality.

I. - hIe angle of attack vane measurement and the niormal acceleration require a reversal of scale factor signs.
2. Signal to noise ratios in the longitudinal and lateral accelerations are typically of the order unity, except

for the larger yaw matioeuvres when the latter is of the order 10.
3. Departure of velocity and attitudes indicate possibility of small calibration errors on inertial and vane data.
4. Airspeed data contain process noise, possibly caused by rotor wakelfuselage ;sterfererice at the boom.

Assuming that each organisation would be conducting their own kinematic consistency and state estimation
checks, the recorded measurements were considered to be of high enough quality for system identification
work.

1w.,.r "A.t
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4.6 Summary and Concluding Remarks

When the three data bases (Al1-64, BO 105, SA-330) provided to the WG are compared to an 'ideal' system
identification data base as characterized in scetior. 4.2 it can be stated:

"* The minimum requirement for the available measurements is easily met by all three data bases. All data
bases provide even more data like linear accelerations and, in particular the AH-64 and SA-330 give a high
level of measurement redundancies from additional sensors.

" Considering requirements like uniform flight test conditions, redundant runs, sign converted inputs, and
different input types for all controls, the BO 105 data base takes its advantage out of the fact that all
provided data were flown within one flight test program. It was conducted only for system identification
purposes right after the fust WGr Meeting and, therefore, included most of the WG requirements. Cur-
rently, it is certainly one of the most comprehensive data bases available for 3ys'.em identification, the
more so as it alto includes flapping reasurements for all blades (not provided to the Group). However,
data were only generated for one flight condition and the data base still has to extended into other flight
reg•ures.

" The AH-64 data base was not produced for system identification purposes and, therefore, no input signals
were used that are felt to be most suited for the identification. In addition, most data runs are very short
so that the low frequency ihformation content is probably too small- Nevertheless, the Group decided to
alsc work on these data in order to demonstrate what systcm identification can achieve with a typical
industry generated data base.

Variables H elicopter
Group Quantity AL -64 BO105 SA-330

Forward/Aft Cyclic n.mn stick ft stick forward

Lateral Cyclic n.m. stick right stick left

"".9 Collective n.m up up

0
eight pedal left pedal

forward forward

Forward/Aft Cyclic stick aft n.m. n.m.

Lateral Cyclic stick tight n.m. n.m.

Collective up n.m. n.m.

0
'F ail Rotor Collective right pedal n.m. 0.1.

forward

Table 4. 1. Conventions for Positive Signs of Control Displacements

.. ..
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Variables All studied helicopters

Group Quantity (Al 1-64, BO 105, SA-330)

Angle of attack flow from below (nose up)

Angle of sideslip flow from starboard (nose left)

Airspeed forward

"Longitudinal speed forward

"Lateral speed right

Normal speed down

Rate of climb up

lcngitudinal speed forward

c' Lateral speed right

Normal speed down

longitudinal acceleration forward

lateral acceleration right

Normal acceleration down

Bank angle Righ! side down
(Roll iuguae)Rit deon

Inclination angle Nose up
(Pitch angle)

w Azimuth angle Nose right
(Yaw angle)

Rate of roll Right side down

Rate of pitch Nose up

Rate of yaw Nose right

Table 4.2. Conventions for Positive Signs of Response Variables

i 5
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VaTiables Original
SourceSampling

Group Quantity SorcRate
(in 1z)

I'orward/Aft Cyclic Actuator 470

Lateral Cyclic Actuator 470

Colctv Actuator 941

(3 Tail Rotor Collective Actuator 470

Table 4.4. AH--64 Control Variables

x,

A
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Variables Original
I oSamplingSouceRate

Group Quantity SourHe Rat.
(in Hz)

Angle of attack Boom System 941

"" Angle of sidosllp boom System 470

Airspeed Boom System 59

Longitudinal speed Doppler radar 941

Lateral speed Doppler radar 941

Normal speed HARS 470

Longitudinai acceleration Accelerometer at CG 470

Cs, Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at CG 470

Normal acceleration Accelerometer at CG 470

Longitudinal acceleration Accelerometer at pilot's seat 470
2

E. Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at pilot's seat 470

SNormal acceleration Accelerometer at pilot's seat 941

Rail anjle HARS 59

.z ,-, Pitch 1n- HARS *3

Yaw angle MARS 59

Roll rate Rate gyro 941

"Pitch rate Rate gyro 941

Yaw rate Rate gyro 941

Euler roll rate Calculated from roll angle 470

""2 r Euler pitch rate Calculated from pitch angle 941

Euler yaw rate Calculated from yaw angle 470

Roll acceleration Angular accelerometer 941

Pitch acceleration Angular accelerometer 941

Yaw acceleration Angular accelerometer 941

Table 4.5. AH-64 Response Variables
,•lta provided at P uniferr sanmplfng rate or 100o HI.

[t
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" Variables Original
Vr eSource Sampling

Group Quantity rRate
(in Ilz)

V Forward/Aft Cyclic Potentiomcter 50

Lateral Cyclic Potentiometer so

Pedal Potentiometer 50

8 Collective Potentiometer 50

Table 4.7. BO 105 Control Variables

Variables OriginalSuc Sampling

Group Quantity Rate
(in liz)

Longitudinal aispeed ItADS 50

Lateral airspeed HADS 50

Normal airspeed HADS 50

Longitudinal acceleration Accelerometer at CG 300

Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at CW 300
. - ..

Normal acceleration Accelerometet at CG 300

Roll angle Vertical gyro 50

Pitch angle Vertical gyro 50

"Yaw ar.gle Directional tgJro 50

Roll rate Rate gyro 100

Pitch rate Rate o ... . 100

Yaw rate Rate gyro 100

-- I-
r, PM 'lachometer 50

Table 4.8. BO 105 Response Variables
-Data provided at t uniform sampling rate of 100 Hz.

S• ".,*
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Vaiiables Original
SourcuSamnpinjg

Group Quantity Rt

Forward/aft cyclic Potcnitiornctcr 128

"atcral cyclic Potentiometer 128

- Pedal Potentiometer I 28

3 Collective Potcntiometcr 1 I2R

'Fable 4. 10, SA-330 Control Variables
D~ata provided at a uniform sawnpling rate of 64 H?.
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Variables Original
SourceSarnpl~ng

Group Qujantity SoreRate
(in Hz)

Angle of attack Noaqchoto vane 129

ZIAngle of sideslip Noseboom vane 128

Airspeed Noseboom Pitot probe 128

Climb rate Static pressure probe 128

L ongitudinal acceleration Accelerometer at CG and agility package 256

Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at (,G and agility package 256

Normal acceleration Accelerometer at CiG and agility package 256

Rol] angle Vertical gyro and agility package 1281

Pitch angle Vertical pyro and agility package 128

Yaw angle Directional gyro 128

Roll rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

Pitch rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

Yaw rate Rate gyro anid agiLity package 256

oRPM Tachometer 256

T'able 4.11. SA-330 Response Variables
D~ata piovided at a unifomni sampiing rate of 64 Hz.
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Lorigitudinal Control Input (%) l Pitch Rate Response (deg/sec) 1
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Figure 4.1. Characteristic helicopter resposes !e lanergtud.Ia coiiro inpuis
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Figure 4.3. Characteristic helicopter responses to pedal control inputs
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5. Identification Methodologies

5.1 Introduction

Reliable identification results can only be obtained when all individual steps in the identification approach are
carefully conducted- t-herefore, this chapter concentrates on cach of these steps. The section on Flight Test
Procedures ( 5.2) includes a discussion on input signals and the p!anming and conduction of appropriate flight
tests. [hern, instru~ncrtation requiremcrnti, data processing and evaluation arec addressed (5.3 and 5.4) Finally,

Iderntfication Techniques applied in the Working Group are characterized (section 5.5).

S.2 Flight Test Procedurest )

5.7.1 ia,;rotx~tion

I he success of aircraft sysiem identification techtniques depends, ito a considerable extent, on the des*,.ji and
conduct of flight experinients. It is impo~rta~nt to recognize that such flight experifments should be designed and
perfunoed specifically for the purposes of systemt identification arid that satisfactory parameter estimates are
se~drm obtained from flight experiments which had somne other primnary objective. Is must also be recognized
that safety is fil pararnount importance at all times.

5.2.2 Planning oft light Tests

tIhe preparation of a Complete matrix of flight experiments in advance is essential. Th1is must cover factors such
as tine forms of test input to be used, the amrplitude and duration of test signals, together with the precise act
oif trirmmed flight conditions for which test inputs are to be. appliedf. Experiments arc usually repeated several
times since replication provides valuable insight concerning robustness and allows avuraging of thie residual
Aff-iu,t mf iudbuicnnec. Ilesi signals are aisto normally repeated in both directions inci each control input.

Deccision-, must he made in advance, on the basis of previous flight expcrnemnce. eoncertuing the use of any form
of stability augmentation during the flight experimentst. At an eafly stage it is alto necessary* to establish whether
sigrials are to be applied maýnsnaliy by the pilot or through some special form of inpat device such as that
described hy de Ilceuw ct al. ( 1989. [5.2.l1]).

tor test signals which involve a long sequetnce of controsl movements, such as a frequency sweep, it may be-
necessary fur the pilot to take corrective action to ensure that the aircraf response is kept within specified
litmits. A clear policy must be established regarding such intervention. Policies roust also be established con-
cemtnin recover~y action by the pilot at the end of each tcst and clear guidelines must be provided concerning
acceptable excursiouns from the nominal trimmed flight condition.

It is rsseotiat that all the flight crew and others concerned with the conduct of thne flight experuiments are fully
hn-fcd arid have detailed knowledge of tlte purpose of the tests. IFsery potential risk miust be assessed carefully.
In thne plantning of a sequence of tests for a range of points within the flight envelope it is impuirtanti to ensure
that experienre is built up incrementally fromn a known (or low risk) coniditium towards an unknowni (or high
risk) condition. [or example fors tests involving hover conditions it is appropriate ito start the test sequence at
high ~ltitt-les arnt work down into ground effect, if required, in a series of well-defined !itps.

I ecisioris mtust be itn ide in plainuiang flight experiments abom' the pos. ible need for additional cockpit itsamru-
nuentation tOne example is a CR-1 shoang hoth the d-sired test input signal Find tire actual control movemenclt
(sctlion 6.?).

Ariamugrments mtust be made to provide test pilots with practice in achieving trimmed flight for specified flight
conditions and. in applying the re-quired test inpuut signals. It is also important lo ensure that ground-based staff
are fully conversant with the eqiuiptment used fou mosnitorintg thne flight and for ion-line dotecioti of errors in the
measuremsents.

3) t'rucnpai Author: t). J. Murray Sniutt. Gtasgtw tUniversity
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5.2.3 Selection of Test Inputs

Many factors should be taken into account in the design of practical test input signals but there arc two aspects
of the test input selection process which are of critical importance. Firstly the frequency content of test signals
must be chosen to ensure that modes are excited sufficiently. Model responses to simulated test signals mnust
show some sensitivity to variations of chosen model parameters if parameter estimation is to be achieved from
flight data for those quantities and the accuracy of estimates can be highly dependent on frequency content.
Appropriate allowance must, of course, be made for actuator dynamics in considering the frequency content
of the inputs. Secondly, for the identification of linearised derivative models, the form of test input selected
muss ensure that the motion remains within a specilied flight region. In addition, the form of input must ensure
that the correlation between measured states and between separate control inputs is sufficiently low to give
well-conditioned sets of equations at the identification stege. Ill-conditioning is often associated with near
linear-dependence of the measured variables and this can be detected using measures based upon the informa-
tion matrix or dispersion matrix (Beck et at, 1977, [5.2.21).

Piaetschke et a., 1979, [5.2.4] have provided a useful review of practical input signal design methods with
particular emphasis on multistep signal design by frequency-domain methods. Leith et al. (1989, [5.2.5]) have
also applied frequency-domain methods to the design of multi-step signals and have provided details of expe-
ricoce gained in the application of such test inputs to a Lynx helicopter.

One form of multi-step test input signal which is traditionally used for the identification of fixed-wing aircraft
is the doublet. Doublet inputs can be applied very effectively to excite the short period mode in longitudinal
motion and the Dutch roll. Pilots can use such inputs to search for natural frequencies of the aircraft responses.
As has been pointed out by Plaetschke et al. (1979, [5.2.4]) many derivatives are readily identifiable in the
vicinity of natural frequencies, although some can only be found as ratios. In the case of the helicopter, doublet
inputs are of limited value, although these inputs are capable of exciting modes in either axis very well. Tle
highly coupled form of model structure presen~ts difficulties using simple test signals of this kind and it is gen-
erally accepted that doublets are not ideal as test signals for helicopter identification although they are of value
when used in conjunction with other types of input.

A second form of multi-step signal which has been used widely for rotorcraft and aircraft system identification
is the so-called "3-2-1-l' band-optimized signal (Marchand et al., 1974, [5.231: Plaetsehke et al.. 1979,
[5 2.4]; Kaletka, 1979, [5.2.6]). The numbers ursed in the designation of this input refer to the tini: usits
between control reversals Such inputs can, in principle, provide broader-band excitation than the doublet but,
for cases in which stability margin's are small, use of such signals may not allow an adequate length of data
record without the use of stability augmientation or pilot intervention during the unforced part of the response.
(Kaletka, 1979, [5.2.6]; leith et al., 1989, [5.2.5]).

The Cramer-Rao bound, which relates the variance of parameter estimates to elements of the dispersion matrix,
has led to algorithms for the design of inputs which minimize some appropriate function of the dispersion
matrix or information matrix. Tlhe use of such design methods is based upon the assumption that an efficieit
estimator exists. Optimal test inputs designed in this way are therefore most useful in situations where test
records are available which are long compared with the time constants of the system under test so that the
asymptotic properties of appropriate estimators (e.g. maximum likelihood estimators) apply. This approach to
test input design has been found to bc useful for the selection of simple multi-step signals for manual applica-
tion in rotorcraft identification (Leith et al., 1989, [5.2.5]).

Robustness of test inputs is an important but often neglected aspect of the input design process. As already
discussed, only an approximate model of the vehicle is available prior to testing and the inputs used should
be as insensitive as possible to errors in the model. For manual application, responses must also be insensitive
to errors in timing and amplitude of the inputs.

A second important point is that inputs should not contain a d.c. component (non-zero mean value, since this
will tend to change the operating condition of the aircraft away from the initial trim state unless this is specif-
ically requited (e.g. classical speed-stability tests).

Typically, the transfer function between a given control input and a given state variable will contain resonant
peaks. If an input excites such a resonance the response will tend to be large and may become non-linear thus
leading to a short test record. Hence by designing inputs which avoid exciting these resonances it is possible
to obtain longer test records.

The requirements that the dispersion matrix is reasonably "small can b_ satisfied in terms of the frequency-
domain if the autospctnsn of the input is chosen to avoid frequencies around the resonances but to excite the
remaining frequencies over the frequency range of interest. Leith et al. (1989, [5.2.5]) have found that, by using
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frequency-domain methods to tailor multi-step signals to avoid excitation at resonant frequencies while giving
a satisfactory dispersion matrix, it is possible to obtain practical broad-band multi-step inputs. In the case of
the Lynx helicopter a double-doublet form of input, designed in this way, provided useful test records, without
stability augmentation, of more than thirty seconds duration before pilot intervention became ncccssa-,. Using
3211 inputs with the same helicopter useful test records could not be obtained since corrective pilot actions
were required very early in each test and resulting records were of very short duration. It should be noted that
a modified form of 3211 signal involving a reduced amplitude of the initial step has been used by de Lecuw et
al. (1989, (5.2.1j) to reduce the magnitude of 'he initial excursion and to balantce the total perturbation about
the trim.

A different form of broad-band test signAl which has been used increasingly in recent years is the 'frequency
swvcp" (Tischler et al., 1985, (5.2.7]). Such signals are generally initiated by applying two low frequency sinu-
soidal cycles having a period which corresponds to the lower bound of lhe frequency range required. Ilhe fre-
quency is then increa.sed gradually until the control is being driven at a relatively high frequency but with a
smaller amplitude of mu ;on- The control is then returned to trim. The overall period of this test sequence is
chosen ideally to allow good identification of the low frequency modes and to give an evcn excitation of the
vehicle dynamics over the frequency ranqge of interest (Tischler, 198K, [5.2.8]).

In designing a test signal for identification a thrce-stage process may be adopted. The first stage involves initial
simulation and analysis, based on the best currently available mathematical model, to obtain a first estimate
of the dynamic range for testing. °I'is provides a basis for the second stage which involves the design of a
preliminary experiment using broad-band test signals such as frequency sweeps. Analysis of results from this
initial characterisation is of considerable value for the design of the flight experiments from which parameter
estimates are to be obtained. For example, assumptions of overall linearity carn be checked by examining the
coherence for selected pairs of input and output variables and the tests provide opportunities to characterize
the linear and nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the actuation system. Prelirninary tests of this type should
be monitored in real time with particular reference to the asses*ment of the loading of critical components. Test
signal amplitudes should be small initially and should be increased gradually until it becomes clear that all
modes of significance have been captured while avoiding problems of noelinearity and (:xcessive loading.

Requirements in terms of test signal frequency range arc determined by the most demanding application of the
identified modet Fx.anples of demanding applications ir.clude ligh/t co~ io sySicnum desilgn. the dc,'iopment
of rescarch flight simulations and their application in handling qualities studies at the limit of the envelope.
Typical requirements involve upper frequency limits of at least 20 rad/s in order to capture regressing lead-lag
and flap models in helicopters such as the 110 105. With lowei" order models and less demanding applications
it is appropriate to use test inputs conditioned to avoid high frequencies which could excite higher order rotor
and engine modes.

It is imuportant to note that us the application of any form of test input design process initial estimates must
be available for the parameters to be determined by system identification. Tlhe design of truly optimal inputs
is thus impossible and the process of selecting the most appropriate form of test input is thus an iterative one.
An experienced test pilot can provide valuable assistance in the process of searching for the best input for a
particular application. It should be noted that since the response following the application of the test input is
dominated by the natural modes the run length required for estimation of stability derivatives is generally
greater than that needed if only control derivatives are to be estimated. 'The AI1-64, HO 105, and SA-330 flight
data used by the Working Group contained three diffetent types of control input waveforns: doublets, 321 I's,
and frequency sweeps. FTach of these types of inputs were used to perform system identification by at least some
of the Working Group members. 'lMte purpote of this study is to examine, in the frequency domain, the effec.s
of control input design on the identification results. Since all three input types were available in the HO 105
data base, the comparison will make use of this data source,

Figure 5.2.1 shows

"* the input autospectrum of each of the three input types,
"• the identified roll rate due to lateral stick frequency responses for each of the three types of inputs. Mng-

nitude, phase, and coherence are given.

The input autospectrum indicates the frequency distribution of the input excitation. Broad band excitation, as
indicated by a fairly flat input autospectrum, is a goal of input design for system identification. The coherence
function may be interpreted as that fraction of the output autospectnm i which may be accounted for by linear
relation with the input autuspectrum (Otnes et al., 1978, [5.2.9]) and is therefore a good measure of successful
excitation as a function of frequency (Tischler, 1987, [5.2.8]). Factors which may cause the coherence function
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to drop below the ideal value of unity are: non-linearities in the system to be identified, process noise, and lack
of input power and/or lack of response power (Bendat et al., 1980, [5.2.10]; 1986, "5.2.11]).

Examination of Figure 5.2. I reveals larger values of coherence over a wider frequency range for the sweep data
compared to the other two input types. This is particularly true at very low frequencies ( < I tad/s) and high
frequencies ( > 10 rad/s). Comparison of the input autospcctrum curves shows that the drops in coherence for
the doublet and 3211 inputs correspond in frequency to drops in input power. This lack of input power causes
the frequency response curves for the doublet and 3211 inputs to appear less smooth than the sweep results for
frequencies between 5 and 7 rad/s and to diverge from the sweep results at !ow frequency. Generally, larger and
less variable coherence, as well as relatively smooth and ;trong input power over a wide range of frequencies,
makes the frequency-sweep results more favourable for use in system identification. The pfimary drawback of
such inputs is their longer duration.

It is interesting and somewhat surprising to note that, despite it. larger input power at most frequencies, the
3211 input yields a frequency response with generally lower coherence values than that produced with the
doubiets. This -s particularly true for frequencies less than I rad/s and can also be seen at frequencies greater
than 10 rad/s.

Comparing the frequency response results in the 2 to 3 rad/s range we see distinct differences in the response
characteristics despite high coherence values for all three input types. The resulting dutch-roll mode for the
3211 result appears to be more heavily damped than that for the doublet result but less damped than that for
the sweep result. Since the doublet and frequency sweep input autospectra are practically of the same magni-
tude in this frequency range this result cannot be explained simply as a non-linear dependence on input mag-
nitude, but perhaps there is a dependence on input shape.

What can be said, however, is that a model derived from f'equency sweep data and then verified with doublet
data will appear to be overdamped. Indeed this was the experience of the AFDD during its identification and
verification work with the BO 105 data. Fisis is illustrated in Figure 5.2.2.

Another interesting result of this study is that the identified response characteristics of the flapping modes for
the doublet and 3211 type inputs are very similar damping and natural frequencies (approximately 14 radl/s)
while the frequency sweep result is slightly less damped and has a natu~al frequency closer to IS rad/s. Again,
the diserepaeny may reflect dependence on the input shape.

Comparison of the frequency--response identification results for different input types shows that significant
differences in the identified results may occur when input characteristics are changed. These differences must
be kept in mind when conducting identification and verification and wlsen comparing results.

5.2.4 Conduct of Mlight Experiments

Calm air is essential for accurate system identification. Gust or turbulence influences usually cause significant
problems during the data evaluation. In principle, techniques like the Maximum J ikelihood method (incor-
porating a state estimator like a Kalman filter) are able to account for process and measurement noise,
assuming certain statistical characteristics. For fixed wing aircraft, such approaches have demonstrated their
utility for the identification of 3 DoF models from flights in turbulent air (Jategaonkar et al., 1987 [5.2.12]).
For helicopter models, however, ,ith a higher number of unknowns to be determined, such successes I ive
not yet been obtained. As roturcraft identification is already complicate in itself, it is advisable to avoid prob-
lems due to atmospheric disturbarces. But what is considered as 'calm' air7 Usually the flight test engineer has
to rely on pilot's comments and judgement. So, if possible, the best way to conduct the tests is for the pilot
to be asked to find an area with favourable cnditions and to apply some test inputs. [ hen, telemetry data are
additionally i:.ed on the ground to check the data for any turbulence effects.

D)uring the first flight, some time is needed:

I. To familiarire the pilot with the specific tests.
This includes the aircraft trim at the desired flight cendition, the generation of the control input signal
either manually or by any control input device, and the retrim of the aircraft.

2 '1o train regarding the shape and timing of the control input signal, if it is generated manually by the pilot.
3. To determine appropriate control input amplitudes.

For the identification usually locally linearized models are applied that are only valid for small perturba-
tion maneuvers, large response amplitudes violate this assumption and lead to the problem of suitable
nonlinear model formulations and their more complicated identification.

4. To check the instrumentation systemn and to detect and eliminate any measuretnent errors using (for
example) quick-look evaluations and first consistency analyses.

.4!s:,.
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For a reliable system identification it is necessary to apply control inputs that sufficiently excite the airc.att
modes of interest. Input signals like doublets, 3211, or sweeps have become standard. There are arguments
whether these signals should be generated by the pilot or, if possible, by an electronic device (Tiscler et at.,
1987, [5.2.13]). When the signal shape is not too complicated, pilot involvement seems to have some advan-
tages. It was shown that after a training phase a pilot can fly such signals with the required accuracy. Ilis
expertise and possible suggestions for alternatives (eg. in the sequence of the controls, when more than one is
used) are valuable. Pilots also prefer to be actively involved as they have a better control of the test and are
more prepared to react to unexpected situations. Tests in more unstable flight conditions or longer lasting tests
also often requite somie additional control inputs to stabilize the aircraft and to keep the amplitudes within the
small perturbation range. This can easily be accomplished by a pilot using pulse type control inputs. A SAS
would work with a continuous feedback and consequently can cause unwanted high input/output correlations.

A practical way for pilots to generate control inputs might involve the following procedure as exercised in the
no 105 flight tests:

I. the main pilot trims the airciaft in the prescribed flight condition.
2. the copilot generates the input signal for the desired control with hands-off Ioe the other controls. During

this phase. the main pilot flies practically hands-off but is prepared to react to any unexpected situation.
3. at the en, of the test, the main pilot retrins the aircraft.

Such an approach is helpful in ensuring that, as far as possible, correlation between the control inputs is
avoided (except for the stick with some coupling between longitudinal and lateral stick). Although described
in terms of a situation involving a pilot and a copilot the procedure can easily be modified for a single pilot.

l)uring the test, the engineer on the ground carefully observes the flight test data provided via telemetry. At the
end of each test he has t:o decide whether the test was a 'good' one or has to be repeated. Criteria are the
accuracy of the trim, the quality of the input generation, the excursions from the trim condition, the data run
length, disturbances (turbulence) during she test, and others. Although it highly depends on the specific test
and the considered aircraft, a useful guideline may be that the run duration should at least be about 25 to 30
seconds when lower frequency modes have to be identified, and that the pitch and roll attitude angles should
not exceed about 20 to 25 degrees from trim to stay within small perturbations. After each test, pilot and
gound enviner briefly exchange their Commt:uts before the next test is defined. In any case, each test should
be repeated (if possible twice, but at least once) to provide some data redundancy for thi- evaluation. Usually,
a large part of the total flight test costs occur vhen the aircraft is still on the ground (instrumentation, cali-
bration, trouble shooting, adverse weathet). Savings obtained from rcducing flying hours are only small in
comparison to the total costs. T'herefore, in order to obtain a comprehensive data base, every effort should be
made, while in the air, to; collect as much usable data as possible.

5.2.5 Procedures Following Flight Experiments

Activities immediately after a flight test can be divided into operational aspects for preparing the next flight and
the checking of the measured data.

As with other forms of flight tests, careful de-briefing must be canried out to assess any problems encountered.
I lere, pilots' more detailed comments about the flight and suggestions for modifivations are taken into account
in the planning of the following flights. In addition, the aircraft must be prepared fur the next tests. This
includes a routine safety check, refueling, or any modifications (like additional weights) to meet weight and
CG location requirements.

It is extremely important to do as much evaluation as possible with the latest measured data to make sure that
they can be used for identification. Often, the data are recorded on-board. Right after the aircraft landing these
data roust be checked for their suitability and measurement quality. This is not art easy task and it is often
neglected or not done carefully enough under the time pressure for the next scheduled flight. In consequence,
measurements later turt out to be useless or they require much eflori for defining meaningful corrections and
reconstructions.

"[ he data quality check should at least include a thorough visual inspection of time history quicklook plots of
all data needed for the identification. Data errors like dropouts, saturation, large offsets, non-realistic noize
level, or the absence of a signal can easily be seen. If possible, a first data consistency analysis should be used
as it helps in fur'ling more 'hidden' errors, like sign invwrsions, scale factors, and biases. Sources for such errorsare mostly in the instrumentation or data processing units and must be eliminated before the next flight test
can be conducted. In addition, a detailed data inspection should confirm which data runs seem to be suitable
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for the identification. Then, the next flight tr:st program can be defined with new test conditions and, if neces-
sary, repeats of previous runs.
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5.3 instrumentation and Data Processing 9 )

5.3.1 lnfroddetlon

Independent from the actually applied method, the general systein identification approiach is always hascd on
the same principle: the measured inputs and outputs of a system are used to extract the unknown system
characteristics. There are many differences in the complexity of identification techniques and their require-
mi.ots: 'parametric' methods need an a priori knowledge of the model structure and often parameter starting
wlues, whereas 'nonpararnetric' methods (e.g. spectra analysis) work without model structure. But all methods
rely on the information provided by the amplitude and phase relationship between

0 the measured control inputs and
a the measured system response.

Consequently, errors in the measurements must also cause errors in the identification and it is evident that an
appropriate instrumentation is necessary. Although methods to detect errors and to correct or even completely
reconstrct unreliable measurements have been developed and are successfully applied, they cannot avoid that
information is lost that could have been provided by accurately measured data.

In the following it is concentrated on the system identification carried out in the Working Group. The required
measurements are briefly summari:zed, some typical problem aseas and sensor characteristics are discussed in
more detail, and the main data processing steps are addressed.

5.3.2 Required Measurements

In the Working Group it was decided to concentrate on the identification of a lineaw rigid body helicoptei
model with six degrees of Ircedorn. It is given by a system of eight coupled first order differential equations:

i = Ax + ftu (53.1)

with the state vector
X = (u. v. w. p, q. r, (0. 0). (5.3.2)

and the control vector
Tu (6;on, 61at' 6 coi, 6

peu) (5.3.3)

The measurement (or observation) vector y defines the measured variables to b compared to the calculated
model response. or from an identification point of view: the parameters of the mo~cl wil! be modified to obtain
the best possible agreement between the model response and the measurement vector. The measurcmet vector
is

y CX + Ou (5.3.4)

The variables to be included in the measurement vector can te- a certain extent be chosen by the analyst. In
general, the measured state variables awe used or equivalent data like dynamic pressure, angle of attack, and
sideslip angle instead of the speed components. In addition (or eventually in replacement, however, measure-
ments like linear and rotational accelerations, or helicopter position dita, etc. can also be included. There are
close relationships between instrumentation, observed variables, and parameter identification:

1. In any case, the measurement vector and the helicopter instrumentation are directly dependent from each
other. Usually, the instrumentation is given and the observed variables can only be selected from the
available measurements. The request for additional measurements offer, leads to an extension of the
instrumentation.

2. The selection of the consider measurements can have a significant effect on the identtified parametess and
the model validity. When only measurements dominated by the low frequency helicopter characteristics
are chosen, like speed components and attitude angles, the model will give a good representation of the
lower frequency range but it cass be less accurate for higher frequencies. The opposite result will be
obtained by the use of mainly higher frequency data like accelerations -ad rates. Although it depends on

1) Principal Author: J. galetka, DI.R
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the intended application of the model, it is in general advisable to use both data groups in the observation
equations.

For the six degrees of freedom models like they were used in the Working Group, a 'standard' set of suitable
variables to be measured can be recommnended:

1. controls

2. airspeed data

"* speed components in longitudinal, lateral, and normal direction (o. v. w),
Or

"* airspeed, angle of attack, and angle of sideslip (11, a. fl,

3. angular information,

"* rates (p, q, r),
and" roll and pitch attitude ($P. 0),

4. acceleration information

"* linear accelerations (a., ay, a'),
and optionally

"* rotational accelerations fy, 4 1).
"[he measurement of helicopter rotational accelerations is difficult and often riot available. Therefore,
differentiation of the measured rates is probably more appropriate.

Usually, helicopter instrumentation systems can easily provide these measurements (see documentation in the
chapter 4 on A GARD Working Group Data Base). There is no specific preference for air instrumoentation con-
cept, like inertial system packages or individual sensors. In any case il is absolutely necessary to know the
sensor characteristics and, probably even more important, the data processing like filtering and sampling rates,
that is done along the data flow from the sensor to the data recording. For commercially available instrumen-
tatimi' packaoes it is often difficult to obtain more dctailecd info,-matiova. i',oir iris joini of view some advan-
tages are seen in the use of individually installed sensors. They can also provide more redundancies in the
measurements which can Ni used for data quality investigations.

A high measurement accuracy is the dominant requirement for systecm identification The transducers used for
the measurements of control positions, linear accelerations, rates, and attitudes are usually potentiometers or
synchros, linear accelcrovneters, and gyros. The today available sensors generally provide high accoracies and
are appropriate for identification purposes. However, when transducers are selected and ins.asled, emphasis
should be placed on two aspects:

"* the measuring range has be chosen to, on one hand, provide a high signal resolution and accuracy and,
on the other hand, avoid signal saturation for the planned flight test experimentsi.

"* cross ;,xis sensitivities can generate significant problems and must be kept as small as possib~c. [Ihey can
be canted by both, senscr characteristics and installation misalipi:nents.

In contrast to the measurements of accelerations, rates, attitude antIcs, and control positions, it is problematic
to obtain reliable airspeed data. This subject will be discussed in more detail in the following section on problem
areas (section 5.3.4).

5.3.3 On-board Data Processing

Extensive on-ooard data processing is needed for aU processes that are based on the immediate availability of
measaurements. Such on-line data processing is for example a prerequisite for control systems, ranging from
mode stabiliation up to irt-flight simulation. As rotoireeaft system identification still is an off-line procedure,
no specific on-board data processing is require.d except for the standard signal conditioning steps converting
sensor signals to the appropriate format for data recording. They include all modifying operations applied to
signals like the adaption of transducer outputs to the input reqruirements of the dsta handling system (e.g.
synchro to analogue conversion), signal amplification, filtering, multiplexing, digitization, and data recording
(often on board of the aircraft to avoid disturbances from the telemetry). The data conditioning is certainly
necessary and helps to maintain the data quality. Hlowever, some ofthe procedures can significantly modify the
original sensor output data.
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For system identification. care must he taken with analogue (anti-abasing) filters, causing phase shifts, and with
data sampling where data are scanned sequentially with time delays between the individual channels. These
effects can be corrected during the further data processing. lowever, it is evident, that the analyst must know
exactly what has 'happened' to the data. Only then, appropriate corrections can be made. In practise, here is
quite often the main gap: the instrumentation engineers are not informed of the data requirements for a specific
evaluation and the analysts are not aware of the data conditioning steps that can already have deteriorated the
data for their applications. Therefore, a close cooperation and a detailed information exchange between these
two groups is absolute necessary. It can be more important than increasing a sensor accuracy by another tenth
of a percent in order to generate more reliable data

5.3.4 Problem Areas

Some of the typical problem areas in helicopter flight data measurement were also seen in the data provided
to the Working Group. They are mainly due to helicopter and sensor characteristics bu; also can occur during
the signal conditioning. Some examples are illustrated in more detail:

I. Airspeed measurement

The conventional sources for air data measurement are vanes and pressure probes. They were originally
developed for fixed wing aircraft and a,-e also used for helicopters. Rotorcraft, however pose special
problems in accurate sensing of air data: The sensors have to be installed on a rtelatively long boom to
keep them away from main rotor wakes. l'Vie boom must be quite stiff to avoid oscillations excited by the
helicopter vilsration. With decreasing s3feed, pressure measurements become more and more inaccurate
and near hover both, pressure tubes and vanes cannot be used at all. Although these deficiencies are
obvious mad well knowr, only a few ai* data systems are available that were designed to also operate in
the low speed regime of helicopters.

The All-64 and the SA-330 use a boom to provide air data. For the flight conditions considered in the
Working Group ( 120 kn for the Al 1-64 and 80 kn for the SA-330) the systems gave good measurements.
(The A!I-64 is additionally equipped with a low range airspeed system. Thewe data however were not
provided to the Working Group).

The BO 105 uses a helicopter air data system It consists of a swivelling pitot static probe installed at the
fuselage close to the rotor. For low speed it is designed to work within the rotor downwash. Measure-
mnents are dynamic pressure and probe angle of attack and sideslip. For the flight condition considered in
the Working Group (80 kn) the sensor is out of the rotor dowzswash and aligns with the total flow. The
measurements however show that rotor wake interferences cannot be avoided in dynamic flight manoeu-
vres. Figure 5.3.1 shows the helicopter response due to a iongitudinal stick doublet input. In the speed
data, and particularly in the lateral speed, significant disturbances are seen. They are caused by rotor wakes
that 'hit' the sensor when the helicopter pitches nose-down. Then, the sensor rotates to the left and
indicates a high sideslip angle and consequently a high sideward speed. In the signals this effect is seen like
a data drop-out. It can last for even a few seconds until the sensor is in undisturbed flow again.

2. Measurement of linear accelerations and rates

In general, all measurements of the helicopter motion are influenced by a high vibration level. This is
particularly true for the linear accelerations and the rates. For 14O 105 data obtained frons a longitudinal
stick control input Figure 5.3.2 first presents the actually measured unfiltered data. Then, o the same
scale, it shows the data after being filtered by a digital low-pass filter with a cut off frequency of 12.5 1Iz.
From the comparison it can be seen

"* the high frequency noise (mainly blade harmonics) can easily be removed by low-pass tilters. Aa
system identification results are very sensitive to phase errors, zero-phase shift digital filters should
used.

" for the linear accelerations (and in particular the forward and sideward accelerations) there is a very
low signal-to-noise ratio. In this test, the helicopter forward and sideward accelerations are less than

22
0 Smis . (in general, helicopters cannot produce large linear accelerations, except for the vertical

axis). The vibration level on the data is more than 5 m/n and reaches even higher values in other
flight conditions (flare and hover). Cotisequently, the measuring range of the accelerometers is
practically defined by the vibration levels. Therefore, the BO 105 was equipped with sensors of a
±12 m/s range for a. and an. Although the 'useful' part of the signal is less than 5 % of the total
sensor range a high accuracy is required for system identification.
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Fortunately, linear accelerometers belong to trie best sensors in an aircraft instrumentation. J[hey
have a high linearity and resolution with only small hysteresis and work in a wide bandwidth without
significant phase errors. Nevertheless, the sr isor range should carefully be selected to avoid satu-
ration and still to provide a high signal resolution.

Helicopter responses due to control inputs are primarily rates (not linear accelerations). Therefore,
the 'useful' signal in the rate measurements is still dominant although it is also highly deteriorated
by the helicopter vibration. Together with linear accelerometers, rate gyros have reached a high
quality and, for the identification, rates certainv belong to the most accurate and important meas-
urements.

3. Measumment of rotational accelerations

Rotational accelerations where only measutred in the A-l-64 For the identification they are useful as they
provide more high frequency information for the determination of the moment equations. Figure 5.3.3
first shows the measured roll and pitch accelerations due to a longitudinal control input. The high
vibration level is obvious. Then, the fdtered data (digital fi!ter, 12.5 lIz cut-off frequency) arc plotted
together with data that were obtained by differentiating the measured rates. The agreement is very good
and proves a high consistency although the measurements still show a higher noise level. It cannot yet
finally be answered how helpful measured rotational accelerations can be for the identification '.n com-
parison to differentiated signals obtained from accurately measured rates.

4. Measurement of the control inputs

The influence of data errors on the identification results also depends on the applied identification tech-
itque. Least Squares equation error methods assume that all variables are accurate whereas more complex
output error techniques allow measurement errors on the response variables. All techniques, however,
fully rely on accurately measured control inputs mid, at best, can compensate for noise on the measure-
ments. Although it is relatively easy to measure the contiol positions, there are two main error sources:
sign.il resolution and sensor position.

The control inputs for system identification purposes are usually %mall to allow a linearised model for-
mulation, whereas the sensors, e.g. potentiometers, normally measure the full range of the controls. [or
the idtiEficat.ion daiet, ii iiust ho made sure that the range of interest is sutficiently resolved.

Control positions are often measured at the pilot controls. When they are used in the identification the
characteristics of the (mechanical) linkage and of the hydraulic system have oflen to be neglected.
Attempts to model and identify effects like backlash, flexibility, hydraulic characteristics lead to highly
non-linear models and significantly complicate the identification. Therefore, it should be tried to measured
the control inputs as close to the rotor as possible. In any case, the measurement must be related to the
control input at the blades. When feedback systems are engaged, the sum of both, the pilot inputs and
the control system activity, must be measured unless both inputs are provided separately.

For the A1f-64, measurements of the hydraulic actuator positions at the main rotor (or tail rotor)
swashplate were given. These locations have the advaniage of being close to the rotor but still in the
non-rotating system.

For the BID 105, stick deflections, collective lever, and pedal positions were used. Control linkage effects
were assumed to be negligible and the hydraudic system was supposed to be represented by a time delay
or time constant on the control measurements. Specific measurements have shown that these assurmptions
can be justified.

The SA-330 data base gave control positions obtained from three different locations. Ilowever, except
from pilot controls (similar to the BO) 105) the other data were obtained in the rotating system at only
one control rod and one blade root. A transformation into the fixed axis system was not given. For
dynamic tests, it also seems to be necessary to include at least three blade control angles to derive three
controls in the non-rotating system. Therefore, the inputs measured at the pilot position were used for the
identification.

5. Signal filterinj

As some measurements of the helicopter motion are very noisy, low-pass filtering is usually applied before
the data are used for system identification. It must be taken into account that analogue filters pot only
reduce the high frequency amplitudes but also influence the phase eharacteristics of the measured signal.
In particular with higher order filters, the phase shifts can already be significant at frequencies far below
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the filter cut-off frequency. Considering that the identification is based (in the amplitude and phase
relationship between the individual measurements it is quite obvious that filters can strongly deteriorate
identification results and even render them unusable. Therefore, it is absolutely nectssary that all mras-
urements are passed through identical filters. This requirement is often neglected as it is not so important
for most data evaluation other than system identification. Only when zero-phase shift filters with a con-
slant gain of 1.0 in the frequency range of interest are applied, it is possible to filter selected mesaurcments.
Here, digital off-line filters are applied.

When sensors with integrated (analogue) filters or sensor packages (e.g. inertial systems) are used, it is
essential to know the built-in signal processing. As an example Figure 5.3.4 compares linear acceleration
measurements obtained from an 'agility' sensor package and from individual accelerometers. The package
signals do not follow the more dynamic manoeuvre part in the data when the control input is given. A
closer view also showed that there is a phase ;ag between the accelerometer and the package data. It
indicates that some strong damping or filtering was done in the agility package although the data are still
very noisy.

For the identification it was decided to use the ir;dividually measured linear accelerations.

6. Signal resolution

For system identification usually only small amplitude control inputs are applied to keep the helicopter
response so small that linear models can be used. When the amplification or scaling of the data is based
on the maximum helicopter response capability, the small amplitudes can probably riot be resolved sat-
isfactorily by the data recording system. For the pitch and roll attitude response due to lateral and col-
lective control inputs Figure 5.3.5 demonstrates that the digitization of the vertical gyto signal could only
resolve about (1.3 degrees per bit. As the tests with controls other than collective (e.g. the shown lateral
control input) produced attitude angles between 20' and 30' the resolution errors probably do not affect
the identification results significantly. However, such problems can usually be avoided when signal
amplification is based on the expected maximum amplitudes of the specific tests.

7. Control input generation

It is widely agreed that for system identification specific control inputs should be used to properly ercite
the aircraft modes. Some of the designed input signals are quite complex so that thry cannot be generated
by the pilot but require electronic devices. Only the AII-64 was equipped with a specially designed (told
Oscillator Box (GOB) unit. it commanded sinusoidal frequency sweeps in two ranges from 0. I 1lz to
3 1lz and 0.3 llz to 13 itz. For the DO 105 and the SA-330 only pilot generated inputs were used. (In
the DO 105 a relatively simple display was installed. It showed the prescribed signal and the actual control
position.) The input signals used in the Working Group, doublet, multistep, and frequency sweep could
be generated by the pilot without asy real difficulties. It proved that system identification does not require
an electronic control input device when rigid body models have to be identified. It is only needed when
frequencies exceeding the human capability (more than 2 liz to 5 1lz) are required.

5.3.5 Off-line Data Processing

The off-line data processing for system identification purposes mainly includes!

"* conversion to a consistent unit system,
"* detection and removal of data drop outs,
"* low-pass filtering,
"* corrections for the centre of gravity, and
"* the calculation of additional variables.

"lhe.e procedures are standard for flight testing and therefore this section will briefly document the off-line data
processing conducted within the Working Gr-oup and, for completeness, give the applied equations.

A more detailed data analysis for detecting and correcting data deficiencies is considered as a first essential task
in data evaluation and system identification. It will be described tn the chapter 5.4 on I)ata esaluatior, and
recontruclion.

I Unit syster

I•se me.aurements needed for syste,n identification were converted to the International Unit System (SI)
based on meter, second, kilogram and radian. Control displacements were given in percent with 100 per-
cent as full travel.

;4 1. i.,
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2. Data droo outs " V

When data drop outs are reetricted to only a few samples it can he justified to eliminate these samples and
reconstruct a new value by intcrpolation between the neighbouring data. Of course, this technique cannot
reproduce the lost data lslowevcr, it gives a more realistic value for the sample instead of keeping the drop
out data. It is also the only tossibility to avoid even mi-re data distortion which occurs when the uncor-
rected measurement is filtered. For the data in the Working Group only minor work had to be done to
eliminate diop-outs.

3. R_•_ital low-pass filtering

Problems associated with analogue filtering have already been addressed. Analogue filters significantly
influence the phase where th7s effect increases with higher filter order. As identification results are very
sensitive to phase errors it Jlould be tried to reduce analogue filtering as much as po.ssible. Ilere, high
sampling rates make it possible to unse anti-aliasing filters with a high cut-off frequency. When, in addition,
these filters have almost identical characteristics their influence in the frequency range of interest is small
and similar. Then, zero-phase shift digital filtering can be applied to

a. eliminate the unwanted higher frequency effects and noise, mad
b. to reduce the samplin8 rate.

This approach was consequently used for the measurement of the HO) 105 data, where almost all ana-
logue filters where removed. Comparisons of the obtained data to previous flight test measurements with
strong analogue low-pass filtering clearly showed the data quality improveorelits.

The efficiency of digital filters has already been show bi Figure 5.3 2.

4. Calculation of speed components at the sensor position

Using the measured airspeed, angle of attack and angle of sideslip (V. a. 0) tht- longitudinal, latesal, and
normal speed components at the sensor position (boom) were calculated by

ub = V -Cos a - cos f
t- V-sin G (5.3.5)

wb = V-sin a- con•s

5. Correction for C6 Position

In contrast to data obtained from rate and attitude gyros, the sneasuremnentls of linear acceleratisos and
aerodynamic data are influenced by the distance between the sensor position and the helicopter centre of
gravity (CG). Ideally, these sensors should be installed at the CG. Linear accelerometer locations can at
least be close to the CG. Air data sensors, however, are usually installed far in frost of the aircraft. During
dynamic flight tests the nicasured sigsals also contain acceleration or speed components due to the heli-
copter angular motion. Mathematica models as used for system identification always describe the forces
and moments with respect to the C(6. Tllere are two different approaches to handle the influence of the
(G lecation on the measuienients:

a. the measurements are corrected for CG position, or
b. in the measurement equations the model response is transformed to the individual sensor lscation.

In the Working Group the first approach was chosen.

With the sensor locations in

x-direction (positive forwsrd): Xm.
y-direction (positive to tMu right): Ym,
;-direction (positive downward): 7g.

the speed components at the CG (u Vg. wV,) are obtained as

UcU = Oto -- zM . q + y.m . r ,,

vcg v - xmr+zm.p (53 6)

Wcg Wb- y, -P + N,,- q

%-Ss -_.
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For the corrections of the linear accelkfatili' measureTents the rott.tiroal accelerations (,6, 4 , i) are
needed. When no measurements are available, differentiated rates are usod. I hen, the linear accelerations
at the CG (a., ag ycg ) are:

axc• = a. - z-m + yn,, (ym p -- x,, q) q + (x, r - zmp) r

ayc Y -" a, -. x,,.: + 7.mJ- (z. q -- y. f) r + (y. p -- x,, q) p (5.3.7)

zc at -- Ym l + xr 4 -- (Ym r - zm p) P + (Zm q - &m r) q

For thI- helicopters studied by the Working Group, the linear accelerometers were located close to the

CO. The AII-64, however, was equipped with a second accelerometer package installed at the pilot scat

position with a distance of about 1.50 meters from the CG. Tio demonstrate the influence of the (still
relatively small) off-CG location, Figare 5.3.6 shows for a tail rotor input

a. the uncorrected and the (CO corrected longitudinal accelerations obtained from the pilot seat sensor,
b. the uncorrected and the CG corrected lateral accelerations obtained from the pilot seat sensor,
c. the (CG corrected lateral acceleration obtained from the pilot s•at sensor and the lateral acCClerNtioi

obtained from the C(G accelerometer package.

Considering that ihe helicopter response to a pedal input is primarily a yaw motion, it moakes sense that

the longitudinal Pcceleration is not much influenced by the CG distancc. The lateral acceleration however
clearly shomvs diffe•ences. The improvement obtained from the signal correction becomes evident ii the
last part of the figure wherc the sinals ibtained ftom the different sensors are in good agreement.

5.3.6 Summary

As far as the availability of measurements is concerned it is seen that tIre ;nsstirireniation systrn-is of the three

heL.roptrrs provide more sig-n•s than tsodly needed for systemn idmmtliricetion 'lh,' Ilieti t-sts, 1.aver :1s stO.rrwn

that no specific instnrunentation, like electronic control input boxes, is required. Io generate reliable and useful
data seems to be inorL a task of properly defined measurement ranges, carcf:l data processing, and of c')urse
the flight testing itself. In conclusion sonm main guidelinc: can be given:

I. Control inputs can be generated by the pilot. Some training and if possible a display type device are
lrelpful. -lectronically generated in.puts with a direct link to the control ate not necessary unless high
frequencies are needed,

2. If possible, the srensors should hiave a measuring range that is suitable for the expectcd signal amnpliudcs,

3. If analogue filtering of signals is applied it is imporiant that all signals used for the identification arc filtered
and the filters have identical characteristics,

4. [he signial digitization iange should be defined by thie inaxmimum signal amplitudes in the tests to obtain
a good signsl resolution,

5. Standard data processing steps, like removal of drop nuts, digital-low pass filtering. (CG correction, etc.,
ace applicable and adequate.

*- . .- -..- ,, [
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5.4 Data Evaluation and Reconstructionl 0)

5.4.1 Introduction

The quality of the measurement data detennines the quality of the parameter identification results. Therefore
it is of the utmost importance to ensure the data quality before any attempt at identification is made. In prin-ciple the best time to perform data quality checks is in dedicated tests before or during the actual flight tests:
in the instrumentation laboratory, on the flight line and during instrumentation check-out flights. Accuratedetermination of each individual error effect can also be done best in a dedicated test. These tests ate ideally
performed with a computer in the aircraft to reduce the loss of time and the cost of flight tests with inaccurate
measurements.

The evaluation of the data quality from existing flight test data, as was the case for the Working Group, is
generally much more difficult. But it is still very important to do this evaluation for the following reasons:
L A paiticular measurement channel may deteriorate or fail during the course of a flight test program.
2. A specific error effect may only he present during actual flight tests, such as static pressure distortions in

dynamic flight conditions. These effects can only be determined from the flight tests
[or the members of the Working Group there were two etra reasons to spend a considerable amount of timeon the data quality. The first reason is that the data recordings were made by another institute Within one
institute, one is familiar with the verification procedures in use by the instrumentation department and one
knows how far they can be relied on and when iaution is needed.
A more important reason is the fact that the evaluation of the data quality also gives a good feel for the data
content. It gives a first indication of the actual accuracy of tLe measu~rements and it can clear up misunder-standings in the detinition of mtasured variables (e.g. sign conventions).

Apart from complete failure, which is often (but not always) easy to spot there are a number of errors that can
occur:

I. Sensing: the transducer may not sense the desired quantity directly, for example a static pressure may be
distorted by the flow around the aircraft.

2 Transducer: change in bias, sensitivity, range. Change in sensitive axia (misalignment), hysteresis, outputnoise, spikes.

3. Data acquisition system: changes in offset, gain and range in the analog components, suci as amplifiers.
pre-sample filters and AD converters. Change in filter characteristics of the p.e-sample filters. Bit errors
in the rrc ,rding chain (diopouts). Time shifts and other phase errors.

Because of the large number of possible error aou, %, an intimate knowledge with the characteristics of the
instrumentation system is absolutely necessary for successful correction of data erors.

5.4.2 lechniques

5.4.2.1 Data sqsection
Visual inspection of dataplots is an imiportant first step in the evaluation of data quality The measurements
can te scrutliniL•ed for obvious errors such as wrong signs, excessive measurement noise, data dropouts, spikes
and missing (or even switched) data channels.

In addition, frequency domain techniques can be very useful for data quality evaluation [7amples are
I. Time shift of a signal can be detesnmined by examining the slope of the ph: e response with respect to areference. ['his method is very sensitive, but it is mz)st useful in ground che5ks, ber-ause it may be difficult

to find a suitable reference measurement in flight. lime domain modelling can also he used to determine
time shift.

10) Principal Author: ). 11. Bteeman, Nt.R
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2. Initial checks of compatibility bletwcn variables may be quickly performed in the frequency domain. Eel
instance it can be verified that q/O has a 1/w frequency response char-adenstic. Sign errors ere also easily
detected by inspecting the phase response.

3. The coherence function can be u."- to ensure that both input and output signals have low noise contents

and are well correlated with each other.

4. Noise spectrum can give an indication of the correct functioning of a transducer (chanincl). Excessive noise
(perhaps in part of the frequekicy spectrum) can give an indication of malfunction in sensing, transducer
or data acquisition. For example discrete frequencies in a gyroscope signal could indicate a bearing failure,
noise spikes could be a vibration problem or a faulty wiring or connectors.

The noise analysis also gives vital information for the design of data processing filters, which remove the
measurement noise and allow the sampling rate to be reduced.

'ITis may also be a good place to warn for the effect of pre-sample filtering. If a failing transducer has high-
frequency noise or sudden steps in its output, the pre-sample filters will transform the signals in smooth signals,
thus masking the problem. In normal operation pre-sample filters are essential to prevent abasing errors, but
it may be a good idea to record the unfiltered signals as an instrumentation test. Another impiortant point is
the negative effect of phase errors in the analogue filters on the parameter identilicaion. Some authors even
recommend dispensing with anti-aliasing filters altogether.

If the recording techniques permit it, it is therefore recommended to use the highest possible sampling rates
(and pre-sample filter bandwidths) and to reduce the sample rate in the analysis by digital filtering in the ground
processing. "Ibis has the added advantage of allowing a more consadered choice of sampling rate in the data
analysis.

5.4.2.2 Compatibility checking

5.4.2.2.1 Introdudton

Any red_,ndnnrc ,.i she mcahAune d .riabc canu bc cxploitcd to v•eify uic d4 ta qu'aiiy. -i- :re are a iurge number
of techniques in use for the purpose of data quality evaluation. In fact everyone has his 'wn private tricks.

The measurement of a single variable by two different transducers is a simple example:

I. If the transducers are of the same type, the outputs of the two measurcnient channels can be comparel
to find discrepancies in sensing, transducer or data acquisition.

2. If the two transducers are of a different type, the characteristic enors will be different. This difference can
be used to determine if one of the signals is wrong.

3. Even if one transducer is much better than the other, a comparison is still very useful, if only to show that
the 'better" transducer has failed completely.

In practice it is rare that two redundant transducers are used, but it is not uncommon to have a standard aiicraft
instrunrent as well as a flight test instrumentation sensor. In this case it is strongly recommended to record the
aircraft instrument output as well. The disadvantage is not so much the extra data channel to be wired in the
aircraft, but rather the extra effort needed to calibrate and evaluate the aircraft instrument, which is necessary
to allow its use for data quality checks.

Redundant information can aso be used in a complementary filter approach, e.g. rate gyro data is used for the
low rrquency range and angular accelerometer data is used for the higher frequency range (this is just a special
case of the state estimation techniques described below). It is very important that undesirable error character-
istics, such as hysteresis, nonlinearities or spurious responses, do not destroy the quality of the rcsult. In the
exsanple given, rate xcclerometers tend to have these undesirablc error characteristics.

5.4.2.2.2 KinenmIc¢ con Afflbitty checlang

A special caw of compatibility checking is Kinematic Compatibility checking. Htere the kinematic relationships
that exist between the different measured variables are used. The procedure can be applied in many forms: from
the simple comparison between two signals to the complete 6 DoF flight path reconstruction. "ihe procedure
is also called Kinematic Consistency Checking or Flight Path Reconstruction. Ihe chosen name reflects
whether the procedure is seen as an independent check or as an integral part of the processing. Descriptions
can be found in (Gerlach, 1970, [5.4.1]) and (Wingrove, 1912, [5.4.2]). Klein et al. (1977, [5.4.3]). seem to
have introduced the term conpatibility checkinrg.

,. a .. ,? .. 1' -
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Table 5.4. 1 shows the 6 DoF kinermatic equations. Linearizing these equations leads to the basic error model
as shown in Figure 5.4.1. The errors in the velocity components u, Y, w, the attitude angles P, 0. W and the
position in earth axes are the components of the state. The errors in the inertial merasuren'ents
a×, a8, nz. p, q, r ale treated as inputs to the state equation. In addhion, the wind speed component!, u,,
;;., and Ww arc inctuded as inputs to the model. The idea is that the errors in the input signals drive the eltrors

in the state.

In principle any measurement which depends on the state vector can appear in the observation equation, for
example air speed or doppler velocity, pressure or radio altitude, angle of attack or angle of sideslip, lItitudu
and longitude from Inertial Navigation Systems, VOR/DME or the Global Positioning System. The error in
the measurements, whether in the input or in the observation vector, can be modelled as bias, scale fac:or, time
shift and white, gaussian random noise. If the random noise is not white and gaussian it may be necessamy to
e-tend the state with a model of the noise characteristics.

With modem inertial sensors the measurement errors are very small. As a consequence the variations in the
wind components during a recording become the domintiant error source. This makes it possible as well as
deshrablc to estimate these wind variations. The estimation of the absolute wind components requires the
presence of absolute position or velocity references of reasonable accuracy, e.g. from an Inertial Navigation
System, Global Positioning System or radio beacons. However, it should be noted that in general only the
variations in the wind speed components are of interest for flight mechanics, because constant wind compo-
nents only affect the error in the absolute velocities in earth-fixed coordinates. This means that absolute posi-
tion references are not strictly required, although they can be of great use.

One simple way of modelling the wind variations that works very well in practice describes the w% ind variation
as a linear trend in time and/or as proportional to altitude. A more sophisticated description is a colored
gaussian nujise model, e.g. integrators driven by white no~se.

An interesting variation in the problem formulation is presented in a block diagram form in Figure 5.4.2. 1iere,
the position in earth axes x., y , and ag, the Euler angles 0. 0 and tW and (optionally) the wind velocities i'i
earth coordinates ,'Ng, vwg, an Wwg at the right hand of the figure can be treated as measureme" ts or estimates
or both.

"I he estimation of wind components is an example of the use of estimation procedures to reconstruct an
unmeasured state component. Another practical example is the estimation of the angle of attack in the case that
no direct measurement is available or the direct measurement is unusable. See section 5.4.3 for further discus-
jion on how the reconstructed state should be used.

It is in general not possible to identify this large number of error components. If too many error components
are included the standard deviations of the estimates and the correlation coefficicnts increase rapidly. The degree
of correlation is also dependent on the type of and shape of the manoeuvre, so it is feasible to perform specially
designed masoceuvres for the purpose of identifying the enror components, but these manoeuvres will no

t 
nec-

essarily be optimal for parameter identification. It may be more fruitful to combine several different manoeu-
vres in a multi-manoeuvre analysis and then estimate an error model which is valid for all the recordings (see
section 5.4.3).

A simple example is the comparison of a rate gyroscope and an attitude gyroscope. lIme rate sign-d is integrated
and compared with the altitude signal. Error models for each of the two types of gyroscopes can be defined,
e.g. bias and lime shift for the rate gyroscope and linear drift and time shift for the attitude gyroscope. Vlhe
difference signal can then be attributed to various errors sources and the parameters of the error model can be
estimated using parameter identification.

Even this simple example already points out a common problem, e.g. the bias of the rate gyroscope has exactly
the same effect as the linear drift of the attitude gyroscope and the same is true for the time shifts. This means
that the errors in the different measurements must have different characteristics in order to be useful for com-
patibility checking. If it could be assumed that the attitude gyroscope has negligible drift and the rate gyroscope
has a negligible (or perhaps known) time shift, then rate gyro bias and the time shift of the attitude gyro can
be put in the error model and values for these parameters can be found. But in general these assumptions are
difficult to make and need the advice of the instrumentation department.

'be bias in the sate gyro will always have the same effect, a linear increase of the error with time. But a scale
factor error, e.g. in the attitude measurement, will only be noticeable if larger excursions are present. Even in

the case of large excursins, the estimate of bias asiu scale factor may be highly correlated, e g. when the attitude
angle also increases linearly with tirme. This demonstrates the dependence of identifiability on the manoeuvre
shape.

,- 'R , ":L .-
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In the more compliLated cases all these problems are also present at the same time and are even more difficult
to detect. For example, in manoeuvres that do not deviate too much from level flight the following simplified
equation is valid:

S=- qu+az

"This shows that the effect of a bias in the normal acceleration a, is equivalent to the effect of a bias in the pitch
rate signal q. In the estimation procedure this will show up as a high correlation between the estimates of the
two error parameters.

5.4.2.2.3 Solutio techhaiques

The formulated problem can be solved by a number of different methods. For more detailed descriptions sec
(Maine et al., 1985, [5.4.4]) or (Moulder et al., 1979, [5.4.5]). In principle no one method is theoretically
superior, because all estimators can be shown to be Maximum Likelihood estimators for a specific choice of
error model. In other words the assumed error model determines which solution method applies. The tech-
niques used by the Working Group are:

1. Wetghted Least-Squares (WLS)

This method solves the case where the random crior is in the inputs (so-called state noise). It is a very
simple and efficient procedure.

2. Extended Kalman Fllter/Smoother (EKSF)

A standard Kalman filter estimates the state of a linear system with an error model which allows noise in
the inputs (state noise) as well noise in the observations. The Kalman algorithm is a recurs;ve formula.
which proceeds sequentially (filters) through the data. For a fixed time interval a substantial improvement
in accuracy can be obtained by adding a smoothing step in the reverse time direction.

Nonlinear state equations are handled by linearizsig around a nominal trajectory (usually the current best
estimate of the state is used) and bias and scale factors can be estimated by including them as undriven
states with unknown initial condition (Jorlkers, 1976, [5.4.6]). The. EKSF is more expensive than the
WLS method, but much cheaper than the OE or FE methods d;scussed below. BecausL of the recursive
formulation the computer memory requirements are alo modest. The disadvantage is that is is not easy
to include other errol components into the error model.

3. Output Error (OE)

This method applies in the case where all ei-rors are in the observations, i.e. there is no state noise. In
principle the method compares a simulation of the actual system with the measurements, while integrating
the sensitivities, which describe the influence of the model parameters on the state. After one simulation
run, a Gauss-Newton optimization is used to find new estimates of the model parameters. In practice this
process has to be repeated for several iterations, which makes this method expensive in computer time.
In addition the sensitivity matrix can be of large dimension, which adds to the computer memory
requirements. The advantage of the OE method is that it is very easy to incorporate parameters in the
error model. '!'he incorporation of nonlinear wudels in the OF method can be handled by deriving the
sensitivity equations analytically by hand, but this makes it difficult to change the error models quickly.
Numerical calculation of the sensitivities is a better solution here and resulls in very flexible programs.

4. Filter Error (FE)

fhis method solves the most general problem formulation, i.e. with state noise and obser ration noise. In
principle it is a combination of a Kalmnn Filter in an Output Error parameter identification iteration
The FU method is the most expensive in computer time rnd the most complex to use and, therefore, is
seldom used.

Of course it is not always possible or even necessary to use the complete error model. Omitting error compo-
nents or observations which are not important can reduce the problem formulation considerably, but the same
solution techniques apply. For example it can be assumed that the air data measurements do not give enough
information on the estimation of the attitude errors. This saows the separate estimation of attitude and velocity
equations.

4-
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5.4.3 Use of Error Corrections

After all error corrections have been determined a2 far as possible, the question remains what to do with this
infornation. There are two extreme philosophies:

1. The identified error components are put in an error model, which is added to the aerodynamic model.
The parameter identification procedure is then performed on the combined model, using the origi.
measured variables as observations. The determined values of the errors components are sometimes used
as initial conditions.

2. All error corrections are applied to the measured variables and the parameter identilication procedure is
performed on the corrected variables.

"[he first procedure has the advantage that the parameter identification results are a true Maximum i .ikelihood
estimate of the complete problem, in other words the solution is theoretically optimal, In the second procedure
the parametel identification is much simpler due to the smaller model. In fact if all measurement errors are
corrected (and the complete state Lan be reconstnicted), the Maximum Likelihood estimator reduces to
Equation Error.

In practice a compromise between the two approaches is always made: for some error components it cannot
be expected that better values can be found by including these in the parameter identification model and the
corrected instead of the original measurements are used. For other error components it can be expected that
the combined parameter identification will yield the best values. It is not possible to give a clearcu, recom-
mendation which error component should be included and which one not and the actual choice will have todepend on the judgement of the analyst.

Finally the instrumentation department should always be asked to verify the estimated instrument errors. It
may turn out that an error which is successfully modelled in one way, should be attributed to another cause
which has the same effect (tar an example see below).

When a large number of manoeuvres are conducted in a particular flight condition, the error model identified
for each of the manoeuvres -hould be the same. This makes good phy' scase incc the ealibration of the
instrumentation will change very little during one particular flight. Failure of a sensor or other instrumentation
components during the flight would, of course, be an exception.

The same logic suggests that when a sufficient number of events exist, mean v.lues of the biases and scale
factors should be used as corrections for the whole flight. Simple statistical analysis can be performed to
establish if the sample is large enough so that statistically significant values can be determined. If only some
of the estimated error ceinponents are significant, it may be necessary to reduce the size of the error model until
only significant p-trameters remain.

5.4.4 Data Compatibility Tools in Use at the Institute%

I Aeronautical Research Laboratory (ARL)

Compatibility checking of helicopter flight data at ARL is based on the full nonlinear 6 DoF kinematic
equations, supplemented if necessary by the three equations describing the aircraft position in earth axes.
The accelerometer and gyro measurements are regarded as inputs and are assumed to bc subject to sys-
tematic bias and scale factor errors. For more details see (Evans, 1985, [5.4.7]) and (Feik, 1984, [5.4.8]).

Two solution methods are in use. The first method is a Maximum Likelihood estimator (ML), which is
a very flexible program that easily allows different combinations of observed outputs, alternative problem
formulations and error models. The sensitivity matrix is calculated numerically, which makes the csti-
mation of parameters in general non-linear systems possible, including systems with discontinuities and
time shifts (Blackwell, 1988. [5.4 9]). The second method is an Extended Kalman Filter (FKF) which
models random errors in the inertial instruments, but allows a more restricted set of outputs.

2. Aerofllgtstdynarnlcs Directorate (AFDD)

The AFDD uses the program Smoothing for Aircraft Kinematics (SMACK) for consistency analysis
(Bach, 1985, [5.4.10]; [5.4.11]). This program solves the full nonlinear, six-degree of freedom aircraft
kinematic equations and estimates tirne-varying winds, states and measurements. In the process meas-
urement biases and scale factors are identified. The progin as based on a zero-phase-shift backward
information filter and forward smoother algorithm which produces a zero phase shifted output estimates
with a cutoff frequency which is one tenth of the sarnple rate. The solution is iterative, providing
improved state and measurement estimates until a minimum squarcd-crror is achievr 1.

i.4
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A 3-1)F angular check is conducted first. Then, the angular error parameters and their covariances are t

used as start un values in an overall 6-DOF check. The error model is then refined by iteration until only
statistically significant biases and scale factors remain (Kalctka et al., 1989, L5.4.121).

3. Deutsche Forachungsanstalt MIr Luft- und Raumfahrt (DER)

)IJR uses a Maximum Likelihood program for the purpose of flight path reconstruction. The ftil non-
linear six-degrees of freedom kinematic equations are used. The sensitivity matrix is also calculated
numerically, see (Jategaonkar et al., 1983, [5.4.13]).

4. Georgia Institute of Technology

"[he integrated rate signals were compared with the attitude angles.

5. McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Corporation (MDHC)

The biases and scale factors of the angular acelerations were determined using a Least-Squares procedure,
which minimized the difference between the integrated angular accelerations and the body rates. A Kal-
man filter/smoother was also applied to ensure data consistency, to rcduce the effect of measurement noise
on the state estimates and to estimate unmeasured states.

6. Nationaal Lueht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorinan (NIR)

In the past the standard identification procedure at NI.R used -an extended Kalman ftlterjsmoother to
reconstruct the complete state of the aircraft based orr an optimal :orshbrnation of inertial and air data
measurements. The aecclerometei and gyro errors were modelled as state noise, the bias in these instru-
ments were modelled as extra states, and pressure altitude, airspeed arrd sideslip angle errors were modelled
as observation noise (Breceman, 1978, [5.4.14j).

In recent years NIR empltys highly accurate inertial systems for all its flight tests. Therefore the current
state estimation program is based on a model that includes complex variations in the wind components
and errors in the air data sensors. hot no errors at all in the inertin-] sersors ln the pr-,a..nter identificatinn
step the smoothed time htistories arc used in a linear regression program. Because the helicopter datea
provided did not include either of the above cornbinations of measuremnents, NIR used its output co-or
program for compatibility checking. This prograra uses nonlinear kinematic equations and allos's esti-
mating biases in accelerometers and gyros.

7. University of Glasgow

No tools were reported.

S. NAE/Ltniversity of Toronto

The compatibility check uses the full set of kinematic equations of inotion. As a first step a least-square
fit procedure is uscd to determine yro and attitude offsets and then the rcconstructcd attitudes and rates
are used to detennire accelcrometer and velocity biases. The reconstructed state is normally u.ed in the
following parameter identification.

9. Royal Aerospace FIstsbMihnemst (RAE)

Data compatibility checking i.. a standard procedure at RAF, where it is a part of the Parameter FEsti-
mation Package (PEP). In the preliminary data interpretation phase the KINFICON program performs
this task. The aim is to find likely calibration craors, such as bias errors. Bias estimates can be derived
using a weighted Least Squares output-error algorithm.

In a later stage of the processing filtered or smoothed estimates from theo measurements and recon-
structions of unmieasured states are computed using an extended Kalman filter algorithm. Tlie program
l)[KFIS (Discrete Extended Kalmnan Filter/Smoother) typically uses measuremenrts from rate and atti-
tude gyros, ac,.elerometers and airspeed probe and incidence vanes and has the option to revise calibration
factors.

10. CERT

For flight path reconstruction CERT applies the same Output Error program as used for identification-
"The fuol 6 DoF nonlinear kinematic equations a:e used and the lorations of the sensors are taken into
account. Nonlinear kinematic terms are dealt with in the calculation of the sensitivities. Inertial sensors
are treated as inputs and air data and attitude arrglcs are the observations, Bias and scale factor of all
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measuremepts arc included in the error model, but time delays are estimated manually after the first
identification rcsults.

5.4.5 Conclusions

It can be concluded that data quality evaluation is a necessary step in the process leading to parameter iden-
tification. The final test of the validity of instrumentation error models is of course in the results of the
parameter identification.
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Kinematic Equations

u---q w+r.vI (a- - g.sin G)

' = - r. u + p w + (a, + g • cos sin (D)

w=* -p.v A q.u + (a, + g. -cos)cos

(F=p 4 (q.sin ( A r*cos F) -tan )

S= (q . cos (D - r. sin T)

4' = (q . sin 4) + r. cos (D)/ cos (

.Q uicos•COsT- 4 v. ( - cos). sinV +'P+sin () sinOE. cosT)
+ w. (sin (F. sin T 4- cos (F . sin e ) crs Ts) + uw

= u . cos 0)-. sin ' + v . (cos (P. cos IV + sin (F . sin ). sin 'IF)
+ w- ( - sin (•. cos 'P + cos (D. sin 0. sin '1) + v,

= u . sin 0) - v sin (D . cos E) - w - cos 4) . cos E)- w

Inputs

a., a., a, p, q, r

Error Model for Inputs
a, = (1.0 +4-"• aa,, + ba, + nf, -Ta, *k

etc.

Outputs

(D, T, V. h, xg, y,

Error Model for Outputs

4D,, o (1.0 + AD) . (D ± bt + n+ - r, (

etc.

Table 5.4.1. Six-degree-of-freedom kinematic equations for compatibilily checking
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5.5 Identification 'lechniques' 1)

5.5.1 Introduction

This section presents an over:tew of rotorcraft system identification techniques used by WG 18. More thor-
ough coverage of the general system identification field, including extensive treatment of the theoretical basis
of the various techniques, is found in a number of excellent textbooks (Ljung, 1987, [5.5.1]; Soderstrom et at,
1989, [5.5.2], Bendat et at, 1986, [5.5.3]) and reference publications (Maine et aL., 1986, [5.5.4]; Klein, 1980,
[5.5.5]; Tischler, 1987, [5.5.6]).

This section first considers the selection of model structure. tIere, special emphasis is given to ensuring that the
model structure is appropriate to the intended model application. For example, simple decoupled first-order
models that characterize the helicopter dynamics over a limited frequency range may be suitable for han-
dling-qualities applications, while coupled 6-DoF models suitable for- a broader range are needed for piloted
simulation. At the other end of the complexity spectrum are models needed for use in advanced high-
bandwidth rotorciaft flight control system design that must consider the coupled fuselage/rotor/ainoass
dynamics. Both non-parametric model structures (frequency-responses) and parametric model structures
(transfer functions and state-space equations) are considered in this section.

The next step in the identification problem definition is the formulation of the criterion ot "cost" function.1 he
simplest formulation, referred to as -equation-crror' is valid when the measurement noise is small relative to
process noise. This assumption, while often not suitable for the high measurement noise environment of the
rotorcraft, has the advantage of resulting in a cost function that is linear in the unknown parameters. hbis leads
to the simple and rapidly-implemented least-squares (step-wise) regression techniques for identification. A more
complex formulation, referred to as "output-error- is valid when process noise is small relative to mcasurement
noise • a better assumption for rotorcraft data. Output-error techniques are more mathematically complex than
equation-error techniqucs, and also zequic niore sophisticated nonlimear search algorilhms tot determine the
unkniown parameters. Output-error techniques were extensively used by WG 18. A third appoach to the cost
function formulation is based on the use of frequency-responses. This approach requires much more preproc-
essing of the flight data, but has the advantage of being valid in the presence of both meAsurement and process
noise. Also, the frequency-response formulation allows for the consideration of the differing frequency content
of the state variables.

Once the model structure and cost function have been defined, the model is identified from the input/output
time-history data using either time-domain or frequency-domain methods. Each method contains at its coirc a
sophisticated search method to find the set of parameter values that provides the best fit according to the
adopted cost function, Again, the choice of methods depends on the application, the formulation of the cost
function (frequency-response methods are completed in the frequency-domain), the famniliarity of the analyst
with the methods, and finally the availability of computational tools. For example, the .xtraction of nonlinear
models or ideittification from flight data with distinctiy non-symmetric wave forms is best completed in the
time-domain. On the other hand, when the model structure includes widely separated dynamic modes (such
as low-frequency rigid body dynamics and high frequency rotor dynamics) or when highly unstable modes are
presents, the identification in the frequency-domain has some distinct advantages. Both time-domain and fre-
quency-domain methods were extensively used by WG 18.

"DTe final step in system identification is referred to as -model verification.- I lere the extracted model is driven
with flight data not used in the identification process to ensure the correctness of the identification procedure,
and the utility of the model in predicting control responses rather than simply matcl-isg them. Model verifi-
cation is completed in the time-domain in the WO 18 study, although frequency-domain verification tech-
niques techniques have also been used (Kalctka et al., 1989, [5.5.7]).

5-5.2 Model Structure

5.5.2.1 General

Selection of model structure is a critical step in system identification, which will greatly affect both the degree
of difficuity in extracting the umlcnown paranmeters, and the utility of the identified model in its intended
application. For example, while a I-Doli roll response model containing 3 unknown pasameters (gain, roll
mode, time delay) is fairly easy to obtain and is often quite sufficient to evaluate on-axis handling-qualities, it

It) Principat Authors: 1. It. do! Leeuw, Matk It. Ticchler
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is obviously unsuitable for investigations of cioss-eoupling effects. On the other hand, a flight control design
model that considers coupled fuselage/rotLor/ainnass dynamics may contain nearly 1l0 parameters and will
require rotor state measurements and significant computational capability. The simriplest model structure that
serves tie intended application is the best choice.

Model structures can he broadly divided into two groups: nonparanictric and parametric. A rionparamnetric
model is one in which no model order or form of the differential equations-of-motion arc assumed. Generally,
nonparainetric models are expressed as frequency-responses between key input/output variable pairs. (eg.
pitch-rate response to longitudinal stick), that are calculated using Fast Fourier T'ransfonr techniques. Non-
parametric models are presented in Bode plot format of I og-magnitude and phase of the input-to-rsutput ratio
versus frequency. Typical applications of nonparametric identification results are handling-qua.]itics analyses
based on bandwidth and phase delay and simulation model validation. Non-parametric identification is a rel-
ativcly fast and easy process, and has even been implemented in real time for control system performance val-
idation on the X-29 (Chapter 8).

A paranmetric model requires the assumption of both system order and the structure of the system's dynamical
equations. '1Th simplest parametric model structure is a traosfer-furnctintl, which is a (lumped) pole-zero rep-
resentation of the input-to-output process. These models have relatively few unknown parameters On the
other end of the scale is a full 6-1)oF (or higher) set of coupled linear diffetztttial multi-input/multi-output
(MIMO) state-space equations, derived from Newton's Laws applied to the helicopter system. Such a rotor-
craft model may contain as many as 50-100 unknown parameters - a formoidable identification problem.
Common applications of parametric models include control system design, wind-tunnel validation, and math
mnodel derivation and validation. Key aspects of model structu.c selection for transfei-function and MIMO
state-space model fonrsulation are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Transfer-Function Model Structure Selection. Transfer-function models are generally identified by direct fitting
of the nonparametric frequency responses. Specific aspects of the model struttnre that nruit be contsidcred arc:

"* Selection of input/eutput variable pairs,
" Frequency-range of model applicability,
"* Physically meaningful order of the numerator and denominator polynomials,
"* Inclusion of equivale-t time delay, and
"* Fixing, freeing, or constraining coefficients in the fitting process.

In order to illustrate some of these aspects, consider thi: selection of transfer function model structure for
handling-quAlities analyses. Such analyses are generally colcermed with lumped Iow-ordor (eqtuivalent systemss)
characterizations of on-axis input-to output responses in terms of gain, natural frequenty, damping ratio, anti
time delay that arc representative of the helicopter's response in the pilot's "crossover frcqucncy range" (eg.
0.1-10 rad/s). Results for the Al 1-64 show that the shon-term pitch dynamics ate very- well characterized by
su-h a simple model. Ilowever, transfer-function models for high-bandwidth flight control system deign need
to be of fairly high order (8th order for the 110 1l5) to adequately predict achievable gain levels as shown in
section 8.3.

MIMO State-Space Model Structure Selections Ihe MIMO state-space model structure problcan is much more
complicatecd than the transfer-function model problem. The analyst must makt z host of apriori decisions that
will profoundly affect the difficulty in estracting parameters, and the validity of the extracted parameters. As
in transfer ftnction model structure selection, the overall goal is to select a model structure that is consistent
with tite frequency range of interest. Some of the many important asp:cts of state-space model structure for-
mulation for rotorcrafi are:

"* Degree of coupling between the longitudinal and lateral/directional motions
"* Order of model needed to characterize the frequency range of interest
"* Identifiability of the parameteis as a function of the available measurements
"* What parameters are known and should be fixed? (eg. gearing, gravity, filter dynamics)
"* Physical constraints between the parameters (eg. common actuators, aerodynamic symmetnc, .eometri-).

Since most of the WGi 18 effort involved identification of 6-DoF MIMO state-space models, this model
structure is presented in detail below

5.5.2.2 6-DoF State-Space Model Structure iUsed In WG 18

In the study ur,dcrtakien by WG 18 1he area of application was chosen to be that of helicopter f•, ing qualities,
i.e., the dynamnic performance of the helicopter in response to its flight controls and as evidenced by the tradi-
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tional flight mechanical variables. As a consequene, the basic dynamic equations selected for the aircraft model
are the usual equations of flight mechanics as given in equations (5.5. 1) through (5.5.4).

Force equations

mu +m(qw-rv) =X -mQ sinG

m i +mn(r u-p w) - Y + m g os 0 sin (D (5 5.1)

mwi +min(pv - qu) - Z +in g cosO E)os 4

Momient equatitons

j~ -l 2 . +(lz - Q~ q r -/,p q = L
2 2

Lq +(lr ) 2 )P + lrý(p -r - M (5 5.2)

l z. -l,,i + (1, - /) pq + 2. q r =N

Kineatnoic equat ions for Euler rates

P + +sin (Ptan 0 q + cos 4)tan 4 r

-Cos (Pq -sin Tr (55.3)

-sin 4) cos(P

Cos 0Cos e

Assiirptloris

X -0

lya 0 (5.5.4)

Gyroscopic reactions due to rotating elements of the helicopter neglected

These equations are non-linear in structure because of the gravitational and rotation reisted tenms in 'he force
equations and the appearance of products of angular rates in the momenrt equatiors. The model also has to
adopt expressions for ihe aerodynamic foices X, Y. and Z and moments L, M, and N that are central in thec
equations.

In this regard a judgement has to be made which state variables are significant for the particular application
For conventional, fixed-wing aircrall 6 degrees -of- freedom models involving only the rigid body states
11, v. w. p. q and r, and even the simpler longitudinal or latleral subsystems, have '-tecn remarkably successful.
For dynamicAlly more cotnplex aircraft, and 1this certainly includes helicopters, additionil states and auxiliary
dynamic equations may be required to provid: a satisfactory representation. In the case w the helicopter, the
dynamics of the main rotor represents such a complication, introduci~ng the potential need of addling state
variables associated with blade flapping, flexible blade mode, aiinasq motion or combinations of these.

* Another source of complssxity is that the rotor drive is governed to maintain constant rotations] speed by a
* control system which may add States and equations to the model.

Fortunately, it. many current helicopters, the eigenvalucs associated with these additional states are sufficiently
* higher than those of the rigid body modes, such thst by constraining the fight control inputs to relatively

gradual excitations, the rotor modes approximately are not excited and a model based on the rigid body states
can still give useful results. It s~houldl be pointed out, however, that especially in the highly manoeuvreable
modern helicopter, this approximation to the model structure is likely to be marginal.

The mrodel that has been adopted as the basis for the WCJ 18 study is the fully coupled, 6 degrees-of-freedom
rigid body systemn of equations given in (S. 5 1) throughs (S. 5.4).

A siinplilied set of equation,, results under the assumption that products of angular rate3i are small anid caam be
netglected in the moin;-n c,. ations.
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Furthermore, by dividing the force equations by the mass Find multiplying the simplified moment equations
by the inverse inertia matrix, forces and moments are presented as *spccific" quantities (equations (5.5.5)
through (5.5.7)). This substitution, however, implies

"* that for calculating the full values of the aerodynamic parametcrs the knowlcdc of these mass and incetia
properties of the aircrft is required atid

", that these propertics are constants.

Spec if ic force,

X X/mn

Vi Ylm (555)

Z = ZIM

Specrfc rosents

M = M (556)

- z iL + J, N
L

M -"--(5 57)

- 1z 5 L + I. N
IN~ -.ý- I"".

"1i's glvc zne folio%4Flne sets of equations for the accelerations (5.5.8) and (5.5.9), in which the mia.s. and the
moments of inertia no longer appear explicitly.

Equations for linear accelerations

u = X -- g sine -qw +rv

+ + cos c E sinq) -ru +pw (5.5.8)

W Z +g cose cos (P -PV +q'

Equat tons for angular accelerot.ons

p L

q -M s(5,5.9)

ThO iiraýKr. l th is assntaed for the speci4fic aerodynamic forces 2,td moments is given in (5.5.10) arJ

(S.• : . i,,•'.'•• '*, .

.($eWUsa for the pefttjlk ir94ti'wutc forces
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.
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tquations for the spectfic eerolynorntc moments

N+ No A 5.512)

with

AE L" Lý L. AU) LP L,, 4
&1 == MI; M. MW AV + Mp Mq M, 6q
AN N. N, N. AW NP Nq N, Ar

I/L.on Lais8 Liped Lhcol A6,0 , (5-5-13)

+\ Mdion M4ist M Lpeoa M /co, A6 1"1
\NI6on NAist Nspo N1 co 6/6,

"l'h- derivatives used are thle specific denvoatver of the ISO-Standard. r5.5.12].

As the aerodynamic forces are the only external forces in the equations (5.5.10), it is their effect that will be
measured by accelerometers. We, therefore, writc

( (5.5.1")

According to (5.5.10) this is decomposed to give

ýOYAZ azo Aa,= ') + (ex") + '.(1s

The remaining non-linear terms (products) in equation (5.5.15) can be approximated aqsummg

9 small values of the angular speeds (p, q, and r),
* small variations of the Euler angles 1) and e,
* -mall variations of the translational speeds (u, v, and w).

This leads to the fully linearized equations of the translational accelerations:

-ý 0sin ac - LO cos e0 '\ /-w.~
""O A + ! cos0-u ) + ( 5516) ,

8 6

"-.- t - " " "• . • " -• '.• ,." '
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In the estimation anaiysis the control inputs are assumed to be known accurately. In 'he helicopters for this
study, the flight controls are actuated by hydraulic systems. The control deflection that is measured may rep-
resent the position of a cortrol actuator rather than the immediate aerodynamic control input. In lieu of
modelling this power control system, an effective time delay between the measured control motiot. aid the
actual rotor control input is mssumed. In addition, although rotor state variables have been omitted explicitly,
the rotor dynamics can be coarsely modelled as time delay between rotor control applications and the aero-
dynamic response. Although this delay has to be small, it may still affect the behaviour of tlh faster rigid body
modes. To acknowledge these effects, the model formulation allows, as a compromise, the introduction of a
single time delay for each of the four flight controls.

To complete the information necessary for the parameter estimation algorithms, the relationship between the
observed variables and the state variables has to be specified.

This requires detailed calibration knowledge of the various sensors and their locations, so that corrected values
to the centre of gravity of the aircraft can be determined. The data supplied by the experimenial groups were
largely preprocesscd to supply data relative to the centre of gravity. It was further assumed that the calibration
relationships were linear with unity scale factors, but allowing for unknown bias values.

In each experiment the available measured variables were assessed by several different data compatibility
checks. It is noteworthy that incompatibilities were found that perhaps reflect the difficulty of interpreting
helicopter air data measurements with certainty. In principle these air data sensors are to be calibrated in steady,
rectilinear flight over a representative range of speeds and climb rates. This is a difficult task and still only
defines the performance of the air data system under static conditions, leaving the dynamic response charac-
teristics unkliown to all intents and purposes. The measurements provided by the 'inertial' instruments, such
as the accelerometers and angular rate gyros, also contain offsets which (although they should be small in good
quality sensors) will vary between experiments. The model for the obser-ation equations is shown in (5.5.17).

Um= U + bu
V,• =v+ bv

wm=~ w+bq
Pmn P + b
qm - q + b

rrn = r + br (5-5 17)
Or,, 0+bss

, "= P+be

aM_ 
0
a + beaxrn - ax + bx

aym ay +by
8zrMa az+bz

5.5.2.3 General State and Observation Equations

The general state and observation equations are described in (5.5.18).

f(t) - I [x(t). u(t), ,tue] + F n(t)
y(r) = g [x(tN), u(t,), 9] + G Q't, (5.,5.1)
X(O) = 2o

where

u.t state vector - (u, v, w, p, q, r, (P. O)I
\ If == ~m easurem en t vector ,= (U mn, 6m-n, n Pm, P ro.q , rm. O re, 6rm, e xrn. ay m, az en)"

= vector of unknown parameters, such as Xu, LU10 n etc.
Fn(t) - state noise - Ideally zero In output error method 1

-(t - Gaussian, white random Identity sequence 3
Gri(ti) - Measurement noise

u1 - control input vector - (61on- 618t, 6.1. 6p,,)

For cur lihiear case, they take the special form of equation (5.5.19)-

.. .... .'
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i(t)-AX(t) + 8u(t) + S + V + Fnr(t)

y(t-) cx(ti) + D u(r) + H + G n(t1) (5.5 19)
x(o) =X

In these equations

A and B wae the matrices containing the stability and control derivatives.

S represents vector of aerodynamic bipses, whi.:h represent the rcfercncc state aboul which the manccuvre
is performed plus the effects of any deviations from perfect trim in the initial state for each manoeuvre.

The vector V contains the gravity and rotation related terms in the force equation.

n(t) is the noise in the state equation.

The observation equation is in time discrete form, representing the sampled nature of the experincuts and
contains the matrices C and D which relate the observed variables to the state and control varialks. No
new unknown parameters appear ;n these matrices if the calibrations contain accurate scale factors.

The vec:or H contains any measurement bias.

lQ~t represents the noise sequence in the measurements.

With the system , ucture now laid down, the problem becomes primarily one of estimating the parameter
values that describe the aerodynamic response to changes in the state variables (the stability derisatives) and
the controls (the control derivatives). An important element of system identification remains in the deselcction
of those parameters that do not or only marginally contribute to the fidelity of the model response, a procedure
referred to as model structure determination.

5.5.3 Trnie-Domain Idevtillcatlen Methods

There is a vast body of theoretical literature on the properties time-domain optimal estimation imcthods, when
special forms are assumed for the noise that appears in equation (5.5. i9).

One set of assumptions defines the so-called output error method, another leads to regression methods or the
so-called equation error method. These will now he di-cu.sed ;". general temr-.

5.5.3.1 Output •rror Method

The idealized situation underlying this method is based or, the absence of noise in the slate equation and the
assumption that the noise in the observation equation consists of a zero-mean sequence of independent randomi
variables with a Gaussian distribution identity covariance. The objective is to adjust the values for the
unknown parameters in the model to obtain the best possible fit between the measured data y,, and the cal-
culated model response y, For aircraft identification the Maximum likelihood Technique is mostly used: For
each set of parameter values in the model, the probability of the r-sponse time histories taking values near the
obsetved values can be defined and a maximum likelihood solution is obtained for that set of parametric values
that maximizes this probability. With all unknown parameters collccteJ in a vector E, the Maximum likeli-
hood estimate of t is obtained by minimizing the negative log likelihood function given in (5.5.20).

N

J(M) [IY(t 1) - Yt(t1)]r (GG)- [Ym(dt - YC(tv)J + In iG(t)Gmi (55.20)
/=1I

with

.y measured

and

ycE model output based ot parameter vector.

"he difference between the measured and model response time historic: tha! appears in ihe cost function is the
"output' error of the model, so explaining the name of the method.

Both terms of the sum in thim equation include the matrix G which describes the magnitude information of the
measurement noise. (The pioduct GG is the measurement noise covanance matrix). When the noise is known,

.A.

I•.
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tile second term in equation (5.5.20l), is constant and can be neglected for the minimum sea~cht. Tile cost
function thcn reduces to (5.5.21).

1R [V (Q - y~k(Q1 ]7 (GrT)1 Cy.(() -Y~t(f)j5 .1

In this ease, theeia quadratic criterion, weighted by the measurement covatiance rumtix. So in principle, tile
tcechnique is a weighteci least squares output error method. In general, the Maximum I ikchihood method also
estimnates noise slatisti,.9. 11si is not done in the tcchnicques% used in thle Working G;roup.

If thz matrix G is not k~nown, the measurement noise covariance matrix must also be dcL rimncd, It is obtaned
from (5-5.22).

N

GG' - j y"si) - Yc'(ti) LYý( tt) - YýE(11)]7 (5.5 22)

As the ofT-diag-inal 'erms in this matrix have no physical significance, it is in practice often restricted to be
diagonal.

The set of parameter values that crmirniizes the Maximum L~ikelihood cost function hat tu be found by a scpich
procedure. Several types of such procedures exist and depending on the circumstances one or another may
prove~ to be more effective. flowever, the most widespread method is the (JauRs-Ne~vton or Newton- Raphson
algorithm, which starts from a set of initial estimates for the parameters and then refines these estimates by an
iterative method that stops when a desired level of convergence has been reached. The updating algorithm is
given in (5.5.23).

4- 1 -k Pt~ J(k5}]1['Vt A(V)] (5 523)

with

I- OR I y(Q-

N (5.5.25)

+~ 1 Y(1 ~k(jj G'-'['y

In the last equetion, (S. 5.25), the secoond gradient 17tycq~(t1 ) is needed Its computation requires a high effovrt.
As this expression becomes zero when the optimum scs of estimated parameters is reached, it can be justified
to naglect this termn at all, when the initial starting values for the unknown parameters ame not too far away from
the fintal 'tnue' values. This approach, known as Gauss Newton or modified Ncwton-Raphson approximation,
is coml itationally very effirient aiiJ scmetimes results in super~or convcrgenee performance of the iterative
sear-ch. Neglecting the second gradient does not affect the final optimal values of the parameters.

The Maximum Likelihood Technique is an iterative piocedure. It minimizes the differences between measured
data and the calculated response of the identified model by modifying the model parameters. The main steps
in the procedure are:

I. calculation of the cost function value; (5.5.201,
2. determination of the measurement noise covariance matrix; (5.5.22),

3T updtte of the valures of tie unknown parameters;:552)

4. calculation of the time hisitory response of the updated model,
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S. calculation of the new value of the cost function.

'Ibris procedure is repeated until the chaigc in the cost function is smaller than a pre.mribed value. he change
in the coat function also indicates convergence of the estimation. To start th't technique, a lir.t guess for the
unknowns, the apriori values, is nceded. They should be as close as possible to the 'tre' values to improve the
convergence and to avoid that the estimation ends up in P local minimum. To obtain starting values, a least
squhres equation error technique is often applied.

The core of the computational effort lies in the calculation of the gradient of the cost function with respect to
the parameter vector. this gradicnt can be computed by finite difierence techniques or by analytic differen-
tiation. In the ,inite difference technique the elements of the gradient are detei mined by perturbing each of the
elements of the parameter vector in turn, trintegrating the model equations to detennine the perturbed model
response and then using these perturbations to form the approximate finite difference form of the desired partial
derivative. The choice of thý. magnitude of the parameter perturbation has to be made with care when the
model equations are non-liicat. In the latter case the alternative Gf analytic differentiation is not attracti•,e, but
for the case of linear systems, such analytic differentiations often turn out to be much more efficient.

The Maximum Likelihood estimator also provides a measure of the reliability of each estimate. From (5.5.25)
the Gauss-Newton Approximation (neglec.ion of the second gradient) yields (55.26)

N

I(R) I ([V, Vet(,) (GGr)-' [V7 yc(t)I) (5.5.26)

"I his is the so-called information matrix. For the idealized case of no slate noise and 'simpt
e' measurement error

properties the Maximum Likelihood estimation leads to asymptotically efficient unbiased paramete; estimates.
Then, the inverse of the infomration matrix giver- in (5.5.27)

covar(t) = [I (M)Yt (5.5.27)

is the covariance matrix of the estimation errors, which is a measure for the accuracy cf the estimated
unknowns. This uncertainty ievel, calied the Cramer-Rao bound, for the individual parameters is obtained from
the diagonal terms by (5.5.28).

CR(Lc) [eovar im.mi]1
2  

5.5.2..

The obtained values are often referred to as standard deviations of the identified parameters. It should be
mentioned, that these values indicate the lowest obtaipable bound. They are veiy useful for the comparison to
each other to develop a feeling about the reliability of the estimation. For a practical interpretation they are
usually too small and i! is often suggested to multiply these values by a factor of 5 to 1(1 to make the standard
deviation physically more meaningful.

The covarianee matnx (5.5.27) also provides inibmation about the correlation between parameters to be
identified. The correlation coefficients ar. obtained from (5.5.29)

covar(mo) 5.5.29)

[covar(nn)covar(rnm)]
1/2

Both, the standard deviations and thz correlation coefficients are extremely helpful in the search for an appro-
priale model structure. Output error techniques make tkiis infomastion readily available as it is c0 tined from
the inverse of the information matrix, which has to be calculated anyhow fot the estimnatioia procedure.

* It shou!d be pointed out that the reality of the working model obviously represents a considerably more com-

plex situation than that of the ideal SsStILtptiJns in the observation equat;on of no state noise and random

measurement noise of a simple statistical type. In the first place, the m'.easurement errois are likely to contain
emodelling errors, largely because of the limited knowledge of the dynramic behav'our cf the air data system.
The magnitude of these modelling errors may be appreciated from the data compatibility studies. To the extent
that such mcdelling errors exist, the mepsurement error will contain contributions thai reflect the particulars
of the manoeuvre. Secondly, the assumption of no-state-noise is equally, or perhaps even more strongly, vio-
lat•d. The flight iests may have experienced some residual turbulence which would then represent a random
contribution to the state noise. More importantly, the model we have adopted for the helicopter is only an
approximation to its real charactcristics and will therefore contribute modelling error to the state noise. Under
these non-ideal real circumstances it is not possible to state !hat the use of the output error algorithms will lead
to unbiased estimated parameters. Nevertheless, use of the algorithm to estimate parameter values remains a

- -,o- .
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pow ~rful iand useful tool. Also the indiz-ators of the 'quafty" mt prmtrctnae moidi h

are ti-iydetermineanwhc parameters pla) a less important role in the model. lhis infonmation provides
thc-n a guide to removing tht; m'argi~ld parameters nrom the pararnetei set to he used.j

In th, WGi 18 project several conmputer prozrams based on the output error method awe used. Some of these
are coofi'ned to linear modol equations. Yhe use of these linear algorithms requires cither the use of the
linearized fomrs of the gravity and rotatboi related termts in the fore cquations or, as an alternative, the treat.
ment of thes nion-linear term., as known functions calculated from measured values. If the model with its
optimally esttim-Tated p)araineters provides srmall differences between the calculated model responses and nicas-
uree variables, then this opproach will be reasonable and computationally effective.

5.5.3.2 Equation Error Method

The theoretical ideal casc leaditig to the output crror method is based on no-state-noise so that only measure-
ment noisr is pi::scnt and At is assumed to be of a simple random type. A converse ideal situation would occur
when the measurements are wtlmout error and the state-noise present is assumed to be random with simple
statistical propzrties. In this case Zhe unknown parameters can bje estimated with non-iterative methods in
winch the systeri model equations~ do not have to be integrated. As shown, the application of this method uses
the mcthodology of regression analysis.

if we assume that a -sufficient number of observed variables ame available to determine the state variablcs from
the cbsei-vation equations, then, if tlse measured variables are measured without error, the state variables can
also be d-termined without en-or. "hese are then completely deterministic. INow, the linecar parametric, reprne-
serntation of the specific aerodynamic forces and moments in terms of the perfectly known state variables can
be eonfrunted with the time histories of these forces and moments as determined from the accelerometer
measurements and the angula-r accelerations provided by numerical differentiation of the 4rigular rate incas-
uremeins (Or from angular acceleromece.s, if available):

or:

Y - X k + C;55.0

[The functions xAt) through x, - 1(() represent the perfectly known state variables and control inputs and y~t1)
represents one of the observed components of tht specific force or angular acceleration. 'l-e function c(t,) is
called the equation enror. The following assumptions are made:

"* The equation error v is stationary with zero mean.
"* e is uncurrelated with the state variables.
"* The state variables X, are without error.

2" is is iderruicalily distributed, iincon-elated and has the variance a

It; Vector form, the observation vector y represents the variables measured at N time intervals, one at a time.
Similarly, the state variables and control inputs are each perfectly known at t.' intervals..lThe vector V is then
rsxl and the mtatrix X is Nxn. Undu- these circu~mstances the paim reter vector 9 associated with the particular
obrerved variable is estimated to be

tet-( _ ' (5-5.31)

'The covariance of the estimated parameter vector is given by (5.5.32).

E{(F~ 5 - - I~} - c2 (XTXt I~5 2

with aescýtimated by

N
2 - K Et(oi

and

F6e110) - yW)- yest(4)

yst#t ) =(k.,st)o + (test) x (Q + + (test). it I 11A)I-

J~
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When in addition, the state noise is assuamed to he nonnai, i.e., to have a tiaussian distribution, then the
classical mrnasm"e of significance (if the regrcision, the F nutrl~cr, the partial F numbers and( the squared mul-
tiple correlation coefficient, cast be expressed as in (5.5.33).

(n, - 1)s2

N

2p 
(55.33)

P 2

R y' - w

A deliberate 5election of the significant paramreters can be made by using a stcpwise: rcgrcssinn procedure. In
such a procedure, the (regression) model increapes its complexity by adding one new term at a time from the
group of available state variables arid control inputs to !he model. The selection can be guided subjectively b)
the analyst or oe undcr the control of a computer algorithm. Typicallly, thc first regression variable selected is
thre one that exhibits the largest correlation with the dependent variable, y. Subsequent decisions are made on
the basis of new, modified r egression problems in witich modified dependent variables ;rc represented at each
step by thcir res~duals that result when the prediction by the model determined in the previous Step i3 Sub-
tracted. e.g. after two steps,

Y'= Y - (4,00 - (f.0t1 XI - (Vest)2 X2  (5.5.34)

The next regpessor to be added to the model will tv that variabic from amongst( the remaining eanditate
regressor fun rctions that shows the highest correlation with the modified dependent variable. At each step the
partia! F numbers are determined for each of the parameters that have been enteied into the psoblem and otnly
thosc that exceed a threshold for their partial F values stipulated by the analyst will be retained. The procedure
will termninate. when no further additions to the modtl can meet the th~reshold criterion.

Several implementations rsf the %tepwise reittession procedure arc available iii eomirncici-,d Statistics softsvarv
pakagk~es, and a number of laboratories have developed their own prograiritrles. Thse ar tuoil tmatrixs arithmetic
in these programmes is finely !tned to he as efficient as possible and to msinimize the effects of poiorly condi-
tirsoed prohlemts

As mentioned previously, the rigorous theory for this method is based on the assumptions of perfectly known
state variables and random noise. For the F values to U, statistically meaningful this random noise has to be
a white, Gasussian sequence. In reality these assumptions are violated. 'Vcn when state reconstnucted value%
are used for the state variables, hopefully improving their accuracy, these will still not be perfectly knowtn-
Under Such conditions, the estimates will no longer be unbiased. Also the noise statistics do not Satisfy the
assurnAl characteristics, partly because of rasodel~iig errors;, arid ihe iniformation carried by the partial F values
as detennined by the application (if the regression method is no longer closely related to the actual variance
of the parameter estimates. This is clearly illustrated when the parameter variances calculated ott the basis of
applying the maethod to a number of different expe-imental time hsistosries are analyzed. These turn out to be
significantly larger than the variances inferred from the pa ia! F values. As is the ease in the application oif the
output error miethod under non-idea! circumstances, the use of the equation error Method anid the inifurmation
about the relative importaitce of the various paramneters, espe!cially where augmetted by practical judgemeint,
nevertheless provides usable information.

5.5.3.3 Closhis Comments on Time-IDomnalt Methotis

On theoretical lprounds the application of both output-err or and equation-error methodst ts flawed in that nei-
lther promises to deliver unbiased estimtates of the parameters. Si~nce in the WG 18 project wve anialvie flight
test data of aircraft for which thre nr-odel is riot acewtately known a priori, the prt feretoc ro a particular method
or combination of methods will depetsd on the ability of the idenififed model to predict Iairceaft performance
in some sense. 1This ability is assessed via model veriftisation discussd later in this section and rsuiel rob ustness
discussed in section 7.

%, ,, ii



5.5.4 Freqtiwcy- Domsain Identification Mlethods --

* The starttllg point in frequenicy-domain identification methou: is the conves~ion of time-based data to fre-
* quency-bsscd data. This conversion, which is batch and non-iteiatjve process, involves a considerable amount

of daita conditioning not requpired for time-do-nain methods. I lowcver, once the frequency-domlain data base
is conmpleted, the compietational burden oif the parameter nonlinear search is considecrably reduced Also, there
are some important benefits of formiulating the cost function in the frcequcriry-domaii 'I his section presents
an overv'iew of frequency-domain methods used by WGi 1l membecrs.

overview of Fre~quency-Domain Methods. Discrete data are converted from time sequences to frequency
sequences using the Fast Fourier Transform (' TT), in conjunction with data windowing and digital filtering.
These resulting freioenicy sequences arc estimates of the Fourier Series coefficits for continuous time-history,
signals. These Fourier ceufclijeicts arc used to calculate the signal power !:wctral density (PSI)) funcetions,
which provide import-to, information (in the frequency contoent of excitation and response signals, as needed
iii test input design- Thle frequency- respon se functino and associated accuracy metric, thme eoherene function,
ale determined directly from the PSI) results; these are the -nnn-paratiectric' identification resultts that are -cry
useful for handling- qualities analyses, simulation validation, and flight control. F1-requency-response data
obtained from flighit responses containing multiple control inputs are post-processed to remove the effects of
part;ally -correlated control inputs.

Pararnetric identification equations based on output-error and eqruation-crror cost function fontnulations pre-
sented earlier for tlse time-domain techniques are essentially unchanged for the freqlucncy-domain solution.
once the time index is replaced by the frequency index. Iransfer-fumiction identification is completed by direct
fitting of sirqtc-inputjsingle-outpus (SISO) frequency-responises uising an assumed transfer-function model
stnieture. State-space model identification based on frequency -response cost functions i!; achieved by sirnul-
tancously fitting the NMEO set of freqluency-responses.

Conversion to the FreguencV-Dornain. Continuous time-history signals are converted to the frt-qucricy-dounain
via the Fourier Transform. For example, the time-bascd signal x(t) is converted to the frequcrncy-based signal
X(O by:

M~t - ~r ) e -]2" dt (5-5 35)

The condition for existence of the Fourier fransform X() is:

tooIx(l)I dl < oo (5 5.36)

This condition for existene is satisfied provided thait the time-hisorty signarl x(I) is bounded (ir, does not blow
up). '!lie piloted frequency-sweep technique requires that the teat starts aurl etnds in tri~n 1,x(O) = x(t.) 0),
thereby ensuring that this contdition is satisfied. It is important to empliasi~c htý,re that thie Fourier I~ransforno
is valid and can be determiined wvithout tmodification for flight data obtarined from helicopters Ithat exhibit either
stable or unstable (most comrmon) dynamic coaracteristics. Vuethermnore, the frequency-response function
H(t) wbich relates thve input and output Fourier Transforms (X(f) and Y(f). respectively) will also exist and be
completely valid fur either stabie or unstable systems:

Y(10 - H(O)X(f) (5.5.37)

Flight test techniques and numerical examples of cxtracting unstable responses ar-e presented by Tisehler

Real timne-hidtory da a is of finite titme duration T, so thre Fourier T ransform of equmation (5-5.35) becomes til
the Finite Fourier 'Ir insfomt:

X(f, T) ( fT 0 Pnfl dl (5 538)

12) Ar~hor. Mart P. I tuochict
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Ili irucord length r is the funidamecntal period of the signal, and def'ines ilic minirnonim freqluency (if identitfica-

-'nin- 2niT (5.5 j9)

u:rcqtencies ws < w,,,j do not exist itt the data andi, so5 cannfot be iden-1tified j padding With MCOO' Sitnply
prodtUCCS intcrpotatiofl, and does tnot allow lower frequencies to bse identified)

When the data is in (liptal foinn, as is the case hecre, the I'itite P~ourier 'I raotfonn is calculated digitally via the
D~iscrete Ibotiecr I ransform (1)12 ):

X(f') = X(A 6) _ 'at x, exp[-j2rr(An)/N] (5 5.40)

k - 0. 1. 2. N-i1

"-here:
Xf)= Fourier coefficients

x,; x(n 411) -data points
At =time In reorent
N =number of discr.'te frequency points

FI'ally, she l'ast loui-e;"r I ransforin (11"I") is a hunineically t~frlciCnt algorithm for calculatinig the D1)I I tic
quality (accuracy, resolulfion, random error content) oif the achievable frequency -domain data and resi'iing
inodel identification results is siptirieantly enihancd by a number oif relatively easy, hut inpoilanit dlata proc-
essing procedures ('1etidat and l'icr~ol, 1986, [5.5.3]; lischler, 1987, [5.5.61, 'Iscliler and ('auffrnan, 1990),

D ligital prefiltering

*Overlapped j tapered windowing

oC(hirp Z-tranisfonm

* Composite window averaging

When thle time-history do"e not end in trim, (eg. 3211 Itsst inputs), a con-ectiolt teri cani liv applied to 11w. H- I
to account for the converstoni error introduced by the truncation effccts in equation (5.5.3) (1-11 ct Al-, 1983,
[5.5.9J). I howev-er, this co~reecticii term is not significant if tapered, overlapped windows are used, as is
recomnmeitded.

Spectral Functions. [the F'ourier coefficients can be manipulated to detennine (he Tpeciial distr'.buzion of the
input, output, and cross 7orrelated signals -- the power spectre.] density (-PSI)' functions:

Input autossjsctriim:

G,()=-LIX(Q¶I' , U =:1.63 for Hanning wtndow(5.1

- distribution of ax as a (unction of frequency

Output atitosipeett-om:

(f LI)Y2 12TU (Yf) 55.42
=dlsltlbullon o; yy as a~ function of frequency

Crosss spectrum:

G UYl') I'r 5.43)
-distribution of xy as a function of frequaircy

Fitami~nation of the input autospectrumrr piovides the bandwidth of the excitation signal, thte key characteristic
for iniput signal designi. Test inputs for systemn identification must have excitation Najtrwidths that covee the
frequency range of the intended application. An, example: of input signal analysis based on autospectrum, cval'
uation is presented in section 5.2.

iirequencX-Responst, Calculation. The SISO firequency-response H(f) is determined front the PSI) functions:



H(f)- -m (5 5.44)

Tihe fquency.res.lne as delcnnilwtd from equlation (5.5.44) is unbiased in the prtsence ot IothI oulput
measurement noise (aircraft ,,Ceponse sentsors), and process noise (eg turbulence). I his is a key btenefit of fre-

uticncy-respponse based identification methods as compared to equation-erntor or output error approaches.

The coh~erence functions calculated at each frequency point indicates thie accuracy( of the identified
fre•qaci ,y-rcsponse:

2 1 2
V2y - G,(()yy() 5 5.45)

('olreCcc fUllclionF valus l]ess thla unit oiy are due to nonlinearitics in thie input-to-output process, or the
presence of measurement nrise or process noise. A cohelrence function of greater than 0.6 generally indicates
acceptable identification accuracy for that frequency point.

l-rcquetnLcy-_Rsponse Idenltification When Multiple Parially-Correlated Iputs are liescnt. Most test data
generated by a pilot Ofr with computer generated signals involve inputs to multiple controls. Ior example, in
tIle frequency-sweep test technique, the pilot may apply inputs in the secondary channels to maintain aircraft
motion neat tile reference flight condition. If dynamic coupling exists in the system being identified, the pres-
ence of correlated secondury inputs, if ignored, will bias frequency-responses obtained from the SIS)
relationship of equation (5.544) (lischler, 1987, [5_5.6j) ihe correct responses are obtained from the multi-
input/single-oulpLt MISO solution of the matrix frequ -ocy-response equation at each frequency point (()toes
ct al., 1078, 15.5 10]):

T(fGk) - G_'(f) G0 ,(/k) (5.5.46)

where

Gxx(f, ) -c x Itr matrix of auto and cross-spectra between the n. inputs
Gxyfk) f c x 1 matrix oh SISO cross-spectra between each control input and

the singte input

"The associated coherence function obtained from the MISO solution is referred to as the partial coherence^-

2I G0, y - (i, -1)21•

,I y • (, -1)1- ( -- )- (5 5-47)
- (%--l , 0,,x -lt~ iGty-n,~s-if1

This solotion is repeated for each oif the (no) outpots to obtain the (ne x no) MIM(O set of "conditioned- fre-
qucney-rcsponscs.

Qýjput-eir.lr and lypýation-rrtor Fommulations in the Frequency-Domain. The titne-doisain state equations
((5 S,. l)) are converted to the frequency-dotnain by taking the Fourier Iransform and dropping the initial
Coutiti:mu and bias telmn:

joW X(w) - A X(w) + B u(wu) + G((5 548)

Y(c,) = C X(ru) + D u(r) 4- 3,1W)15

where.

u(w) And Y(W) are tihe control (input) and output Iourier tcefficients obtained from cquation (5-5.40)
with w = 2uif.

Gn0,w) is the PSI) of tile process noi.se

G,,Mtw) is the I'S) of the mcasuretment noise

Including both process and measuremeit noise sources leads to the general trecquency-domnaih Maximum-
I ikelihood problem (Klein, 1980, [5 55]) The frequciicy-doronai'i output-error ajd equatton-erro" s.oiutions
follow directly from the earlier time-dohmain solutions:

G,,,(o) a 0 Output-ernow

.A. .- ":
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TS)- e- (S5550)
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T lii-(Cljw I - Al-1S8 + D) e-'( 5 51)
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M -1 =2 D IW D (55 53)
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equation (5.5.44) eliminates the noise effects, which from experience lowers the appropriate scale factor to
about 2. '1 his factor is included in all tabulatcd Cramer-Rao bound results for the AMDP.

Concluding Remarks _Ra g fi lregucncv- Dornain MethodA. Frequency-domain methods provide some
important benefits in rutoreraft system identification, especially in the identification of higher-order models
with widely spaced dynamic modes The tradeofi is in the considerable amount of data conditioning involved

in the conversion of the time-domain data base to the frequency-domain data base. The proliferation of data
in this convcrion process makes a data-basing capability very important. Also, since frequency-domain
methods tend graphics intensive (spectral curves, frequency-response, coherence, etc), user-friendly graphics-
oriented softwar•- is important. Thc growing availability of frequency-domain identification software is a kc,
factor in ruent growth of interest in these techniques, Sophisticated software For output-error and equation-
error formulations has been developed by DlR and University of Glasgow. The AFDD has developed an
integrated package for the frequency-response based approach-

55.5 "l'me-Dmasin Vei iflcatlon of Identified Miodels

"lime-domain verifiction is completed by driving the identified state-space model with flight data not used in
the identification process. This is useful for assessing the diff-renceq between alsemate model structures and for
checking the model's predictive capability. A key concern is that the model, which was identified based on one
input form, must be capable of predicting the response characteristics to other input forms.

I he state-space equations arc integrated in the time-domain, with the model stability and control parame:crs
held constant at their identified values Then, the output-error algorithm is usc.d to solve for the unknown
biases and reference shifts in the verification time-hisvosy records.
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6. Identification Results

In this chapter, identification results obtained from three helicopter data bases are presented in the form of case
stud'ies- For each of the three helicopters (AII-64, BO 105, SA-330) a brief characteri/ation of the aircraft is
first given. Then, the flight test data and results from data quality checks are prescntcd. Both. identification and
verification results generated by the Working Group Members are given in the format of tables and represent-
ative time history and frequency response plots, comparing the measured flight test data to the response of the
identified models. A detailed discussion of the obtained results is given.

.Awl
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6.1 Case Study 1: AH-6413)

6.1.1 Inlroductlo.

Flight test data from the U.S. Army/McDonnell Douglas AII-64 Apache attack helicopter was provided to the
Flight Mechanics Panel Working Group 18 from an existing data base. Several of the members applied various
system identification techniques to identify stability and control derivatives from the data. [his case study
pre.cnts results of the Al1-64 identification efforts,

6.1.2 Helcopler and Instrumentation

The AII-64 Apache, shown in Figure 6.1. 1, is an attack helicopter specifically designed for the U.S. Army for
day, night, and adverse weather operation. It is a two-place, tandem seat, twin-engine helicopter with four-
bladed main and tail rotors. The main rotor has a fully articulated retention system equipped w% ith clastomeric
lead-lag dampers. The tail rotor is a semi-rigid teetering design. The helicopter is powered by tvio horizontal-
ly-mounted turbo-shaft T700-GE-701 engines manufactured by General Electric. The physical characteristics
of the All-64 primary components are pre-erited in Table 6.1. 1. A three-view drawing of AII-64 is shown in
lFigun; 6.1.2.

The flight controls consist of mechanical and electrical links from the pilot and co-pilot stations to the collec-
tive, longitudinal cyclic, lateral cyclic, and tail rotor actuators. Each actuator hydraulically sums the pilot/co-
pilot mechanical inputs with those from the electrical link via electrohydraulic servo valves. In the laterai.
longitudinal and directional axes, the electrical links provide authority limited Stability and Command Aug-
mentation System (SCAS) functions for a variety of manually and/or automatically selectable modes. In the
event of a mechanical link failure such as a Jarr or severance, the electrical link control path provides a full
authority Back-Up Control System (BUCS) in alJ four control axes. The SCAS and BUCS control modes
along with their associated monitoring and control logic are implemented in the Digital Automatic Stabilization
Equipment (DASE) subsystem.

The flight control system also includes an electrically controlled horizontal stabilator which is used to adriiit
trim pitch attitnde with airspeed. The ,tabilatwr actuators are driven by the Stabilator Control Units (SCIjs).
The Stabilator Control Urits automatically position the stabilator as a function of airspeed, pitch rate, and
collective pitch position. The Stabilator Control Units can be manually overridden by the pilot at airspeeds
below 80 knots to increase visibility at the lower speeds.

Flight test measurements for the A1l-64 were recorded on board the aircraft and telemetered to the ground
station for backup recording/liltering and on-fine monitoring. Table 6.1.2 lists the control variable measure-
ments and 'able 6. 1.3 the output variable measurements provided for the Al1-64 records. The filter cutoff
frequencies (-3dB bandwidth frequencies) were

* 50 llz for the measurements of the control deflections, the pilot seat acceterometers, and the Euler rates,
* 6 lIz for all other measurements.

:,ongitudinal and lateral velocity components (from Doppler) as well as the normal velocity component (from
Ileading Attitude Reference System lIARS) were only available for the frequency sweeps and not the doublets
and pulses. However, airspeed V, angle of attack a, and angle of sideslip fl from the boom were given to allow
reconstruction of u, v, and w. The boom is mounted out in front of the aircraft to avoid main rotor wake
interactions.

A strap-down sensor package near the centre of gravity provides bc-dy angular rates, angular accelerations, and'
linear accelerations. Body angular accelerations (ip/ldt, dq/dt, dr/dt) are measured independently from the
angular rates (p, q. r). Euler angles (P, 9, 4) ) and Euler rates (d41/dt, dO/dt, d4o!dt) are pro)vided by the
iHARS. Euler rates are signals computed within HARS based on the Euler angles.

Control positions were taken at the actuators and not at the pilot's controls thus eliminating uncertainty in
control linkage and actuator dynamics.

13) Prianipat Authors: V. Baneuiw, MW. Hardin, MDtIC; D.P. Sehrage. C.K. Gardmnr, Georgia nedtute of l't.holO•:"
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6.1.3 Fligrht resting and Data Evaluation

The Al 1-64 aircraft was flown in 1984 in a series of tests for the purpose of transfer function evaluation. These
tests were designed to obtain aircraft responses to

"* doublet inputs,
"* pulse inputs, and
"* frequency sweep type inputs

to each contro! (longitudinal, lateral, directional, and collective) from level flight at 130 knots. Table 6.1.4 lists
the All-64 manoeuvres provided to the Working (houp. Files I through 1I 1 ontain doublet and pulse runs
suitable for time domain identification. Manoeuvres were performed open-loop. Two half-inch doutlcts start-
ing in opposite directions arc included for each control axis. Pulses for both forward and aft longitudinal con-

trol and right lateral control are also included.

Control inputs for the 130 knot frequency sweep manoeuvres in ftles 12 through 21 were produced by a spe-
cially designed Gold Oscillator Box (GOB). It cormraunds sinusoidal frequency sweeps in two ranges from
0.1 II' to 3 1Iz and from 0.3 1I .to 13 1lz in one minute sweeps. A typical two minute run consists of a sweep
up to the high frequency and tLen back down to the starting frequency. A modified Stability Augmentation
System (SAS) was used to maintain a stable reference during input sweeps: The primary axes remain open-loop
and are stabilized by pilot inputs.

System identification results are highly dependent on the quality of flight test data used. Prior to any identifi-
cation, a thorough analysis of recorded measurements must be performed. WG members have spent consid-
erable time evaluating the quality of the All-64 data base. Although several undesirable characteristics exist.

data consistency has been established and the data has been deemed acceptable for time domain identification.
The shortcomings associated with the manoeuvres used for time domain identitication (files I to 11 from
Table 6.1.4) include

1. Short record length (12 seconds):

Parameters associated with long period aircraft modes such as the phugoid, which has a period of about
20 seconds for the A|1-64, cannot be adequately identified from short duration records.

2. Large-amplitude resFonse:
!.inesr models o! Potor•A't s.e appropriate for predics.Ln. ,mait-mr,,litadtje respon.se only. The Chane in
body attitudes were as large as 20' to 30' for both longitudinal and lateral doublets.

3. Noisy acceleration measurements:

Accelerations had low signal-to-noise ratios due to 4/rev vibrations (Figure 6.1.5 through Figure 6.1.8).
4. Quantization errors in Fuler angle3:

Quantization errors were introduced due to the large ranges used when recording Eulei angle measure-
ments.

5. Gust effects:
Wind conditions at the time of the test, although imail, are unknown.

"The frequency sweep data contained some of the same problems listed above but was not acceptable for fre-
quency domain identification for the following reasons:

i. Limited SCAS activity:
Sweeps were flown open-loop in the primary axis and closed-loop in the off axes resulting in a high level

of correlation among the control inputs, which precludes identification of off-axis responses.
2. Inadequate low frequency information:

Sweeps were conducted using computer-generated signals that began at a frequency of 0.63 rad/s, which
precludes the identification o! the low frequency (speed) derivatives.

In general, the angular measurements (p, e, W, SoPldfr, dO1dt, dI!dt. p, q, and r are consistent for all of the
Al -64 data. Because of the large range used on the attitudes during the recording process, the Euler angles have
small quantization errors. This problem has been overcome without too much difficulty either by data recon-
struction techniques or simply replacing the Euler angies with integrated Euler rates.

"lranstitional states are i herently difficult to measure, especially on a helicopter where high vibration levels
lead to noise in the ieceleration measurements and the main rotor wake interacts with air data systems. In the
AH-64 data base, velocities u, v, and w were not directly available for the doublet and pulse manoeuvres but

- - were calculated from V, a, and fi from the boom system. Since the boom projects out in front of the aircraft,

the calculated velocities did not contain wake interaction problems. The acceleration measurements had low
signal-to-noise ratios, especially in the a. and aymeasurements. This problem of small magnitude longitudinal

M: -.
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and lateral accelerations is not unique to the AlI-64 data base. Ileficopters gcneially have no rcauis of prod-
ucing large forces along the body longitudinal and lateral axes. Two noted inconsistencies in the longitudinal
acceleration includc the %%Tong sense and a bias of about 2.lm/s 2 F-he sign on a. was corrected on the entire
database and biases were identified by the members separately.

"The Working Group concentrated on files I through 8 for time domain identification. These files were seps-
rated into two groups, one of which was used for identification and one for vcrification. Group I contained files
1, 3. 5, 7. and group 2 contained files 2, 4. 6. 8. The main difference between these two groups is a sign con-
version in the control inputs. Control time histories for group I are shown in Figure 6.1.3.

'Ibis section describes the methods WG members used for consistency checks and data reconstruction of the
All-64 data. Results are presented as tables of biases and scale factors and zs time histories of rcconstructed
states

6.1.3.1 McDonndel Douglas Hdicopter Company (MDHC)

MI)IIC used several methods to assess the quality of the A11-64 data includinig:

L. Simple comparisons between redundant sensors.

The limited data set available to the Working Group eliminates the availability of most redundant sensor
checks except accelerations. IHowever, multiple acceleration measurements were available. Accelerations
from the centre of gravity (CG) and the pilot scat (which were transferred to the CG) were compasred and
found to be consistent for several manoeuvres. The only differences were small biases in ttc a and a
signals. Since it could not be determined (at this stge in the consistency checks) which signal containeA
the bias, no action was taken.

2- Comparisons between kir.ematically redundant sensors

Several comparisons between kinematically redundant sensors were carried out:

T The body angular accelerations (dp/dt, dq/dt, dr/Ot) were integrated and compared to body angular
rates (p, q, r). Scale factors and biases were identified using Least Squares (Figure 6.1.4). To elinsi-
nate quantization errors, Euler angles (E, (l, 4) were reconstructed from Euler rates d-&/dt,
iu/or, ci/ ar) calculated wiihin iet 11ARS. S•&le fa,.ors and biascs wcre identified to match inte-
grated Euler rates with measured Euler angles.

0 The compatibility between bo-ly rates obtained from separate rate gyros and the rates and attitu'!es
provided by lIARS was checked using kinematic relations.

3. A Kalmnan Filter/Smoother state estimation method.

The tirtal phase in data consistency checks was the use of an Extended Kalman FilteriSmoother (Bryson
and Ilo, 1975, [6.1.1]). The Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother algorithm, as presented by DuVal et al.
(1989, [6.1.2]), is derived by posing an optimization problem to find the time histories of ihe vehicle
states, that are consistent with both a prescribed dynamic model and available measurements.

This approach was applied to the AII-64 time-domain database. The data was initially sampled at
25 i1?. Measureinents used in the reconstruction include: 4), 0, 4, p, q, r, u, v, w, a., ay, and a9, where
the body axis velocity components (u, v, w) were derived from the angle of attack #. angle of sideslip .8,
and airspted V measurements. Further processing included a zero phase shift, lowpass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 3 tlz after the Kalnan filter.

Results from the Kalman filter state estimation for the doublet manoeuvres indicated the following

* The angular measurements 1b, 0, W. p, q, and r are generally very good.
* The pitch rate signal has a bias of about 0.0lrad/s.
0 The longitudinal acceleration signal has a bias of roughly 2.1 rn/s•. Part of this bias was apparently caused

by the accelerometers being calibrated with the helicopter on the ground at a 50 nose-up aititude.

6.1.3.2 National Aeronautical Establishment (NA.)
Consistency checks were performed on all 8 doublet input files. The data was initially Iowpass fitered with a
-Butterworti fourth-order zero phase shift filter with a cutoff fsrequercy of 4 Hz. Spectral analysis haI revealed
conside.ble excitation at !9 lItz (blade passage. frequency). Alfer iowpass filtering, the data was sampled at

• . .:,..[ 20 1Ilz, excluding the fast and last 50 points.
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Biases in the data were estimated with a Least Squares mn~thod. The measutecincts used were: OP/dt, dO/dr 4
dY/Jdi, u, v,* w, a~,, ay, a, p, q, r, (P, G, and W . Thc Least Squares procedure is outlined belowv:

I. Integrate Eulcr rates with mecasured hider angle initial conditions and usC Least Squares to determine the
6 biases for the measuied attitudes anid rates.

2. The corrected Eider angles and rates are used in the angular kinematic equations to determinie biases in
the body angular rates.

3. The corrected body angular rates and attitudes enter the translational kinematic equations for dcterini-
nation of biases in the velocities and translational accelerations.

The obtained results are ;ncluded in Table 6.1.6.

6.1.3.3 Deutsche Forsdsungsauistait fir Laift- und Raumrfalirt (DLR)

Rate and linear acceleration were filtered using a 7ero phase shift digital lilter with a cutoff fiequeocy of
12,5 liz to eliminate higher frequency noise. Air data (boom) and linear acceleration measurements were cor-
rected with rcspe.1 to the CG location. Then, INAR completed consistency cheeks on each of the doublet input
manoeuvres, and also on the concatenation of all the mansoeuvres. In the nonlinear kionematic cq.~ationis, the
attitude angles and speed components arc treated as states whereas the linear accelerations and rates are con-
sidered as control inputs (driving functions). A nonlinear Maximum Likelihood program was used to estimate
scale factors for u, v', w, (P, 0, 4J and biases for si, al,, sz, p, q, and r. The obtained results are summarized
in Table 6.1-5 and Table 6.: 6.

6.1.3.4 NatioaqasI Larcit- en Rulmteviasrtlaboratorlum (NLR)

Data preprocessing consisted of sampling the data at 20 Hiz with no filtering.

NI.R initially tried to performi compatibility checks using a linear output error program. Hlowever, the bias
estimates from the linear program varied considerably between manoeutvre files. NLR believes the poor results
were due to the large pitch and roil excursions, which cannot be adequately represented by the linear kinematics
formulation.

NLR lhczrefor adoptc~! an output cr-or program. whi;ch uscs the aoali~nea eie1 ai quation, tv etirriate
measurement biases. Thiýs technique was applied separately to each manoeuvo' file to estimate the biases in the
acceleration measurements and in the body angular rate measurements. The Ilisa estimates obtained fro,ii 'he
nonlinear output error program proved to be relatively constant.

The agreement between measured and reconstructed records was found to be generally satisfaeiory. TIhe bias
estimate for aý, is consistently large and indicates the longitudinal accelerometer calibramtion error. N~LR also
notes that the ex time history is very noisy, making it difficult to judge whether the signal is valid. The identified
biases are given in Table 6.1.6.

6.1.3 5 U.S. Army Aeroffightdynsionlr Directorate (AFDD)
The AFDD performed consistcncy checks on all theC files. The data w-ts initially lowpass filtered with s four-
pole, zero phase shift digital filter supplying a 6 dB3 attenuation at 3 ~lz. Analysis was perfortned at the full
sample rate of 100 liz for the Gist I1I files, while files 12 through 21 were decimpted to 20 Ilz for analysis.

The AP')D used the state estimation program SMACK (Bach, 1988, [6-1.3]) to estunale biases and se.~lc
factors. Measurements used in the estimation were (1), 3,14., p. 7, r, V, a, fl, 5a. a and;., Euler angles and
body angular rates were used a,- measurements in dn initial check of angular consistency and were also esti-

r mated in this check. Erroks on Euler angles were not estimated because of the high reliability of the lIARS
system from which Eider angle and rate measurements were obtained.

All the measurements were used ins a final 6 DoF cheek. Bir.ses and scale factors estimated in the Pngil~ar check
weree used along with their prograni-estimated covazisurees as start-up values in the 6 DoF che- D Yezsure-

snents were also estimated as were angular accelerations in this final cheek. Biases wece assaumrio 4- txm on a,
and arather than tP =nd E9 because of high confidence in HARS data.
Scale factors were net estimated, except for files 12 and 13 where a sig e r inte pitch rte meauemet

was deduced from visual inuspec~tinsn of the data arsJ correccted. Table 6. L6 lists the bra C.timates obtained from
the files wvith doublet and pulse for comparison to other WG resu~ts

ýZA
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AFDD also evaluated the data consistcncy for the frequency sweep data cx.cc.1 for file 14 because its
! xcg-ehannel was previously shown, through frequency response identification techniques, to be dynamically
incorrect. Results are given in Table 6.1.7.

6.1.3.6 Results

Table 6.1.5 and 'Fable 6.1.6 summirise the data consistency results for the AIl-64 flight test data. AI1)D.
D:.R, NAU, and NLR evaluated each of the doublet files separately, estimating biases and scale factors. !From
the results of the considered files, the mean values and the standard deviations were determined. T1-hey are
presented in the tables, It has to be noted that the standrxd deviation is calculated uiing the mean values; it is
not based on the Cramer-Rao lower bound given by the estimation programs. The identified biases and scale
factors can be used to correct the measurements by

Yc - (Ym, + b)/A

where

y, - measurement,

b - bias,
A - scale factor.

Scale factors art only given in the DI.R results. [ hey are close to one with relatively small standard deviations
and indicate that the measurements have no significant scale factor errors. AUl four WG Members provided bias
estimates for the linear accelerations and rates. In addition, NAF identified biases for the speed components,
attitude angles and heading. All results are in good agreement and show that most binses are very small. [I he
standard deviations are roughly of the same magnitude as the bias valnes and indicate that the measurements
are reliable and need not be conected. Ilowever, larger values are seen for the pitch rate measurement
(0.01 rad/s) ,nd the longitudinal acceleration (about 2 m/sa2). A part of the bias of the longitudiklal acceleration
was apparently caused by the accelerometers being calibrated with the helicopter on the ground at a 50 nose-up
attitude As for both measurements the standard deviation is only about 10% of the bias value, these results
are consistent and justify correction of the measured data.

AFDD statistics for the frcqueny-sveep data are given in Table 6.1.7. In comparison lo the results obtained
from the doublet-input files, sigrtificantly larger values were determined for the biases nf the linear aceeeratinc.
"ihe change in magnitude and sign for the individual files also shows that no connistent result could be
obtained.

WG Members also provided time histoiy compauisons of the estimated and measured data. As representative
example, results obiaincd from the MDIIC Kalman state estimation are presented in Figure 6.1.5 through
Figure 6.1.8. They show the time histories for speed components, linear accelerations, rates, and attitudes for
the files I, 3, 5, and 7. The reconstructed data is given without corrections for scale factors and biases. The
general good agreement confirms the data quality. The previously mentiored two larger biases for the pitch rate
and, it. particular, foe the longitudinal acceleration are clearly seen. Some larger deviations are only seen in the
speed measurements. This indicates that air data measurement results still are significantly less accurate than
data obtained from gyros and linear accelerometers.

6.1.3.7 Summary

Flight test data evaluation is essentially a parameter identification probler,. The objective is to establish the
compatibility of measured flight test data with known kinematic relations. The procedure is to assume a model
for the measurement error and identify the error model parameters using state estimation techniques. A com-
mon error model used by most of the WG members is a simple scale factor and bias combination where even
scale factor effects are often neglected. The differences in data evaluation approaches between the WG members
lie in the choice of parameter estimation techniques. The methods used here include:

I. Least Squares,
2. non-linear output error,
3. non-linear Maximum Likelihood, and
4. extended Kalman filter.

Despite the range of identification methods applied to the AH-64 database, the data evaluations for files I
through I I sthowed consistent results. The idntified mean values were close to one for the scale factors and
"small for most biases. It indicates that the measurements are accurate and require no corrections. Ilowever,
significant biases were seen in the pitch rate and particularly in the longitudinal acceleration. As their standard
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deviations are smali, these biases ame reliable and can bc used for correcting the measured data. 'Mh, statistics
indicate that t'll error paramreters identified for the sweep manocuvres, with the exception of the bias on the roll
rate for files 20 and 21, are significant.

lit conclusion it can he stated that the data quality of the double*-in:put and pulse-input filcs was acceptable
for identification purposes. (Other limitations, e.g. short record length, lazige amplitudes, ict, were already
addressed). IFor the frequency-sweep manoeuv.res, however, significant measurement deficiencies wer seen.
As they were not consistent, a physically meaningful correction is problematic.

6.1.4 Jdcntifeatilon Methods

6.1.4.1 Model Siructure

The model which has been used by WG mcmbers investigating the All-64 is a coupled six degree-of-freedom

rigid body model with equivalent time delays for the control variables. All Working Group members used a
linear model except for the nonlinear gravity and kinematic terms. These were either taken from the fight data
ot calculated from the simulated response data. "|he stability and control derivatives, acrodynajoic biases and
measurement biases are estimated.

Fstimating the aerodynamic biases would not be necessary if the aircraft initiated each matnocuvre from an
unacceleiated flight condition and the trim conditions of the aircraft were exactly known. In this case, the
acrodynazoic biases would be simply the steady state gravity force components (c-g. ax = - g sin G0 , etc,). It
practice, however, the aircraft is not in steady flight a- the beginning of the manoeuvre and the trim conditions
are not exactly known. Tlherefore, the estimation of the aerodynamic biases is impx)rtant in obtaining good
results. In fact. MI)IIC attempted to identify a model in which the aerodynamic biases wLre not estimated but
were calculated from the steady state gravity components. However, the results from this identification were
not considered reasonable.

Additionally, a bias term can be added to the measurement equation and/or a bias identified for each mess.
strement. Although estimation of both aerodynamic and measurement biases is a standard practice, care must
be taken to ensu..: that the aerodynamic and measurement biases art; independent or identifiability pr'blems
-;! .esult.

Tlhere are three different approaches to handle the nonlinear gravity and centrifugal force terms along with the
Fuler angle kinematics:

I. I inearising yields a complete eight state linear model. This approach is based on sniall-pertutbation
assumptions. It is accepiable with small-amplitude manoeuvres, in particular with respeet to the pitch and
roll angle (they should not exceed about 250). A fully linearised model was used by MDIIC.

2. The not-linear terms are calculated using the measured data and then treated as known quasi control input
(driving function). This approach was !aken by NAE.

3. The nonlinear terms are calculated using the model states. The only control variables are the actual pilot
cz;:trols. This model formulation was chosen by D)LR.

With the first two methods, the identiicat ion can be conducted with a linear model formulation whereas in the
third approach a nonlinear model has to be identified.

While both MDIIC and NAE identified all derivatives in the stability and control matrices NLR and DLR
used reduced parameter sets in which many of the derivatives were not e itimated. The reduced parametet sets
can be detemined by several methods. DLR determined insignificant model parameters based on the paran-
eter covariance estimates provided by their nonlinear Maximum Likelihood progrmn. NLR employed a step-

wise linear regression to determine insignificant parameters-

6.1.4.2 Parameter Estlmallon Algorithm

Several different parameter estimation procedures were applied to the Ai 1-64 data. Most of the members used
time domain !echniques ranging frorn the relatively simple linear regression to the mome sophisticated Maxi-
mumn Likelihood (ML). The AFDD used a frequency domain approach. Because of probls!ms withr the fre-
quency sweep data, AFDD was only able to estimn-tc a few control derivatives and tine delays. This section
describes the estimation techniques applied to the AH-64 data by different W(C members.

iZ
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6.1.4.2.1 At DUl

MPI)IC used a tine domain output error mnethod to estimatc a model from files 1, 3, 5. 7. The output ernro
program iteratively aclL ists the model parameter values to ,ninirniic thc sum of squsiod Aeighted errors;
betw'.en nieaqored aid simulated responses. Minimization is based on a finite difference Lcvenherg-NMalquardt
algorithm (ZXSSQ from the IMSI.. [6-1.4)) which solves a nonlinear Least Squares problem, Tbis routine
beKhavus 8s a first order method far from the minimumn and a second order method near the minimumn, and so
generally has good convergence pro~perties. Thei output error program can accomnmodate multiple mnanoeuvrL
time hisiories during a single run. Usually four manoeuv'res (one for each control axis) arc used simuoltaneously
o that all derivatives can be estimated during a single run- In addition to estimating the acrodynasnic deriva-

tives. MIMIC estimated the initial state derivatives (aeredynamnic biases).

[he outputs from the simulation whsich Were comnpared with the measurements to form the error cost function
wereo U.v, W, 8,, ay, a2, p, q, and r.

lc~ause MIAl IC was unable to identify consisten~t control time delays from files I through 11, no time delays
were used (luring the identification. IHowever, the discrete-time simulation in the output eMor prOgramt intro-
duecs a delay iý! the simnulated outpouts of one-half the sample interval or 0.020 a.

6.1.4.2.2 NA E

NAF's mnodel was estimated using the concatenated data Wies 1, 3, 5, 7, and verifird using files 2. 4. 6, R.
Starting with the reconstructed data, NAP. first applied stepswise regression to find values for the parameters in
the aerodynamsic model, as well as estimates of the parameter variances. Thse regression values of the patamcters
were then used] as starting values for the Maximum L~ikeliliood algorithm NIMIEI--3 (Maine et al., 1980,
[6 15]; 1981, [6.1.6]). The full' set of parameteis waR identified with a time deiay of 0.100 a applied (o all the
conitrouls.

'Ihe mseasuremnents compared with the ML. output were: u, v, v', p. q, r. 8a, sy, and a,. In addition to the
acrodyumanic derivativesi, aerodynamic biases wer,- estimated for each state equation of e.Achi ranoeuvre file.
Nicasurement biases were also estimated for cach Measurement equation of each tnanociuvre file.

6.1.4.2.3 DLR

'1hr~e models were identified by DL.R: one f-r-'m fides 1, 3, 5, and 7 (DIR-I), sne from files 2. 4, 6, and 8
(DIR-?), and one fromn all eight files (I)LR 3). A nonlinear Maximum likelihood program was used to esti-
mate flerivative values5. The mneasurement vector included: a., as, a2, p, q, r, q0. 0, u, v, w, dpldt, dqfdt, and
dr/dt. [-he parameter covariance matrix provided by the ML. program was used to eluiminate insignificant model
j'suarrcters, giving the reduced model order. D.uring the identification procedure, the nonlinear kinematic and
gravity terms were calculated fromt the mode! response data.

D)1.R us~ua.lly estimnates equivalent control time delays using the cross -correlation between input and response
signals. For the AI11I6 data, timen defa% s were not calculated b-ijt were assumed to be 0. 100 s on all controls
which are the average value as identified in the frequency domain by AFL)I.

6.1.4.2.4 NLR

NL.R identified two mrcdcls from two separate groups of data. Each group of data cotisisted of four doublet
manoieuvres representling iniputs in each control axsi. T-he first group included files 1, 3, 5, and 8 jNI.R.1) and
the secono group files 2, 4, 6. and 7 (NI.R-2). The folowing helicopter response mueasurements were used
during the identification; (P. 0, IV,. p, q, r, V, a, fl, a, &, el, No fitlerinsg was performed on the flight data when
the data sampl~ing was reduce to 20 O~z..

NI.R used a two step method. As a first step, all state variables are m-constructed as desciibed in 6. 1.3.4 In the
second step, thse reconstructe-A variables %trd the measured control variables are used in a stepwise linear

* regresion procedure to esdissate parameter valiues.

Time delays of 0.100 s were applied to the four controlsi during the identification and verification process to
account for time lags in the actual response. These delays were assumed as representative delays, and were not
actually calculated from the data.

t 'mkn
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6.1.4.2.5 AFIDP

B~ec~ause of thc limitat ions of the Al11-64 freque ncy -domain database, AFDI) wasionly able to identify the high
frequency controlt dcrivat-.vcs aid time delays for the longitudinal and collcctisc controls *he louiiittdirull
cyclic pawameitcs were obtained from inuhi-variablc frequency response matching of' thre 3 Dl;o longitudinal
dynamics: q1.,a/610 ,, to*161on, Ox/d1, and ultd105 . The time delay associated with the longitudinal cyclic
was estimated as 0. 110 s.

The collcctive stick parameter- wcre obtained krom single-input/ single-output transfer function mnodcl fitting
oif thc collective frequency responscs: q/dcol, r/6col, and azl/do, Collective stick time dlelay, which was taken
as an average from the q, r, and a, responses, was 0.089 s. The zverage of all timec d-Aays is approximtoaely
0.100 s which 's the value used by NAE, lDl.R, and NI.R.

The identification results are presented ini this section in the format of

I . identified derivatives,

2. msodel cigenvalues,

3 timec history plots comparing thc model rusponse with the flight data used to generate thre miodel.

6.1.5.1 Identified Derivatives

Stability and control derivative estimates, anid the variance of these estimates are listed iii t1able 6.1 .8. Since it
is not pi-actical to discuss eachi derivative, a brief comparison of tire primary derivatives associated with hecli-
copter dynamics has been made.

D~iagonal terms (Xu, Y ZýL M and N.) in the 6 Oot; models characterisuig trie damnpinig denivatives were
consistently identified by the nremn~ers. Contrary to expectation~s, drag damping (Xu) is well identified despite
the lack of significant slpeed data due to the short record length. The effects of time de-lays used in the iden-
tifle-atiomi process are evident in the pitch and roll damping terms Lpand Mq Idetittificid values ofIT arid Mq are
rcd..cd vhC-.1 tirvi dclays; aswaýiatcd -it!, vct-, Jytssni-u We uirit.ed fmurn thle nioucl structure. MMl W: did
not include the 0.10 s time delay u~ied by the other members. The M IN IC values for LIP, and aqire subse-
quently smaller than- those obstainmed by NAF ' and DI.R which did include the timei delay. 1lire yaw damping
derivative, N,, is the least identifiable o' the diagonal temisF. Values from the DL~R- I andI DI .R-2 models using
different records for identilic ition vary front -0.607 I./s to -0.246 1/s unlike the other diagonsal termns which
are consistent between the two models. The verification time histories shosw goodrl orrelatit-n for yaw responise
to directional inputs for all of the identified models. However. the yaw response to pitch inputs is poor on all
the rrodels leading to the possibility that airrmass states associated with ititeractional aerodynamnics are necetid
to uniquely model the yaw equation.

Dihedral effect (L,) anid directional stability (N.) show good agreeement between the various models. Coup~ling
derivatives Land Mare not easily identified since aircraft coupling is not strong. Le~ss significatnt stability
derivatives vary widely as might be expected.

"l ime delaysý were identtified lby APDI) during frequency- respisnse identification with the longitudintal and col-
lective sweep data. Results are given in Table 6.1.12 and discussed in more detail in section 6.1.7.2.2.

Thu identified on-axis control derivatives representing control power such as 1161,sof, L6iat, N6PCd ~
Table 6.1 11) mid Z~cc (see Table 6.1.10) show reasonable agreement.

6.1.5.2 Model Eigenvauessi

The AII-64 eigenvaluet were calculated ftomn each of the identified mod,-Is. For conipanison, PAI)IC addi-I
* tiomnally has provided eigenvalue estimates for the phugoid and dutch roll mosdes. These estintates were arrived

at through visual inspection of flight data designed to excite the ostilatory modes (these Plight test data were
provided to the Working Group):

th'e time history rsf ar. All-64 flying DASE-off at 130 knots cexsibited an unstable phugoid response The
period 'if oscillation and time to double amplitude have beer. estimated resulting in the phugoid eigen-
vaiues.

9 The dutch roll mode was excited by a directional pulse. The period mand tinme to half amplitude were
estimated and used to compute the dutch roll eigisnvalues S
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lIn lablcl 6.1.13 the t ime constants. damping ratios and undampes: naltutal icquencics derived from thc cigeo-
values obtained from both, thc identified roodcls and the visual inspection arc given.

'Ihe phugoid cigenvalucs of the identified models are not consistent anid Jo not agree well %%ith the phugoid
mode estimated from flight test data. Thei speed derivatives Z. and M. diiecrly affect the phugoid motion andi
are shown in Table 61-8 and 'Iable 6. IQ to vary greatly bctwecni the modcls. Ihle 12 s recoid let ýIh limnits
the jilcrtificatioji of thewe speed rclatctl derivatives and thus the phugoid !nodC which has a peeiod of roughly
20 s. The litruted data also affects the idcnitifiability of thu spiral mode which is . slow, lightly damped mode.

[Ihe roll convergncric ioots are close between the models RS a result (if Ibec fairly consistentl roll diamping
derivative L - he D~utch roll cj~envalues for Most of the. identified triodels agree with each other and with (tic
MD]I IC' val7ses indicating that this, motion is easily identified from the data. 'I hie important lateral stability
derivatives associated with 1)utcmi roll Yv' Nv, and Nr are relatively consistent between the mrodels

6.1.5.3 Comparison of -lime flistorlra,

'lime history plots of the measured data and Ithe calculated tesponse of the identified model were provided by
the WG Members. Alth-.'ugh the individual results showed some differenices in the model responses and the
agreemnevt with the light test data, the identifications were in generally considered acceptable in characterizinig
Ithe helicopter response. As repiesentative example, *he time histories of the l)I. identification from the first
data )uoup (files 1, 3, 5, and 7) ,are given in Figure 6.1.9 through Figure 6.1-12- '1[he model was only drien
with the measured con1trol inputs. *l"c nonlinear gravity and kinematic force terms were calculated from tie
model response (no pseudo controls werec used). Biases were estimated to comlpensate for offsets in the meas
urement of the control and observer variables.

The comparison of the time: histories shows:

I . The agreement of the measured data and the response of the identified model is satisfactory
2. The longitudinal motion is more accurately represented than the latcral-directmisnal motion.
3. For the force equations, the fit iti the linear accelerations is very good. The differences in the speed com-

potments show similar tendencies as the resultr firomn the data consistency cheeks. Ibis indicates that these
differences also reflect the inaccuracies; in the speed mreasr~ueme~ms

4 Phe time history fit; of the rates dem-onstrate tlsat the on-axis response of the model (ql6 1on, P/6 iat,
F/dried) follow the flight test data closer than the off-axisi response.

Model verificationi is performed by co~mparing identified model response to flight teat dpta not used to generatc
the model. For the identification the model paramneters were modified to obtasn the best curvc fit. Now, for the
verification, the model parameters are fixed to the identified values. The model is driven with the mecasur-d
control inputs !(o calculate the model response. F~or comparison, both, the model output Anid the measured
flight test data arc plotted. The agreement of both time history plots is a measure of the prediciing capability
of the identified model.

On the whole, all the models identified in the Working Gro-up do a goood job of predicting primary axis
response. However, larger deviations were soctn in the coupled off-axis response. Figure 6 1.13 through
Figure 6.1.17 contain verification plots of the files 2, 4, 6, and S. The model response was calculatedi using the
previously described DLR model which was identified from the files 1, 2, 3, and 4. (Thbe diffp.reoee between
these two data groups is the control input s9igs cenversion). Ald model pP~ramnstcrs (derivativts) wert; fixrd and
only bias terms were estimated to compensate for ofsets in the corntrol sand observer miseasurinments. As the
model response is now compared to data not used for the identification, some larger differences have to be
expected The verification titne history plots confirmn the abovse given conclusions from. the identiricat-on tithe
htistories:

I. "Ihere is satisfactory agreement between the flight teat data and the medel prediction.

2. The match for the longitudinal motion variables is significantly better thtan for the variables of tite biteral
directional motion.

3. The on-axis responses are very close whereas laiger differences3 ae seen in the off-axis time ImsLtoies.

4. 'Ihe yaw rate fit is less acCUr-ate than the roll or pitch rate fit. Even the on-auxia respose shovs ssomre largcr
discrepancies. A similar tendency was seen on the BO 105 reaults. In the Working Choup Mxetings ILR
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pointed out that previous work also revealed difficulties in the yaw rate match. fin conclusion, the con-

ventionally usedl yaw motion formnilation in 6 )oI models seems to he not quite appropriate.

6,1.7 Problm Areas

6.1.7.1 D~ata Quality

'I he data evaluation is discussed in -Cetiort 6.1.3. A'hough it is difficult to assess the dcgree to wiuch data
problems influence thiC identification results, It is clear that the All-tN database has some rtotable problems.
Some of these data problems include:

1. shorn record lengths,
2. large amplitude response,
3. noisy translational acceleration measurcements,
4. qua~ntiz~ation errors in Fuler angle measurements, and
5. possible turbulent flight condition,%.

Noise in the acceleration mecasurernents and quantization errors in Fulcr angles can be mninimizcd or corrected
during the state e~stimation step. Other problems such as the short rccord length eani.ot be Correccted. [Ihe
proccss noise due to gusts in particular has been showt; to have detrimental effects on output CTT(5r identifica-
tion Rcesults.

6.1.7.2 -]line Delays

S~ix degree-of-free-domn linear models canniot account for response lags between the control input anrd vehicle
acrcleration (linear and angular) which occur in the re-al helicopter as a iesult of higher-ordler dynatnics (C g
rotors and actuators)- Additional higher-order dynamices arc further introduced into the flight data as a result
of instnrumentationr system response and filters. In the frequency range of interest for 6 DolF flighit mnicchanricN
nro,'els (e.g. 0.1 rad/S to 10 rad/a), the high-order dynamics can be satisfactorily approximiated by Including
an effective time Weay on each control input. An accurate estimate of these effective time de!ays is important
for obtaining physically reasonable values for primiary angular damping derivatives of the 6 IDoF nmodels (i.e.

L, , N). imedo-main identification iesulti for the BlO IC5 obtained by the DR(aek tP. PQ
[6., .7]) show, for example, that the identified valuc of L, is icduced by 2" 1% when the tune delays associated
with the rotor and actuators are omitted from the model structure. Mis reduction iii the value of dlamping
derivatives oceurf- so that the 6 OoF model can mat-!h the extra phase lag as;sociated with the loiglrr-ordcr
dy-namnics. Thus, the resulting damping derivatives no longer retain tei~r physical meaning. Clearly, t~ine delays
moust be included in the 6 DoF model structure for rotorcraft identification.

6.1.7.2.1 1 Aeoretkir Estimate ofA H-64 Time Delays

fle control signals for the All-64 database were measured at the outpi tof the actuators. [Irhis eliminates thre
contribution of the control linkages and ac-tuators to the higher-order dynamics. [he remaining highc. -order
dynamtiics are those associated with the rotor response and the senisor filters. The measurement system dynamics
(rate gyros, etc.) are neglected since their bandwidth is usually very large and thus contribute only a very small
cftective timei delay. TIre dynamics of the rotor tip-path-plane flapping can be approximated by a first-order
response, with a time constant T - 161(V0)) (IlWilley. et al., 1986, [6. 1.8]). 'he equivalent time delay for this
first-order pole has the same value r - 1/(yQ)- For tire AII-64, this equivalent time delay is 0 064 s.

Before data recording, the measwremertst were fitered by analogue filters. For most data channels, filter., with
acutoff frequency of 6 l Iz (-3dB bandwi Ith frequency) were used. However, for the controls, the pilot seat
accelefrometers, and the Puler rates, filters with a cutoff frequency of 50 hIf were applied. Assuming 2nd-order
flutter-worth fil1ters, the timie delays assosciated with the measui-ement system ftlers are dererstined from a
iransfer-function lit of the filter frequency-response (Tisehler, 1987, [6.1.9])
* 6 1l~z filter: O0M90 s

* 51 1 lIz filter:O0.00.46 9.

Irhus, the effective time drmla> due to the angular response filters is the difTerence between the output sensor
filter delay and the input sensor filter delay: 0.039 a - 0.0046 s w 0.0344 s. lh e estimated total effective delay
for the angular responses is the combined delay of the rotor and measurement system:

S0.064 a M4I - 0.0984 s. The vertical response to collective will bave a significantly smaller time delay
associated predominantly with the filter effects (0.0344 s).

i%



6.1.7.2.2 Idiealftedeati qf Tim Delay

I requenc.y. and time-dornaun methods were used by WCI menibe to identify equivakent lime delays for use
in the 6 IDol models Frequency-domAiis methods are particularly wel suited to tinme delay identification
because the tamne delay catuses a lineau increaae in phase shift with frequency and thus a linear effect in the
idenssifiazHif cost fum-tion Parameters that cause linear changes in the cost function are identified with the
highest relative accuracy 'Ihei AII) conducted frequency-response identifisation and transfer-fuictiort
tmsodelling on the Iolingtudinall and collective sweep data Ilime delays were includect in these modlels. The fol-
lowing time delays and standard deviations were determsined:

* l-ot the longitudinal control

Tinme delay

Trnm;er function Value Standard deviation

1 60n0.05 14%
8 6,n0 117s 14%

* For the collective control

7rme del'ay
7 ram/er fiinction Valise

q .3cco0.132
r d" 0.104

aj 6w0.031

'['e average delay (tot the longitudinal Cyclic rikput responses is 0. 111 a. -"is corresponds well with the previous
estimate of 0 0076, t he vertical response to collective has a iime delay of 0 031 s, which corresponds to the
filter delay of 0 0335 a, also as expected Note that the estimated variances for the tine deiays (available only
for the longitudinal sweeps) az'- quite small, indicating as reliable identification resul!. Thec use of a single time
delay for each cunr~tol (4 delays in total), causes all the responses to a particular input to have the same effective
time delay. Ilsus. the effecti-e time delay for application to the longitudinal input should be about 0 111 a.
As scees by the spread in the time delays for eaich response variable. this is a4 good approximation. I-or collective
mr-iit. sthe angailar resptonles have an ave~age delay of about 0. 1165 s owever. the u!-- of a sisigle dclay for
collectivc inputs, will lead to a poor match of the n,5 response T1his problem ýi the use of the delay approxi-
mation was also found in the 80 105 results. The adoption of a high-order modcl that includes explicitly the
rotor resxonse, eliminsiates this problem (T ischier et a1., 1990, (6. 1.10); (Fu et al., 1990, (6- 1-11])

member used time-doinain correlation between tht control (input) and measurement (output) signals. Non:

of hes aalyes roide -cncusie etiate ofth tinedelays. T'herefore, the Working Group adopted the
contol npu dely o 0,1 sfor ubsquet idntiicaionstudies. Lsdo h vrg au bandfo h

AIIM) frequency -domain analysis

6.1 A Coasddions

The moodls identified by t'e members using several different techniques all predict the a~ircraft response with
reasonable accuracy and a= therefore useful for such tasks as flight control and flight simulation analysis. The
identification techniques start with flight test data evaluation. Methods rariged from ILeast Squares identification
of simple biases ad scale factors to an extended Kalman flter for data reconstruction. Identification of the
model involved choice of roodel structure and treatmtent of gravitational and kinematic force terms wiha range
of atate estimation algorithms used from ILeast Squares to Miaximum Iikclihood. Considering the different
aspects of the overall idenitification process, it is difficult to assess the impact of any one procedure on the final
results. In the end, identification of helicopter models from flight test data can be achieved using a variety of
the techniques shown here with acceptable accuracy.

Applied Oplimal Constrol
Harsisphisrer Publishing Corpration. 1975
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Wing

Man *~Span 4.98 mn
Planform Area 5.75 m'

Diameter 14.63 mn Aspect Ratio ,4 31
Blades 4 Incidence 60

Overall d~menshons Chord 0.533 mn
Overall Length 17.73 mn Profile HH02

Fuslae Lngh 1.9 mBlade Area 15.8 m2  Horizontal stabilator
Overal; Height 5 23 mn Solidity (Thrust) 0.092Spn:92r

Tip Swoep 200 92m
Twist -go Area 3 34 m2

Shaft Angle 50 Aspect Ratio 46
Profile NAC.A 0018

Mass and moments of Inertia Incidence 0.
Mass 6643 kg L~erl 0

824k 2  Tall rotor
ly52994 kg mn2  Daer 278 nVertical taill

12 50187 kg rn Blades4Spn27m

487kg m 2 Chord 0.254 rn Area 2.99 rn'
Profile NACA 64A410 Aspect Ratio 2.50
Solidity 0.2256 Profile NACA 4415 root
Twist -8.8 NACA 441.6 tip

Incidence 0
Dih~edral 00

Table 6. 1. 1. List of physical characteristics of the AHI-64

Variables IOriginal
SourceSamplingGroup Quantity Screi Rata

(in Hz)

Forward/Aft Cyclic Actuator 470

Lateral Cyctlic Actuator 470

Collective Actuator 941

Tall Rotor Collective Actuator 470

Table 6.1.2. AH-64 Control Vairlables
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Variables Original
Source Sampling

Group Quantity SRate
(in Hz)

Angle of attack Boom System 941

"" Angle of sideslip Boom System 470

Airspeed Boom System 59

. Longitudinal speed Doppler radar 941

Lateral speed Doppler radar 941

Normal speed HARS 470

SLongitudinal acceleration I Accelerometer at CG 470

Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at CG 470

8 Normal acceleration Accelerometer at CC 470

Longitudinal accoleratlon Accelerometer at pilot's seat 470

I M Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at pllot't seat 470

Normal acceleration Accelerometer at pilot's seat 941

Roll angle HARS 59

7P,5 Pitch angle HARS 59-

Yaw angle HARS 59

Roll rate Rate gyro 941

Pitch rate_ Rategyro ___1
Pitch rate Rate gyro 941
Ysw rate Rate gyro 941

Euler roll rate Calculated from roll angle 470

3 Euler pitch rate Calculated from pitch angle 941

Euler yaw rate Calculated from yaw angle 4t0 0

Roll accelaratlon Angular accelarometer 941

- Pitch acceleration Angular arcelerometer 941 t

Yaw acceleration Angular accelerometer 041

Table 6.1.3. AH-64 Response Variables
Data provided at a uiffom sampling rate oa 100 Hr.

• ' ' " •,',' = _

• - , ."• •.. •. • . ... . . . .J .
_ ... -,;. . •. ,-,. _
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Scale factor for AFOD DLR DLR NAE NLRSybo Unt. ...
Symbol Unit Value a Value a Value Value 0r Value 47

u I - - 1.097 0.1495 1.128 ... ... .
V 1 -- -1 1.0834 0.1704 1.015 ... . ... ...

IN ... ..- 1.0154 0.1465 0.962 .

S... . 0.9591 0.0292 0.981 .....

___ 1 -. - 0.94 00237 0.972 --S1k - .8 1 0.1651 1.00'2 - ...

*From doub:et and pulse Wles ""From doublet files= ... From concatenated doublet files

a = Standard deviation
Table 6.1.5. AH-64 Ident!iication Results-. Mean values or scale factors

Bias for AFDD DLR DLR NAE NLR

Symbol Unit Value o Value a Value Value a Value a

ax MI/S2  
2.0228 0.2041 2 2731 0.1757 2.261 2.2100 0.335 2.1450 0.9286

ay r/a2 0G223 0.1678 -0.0137 0.2263 -0.060 -0.0170 0.163 0.0233 0.2077

az r/s 2  
-0.0666 0.1768 1-02043 0.2511 -3.165 -0.144 0.202 0.0274 0.2210

p asd/* -0.0021 0.0007 -0.0025 0.0012 -0.0025 -0.0025 0.0014 -0.0032 0.0018
q rad/i -040115 0.0011 -0.0109 0.0019 -0.011 -0.0110 0.0017 .00111 0.0017

r rad/$ -0.0015 0.0017 .0.0015 00033 -0.0021 -0.0013 0.0024 -0.0010 00028

u rn/s - - - -- 0.085 1.29 .

v ---s .. .. ... ... 0.301 0.864 .. .

w rat -" 1 . ...1! ._ Is 0.492 1.09 .. ..

S-ad .. ... . -0.0025 0.0089 ... .

rad -- .. .. .006 0.005 -

rv tad .. 0.0003 0.0105
" From doublet and pulse fWes From doublet files From concatenated doublet files

Table 6.1.6. AH-64 Identif'cation Results: Mean values of blaes

Quantity Loigltudlnal control Lateral control Tall rotor Collective control
S o Unit Files 12 antd 13 Flies 15 through 17 Files 18 4nd 19 Flies 20 and 21

Symbol i Value a Value a Value o Value or

a r/s 2  
-1.0720 0.1926 -1.1638 0.0657 -1.1900 0.2089 1.2695 0.0006

sy m/s
2  

-.. 4200 0.0284 1.2690 0.1630 1.1180 0.0361 0.7912 00445

z Mr/S
2  

-0.0600 0.0028 1.0994 0.2300 1.0194 0.0437 .0.2747 0.0608

p radis -0.0012 0.0008 -0.0013 0.0011 -0.0120 0.0023 0.0013 0.00!9
q red/i 0.0244 0.0107 0.0864 0.0028 0.0927 0.0008 -0.0015 0.0002
r rd/i 4.0018 0.0012 -0.0956 0.0010 -0.0040 0.0020 -0.0053 00020

" From do•blet and pulse files .. From doublet files .. From concatenated doublet files

o - Standard deviation

Table 6.1.7. AH-64: AFDD results for mean values of frequency sweep biases

S. , • , . .- ~ ~ :,. 4 Z . A
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Figure 6.2.A. AH-64 Apache in flight

rr

Figurt 6.1.2. Thrme-view !.-awing of AH-64
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6.2 Came Study If: 50 10514)

6.2.1 ltosels

DtO 105 flight test data, gcnerated particularly for system identification purp oes, were provided it) the Working
Group by 1)1K. In the Working Group thu data were used for three major stepsl

I data consistency analysis,
2 identification of 6- degree-,-of-frecdom models, and
3 verification of the identified modelsý

'I'lis case study mainly concentrates on tile applied approaches and the obtained results. It also gives a short
review of the flight tests and the data baec. I ere, hcowever, more information is provided in section 4

6.2.2 (;rmal Deiicripksn of B() W.

Thle DOt 105 is designed as a multiple purpose light helicopter. Typical us-- of the highly rnanoeuvreahlc twin
engine vehicle are transport, offshore, police, and military mnissions An important designi feature is thle liingelc-.s
rolor system with four fiber- reinforced composite rotdiblades. There are no additional leadil1ag dmpenprs. [hbe
semn;.ngid teetering tail rotor is on the left side of the helicopter, working as a pusher.

P'ilot control inputs are augmented by two parallel hydraulic servo systems. 'Ihere ir n.) specific mixing unit,
.so that control ij~puts are only mixed at the swatsh plate. The BO 105 is equipped with twvo Allison 250 ('20
engines located above the cargo compartment.

1)1 R operates two diffet-ent DO105lO helicopters. Ibe first one is the standard serial typt, (B(0 105S 121) showni
in Figure 6 2.1. Itt instrumentation is designed to meet the requirements of two 1)I.R institutes, the Institut
for flight Mechanic!; aisd the Institut for Hlight Gaidance and Control, tboth located in Itraur.schweig. Ibis
helicopter was used to generate the system -identification flight-test data provided to the Working Group. 'I he
seconj P~i R helicopter (Hot 1(05-N.3) has been ssodili~ed for the use as an in-flight sisiulator For this A 1-11lc%
helicopter (Advanczd Technology Testing Helicopter System) a model -follo wing control system was developed
at )I.R and is presently improved Ilfere, highly accurate DO105lO mathematical models arc required and thle
researrn work conducted at DI.R has shown that system idenitification is the best suited tool to generate such
models (K aletka ct a]. 1989, t6.2. 1)).

ToI. give an impression on the thelicopter siz.e and basic characteristics, a three view draw. -.g of the DO0 105 is
given in Figsure 65.2 2 and some more details are provided in I-able 6-2.1

6-2.3 FlIght Testing and Data Evabuatlon

6.23.1 General

'[he identification of dynamnic systemis is always based on the evaluation of the relationship be~tween the mea-
surements of the control inputs and the resulting system response. Therefore, accurate measurements are an
indispenstable pircrequisite for a reliable identification. Usually results ame obtained from one flight test nun.
I lowever, when the time duration of the test is too ahort or when the systemi is rather complex, the information
conteal of a single rsai can be insufficient. This is often the eame for the identification of helicepter'i as a high
nuimber of unknown& must be deterinined and the data run length is limited dlue to helicopter instabilities Tro
still provide more infonmation for the identification algorithm it is possible to simultaneously evaluate different
test runs aund generate ore wirmmon model. This method, know-n as msultiple or concaeir~ared rnt evaluation
has become a commnon approach in rolorcraft idetntification. hlowever, it can oniy be applied wlien Cthe con-
catcnatcd runs have prnctically the same initial flight test conditions and helicopter and instmamentation stitus.
"Thlerecfore, the DLR BO10 lO flight test data p-iolided to the AGARI) Working Grroup weire generated within
afte fli~ght test program. 'Uhe teats were especially dexigned for system identification purposes with particular
input signals ai-d carefully contioslicd initial conditions and conduct of the tests.

The Wlglt test data rvaluation with rcspec' io the generation of approupriate data and the analysis of the data
qualitY c:aus be separatedi into three major steps.

"1) PrsiicipW AuiLhar. J. Kaleska DLR
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I. on-line data control during the flight tests,

2. fist off-line data quality assessment immediately after each flight,

3. detailed data consistency analysis after the end of the flight test program.

The first two steps were done by I)IR before the data were released to the Working (iroup. [hen, the more
thorough analysis was performed by the Working Group. In this chapter, the approaches and obtained results
are presented.

6.2.3.2 On-line data control

During the flight test: the measured signals were sent by telemetry to a ground station. They were plotted in
the form of quick-look plots and, in addition, selected variables were shown on a monitor. The objectives of
the quick-look evaluation were

I. to control the conduct of the flight tests and give recommendations to the pilot,

Main emphasis was placed on the a:mospleric conditions, the proper input signal and the aircraft
response The tests were flown in calm air to avoid gust disturbances. I lere, pilot comments proved to
be very helpful. Based on outside temperature measurements on board of the heiclopter, 'he requircd
pressure altitude was iteratively determined to make sure that all tests were flown at the same air density
level.

The input signals were generated by the pilot. Within one test rin only e!.e contiol was used to excite the
on-axis response and to avoid correlation with other controls. After an accurate trim ý-,nfiguration was
reached, the on-lin, data evaluation concentrated oa the shape of the input signal and possible control
coupling. 'Men, it was checked if the resulting helicopter resxonse met two main criteria:

0 An, the models to be identified arc based on small perturbation assumptiors, the response amplitudes
should not be too large. As a certain guideline: the pitch and romU angles shoulh not etcced 25 to 30
degrees.

* The folt time length of the tes', shoud le. !e- be_ s.o, 25 s-..,onds t pro.d," u.fficint irf:.nti,
about the phugoid mode.

2. to detect data errors,

"The on-line quick-look helped in detecting major and obvious data enors like sensor malfunctions, siiwal
saturations, larger sensor drifts, data drop outs, noise disturbances, etc. But if has to be considered that
..nly some selected data channels can be observed on-line and therefore, a more detailed datc analysis after

th.. flight is necessary.

3. to decide if the tes; is acceptable.

Based on the quick-look evaluation and pilot comnients it was decided after cazhl test if the test was
acceptable. When it had to be repeated. recommendations were givn to the pilot, such as improvement
of trim, adjustment of control input amplitudes, tnput signal generation, etc.

6.2.3.3 First off-line data quality awkeaanent

Experience in working with measured data has shown that significant e-rots in the data can occur although
great efforts were made to generate accurate data. Unfortunately, errors are often only detected during the
evaluation phase, when all flight tests are completed and the instrumentation system has probably already been
modified for other tests. h'en, flight tests cannot be repeated and often it is difficult or impossible to find the
physical error source and to correct the data.

To reduce this risk it is necessary to carefully check the data quality immediately after each test. Tlherefore, plots
of all measured data from the DO 105 data tape were produced for a detailed visual inspection. lnphas:s was
placed on both, data suitability for identification and the detection of errors:

* physically meaeningful data,

With some knowledge of the helicopter response due to a control input most of the measurements can

easily be checked for

- correct sign,

"" "i.:7..4
. . .. .. . , . - " '. • . . . - .. . ... -•

.. " . .v¢ •,' . . ,• . .. , • . , q -I,
.-. .. . ... .. ... ....... , , ..-•,•-;•.p.• •.•
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- realistic magn-itude,
- noise level-

"* signal saturation and resolution,

In preliminary tests the expected maximum helicopter response for the npecific tests was determined.
Based on these measurements, sensors were selected with an appropriate measuring range The digitia-
tion range was fitted to the expected reslyinsc range. Both actions help to improve the data accuracy .;.,t
resolution. Ilowever, they also increase the risk of data saturation due to a higher amplitude response or
higher noise level as expected.

" data drop outs,

F~or the 130 105, unfiltered data were recorded. i herefore, data drop outs are seen as large spikes in time
history plots and can easily he detected. If only a few drop ou.s occur it is relatively easy to corrc.t the
data by removing the erroneous samples and replace them by interpolated data. I lowever, some inaccu-
racy must he accepted, which is particularly true in data parts with higher dynamic- 'I he major 'danger'
of data drop outs occurs whcn data arc filtered. Then the errors are no longer obvious and can cause
significant inaccuracies in the data.

"* data recording errors,

" any other data irregularities.

In addition to the visual data check, a first data compatibility analysis was conducted. Using a fast l cast
Squares technique the consistency of the rotational measurements (rates and angular measurements) and the
translational measurements tlinear accelerations and speed components) was investigatet. Scale factors, offsets
and drifts can be determined. This techniques is applied routinely in I)l.R fligh! tests and proved to be a very
efficient approach.

Before the DO 105 flight test data were provided to the Working Group, first data quality checks and com-
pamibihity anst!Ymq were -rformed h'y PIh• on ensnre tha- the data did not contain significant deficiencie"

6.2.3.4 NO 105 Data Base provided to the Woeking Group

From all flight tests, 52 runs were selected by DI.R and provided to the Working Group Members. They are
listed in [Fable 6.2.2. Flight test data obtained from three different input signal, were provided:

I. a modified multi-step 3211 input signal with a total time length of 7 seconds,

2. a frequency sweep from asout 0.08 llz up to the highest frequency the pilot could generate. lime length
of the sweep was about 50 scconds followed by the retrim to the initial steady statir condition (important
for frequ, ncy domain evaluation).

3. i doublet with a total time length of 2 second.

Flight data with the input signal starting in opposite direction were generated for the 3211 and doublets. For
redundnicy reasons, one or two repeats of each test were provided (see Table 6.2.2). Within a run, only one
control was used to excite the on-axis response. For the flights with 3211 and doublet inputs the controls were
held constant after the end of the ini)ut for at least 20 seconds. Because of the long time duration of the fre-
quency ssvcep.i, these tests required stabilization by the pilot to keep the nircraft response within the limits of
small perturbaiion assumptions for linear mathematical models. To help the punt generate the inputs. a CRI
wa used tihat showed both, the desired input and the actual control inovement (Figure 6.2.3). For the sweeps,
the CRT' slowed the lowest frequenL-y as a 'starling' i.e!p. Then, tie pilot progressivc!y increased the frequency
on his owvn.

'The measurld variebles provided to the Working Group are given in "Fa( 'e 6.2.3 and l ble 6.2.4. As a rep-
resentative exvnmple from the data base, Figusre 6.2.4 gives the -oil and Pitch rate responses due to the three
input signpJs in the sam- scales. It shows that the input ampli, Ades were adjusted to generate sirnilMr helicopter
on-axis respoise magnitudes. It also detnonstrates the highly coupled DO 105 charnctýristic: the (coupledl roll
rate response due t(, a longitudinal stirg: input is as 5'gh awc the primary pitch rtte respouns.. More time histories
of the mtea.,tnrements wilU be gi~cn latex in this chapter when identification results are di,seusaed.
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6.2.3.5 Detailed data conswtency analysis in the Working Group

Based on the initial data check results from the 52 data rdes, DIXR suggested a minimum data set of four runs
with 3211 input signals to be used for the identification and another sct of 4 data runs wi!h doublet control
inputs to be applied for the venification of the identified models. Each of these data groups included one run
for each control- This propoJal was made to reduce the amount of work for each Member and to make tesults
comparable. For the AFDD frequency domain technique the sweep inputs were used for identification.

All Members used the same principle approach to check the data quality. It is based on the comparison of
redundant meafuiement: rates and angular measurements are physically related by the equations

(J) - p +sin(PtanO q +cosPtanG r

6 = cos (P q -sin r (6.2.1)
S=sin (P -SOS Lcos o q +cos-t

CosO GCos 0

'Ihe relationship between linear accelerations and speed components is given by:

11+ga sinP cosO + -ur+wp (6.2_21

1 cos to cosG --Vp+uqJ

In these nonlinear equations, linear accelerations and rates are taken from measured data and used as 'control'
inputs. The integration then yields calculated angles and speed components that can be compared to the
measured ones. When difterences are ncen, a more detailed analysis is needed to isolate the error sources. In
general it is tried to estimate scale factors or zero offsets (biases) for the measured data. Depending on the
applied method, the estimation procedure is different in its power and complexity. When the technique does
nio allow d he ipteafitun wf nonlincar e;ystcmG, cd.' =-'a-blei on h . .-ght. b1and ;ide are taken from measure-
ments. Then, all terms are known and the equation system can easily be integrated. When nonlinear systems
can be handled, there is more flexibility with respect to the use of the attitude angles and speed components:
each of these variables can either be treated as a known measured control or as a state variable obtained from
the actual integration. 'Ibis possibility is very useful to isolate erroneous data channels. Hlowever, independent
from the applied method, some general statermients can be made from the DO 105 data evaluation:

1. Due to parameter correlations it is not possible to estimate all scale factors and biases for all measure-
ments. Based on the assumption that rate gyros and linear accelerometers are the more reliable sensors,
the usual approach therefore is to estimate:

* scale factors for attitudi. angles and speed components,
* and/or biases for rates and linear accelerations.

2 T'he error estimation for the angular motion equations causes no major problems.

3. The determination of errors for the translational motion equations is more diflicult because of some
unique problems:

* the equations are coupled with the rotational equations by the gravity terms. As they have a signif-
icant effect, errors in the attitude data also highly influence the comparison of the speed data.

* the linear acceleration measturements have a high noise level due to vibrations. Helicopters, and in
particular rigid rotor helicopters like the BO 105, generate only sm91l accelerations in the longi-
tudinal and lateral body-fixed axes as the acceleration components due to a speed chaiige are prac-
tically compensated by the gravity components. The fact that, on the one side. sensors must have a
high measuring range due to the noise level whereas, on the other side, the signal to noise ratio is
small (about 0. 1 for the BO 105) reduces the high measurement, and resolution quality of the linear
acceleration data. This is particularly the case for the longitudinal and lateral accelerations.

* measurement of aircraft speed comptsnents i3 still a major probl, :n and the obtained accuracies are
significantly lower than those of the angular or linear acceleration data. This is also' true for the
hchcopter air data system, which is installed on the BO 105. For the considered flight condition of
about 80 knots it cannot improve the data quality in comparison to other data sources like nose-
boom m•:.n-d vanes and pressure senors.
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In the Working Group, AFDD, CERT, DL.R, NAE, and NI.R performed data consistency checks for the
BO 105 data. In the following, the individual approaches are characterized.

AFID

Extensive work on data consistency for all provided BO 105 data runs was done by AFDD. First results,
presented in Kaletka et at.. 1989, (6-2.21, were obtained from the separate evaluation of each individual run.
A more detailed study, including concatenated evaluiations, is given by Fletcher, 1990, [6.2.3). The Kalmanr
Filter Smoother program SMACK (Smoothing for Air Craft Kinematics) developed at the Ames Research
Centf - was employed. The algorithm is based on a variational solution of a six degrees of freedom linear state j
and non-linear measurement model and employs a forward smoother and zero-phase-shift backward informa-
tion filter. The solution is iterative, providing improved state and measurement estimates until a miininum
squared-error is achieved. L.inearization is about a smoothed trajectory and convergence is quadratic (Bach,
1984, L6.2.4]).

Consistency checks were performed in two steps:

I. a preluminary three degrees of freedom check including only the Euler angle and body angular rate mcas- 4
urements,

2. a ýinal six degrees of freedom check including the angular variable measurements and the air-data and
linear specific force measurements.

This approach allowed initial estimation of the angular-variable error parameters to be performed unbiased by
the noisier air-data and specific-force measurements. The values estimated in the angular solution and their
variances were then used as start-up values in the final overall solution, This two-step proceduic resulted in
a final solution with smaller parameter Cramer-Rao bounds and quicker convergence than a one-step coupked
solution. The obtained results are included in Table 6.2.5 and Table 6.2.6.

CERT

CERT has used an output error minimization technique to estimate scale factors, biases and initial conditions.
From the obtained results it was concluded, that the measurement errors were not so significant to justify use
of reconstructed data.

DLR

The airdata measurement problem has already been addressed. In the flight tests the mcasured lateral speed
was about 4 m/see and the vertical speed about -5 rn/sec. It was felt that these vdlues were not realistic and
contained offsets. Therefore, for each run, the initial vertical trim speed was calculated from steady state hori-
zontal flight using forward speed and pitch angle (this approach was also used by NAE). The lateral speed
could not be determined from other measurements. As the pilots were asked to minimize the sideslip during
trim, the initial lateral speed was assumed to be zero.

For the state estimation, i)I.R used the Maximum Likelihood program that is also applied for system iden-
tification. The nonlinear kinematic equations were integrated, where the measured rates and linear accelerations
were treated as 'inputs' and all other variables were used as states. Calculated attitude angles, heading, and
speed components were obtained. Comparing the derived time histories with the mea.ured data two groups
of unknowns were estimated:

0 scale factors for the speed components, attitude angles and heading,
* I iases (offsets) for the rates and liW.ear accelerations.

Both, single and concatenated files were evaluated. The final results, obtained from all files as well a4 from the
suggested Wles are given in Table 6.2.5 and Table 6.2.6.

NAE

Consistency checks were performed on all data files. The same method as already described in the All 64 case
study was used (section 6.1). Angular data were found to be of good quality &nd they were then used without

" .. any changes for the identification. Speed data, however, were felt te be not acceptable and therefore, for all
, three speed omponrnts, reconstructed data were generated.

iV
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"NLR
[he HO 105 data were originally provided with a vasnpling rate of 100 liz. This sampling rate was ieduced to
25 117. No filter was used for the data reduction. Then NLR applied an output error technique, which usrs the
nonlinerar kinematic equations to estimate measurement biases. Various data runs were evaluated, The obtained
results for the biases were comparable with the biases obtaired from the combination of the four data runs that
were suggested for identification. Visual inspection of the reconstructed time histories with the measured ones
confirmed that the quality of the measured data is satisfactory and no significant errors were detected. Alse
measured linear accelerations and rates were corrected by the identified biases and the reconstructed speed
components were generated for the use in the identification.

The estimated bias terms for the linear accelerations and rates obtained from the data consistency checks of the
four combined runs are given in Table 6.2.6.

6.2.3.6 Discussion of results

In the following, results obtained from the data consistency analysis are illustrated by representative plots and
the estimated scale factors and biases are summarized in the form of tables.

In Figure 6 2.5 and Figure 6.2.6 measurements from two flight tests are shown. Modificd 3211 input signals
were used for the longitudinal stick (in the first run) and for the pedal (in the second run). Figure 6.2.5 com-
pares the measured speed components, attitude angles and heading to reconstructed data. All scale factots were
assumed to be one. It is clearly seen that angular variables are in good agreement, whereas the speed compo-
nents show larger differences. In particular, in the lateral speed data two deficiencies are obvious:

1. In the first r•n there are two sections with 'data drop outs' where the sensor was aaTected by the rotor
downwash when the helicopter is in climb and

2. a scale factor error, which is best seen during the time of the pedal input.

The longitudinal and vertical speed data show some smaller differences. In a second data consistency evalu.
ation. scale factor, were estimated. The factors for the angular data stayed at about one. For the speed coin-
porients, however, acale factors of about 0.9 for the both, the longitudinai anci vcricai Npcoi, tu.d 0.,u -,Ihc
lateral speed were identified. (Definition: Measurement = Scale factor " Reconstructed Data). Figure 6.2.6
compares the obtained reconstructed data with scale factor corrections and the nmeasurements.

"Table 6.2.5 and I able 6.2.6 summarize the results obtained from the data consistcncy analysis conducted be
Al0DI, DIR, and NI.R. lwo different cases must be distinguished:

I. When all data runs were evaluated separately, the mean values and the so cilled 'practical' standard
deviations were calculated from all individual results.

2 When only the suggested four data runs were considered, -hey were concatenated so that ove single resuli
was obtained. Then, the standard deviation given in the table corresponds to the Cramntr-Rao lower
bound.

Scale factors and their standard deviations are given in Table 6.2.5. For the angular measurements they are
close to one and indicated a high data consistency between the measurements of the rates and angles. The scale
factors for the forward and vertical speed data are aboot 0.9 and may he acceptable. But for the lateral speed
component there are larger deviations front one and a higher standard deviation. This result is in agreement
with the -visual inspection of Figure 6.2.5 and Figure 6.2.6.

"T-able 6.2.6 gives the identified biases for the linear accelerations and rates. Mhe small values confirm the rel-.
ability of the measurements.
When deficiencies in measured data are detected, the analyst has to decide how to use this information, In tile

case of the BO 105 speed measurements, the choice could be made to, either us Zthe measured or the .rcon-
structed data. On the one hand, !he measured data can still provide useful speed information althouoh they

may not be fully compaiible with the other measur-d signals (e.g. linear azceleration.). On the other hand,
compatible reconstructed data can be generated. However, they are derived from the linear acceletomete. and
vertical gyro signals and therefore transfer errors from these instruments into the calculated speed data.

,Both approaches have their advantage and disadvantage. Consequently, different decisions were also made by
the Working Group Membes. CERT, DLR, and University of Glazgow used the measured data, whereas
AFDD, NAE, and NI.R replaced the meas-irements by recongtructed speed data-
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6.2.4 BO 105 Identilleation

Based on the results from the data consistency analysis of all data files providcd to the Working (houp, D)I .R
Selected eight flight tests for a more detailed evalu?tion. Working Group Menibers then concentrated on this
smaller cormnon data base to make the obtained identification result, better comparable. The eight files were
divided into two different data sets with four files each:

I. one run with a longitudinal stick control input,
2. one run with a lateral stick control input,
3. one run with a pedal control input,
4. one run with a collective control input.

For the first data set, flight tests with 3211 control inputs were selected to be used for the identification. The
second data set with doublet control inputs was suggested for the verification of the obtained identified modeks.
For the 'identification data runs' it was proposed to use the first 27 seconds of each data run.

Identification results obtained from the suggested data runs with 3211 inputs were provided by (R'lR, DI R.
NA/UItniversity of Toronto, Glasgow University, and NLR. AFDI) provided results obtained the flight tests
with frequency sweep control inputs Ir. this section, the identification approaches are characterned Ithen, the
identification results arc summarized in the format of tables of derivatives and cigenvalues. Representative time
histories and frequency responses are presented for the comparison of measured data and the response of the

identified models.

6.2.4.1 Identification appoaches

All Working Group Members used a coupled six degrees of freedom rigid body model as derived in section 5.5
for the identification. Main differences in the model structures are: the treatment of the nonlinear kinrematic
and gravity terms, the number of derivatives to be. identified, and the determination of equivalent time delays.
In the following, these subjects are discussed in more detail:

I. Nonlinear kinematic and gravity terms,

hmin~udinig nonlinear terms in the state equaticns requires that the actuo'd model states are used in die
nonlinear terms, like the state variable 6 in the gravity term g • sin 0. Consequently, an identification
method is needed that can handle nonlinear state equations in both, the estimation of the unknowin
parameters and the calculation of the model responses. Such a 'nonlinear method' was only applied by
DLR. As momt computer codes for system identification are written for linear systems, nonlinear terms
have also to be linearized or. as a compromise, so called 'forcing functions' are used. I [ere, the va-iables
in the nonlinear expressions are taken from the measured data, e g tire measured 0 in g -sin 0. 'hen
the nonlinear terms can be calculated and are treated like known control inputs (pseudo controls) in the
integration of the state equations. This 'forcing function' approach was applied by NAFI. All other
Working Group Members used fully linearized models.

2 Number of derivatives to be identified,

The definition of an appropriate model structure still is one of the basic and essential problemn in system
identification It is present standard ii: totorcraft identification to work with linear coupled six degrees of
ftieedcm rigid body models. They have proved to be suitable for various applications. lie more ditficult
problem is to decide which paramrnters in the state equations can be identified or can be neglected or set
to a fixed value. The determination of too many unknowns can lead to severe convergence problems in
the identification and to high correlations between the individual parameters, causing inaccuracies and
large variances in the estimates. When, on the other side, the number of unknowns is reduced and sig-
nificant parameters are neglected, the model can no longer adequately describe the helicopter dynamics
There is not yet an unique solution to this model structure problem and consequentlv, the models used
for the Mlt 105 identification in the Working Group ranged from models with almost all parameters
included to highly reduced models. From totally 60 possible derivatives, NAE identified 58 parameters,

.. " whereas in the model of the Glasgow University the number of unknowns was rcd,.ced to 30 parameters.
In such reduced models, the derivatives that are neglected and not identified are usually set equal to zero
or, alterntively, they are fixed at values obtained frm simulation or wind tunnel results. In the WG,
neglected parameters were assumed to be zero-

3. D)eterrmination of equivalent time delays.

Six degrees of freedom rigid body models show an immediate on-axis (linear and rotational) acceleration
response due to contiol inputs. 'Ibe helicopter response however is delayed mainly due to the dynamics
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of the rotor and the hydraulic actuators. To approximate their effects, equivalent time delays for the
controls are usually used. This approach has proved to be suitable and can Ie considered as a reasonable
compromise to extending the model order by additional degrees of freedonn.

For the evaluation of the BO 105 data base, significantly different identification techniques were applied. Time.
and frequency-domain approaches as well as Least Squares and Maximum Likelihood identification criteria
were used.

In the following, the individual identification approaches are characterized.

1. "lime-domain identification techniques

* CEIRT

CERT applied a Maximum I ikelihood output enor technique for the identification of linear models.
The proposed four lO 105 data files were concatenated and evaluated without further modifica-
tions. [-he measurement vector (variables to he fitted by the model response) included I I variabliles:

linear accelerations, speed components, rates, attitude and roll angles. [lhe structure of the linear
model was reduced to 35 derivatives to be identified.

* DIR

As a first step, equivalent time delays between the control inputs and the on-a.is acceleration
responses were determined by a cross-correlation technique. The measured control time histories
were then shifted by these lime delays. For the identification, a Maximum Likelihood method was
used that allows the estimation of nonlinear models. Thercorc, the kinematic and gravity terms in
the state equations were kept nonlinear and calculated from the model response data. 'Ilie other
terms were linear. Based on first identification results, the significant and identifiable derivatives were
determined by evaluating the inverse of the information matrix which gives the standard deviations
(Cramer-Rao lower bounds) and the correlation between individual parameters. In the final model
structure, 38 derivatives were identified. e

For the identification, the measured data were used without mnodifications evcept for the iateaL •s1 d
vertical speed. For the horizontal flight trim condition, the lateral speed was about 4 misec and the
vertical 3pced about -6 m/sece. T'hese values were felt to be unrealistic and therefore, the lateral speed
measurements were corrected to a zero value in trim. The 'true' steady state for the vertical speed
was reconstructed from forward speed and attitude angle measurements. Such corrections in the
initial conditions are necessary for nonlinear models as they use total amplitude values, whe-rea3 for
linear systems, the steady state is usually subtracted from the measurements so that the data repre-
sent only the deviations from trim.

Thn measurement vector included 14 variables: linear accelerations, speed components, rates, atti-
tude and roll angles, and rotational accelerations. A concatenated run e aluatit;n was used, however
for each individual run the initial conditions were fixed at the mean vadue of the first data points,
and offsets in the controls and most of the measurement variables were identified in form of bias
terms.

* NAF,

Based on the results from the data consistency evaluation, the measured speed data wer, felt to be
inadequate to be used in the identification. Therefore, NAF concentrated on the reconstruction of
more reliable speed vatiables. First, the initial torm conditions for the lateral and vertical speed were t
delerrnined from forward speed, roll and pitch angles. Then the time histo'ies obtained from the
consistency analysis were used in the measurement vector and for the calculation of the forcing
functions. A Maximum Likelihood identification method for linear systems was applied. Ilowever,
the gravity and kinemnatie terms in the state equations were kept nonlinear. They were calculated
using the measured angles and rates as well as the reconstructed speed components and considered
as additionally gmerated time histories and treated like control variables in the control rtctoi
('pseudo controls').

Fquivalent time delay values, suggested by l)LR, were used to time-shift the measured control var-
tables before the identifcation was started. The measurement vector included 9 ,ariabies: linear
accelerations, reconstructed speed components, and rates. A concatenated run evaluation was

applied to identify an almost full set of 58 derivatives, where only Nu and X,4, were neglected
Offsets in the controls and meaaurements were takern into account by estimating bias terma for ea h
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individual manoeuvre. i1 hes biases were used for the force and moment state equations as well as
for the speed and linear acceleration measurcmeni equation.-.

* NIR

NIR was the only Working Group Member who applied an eqviation error method or regression
analysis. To this technique, each state equation is treated separately and independently All state and
control variables in the considered equation are taken from the measured data and the unknown
parameters are determined by fitting thse linear and rotational accelerations by a [ctast Squares cri-
terion. As in principal all termF in the state equations are treated as pseudo controls, it is essential
to work with highly accurate data therefore, NLR first concentrated on a data reliability analysis
although the 'standard quite complex NLR approach for flight path reconstruction could not fully
be applied as some additionally required measurements were not available.

In the identification step, equivalent time delays for the controls were used and then cancatcnated

manoeuvres were evaluated to identify a model with 36 unknown parameters.

Freqttency-domain identification techilques

* AIFI)D

As the data consistei•, analysis revealed a low quality of the airspeed measurements, AI!I) decided
to use reconstructed speed data for the identification. A key step in the AFtI)) frcquency.domain
identification approach is the extraction of high-quality frequency respmnses between each
input/output pair. AFDI) experience has shown that flight test data obtained from frequency sweep
control inputs arc better suited for this approach than multi-step inputs. Consequently, it was con-
centrated on the evaluation of the D3O 105 flight test data obtained from frequency sweep inputs.
These manioeuvres could not be flown using only a single control but some activity in the other
controls was requircd to keep the aircraft response within small perturbation assumptions. -1 hercfore,
conditioned frequency responses were determined. Making use of the redundant flight tests, the fre-
quency-sweep manoeuvres were concatenated to increase the reliability of the frequency rr'por, n.s
i hen, the unknown model parameters of a linear six degrees of freedom state space model and the

equivalent time delays were identified by minimising the weighted Least-Squares error between
measured and model frequency responses. The weighting was based on the values of the associated

coherences at each frequency point.

A total of 26 frequency responses, with 19 frequencies in each, were matched in the identification
process (Iable 6 2.7). The frequency range of fit was selected individually lor each response corre-
sponding to its range of good partial coherence. However, the upper frequency was limited to a
maximum of 13 tad/s since a 6 l)oF model is not capable of matching leadilag and body/rotor
flapping dynamics. Without this restriction, physically meaninagless derivatives can be obtained. A
detailed model structure analysis was conducted based on pratameter insensitivities, Cramer-Rao
bounds, and cost function changes. The fihal model included 51 identified parameters (47 derivatives

and 4 equ'.ýAcnt time delay3).

* Glasgow Unlimet-y

Glasgow University applied a frcquency-doinain identification technique, where the tune-domain
state space model au-d the measurement equations

i = A x(l) + 8 u(t)
y(f) = C x(f) + D u(t)

are tr-oisfer-red to the frequency-domain format

I y/w , x(w) - A x(w) + 0 u(c)
• y(W) - C X((41) + D u(01)

where x(w), u(w), and y(w) are the Fourier transformed variables. The control vector u(w) and theSrmatricei B and D were modified to compensate for non-periodic slates (Fu Lt at., 1983, [6.2.5]).

[he unknown parameters in the matrices A. B. C, and O are then estimated in the frequency domain,
using a Maximum like!ihood criterion. For the DO 105 identification, the DI.R suggested file., with

modified 3211 contn,l inputs were used as concatenated manoeuvres. The measurement vector
included the Fourier transforms of !I measured variables- linear accelerations, speed components,
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rates, and attitude and roll angles. 30 derivaiives and 4 equivalent time delays were identified. (In
frequency.domain approaches it is not necessary to estimate bias tetms).

6.2.4.2 Identifcatlon results

In this section, BO 105 identificat;on results provided by the Working Group Members are presented and
discussed in detail. Tables of the derivatives and cigenvalues of the identified models arc given and represent.
ative plots of time histories and frequency responses are presented for the comparison of measured data and
model responses.

Table 6.'.8 to Table 6 2.11 list the deri,"ative values identified in the WCrking Group by AFt)!), CERT,
D)IXR, Glasgow University, NAF, and NL.R. From the tables the detailed model structures can also be seen.
In addition to the stability and control derivatives the associated standaid deviations are given. These are the
values provided by the identification technuiques (Cramer.Rao lower bounds). They represent the theoretically
lowest achievable standard deviation. It is well known that for practical use these values are usually too small.
Therefore it is often recommencrded to multiply them by a factor of 5 to 10 to make the standard deviations

physically more realistic. Depending on the identification approach, the standard deviations were defined
slightly differently. Therefore this information is not intended for comparisons between the results from dif-
ferent Members but more as a help to relate the significance of parameteis within one set of results to each
other.

"lhen- are quite large differences betwseen the identification results. Even for significant parameters, like the
diagonal terms of the state matrix, which are related to system damping, some major differences are seen. Xu
is between -0 05/s and -0 06/s for time-domain results, but -0 03/s to -0 04/s for the frequency-domain
methods. larger Y., values in the AFDD and NAF. results reflect the lateral speed measurement problem. These
two Working Group Members used reconstructed data instead of the measurements. In the data consistency
analysis, a scale factor of about 0.7 was determined between the reconstnrcted and measured lateral speed.
Consequently, this factor is also seen in the identified Yr. The heave damping Zw shows reasonable agreement

"The identification of the pitch and roll damping Lp and M. is a major problem for the B0 105. hlie obtained
van!,es h!tghly ,rdepnd cr

* the equivalent time delays.
* the bandsvidth of the flight test data, and
0 the high conelation with the control derivatives.

1'hese dependencies have different influences in the individual estimation techniques, which explains the large
variations within the Working Group results. The yaw damping N, is in reasonable agreement. From the main
(on-axis) conlrol derivatives, Z6,,,, and ,6p, agree fairly well. In the roil and pitch moment control derivatives
L-iat and M,6,, the larger differences are caused by the high correlation of these terms w ith LP and M and the
associated problems as discussed above. The coupled off-axis derivatives are not discus,;ed in detail. It is seen
that there are also some large differences. llowever, it should be noted that several of these temrs also show
larger standard deviations indicatng !ess parameter significance.

The equivalent time delays used for the controls are fisted in Table 6.2.12. These time delays approximate theI
effects of rotor and hydraulic dyrramics. I low important it is to include accurate equivalent time delays in six
degrees of freedom models is demonstrated by Figure 6.2.7. For two major derivatives, the roll damping L.
and the roll control derivative due to lateral stick L618t, the figure shows the high sensitivity of the identification
results to time delays. It is obvious that special care must be taken to accurately determine equivalent time
delay values. In the Working Group DOR extracted time delays by a cross-correlation of the acceleration
responses from the measurements and the model response. The obtained values were also used by NI.R an(
NAE. The frequency-domain method used by AFDD and University of Glasgow allow the direct estimation
of equivalent time delays together with the unknown derivatives

The eigenvalucs of the identified models are given in Table 6.2.13. A compori-,on show.i that the phugoid and
dutch roll modes are in good agreement with slightly higher damping in the AFI)D model. The increased
Dutch roll damping for the AFI)) results is consistent with the differences in the frequency response results
for the sweep conspared to tile 3211 inputs (ae section 5.2.3). The values for the lowcr frequency aperiodic
pitch mode agree Ratisfactoril,, and all Working Group Members identified the spiral mode to be close to the
origin. Major differences, however, are seen in the roll .and higher freqtency pitchl modes. They reflect the dif-
ferent value, of the roll and pitch damping derivatives.

The comparison of the derivative a~nd eigcnvalue results shows that the values obtained by AFDD, DLR, and
NAE (and probably University of Glasgow) are relatively crose to each other.

A..- . ,. , ,. . . . • ..S-. • . . , 1..
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As representative example Figure 6.2.R through Figure 6.2.12 show a full set of time-history plols for the
comparison of flight test measurements and the response of the l)l.R identified model for all four data runs
used for the identification. It demonstrates that a good agreement was obtained for all variables. From the time
histories provided by CFRT, University of Glasgow, and NAE the pitch and roll rate responses for the flight
tests with longitudinal or lateral stick control inputs are presented in Figure 6.2 13 and Figure 6.2.14. Some
representative results obtained from the AFDD frcquency-domain method are given ui the format of frequency
response fits in Fligure 6.2.15 and Figure 6.2.16.

6.2.5 Ver-flcaslon of the Identifled Modds

The verification of the identified models is a key step in the identification process that assesses the predictive
quality of the extracted model. Flight data not used in the identification are selected to ensure that the model
is not tuned to specific data records or input forms. In the Working Group, identification results were generated
from flighi tests with multistep 3211 or frequency-sweep control inputs. Therefore, doublet inputs for each
control were used for model verification and comparisot.

All Members applied a very -'milar approach to calculate the responses of the identified models: All model
coefficients were fixed and only biases were estimated to account for control and measurement offsets In all
cases, the model was oply driven with the measured control variables and no pscudo controls were used. As
l)t.R and NAF worked with a noniincar model in the identification, the same model was also used for the
verification (nonlinear terms were calculated from model states).

Corresponding to the presentation of time-history fits in the previous section on identification results,
Figure 6 2.17 through Figure 6.2.21 compare the time history response predictions of the Di).R identified
model for all observation variables and for all four doublet control inputs. From the verification results pro-
vided by AFDD, CF.RI. Glasgow Univeisity, NAE, and NI.R the pitch and roll rate responses due to longi-
tudinal and lateral stick inputs are given in Figume 6.2.22 thiough Figure 6.2.24 (for compl, teness, the D)L.R
result is repeated in the same format). From the complete set of results in Figure 6.2.17 through Figure 6.2.21
it is seen that the predictive capability of the identified model is very good in both the on- and off-axis response,
esp...lly considerin.g he Z y a.jc~aly-uns.iahle a nnd hiohlv.counled nature (if the BO lOS. 'I he differences seen
in the speed data, and here in particular in the latei d speed, are due to minasurcment ptohleisis. Although therc
are also some smalJer differences in the other variables, the overall agreement is very satisfactory.

A first comparison of the verification plots in Figure 6.2.22 through Figure 6.2.24 demonstrates that basically
all model responses match the measured data fairly well. The lower frequency modes (phugoid and pitch) arc
in good agreement for all models. A closer comparison reveals some larger diulercnes for the time history
sections where the doublet control inputs were given. Some models are more damped or the coupling between
the pitch and roll motion is less accurate. The fact, however, that none of the models can fully reach the
maximum peak amplitudes of the rates demonstrates that six degrees of freedom models cannot describe this
higher frequency range completely. It is obvious that a further improvement of the model prediction can only
be reached when the model order is extended by additional degrees of freedom, like rotor or inflow dynamics.

6.2.6 Discussion of Results

In the list of derivatives (lFable 6.2.8 to [able 6.2.11) and eigeivalues ([able 6.2.13) it was seen that the
identified values varied significantly. A decision for the more suitable model can only be made on the basis of
a comparison between the model responses and the flight test data for both, the identification and the verifi-
cation plots. Therefore, a more detailed evaluation was conducted. It also included all frequency-response and
time-history fits, which, for space reasons, cannot all be given within this Report. It was concluded that the
mocde;s obtained by AFDD. DLR, NAE, and, with some more deviations, the model from the University of
Glasgow showed the more satisfactory overall agreement with the measurements.

The importance of accurate equivalent tinte delays has already been addressed. "lie identified values provided
by AFDD and DLR (Table 6.2.12) are in good agreement, ercept for the value for the collective control,
where larger differences are sen. The DLR time-domain approach for extracting time delays is based on
evaluativg the cross-correlation of the on-asis (linear or angular) accelerations. The frequency-domain method
searches for a time delay in conjunction with the other model paeanietess that will produce the best match of
all of the responses. The use of a single time delay for each input imposes the assumption that all input/output
response pairs have the same high-frequency zeros, and thus the same high-frequency phase shift. [his corre-
sponds to modelling the iotor response as an actuator. When this assumption is valid, the two meth Is should
produce essentially the same time delays, as they do for the lateral, longitudinal, and pedal inputs. However,
this assumption is not acceptable for the collective inputs. Further frcquency-domain analyses indicated an

- . -5
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effective time delay of about 93 ins for lihear responses (u, w, a,) to collective, but a much larger effective time 4

delay of about 255 ms for angular responses (p, q). The tine-donmain method reflcets the vertical acceleration
delay, while the frequency-domain result reflects an average delay. In conclusion, it can be stated that for the
collective control a single time delay value is only a poor compromise in characterizing all of the responses.
I iowever, a better approach either requires the 'asc of diffcrent time delays for each control and each rcsponse
axis or a higher-order dynamic model is needed.

As a further help for the evaluations of the results, three additional sets of identified deriv-tives were considered.
They were not produced within the Working (roup but they were obtained from tile same BO 105 data base.

These models were extracted by D)l.R (frequency-domain technique, similar to the Univcsity of Glasgow
approach; Fu et al, 1983, [6.2.5]), by Stanford IUniversity, USA (a newly developed identification algorithm
based on smoothing: Idan, 1990, [6.2.6]), and by lechnische I lorhschule l)armstndt, Germany (equation eror
technique; ,(erlach, 1991, [6.2.7]). Both, the DIR frequency-domain results and the results from Stanford
Oniversity arc in good agreement with the AFI)D, 0)LR, and NAF identified dcivative- and cigcnvalues and
confinri the reliability of the models. All these results have in common, that they were obtained by quite
complex identification methods ahhough the individual approaches are very different. Another link between
AI)D), DI.R, and NAP is their high involvement in rotoreraft system identification since a long time. It is
well known and accepted that system idcntification still is a icl..tively difficult task and that a successful ,ppli.
cation requires the analyst's skill and experience. The previously gained experience in these organisations has
also certainly been helpful for the BO 105 identification.

"lhe icsults froin the "echnische Iloehslhule Darmstadt are in a very good agreement with tlse NI R identified
vaiues Both approaches are based on less complicated cqualion error techniques. In comparison with the more
complex iterativw; methods such techniques are computationally very efficient with respect to computing timei
and storage requirements. From the obtained results it can be stated that equation error methods are appro-
priate for the rotorcraft identification when models of lower accuracy can be accepted. Such models sre cer-
tainly useful for various applications, which may not justify the significantly higher efforts and costs for the
extraction of more accurate models by more sophisticated methods.

goe ,fwttiorn c... do ,! c ', to i cotniritatioial simulation, the

measured 3211 control inputs for the longitudinal and lateral stick were used in the DI R simulation prOgridn
SIMil (von Griinhagen, 1988, [6.2.8]). The obtained rate responses are compared to the measured time his-
tories in Figure 6.2.25. In the figure, the same data section is given for ihe comparison of the identified ()IR)
model response and the measurements.

6.2.7 Conclusions

IBO 105 flight test data specifically generated for system identification purposes were provided to the Working
Group. Flight test trim condition was horizontal flight at 80 knots forward speed.

Resul.s obtairned from data consistency analysis, identification, and verification were provided by AFDI),
CI;Rl, R )1 R, University of Glasgow, NAP, and NI.R. The identification approaches included frequency- and
time-domain techniques with identification criteria rangng from Icast-Squares equation error to Maximum
I ikelihood output error. Data consistency results proved that the measurement quality was appropriate for
system identification. Typical for all aircraft and particularly for helicopters, some inconsistencies were seen in
the speed data. Therefore, some Members decided to work with reconstructed speed data ins.ead of the meas-
urements.
Six-degrees-of-freedom derivative models were identified. The comparison of tile obtained identification results

showed quite large differences in both, the identified derivatives and the eigenvalues. Ihis is also troe for sig-
nificant derivatives like the diagonal termrs in the state matrix associated to system damping. A more detailed
evaluation of all identification and verification results showed that the more complex identification methods, .
like Maximum Likelihood and Urequency-Response Matching Techniques, gave similar results and provided
a good time history agreement with the measurements. Still remaining deficiencies were seen for the higher
frequency dynamics. Here. it is evident, that six-degrees-of-freedom models are well suited for the lower and
mid-frequency range where rotor dynamics can be approximated by equivalent time delays. For the higher
frequency range, however, the helicopter models must be extended by rotor degrees of freedom. For appliea-
tions that need a suitabhe overall system characterization but do not require higher accuracies, less complex but
computationally more efficient identification methods, like equation error techniques, art applicable and useful.

I n conclusion, it can be siated that the DO 105 identification results demonstrate tha, a•ysteni identification i

a potential tool for extracting reliable helicopter models from flight test data. Depending on the applied eval.
"uation techniques, different accuracy levels for the results me reached. Therefore, it is advisable to establish a

S... ... ... -, ? , _ __....
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* close coritact between the Anialyst and thc user of the results before systecm identification is conducted. [11heti,
a reasonable compromise can be defined bctwccri the user's application oriented inodcl accuracy needs and the

* efforts and costs of thc ideritification analysis.
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Overall dimensions {Tall rotor
Overall Length 11.84 rn Main rotor Diameter 1.9 ra
Fuselage Length 8.45 m IDiameter 9.824 m Blades 2
Overall Height 3.03 m Blades4 Chord 0 179 mI

Chord 0.27 m ('romel NACA 0012
Profile NACA 23012 Solidity 0 12
Slade Area 5.31 m2Tws 00

Mass and momenta of Inertia Soiiy Tr4t 0 orizontal atstllizarTip Sweep 0.
Mass 2200 kg Twist -6.20 Sp n 20 m

1.1433 kg in 
2  Shen~ Angle 3.0C tord 0.4 m

y4973 kg in
2  Area 0.8 M

409 kg 2  
Profile NACA OOI0/C020

66 gm2 Incidence 0

* aTable 6.2. 1. List of physlcaj characterIstics of the BO0105
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Variables Original
VSource Sampling

Group Quantity Rate

Sorward/Aft Cyclic Potentiometel t o

Lateral Cyclic Potentiometer 50

Pedal Potentiometer 50

collective Potcntiometer 50

Table 6.2.3. BO 105 Control Variables

Variables I Original

Source Rate
Oroup Quantity (in I ]Z)

I ,ongtudinal airspeed 14ADS 50

lateral airspeed j IIAI)S 50

"' 1, Normal airspeed i HAI)S 50

I ngitudi"al acccleration Accelcremeter at CG 300

0 Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at C(, 300

/ Normtal Accelerometer at C ~i 300

Roll argle Vertical gyro 50

Pitch angle Vertical gyro 50

Yaw angle Directional gyr 50

Roll rate Rate gyro 100

Pitch rate Rate gyro I10A

Yaw rate Rate gyro I00

RPM Tachometer 50

Table 6.2.4. BO 105 Response Variables
Data provided at a unifornm sampling rate of 100 Hz.

;-J
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Scale factor for AFDO DLR OLR NLR

Symbol Unit Value a Value a Value a Value o

tI 0 a556 00272 09956 00104 1 09244 0 0027t .

v 1 0 7043 0.0514 0.6723 0 0955 0.6932 0 0082t --- ...

I 0 87f 1 0 0378 0.9521 0.0913 0.9283 0.0039t ...

q)1 I099 0.0126 1.0w4 0,0177 1 0168 0.0005t .. .

e 1 1 0290 00352 1 0384 00281 1.0351 1 0.0004t ---

-' I ... . 1.0202 01371 1 0392I 0.0016t

* From all files
"From 4 concatenatad files pIop".ed for idenlificatlnn"'. From 4 files pr(opc$sd for Identification

T Cramer Rao lower bound

07 - Standard deviation

Table 6.2.5. BO 105 Data consistency analysis: Mean values of identified scale factors

Bias for AFDD DLR OLIR NLR

Symnbol Unit Va'ue a Value a Value a Value a "

rn/a
2  

... 0.0571 C.1130 00194 0.0027t 0.0243 0.00281

y m/s2 --- 0043 0.1098 00157 0.0047t 00018 I 000291

2,!s . 0.0007 00458 0.0463 000231" 0 0145 00023t

p radis -00015 00002 -0.0015 0.0005 -00013 000021t -0.0015 00001t

/ radis -00017 0.0002 -00016 0 0005 -00014 0.0001*t -0.0019 0.00011

r radi$ .. ... -00005 0.0019 -0.0002 0.0004t -0.0011 0.0001f

•From all files

From 4 concatenafod files proposed for identification".. From 4 files propo:ed for identification

t Cramer Rao lower bound

a - Standard devialion

Table 6.2.6. BO 105 Data Consistency Analysis: Mean values of identified biases

tr

- :. ... . -•.. . ;....
. , ... , -. : •. •... .

• - ., . .: r•• .
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compo- T M O'iVauorinc,-tions State vector:

* * * * Mesurcmen'r -'ctor:

* v (uvv p q r a, all

N'imbcr of frequcncici: 19

- ~WeioJi 7-570 deg-error/dil-ertor

~~nlicates an input,'output Frequiency respomes

________included in the identificationi co~t funclion

Table 6.2.7. Set-up for AFDD frequen~cy- domain id,-rtification

T.....................................................
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Figure 6.2. 1. DL.R research helicopter BO 105
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Figure 6.2.2. iloree view drawing of DO iU5
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Slong stick: tra stick.
65 •-

conrotl 65 ,

4 5 K____

j CERT

.2

roll rate
(rad/sec)

-. 3

.15

pitch rate

(rad/sec)

-.15

roll rate
(rad/sec)

.15

pitch rateJ
(radlsec)

0 time (sec) 50

-- flight --- - identified model

Figure 6.2.13, Comparison of measured rates and the response of identified BO 105 modeis (CERT
and Glug(,w University results)
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6 long stick lateral stick

control%

45,

INAE7
.2

roll rate
(rad/sec)

_.3 !
.15

pitch rate
(rad/sec)

-o15 - ,,

time (sec) 50

-flight identified model

Figure 6.2.14. Comparison of measured rates and the response of the Identified DO 105 models
(NAE resuils)
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Figure 6.2.15. Comparison of B0 105 nlight data and Identified miodels frequency responses (roll And
pitch rate, representative AFDD results)
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Figure 1..2. 16. Compami ion of DO !05 flight data amid Identified models frequency responses (linear
5speeds and yavv rawc, represientative AFDI) results) ~-:
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Long _ __ ýstiýkltral stick

control 65_ T%

45 ,u- , I
__L FK6 6..2
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.15
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0 time (sec) 40

- flight --- identified model

SFigure 6.2.22. Verification of the Identified 8O 105 models (AFDD and CERT results)
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i long -stic-k! latere! stick1

control 6I ~%-

45 , 7 ,, -

ro ll(rad/ te c_ _ _ _ _ I1

.2

pitch rate 15
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-. 151
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flight__* --- ienii2 oe

FI Glasgow Universityy res

..

roll rate(radisec)
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Figure 6.2.23. Verification of the identified HO105Il models (DLR and Glasgow University results)
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Figure 6.2.24. Verification of the idenified LO 105 models (NAE and NLR res.ults)
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Figure 6.2.25. Comnparison of nO 105 fligh( data and resulls from a Computational nonliieltr
simulation (OLR SIMH)
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6.3 Case Study III: SA-330 PUMA"5 )

6.3.1 Introduction

"The Royal Aerospace Iistablishrient provided flight test data from the Research SA-330 (Puma) to AGARD
WG-1& Ibkis chapter describes the aircraft and the associated test database. The results of data consistency
analysis, parameter identification and verification analysis are presented. A detailed kinematic consistency study
conducted by RAE is included, followed by derivative identification conducted by six of the AGARI) partic-
ipating organisations. 'lihe discussion of results is approached from a modal perspective; each of the six degree
of freedom modes and their approximations is examined in turn, the major contributing derivatives highlighted
and the comparisons between methods discussed. Based on this analysis. some conclusions are drawn that
reflect on the confidence in and maturity of system identification methods in helicopter flight mechanics.

6.3.2 Ilelicopter and Instrumentation

"lVic SA-330 Puma is a twin engine, medium support helicopter in the six tonnes category, in service with a
number of armed fiorces including the Royal Air Force to support battlefield operations.

The RAF Research SA-330 Puma XW 241 (Figure 6.3.1) is one of the ea-ly development aircraft acquired
by RAF in 1974 and extensively instrumented for flight dynamics and rotor aerodynamics researh. With its
original analogue data acquisition system, the SA-330 provided dirccw support tduring the 09 70s to the devel-
opment of new rotor aerofoils through the measurement of surface pressures on modified blade p-ofile. In the
early 1980s a digital PCM system was installed in the aircraft and a research programme to support simulation
model validation and handling qualities was initiated. Over the period between 198 9-1087, more than 100 hours
of flight testing was carried out to gather basic flight mechanics data throughout the flight envelope of the air-
craft.

A three- iew drawing of the aircraft in its experimentud configuration is shown in Figure 6.3.2. 1lib aircraft has
a four-metal-bladed articulated main rotor (modified NACA 0012 section, 3.8 % flapping hinge offset). Basic
physical characteristics of the aircraft are provided in Table 6.3.1.

Full details of the manoeuvres flown and measuements recorded on the SA-330 and provided to WG-18 are
int.luded in ChJapter 4 of this Report. i able 6.t.2 summaries all data files provided. Thlie flight tests from the
80 kn trim condition were eventually selected as the set for primary analysis, comprising 3211 inputs on all
controls.

All control inputs were applied by the pilot through the cockpit controls, using a controls fixture to guide .he
inputs. Mar noeuvre times are typically 20 s to 30 s and the recovery was initiated at the test pilot's discretion
or when the manoeuvre amplitude had either grown too large or subsided to very small amplitude. Control
input amplitudes are typically less than 5 % of full range.

"1 he measurements recotmnended for use by WG-18 are listed in Table 6.3.3 and Table 6.3.4 and were pro-
vided to the Working Group in unprucessed Imperial engineering units. No pre-distribution corrections were
:,'ado to reference accelerations or nose-bomn vane measurements to the centre of mass. It should be noted that
all kinematic measurements are po',itive in the usual 'left hand' reference frame sense, except the normal
acceleration which is positive up. Many of the measurements were sampled at 128 Hz and 256 Hz but a reduced
rate of 64 Hz was provided to the Working Group. All channels were passed through anti-aliasing filters at
72 Hz before digitising; in addition, the agility pack data were further filtered by a 2-pole Butterworth at
10 6 Hz The measurements were recorded in digital PCM (12 hit numbers, 4096 counts) form on magnetic
tape on the aircraft. No de-skewing techniques were adopted, resulting in a maximum data skew Gf about
16 Ms.

6.3.3 Flight ui'.cst ilata Evaluation

6.3.3.1 General considerations

As noted in the previous section, the SA-330 datasets provided to WG-18 members had received very limited
preprocessing, amounting to decimation down to 64 samples/s and zonversion to Imperial engineering units.
"ihe relevant measurements from the 80 kn flight tests are reproduced in Figure 6.3.3 through Figure 6.3.6.

I5) Prmeipal Authors: 0. I). Padlield, RAP.; D. J Murray.Smith. University of Glasgow
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"The response range plutted in these figures is 25 s; in some cases the response continues beyond this, in others
recovery is initiated within this range (scc the collective up-input in Figure 6 3.5). Prior to model structure and
parameter identification it is important to establish the consistency of the kinematic measurements used and,
for some identification "sethods, to determine the properties of any process or measurement noise prcsent in
the data. In addition, referencing the measurements to the cerdee of mass to accord with the reference frame
of the dynamic equations, is required. The state estimation procedures applied forn put of the system iden-
tification methodology and different organisations approached this task in different ways. The following section
addresses the RAE1 approach but some gen=ral observations on the raw data in Figure 6.3.3 through
Figure 6.3.6 are worth making at this stage:

I . Lonliudinal cyclic manoeuvres (Figure 6.3.3)
"The initial response perturbations are all within the linear range'; however, duing the free response phase,
excursions in pitch and roll attitude rise above 0.3 and 0.4 rads respectively. The angular rates and inci-
dence angles remain small however. Roll and yaw excursions during the forward cyclic manoeuvre are
of the same order as the pitch excursions and considerably larger than for the aft cyclic manoeuvre. The
:;ignal to noise ratios on the x and y accelerations are very low and of the order unity, with a significant
component of noise at higher frequency (actually 4/rev) than the fitcucricy of the test manioeuvre. The
normal acceleration channel is positive in the unconventional sense as noted but the inicidence vane also
appears tc- have aw inverted scale factor, the excursions being clearly in the opposite sense to the pitch
attitude. While the 'short period' pitch mede appears to be adequately exc:t-d, barely one period of the"phugoid' is contained in the manoeuvre. The initial conditions for incidence and pitch appear inconsistent
with steady level flight.

2 Lateral cyclic roanoeuvres (Figure 6.3.4)
Throughout both manoeuvres, response perturbations appear to be within the 'linear range'. The Dutch
roll mode is dominant in the free respone wish rollyaw/pitch ratio of the order 1/1/0.5 The velocity
measurement is supplied in uncalibrated form for the left cyclic manoeuvre (flowr, on a different occasion
to the right cyclic manoeuvre).

3. Collective manoeuvres (Figure 6.3.5)
All response perturbations lie within the linear range for both manoeuvres, in particular, velocity excur-
sions are very small (5 kn). Recovery action in the roll axis occurs within the 25s manoeuvre rarnge.

4. Pedal manoeuvres (Figure 6.3.6)
"Th.e dominnant mode of resp•rn-e i; th..l..ra. ' F ,irional Dutch ,,l- wit., . u ,tul ,1005 i I sidcsiit
(0.2 rad), lateral acceleration (0.1 g) and roll/yaw rate (0.25 radis). Tlle phugoid mode appears to have
been more strongly excited in the right manoeuvre resulting in greater speed and pitch angle excursions.

From these initial and tentative observaiions it is clear that some data inconsistencies a.,J noise-related features
are present that state estimation can potentially shed light on.

6.3.3.2 RAF Bedford Analysis

In previous applications RAF" have used an extended Kalman filter (Padfield et al , 1987, [6.3.1]) to derive
consistent state estimates for the SA-330 flight test data. Attempts to estimate noise statistics and calibration
correction parameters simultaneously have not succeeded however. For the present activity it was felt that
establishing good estimates for the scale factor and bias corrections was more important and hence a technique
based on output-error estimation was developed (Turner et al., 1991, [6.3.2]). The state equations can be
written in the usual way for attitudes and velocities.

Attitudes

"-p* + q* sin 4) tan 0 + r* cos P tan 0. (6.3.1)

Sq" cos (P - r* sin (P. (6.3.2)

- =q*sin q)sec0+r cos )secO. (6.33)

where

p -(I + Ap)Pm - bp

etc., with

%_" .
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Ap = scale factor zorrectio1

bp = bias corection

Pm - measurement of roll rate.

Vdocities

6 - -q'w+i*v+a*-gsinO. (63.4)

,= - -r*tu+p*w+e*+gcosE0sin$ . (6.3.5)

w- -p*v+q~u+aa +gcos cos (6.3.6)

where

a* (1+ + Aax)axm - bax

etc., with

As, = scale factor correction

bsa = bias correction

respectively to

a = measurement of longitudinal acceleration referred to the centre of mass

"lihe estimation procedure is configured to run in two sequencial passes with the converged results of the atti-
tude pass fiaed for the velocity pass. The corresponding measurement equations can be written in the form:

Attitudes

(m + (1A+a,) + b' +d,)4 (6 -J '7

Qn (1 + A0)O( + be + n.. (6,3.8)

= (1 + A 4)- + bw + n. (6 3 9)

where the measurement noise vector

n®, no. n,]&

is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean. The model output is obtained from:

'(D = (1+ A 0)0+ .- b0  (6.3.10)

0 = (I +, 6e)04 +be (6.3 11)

41, = ( -+ A )k +b, (6.3.12)

Once again, A and b represent scale factor and bias corrections respectively.

Vdocinles

Vm= (1 +Av)(U*2 + *2+ *2)1/2+bv+n. (6.3.13)

0.= (+ +Aq)tan (-r--)+b,+-ni. (6.3.14)
IW

am - (1 + A,) tan + b- f- n.) . (6.3.15)
we

where the measurement noisr vector ,

- ..- .,.,
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is assumed to have a Giaussians distributiosn with zero mean. the odel output follows as for the attitude pass.
The velocititcs

refer to the velocity components of Sthe bourn tip where the vines and pitot tube arc located. I lence for
example, if the point has coordinates

X8 . YB. 7,t

reative to ithe ucntre of mass, we can write:

V.= v + rxS - pZ8. (6.3.16)
etc.

[tlic v'cetois of parameters to be estimated in the two-pass-proccss arc:

Ya =[(P(D)- 0(O).-V(O). b,. bq. b, AP A,. A... b0 , ho. bL. All A0 .A 4 ]. (6.3 17)

and

Yv = [u(O). v(0). wv(0). baa, baý b.1, A& Asy A b. b,. bol b A,. Ale, Aj] r (6 3.18)

Where 0(0). u(C), etc, are thle state initial values.

Ihc cost funiction to be mniuouised in the output-error scheme can be written (Ttiner es atl 1991t [6.3.2]):

1 _Z _Z +IO .~ T log,, 2 Y 'A (6.ý3.19)

where, the residual vector z represents the difference between the mecasurcid predicted model output vectors:

? = ril - 71 (6.3.201

'I he residual vector AV represents the differienc between the current model parameter estinrates andl the initial
guesses for these parameters:

AyV = y 0Y. (6 321)

S is the mseasurement (noise) error-covaiiriane matrix and Svis an input weighting matrix indicating confidence
in the initiail guesses provided for the parameter estimates.

The -ummations in (6 3.19) are carried out over all N time points (t) and parameters (p') respectively, 'Ihe
Bayesian component (thirid term in (6.3.19) is included to allow some pwarameters to be held fairly constant
dutnjg the iterations fo~r cases vshere these are known with high confidence a-priori or over-parametrisatiomi
could cause solutions to converge tos an obviously incorrect arower. -Ibis approsach is discussed further by
Maine et at. ( 1985, [6.3.31). The need for this facility will be demnonst rated in the follow ing analysis.

'R-e cost function J is minimnised using a Ciauss-Nesvton method, incorporating first and second order partial
derivatives with respect to the vector y.

The steady-state error covariance matrix S is estimated using the definition;

k1 = ia L (ZM _ Zk)(Zrn _ Zk)TI(j.)

m e. the expected value of the off-diagonal termss is zern. zo is the estimated model output obstainecd biy using the
model parameter estimates gi,,en at the kh iteration.

The formulation given above assumnes that process noise is absent and hence that the model equations (63.!)
through (6.3.6) arc correct. This is not the ease in general but the uncertainties of most concern rue associated

* with differences between inertial and local aerodynantic velocities in the velocity pass ansd vertical gyro anum-

-s



alies in the attitude pasis. Ilhcse sources of crror arc often distinctly non-(iaussiatt and attempts to account for
such nloise using the usual Kalmmn-filter approach for estimating S will themtselves he faulted.

To give some indication oIf tltc quality of' the Utnprocessed measurelnetits, Fýigure 63.7 shows a1 cL0upaiiSolt
of measurements said rnc~del output without any calibration corrections. I le case examined is the forward
cyclic 3211. ['563FAC.FWI). Some notable observations are:

"* the reverse scale factor on thc incidence vanec,
"* evidence of bias errors rnanifestced in the toll angle and sideslip,
"* process noise on the velocity mneasurementt.

'lite output-errtor optimisation cati first he ruts with the parameter cotnstrainit wecighting set to very low values
(un~ity) to disable this part otf the cost functiott effectively. The optitnised time history comnparisons arce shown
to F-igure 6.3.8 and corresponding calihrationt cotrectiolt estimates its Fable 6.3.5. 1 he titme histories show
excellent agreement actr 30 iterations. Some notable observations arc-

1. the roll and pitch time histories have been ;caled to about 50 % (If their origurial values,
2. the initial yaw angle has beetn shifted by about 30',
3. the process has been incapable (If fitting. the proccss ntoise on ttse Speed nmeasurclnico.

Att examoination of the calibration pa-atneters its Fable (6.3.5 provides evidence for scone of these obscrvatiots.
'Ilice scaled attitudes acje entirely a result of over-parameitrisatictn with the rate atid attitutde g) nt scale factor:
strongly currelated, i.e.:

(1 + A,) I T(633

(+ + 1  323-- -

1 ± A0

The scale factor attd bias ots tlte yaw channuel IV and the initial value W(O) appear alsu tot be correlated sucht that

AW V(O) =b

A quite distinct problem arises in the velocity pass, anti is manifested in the miagnitude crf the acceleronmeter
scaleý factor corrections A_, A-,. These estimates are considered to be physsieally imtplautsible even though the
standard deviationis arc scr-y stialL. T[le expcctcd accurac) of these quality intierial icttsots isi high and thw itnall
amplitude of the excursisons (see F-iguire 6.3.1 through l'igure 6.3.6) in all hut the pedal tnancieuvres suggests
that tlte effect.9 should actually be very small in equations (6.3.4) and (6.3.5). lit fact, thewe equatiotns show that
for sinall mattocusres, du/dt and dv/dt are linearly related to 0 and q) respectively and that the gravitational
termns dominate. The accelerationt a. will however be strongly correlated with du/dt atn( 0 and the optinsisatiolt
will try to use this signal to mninimnise, errors. lHgure 6.3.9 shows the individual cotmpotnents of the dc/dt antd
dvl/di variations coriirmittg qualitativuly the above points. [his is the source of the anomaly and fur both the
velocity and attitude pass, recourse to parameter constraints has to be soughst to achieve realistic soluttionsa.

[Ihe sel~ctioin of the weighting elements of the matrix S ,is not obvious and in general may need to he different
for each run. For the present study a ratio of I to ~'~was chosen between corresponding free attd Fixed
parameters. On the basis of 'he previous arguments the '.sed' parameters. weec selected as:

AP. A (1 Ar. Aaa. Aay A,,. b,., qIJ(0)

lieresults for the constrained rouns from the prionty dataset see given ins Figure 6.3. 10 along with the opti-
mite!- calibration corrections for all rstns in fable 6.3.6 through 'Fable 6.3.8. For the attitude pass the tume
hi stoi:. comparisons indicate that an excellent fit has been achieved. The attitude scale factor corrections are
small with low standard deviations except for the pitch attitde in the left cyclic run where a 13 % chattge has
been identified. lThe bias estimates arc also in general small, typically of the order of P~ E~xceptions arc the roll
biases for the collective runs which are of the order of 3*- [he initial value.- have beent correctedA accordingly
azs ahown in lable 6.3.6 through Table 6.3.8. The restults of the aittitude pass lead to increased confidence in
the measurements but there is quffncient scatter in the results fro~m ruti to run to cause concemn about the
accuracy of any particular value.

Turning to the velocity pass results, a more interesting set of comparisonts can be observed. In general, a good
optimtisation has been achieved for each run with one or iwo exceptions. I tie integrated velocity data tyr ically
exposes the need for bias corrections on the accelerometers and highl~ights the presence oif pracess noise on the
velocity channel. The aft cyclic run has converged with a high scatlv factor correction estimnated for the sideslip

veclocity. Scale factor corrections are to be expected on the air data measurements. on accosunt ef static cali-
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bratrin inacturacies and also tht biasq effccts of procca, noisc present dluc to local flowfield effects. In general
these are less than 10 % and the estimates have fairly low standaftd deviations ( < 10 % paramnete vplue).
Ihfe aft Cyclic i un is a strong exception. and attempts to stiffen other parameters to resolvc the aiioirnaly have

not produced consistent results.

Mhe kinematic consistency analysii described above waq conducted by RAF after must of the identification
"vork had been Completed by participating organisations. This study I i provided insight into some of the

pitfalls of ,tate estimataion. Fstimalcd calibration correction factors va:y from run to run in an unexpectled
inatiser although in absolute terms iTsrost uf the values a~re small. It isnot possible tc, reconmmend a definitive
set (of corrccltions for these Supposedly deterministic errors and therefore in most cases filtered nieasureicrites
are. it could be argued, appropriatr for tise directly in the model structute and parameter identification stages..

6.3.4 Identification Miethod~s

6.3.4.1 D)IX

Files for the 90 kit flight condition wvith 3211 test inputs, which %vere concatenated fur identification purposes,
ins olsed longitudinal cyclic (aft). Literal cyclic (right), pcdAl (left) arid colkcetive (up) control jinputs. IFiles used
for veirification purposes itnvolvced lonrgitudinal cyclic (foitward), lateral cyclic (left), pedal (right) and collective
(down) control inputs. In the mnodel structure and parameter estimnatiols stage of the identification process the
chosen state vector was:

x = (u, v, w, pq r , ) (6.3 24)

arid the measured vector was:

Y = (a~, Ay. az. p. q, r. inp, 0.o, v. w) .(6.3 25)

l-.stilinatiion was carried out using the lDl.R non-linear Maximum Likelihsood program (see, e.g Jategaornkax

et al.. 198.3, [6.3.4]). Variables were used and no usc was made of pseudo-controls. No elements of the. aystemn
and control input mao-ices weic fixed and all kinematic and gravity ternos were included. Pure time delays were
included for cont;ol inpits, except for the pedlal input.

6.3.4. R -i-;iasgow iniest

Files principally used for parameter identification involved the 80 kn flight Contdit ion with 3211 inputs. Mess.
uretcirets used were speed, incidence, hank angle, pitch rate, pitch anigle, roill rate, roll angle, yaw rate, longi-
tudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration, normal acceleration, collective, longitudinal cyclic, lateral cyclic and
pedal. Ilte portiosn' of each record used was not the same in all cares. The responses to the collective-down
input were- truncated after approxlimately 14 ! and were thus significantly shorter than all other records which
invoslved between 20 and 25 seconds of data. ilie sampling frequency used was 32 Hz. No filtering was carried
rout nil the flight data.

Mrsdel structure and parameter estimatiomn was carried out using a three stage approach involving frequency-
domain equatiout-error and output-error techniques (Black et al., 1989, L6 3.5); Black, 1989, [6.-l.61). Work
was carried out using both single records and Combinations of records. []he analysri of combinations of records
has involved the application of a technique, deve!opcd &t the University oif Glasgow, for multiple-run idew~ifi-
cation (Black et al., 199(0, [6.3.7j). This approach retains the individuality of separate rur- and avoids som%;
of the known Problerns of concatenation. it involves the introduction of an addition-si surasmation loop in front
of the individual cost functionsa associated with each separate dab,ý set. This gives a combined cost function

N

"total J, (.3'26

for N data sets. U xprcmsions have been derived which show that, under certain conditiecns (e.g. the cost surface
is a Cloise approximation to a quadratic in the vicinity of the minimum), the rudltipic-run estimates and cot-re-
sponding standard deviations may be obtained a-priori using the individual results fromt the rutsa funning th-.
basis of fl-c multiple-run identifieation-

I eindividual cost functions for the frequerncy-domain output-error stage of the identification process were
based upon a Maximum Likelihood form of criterion involving rumination over a specified frequency mrange.
Pseudo control inputs were used in this alptsoaeli. In this application the range considered was 0.0.49 Hz to

-- 0.492 Hz. [heLi ersor-cosariance matrix estimate was updated at each iteration on the basis (if predicted niodcel



out pots. Convergence is requiredl in both the model parant values anid it, liagonal elemients of the error-
covayanaite matrix. Minjimisatioin involved a quasi-Newton method toizvther with anl optimal iinear-search
algorithm. Sonic paraiiicters w.orc fi xed in the identification process hott no0 other coiistraints were iticluded.

A t imc-donimun out pit-crror ilent ifiCat OT1 stage Was Used. follwi lVg the fi eq clii:> -doiiiaii ioitput -error idcoi
tification, iii order to estimate zero offsets and initial states.

Verification was car-ied out using data sets which were n~ot used it. ideiltification.

6.3.5 Identification and Vcrjficatian Res~ults

'Ihfe principal results of the studies are as follows:

.t able f,.3-.) t hro ugh iah~e 6.3 .13 conitain thc stability and control 'crivatives anid eq uiivalenit time delaN s
estimated by (ilasgow, DI1 R, ( TRT twith and without time delays). NAlF and NIRK All 16 stability aind
24 conitrol derivatives are included althio'iui~ in many Lasse (pailicuOlaillv GlasgOW. 1)1 .R and NI K ana-
lyses), some are deleted a-pnrio (on the assunmption of the sniall contribution to ass adequate model
structure.

*Table 6 3.14 contains the cigenvalues corresponding to the assemnblcd state matrices (with knowin gravi-
tationali and kinematic termss). Included are the US Acrny results derived from transfer function fitting of
the roll rate, yaw rate and sideslip response to lateral cyclic and pedal.

*Figure 6.3.11 anti Figure 6 3.12 and illustrato the Glasgow tirre history fits for itranslational andi angular
velocities corresponding to the identification and verification ruris respectlively. [-he concatenated runs for
the identification are, from kch to right, longitudinal cyclic ',afl), lateral cyclic (right), pedal (left) and col-
lectise (up). Inputs lor she verification nins correspond to the. opposite control input directions.

*Figure 6.3. 13 andi I igure 6.3.14 illustrate similar results from the DI1 Rý
* Figure 6.3.15 shows I lelistab results fnr varying static stability derivatives (discussed in iclation to long"-

tudinal dynamics in section 6.3.6).

'Ilie derivatives in Table 6.3.9 through 'fable 6.3.12 are accompanied by their standard deviations.. Values of
the latter below 5 % of the associated parameter air deemed to tie estimated with very h igh confidence. Nearly
all the major derivatives (dampings, pr~maey contiul, roUl/yaw sidestip) fall into this category. Many of the cross
coupling derivatives fall outiide this category. The rorst disturbing fr-store is the variation of derivative esti-
ni atcs acio~s tiso .iicthds. Cuomlsu img iesuuii foumi Glasgzow, DL.R and ];R i (wiih equisalent time ciehavst
there is some consistency (< 20 %) across derivatives like Lv. Z&0 1, Z. and N6 0 d. while othcr, equally
important, effects, are estimated with variations of 50 %/ and higher, e.g. Lp. M5 , L.;Ia-, M6105.

In some cases, very small but importaxit derivatives are estimated with striking constistenc y. e.g. Y.. and (other-'
much less so. e.g. M,. X,. [he total damping. computed either from the sum of diagonal elements or cigenvaiuc
real part.s varies fromi greater than 5 (Glasgow, DLR) to less than 3 (NAte, NI.R)_ 'Ihesc: anomalies are a source
of concern and insufficient effort has been focused on resolving them to date. In most cases the sai.ue or very
similar time histories were used in the idcotificatiom, but the differcnt cost functioiss, minimisation algorithms
arid pwarancter constraints used will all lead to particular solutions and exacerbate the unim-uniqueness of systeum
identification process. I1he variation of resujlts across the methords cannot be fully accounted for without
recourse to more detailed examination. The issue is raised howvevem- as to wvhich, if any, of the approaches is the
better. This is also diffiult to resolve: the lDl.R and Glasgowv multi-run results are clrasic examples. Roll uund
pitch dampinig aire stimated to be greater than 2 and I respeetis'ely; the Ileclistab simulation predictionis are
-1.611 and -0.71 respectively arid are considered to be reasonable theoretical entinrates of these effi~cts. Is the
simnlc I lelistab theory really 50 % in error or are the flight derived estimates in somr sense biased? Such a
question must have a validated answer before system identificatiotn methods car be used with strong confi-
dence. In the next section. the Yesults surnmmarised above- will be examined in more detail with respect to the
dynamic modes of motion to support in improved undeistanding of the variations discussed.

6.3.6 DlscussIon of Results

Fronm the corrpcndliutn of results contained in Table 6.3.9 through Table 6.3.12 and Figure 6-3.11 through
Figure 6 3-14, we can extract subsets that reflect the fundamental properties of the dymnmic mnodes under su:-
table conditions. In the mid-speed range, articulaitcd-rotor helicopters typicaly exhibit conventionail flight
modes, e.g. ?hort period, roll subsidencc, etc; while couplings can be moderate, e.g rollbpitch, they manifs
themselves as forced motions and tend tnot to have a strong effect on modal frequencies and danupings.Ms
of the dyna&mic excuarsionsa in the test manoetnvres can be considered to be within thie normal linear range, at
least as far as the aerodynainic loads are concerned. The estimated stability and control derivatives should
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therefore be rcasonably cOose to their phy'sieal counterpar-ts Assembling th. approsimating factors fiit these
can provide infight intlo the cotrcsponding fit ernirs and the overall confidence levels in the aesults.

I _xrn!tudutal short Etriod mitode

The approximate characteristic cquatiso for this mode is very well dorciniiirtcd in tcxtbto(,ks and has
rcceived detailed scrutiny by l'adfield (198 1, [6.3.SJ).

A - -zý + M,,A + 4Mq - Mw(Zq + V) - 0. (6.3.27)

"Ihis apl+r,xianatioi assumes that speed is constant during the vitch nmatioeovrc. lable (e S I shows a
comparison of the approximate results with the eigenivalue data from lablc 6.3.14. included are the RAF
Ilelistab simulation results In most cases the agreement is within 20 %, sonic better than 5 %. Whcre the

comparisons are good, attention can !v focused on the simple components of the approxinmation. A
comparison of results acrcss the methods reveals stronger variatiors in damping and frequency. Why this
shou!d be so is difficult to explain without access to the details of the estimation algorithms and pioce-
(lures. In order that th.-se comparisons can be related to the short period time responses, the control
effectiveness ratios need to be compared as srown in Table 6 3 15. Both cyclic and collective colitrol
sensitivity/damping ratios an' included and these show a similar vevl of variation between methods.
Another Key parameter featuring itt enuation (63.27) is the sitic stability derivative W,! which serves to
couple pitch arid heave and turn what would otherwise be a pair of subsidences (Z., M,) into an o•scil-
lation. T"he variation across the results is again strong and reflects the vaiations in short period frequency
WSP. The standard deviations for the parameter estimates discussed are typically quite small, indicating
good confidence in the values.

"[he key time histories toe pitch short period behaviour are pitch rate and inteidence (q and w in
Figure 6.3.11 through Figure 6.3.14) for the identification run in response to longitudinil cyclic control
Both the DI ,R and Glasgov: analyses used air data measurements. An oibviois question to address is hiw
such distinct derivatives aid associated modal characteristics can resultI in such similar time rcspoises. A
conparisor, of the Glasgow and DI.R results illustrateg the point adequately; using the Glasgow results
as a reference, the DIXR results indicate,

a. 25 % difference in damping,
b. 40 % differ%.;ee in frrqr,,y.
1:. 300 % o iffz~j at ii sitii, lilto ibw .

The fits for the verification runs shown in Figure 6.3.11I and Figutre 6.3.14 arc poorer, particutlarly the

Glasgow incidence comparison.

(overall the results are inconclusive regarding the relative nerits of one tcchniique over another, with regatc!
to edtiniating short period characteristics.

2. longtludinal pfrtogqfl

With only 25 s ol response, the infoimation content on the low frequency phugoid mode is low. In
general however, the niatch( of the u velocity component is quite good and reveals a complete cyclic of
the phugoid mode. The approximate formulae for damping and frequency set out in Padfield (1981.
[6.3.8]) is based on an assumption that the phuguid is characterised by weakly dactped verlical and hor-
izontal motions. The damping is composed of a large number of small effects including the drag derivative
X,, It is shown by Padfield (1981, (6.3.8]) that this approximation is unlikely to be valid at 80 kn and,
of course, with barely one oscillation cycle of data, such weak damping would nnt be easy to estimate.
[he frequency oa the otl-er hand is dominated b) a pa.rticular combination of derivatives:

Ca c g Cos O0 (ZUMw - ZwMU) 16-3-21)(MZ., - AI,,,(Z, +V)j

W.2 -CoW 00 (M WAZ, U _ Mw(Z V (6.3129)

Table 6.3.16 shows a comparison of wp
2 derived from equation (6.3.29) with the corrcspondmig eigen-

values of the ful system taken from Table 6.3.14. It is ciear that the estimation methods agree very well
on these parameters ana that the approximation in equa'ion (6.3.29) gives good agreement, with vari-
ations generally less than 10 %. it should be noticed that this correlation results from combirting indi-
vidual effects (i.e. w•ýp, Mu ) that typically vary by more than 100%. This result suggests that some cur-

'7
5, 5

. ~.' ,, -
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* relation exists between the identified paranictcrs, e.g. the ratio of Mu to wp is roughly a constant. Bloth
the static stability derivativts M. and M., arc small, poorly identified (based on lite scatter bctwecr. dif-
ferent mnethods) but at the %inic l~me play a key role in the formo of the response history. F igure 6 3.1 S
shows I Iclistab results for the SA .331) at 80 kn in response ito a 3211 iniput applied to lthe longitudinal
cyclic. 'Isei short te-rn response is strongly -wensitivc to M. and the longer term fto Mt,. -lihe ranige of
derivative values dCpiCted Cover those values estimated by the differenit organisations Thiese result~s con-

firm the classical impoxrtancc of these derivatives to vehcicl behaviour.

IThe results for the two longitudiaali modes described above suggest some conflict in Ilic estimoationi of
physically mecaningful eiaracteristics for hoth modes qimnultaneously

3. Roll subsidence

17he role dampring LO, is the key derivati% e here and Table 6.3. 10 indicates an estimation range betwccen
-0 7 1/s (NAU) and -2.5 1/s (01,11). [he standard deviations mrc vet-s small for all cstimates. It is
interesting to note that the two examinpcs cited above correspond to eases with effective timec dclays (of /x.ro
and 1?5 its respectively It is well known (Padfield et a)., 1987. [6.3.1]) that lihe rol! darnpitii, can sonici-
times tv grossly underestimated if no accounA. is taken of the effcctive delay introduced bY lthe actuation
an~d notor systetti. This could -Nel! have played a part here. 'I he roll mode, eigrin-alucs given mi
'Ia~le 6.3 14 correlase well with the damping int most cases. [able (03.17 compares the rate sensitivity
ratio for the various Lases revealing a spread from 0.015 rad/~s %/) to 0.03 rad/(s %). Such a wide %arin-
ation is not reflected in the short term roll response to lateral cyclic shown in identified respo~nses. see c g

lAisgow traces. As with thi-- lonituhdinal modes, however, tlte quabtly of lateral miode estimation cannot
be fully discussed in Visolation.

4. Dutch rod)

[lsc approximating polynomial for thle Dutch roll mode is mote diffitilt to derive and will depend on the
extent of coupling betweeni roll, yaw and sidcslbp. The most general formulation has been derived by
Padfield (1991, [6.3.9]) and ;i~suiris that sideslip arid sideway. velocity eats be regarded as wrakly coil-
pled.

'I lie quadratic then takes the form:

A 
2 

+ V&1 A *4-' 0I 2 - n io 30

where,

Nr + Yv + a( T

(24W,)1d O- - _ _- p (6.3.31)

L~,V

(d2 VNV + cL. 3

Wr 1 oL (6.332)
oLV

NV

A comparison of lPutch roll damping and frequency for lthe differeitt methods is provided iii
TFable 3.118. The frvqueime, is generally predictrd very wel~l by the anproximatiolt, being dotninated by
the 6ifecihsna stability N,,- it! most casezs about 75 % of the damping is predicted by the approximiation;
the vatiat on between methods is, however, quite large. Time history m~iteichs at,: gCood, particularly fin
yaw. but idso roll arid pitch. [he quality oh* comparison itt the verification runq is less gooid with ectca
stmall mis-matches in frequettcy and damping clearly visib!e in omme cases (e.g. Olasgow results).
Equations (6.3.31) atid ((6.3.32) highlight the role of the yaw/rolt ckupliry, dcrivativcs (I, N ) in the Duotcht

roll dynamics. In gencrai, these parameiers are expected to be physically less dominant and smaller than
their primary counterparts (L Ml Ili Te results shiown ini Table 6.3. II' suggest the contrary in some cases
(t g. NsAF - L,/LP, DIlR, MI'jS _ NP/IN, ). I11n an extent thrse app-urcot distortions can be explained by the
effects of inertial Couplitng between mOU and yaw, but by no means etntirely. [1hr potential for parametert
coirrelation in the D~utch roll analysis is believed to be very high, especially with such- lea" damping and
the almost anti-phase relationship betweent roll and yaw.



5. ýjpial mode

lThe usual approxinmation for then slow spiral mtode takes the fonn (l'adfield cf al.. 1982, L6.. j)

A, g L ,- NAL 6..3

p/ - N~Lv + R L

A cursory examnilat ioni of lite time hiistories indicates thalthIlerv is titdk ev-idenIce ¶11 Dný spiral nodeL~ exci-
tation at all in the dynaiauc responsc A comparison Of appýOxtilnale and! fUll m1odl- uVSOltN for past thle
Glasgow and D)1 R data revecals the pt'.or correlation particularly for lie formnnie., which is typical of rctillt

from all the different mrethods.

Gilasgow A, -O 0022,
A, - -0.005,

1 )1.11 A,-= -0.0673,
A, -0.048.

L ike the phugiiid damiping, thle spiral niode is difficult lo identify, being a rusidue of two quite strong
effects (cf. numerator in c~piatiott (6.3.33)) and is probably better identified in part by con centional
'ufli5-ot,-(stc-colt rol' mianioeoi-vrs (l'adl'ield, 1985, [6.1.11]).

6 (:Crss Coliplul!g

'I hie prediction and test mait on tif cross coupling effects on I elicoplnters has pfeSeUtedI %Cri~klS htUrdles
lisa beent reported in much of the published identification wom k. Ani maiderlyin g conterni has Seen that it
the coupling effects are poosrly estimiated (SC distorted then this wvi'l reflect oii the primsary responses tsoo
and in many cases this has led to the tneglecting of coupling cliect~s or their relegation to psCUdo controls.
Regarding thne currentt SA-330l analysis and the results in Figure 6.3.)AI through Figure 6.3.14 and
lalsle 6.3.9 and Fable 6.3. 10, 1 lie following observat ions can be mnade:

a. Lateral velocity. roll and yaw response for the longitudinial cyclic inputs are poorly predlicted itt ioth
identification and verification runs. [he flight data indicates that the Dlcuth roll mode ha5 been

VAioi Aiyuai~c sshIlU ti;,, ltu osc :; FiS ctic;ally abicot for the rcon.struclted.:po':ý.N! ~ eo
related derivatives, e g. L,. Lw. 1%. N. are estimated with low confidenrce and often have- untralistic
valu es (e.g. Lq ), Ilic analyses do not nonrmally provide data oti the sensitivity of individuall tios
history fits to tile: overajll cost functions. "Ibhis kinid of informationi could pro, c very useful in uiider-
standing some of the ainomalies, e..g. the roll rcsponse to longiltudinal cyclic is as pro nouncned ais tilt'
pitch response anid vet. in most cases, the optimisation appears to have ruled out roll as .4cowsrib-
ution to the mintimisitig process.

b. In contrast, the pitch and heave responses during the lateral cyclic and pedal iiiancivrelsrC appear ,o
be reasonably well inodelledl. This is particularly true for the 1)1 R identification and] verification
results. Iluth the contributing dci vatives M aiid M5 ate- estimrated with htigh confidence ahlt oogl thli
former is oit Opposite sign to, that predicted it oti purely aerodyinarnic considei atiotis (I leistab value

-0.22). Ushc relattively high valIue of MV is surprising andl almost certainly a msajoir comitributioc, to
lthe pitch responsse in the D~utch roll.

c.In general the collective responses provide the poorest comparisons. The D~utch roll nmode is clearly
excited yet few oh ibe mnethods appear to capture tht. corresponding rail and yaw mtotions. I li
pitchi~collective coupling is generaly well represented. sugsgesting comnpatability bectween the extit
mated character of the short period mode in response to cy clic and collective inpults.

7. Control derivatives

'I he control efleetiventess is one of the few' derivatives with a direct physieal interirematioll, followving an
application of control an aerodynamiic foiee it generAted that indluces measurable fusclagc accelerations.
('ontiol derivatives axe by far the most iniportant parameters foe control lawv design and li ving ac urale
estimates across thfe iequired frequency range is vital for maximisinig robusstness I lie SA- 133! estimates
arc contained iii lable 6A3.11 and Table 6.3.12. Some notable 'features are:

a. Primnary cycli derivatives are estimated with low standard deviations but vary across the mnethods
by more than 50 % relative to the Glasgow reference value.

h. C Iross cyclic control derivatives are estimated with low confidence, sometimes lnot at all and somec
timies with different signs.

1. -~; W



Will 110 C'k'tiol of111 D[R %'luc th pichin itoniia(ruin kollective is estirrinted with striiiig

dlS i c~c eqc~ ii j of 1)1 r thc-pitii shcniee1-jIaan ~rc e'cnnehd; the1

c i asscnto den~vative Nap01  yaou.2 ,6o [i lszw cecicvluteLrv
sponiidng sideforee derivatives arie generally estimated wihlwcnfidreunce howýeverandootrli

f. I 1we X arid r ont1i10 derivatives are generally smnall and poorly estimiated

6.3.7 Conclusions

Six of lifIe priiptrgiraratiiisin A( ARD1 WG- I ciondiictedl sy'temn ident ificatinrr tint tife SiX-133$ flight
lest datat provided by thfe Royal Aerospace Fsiahlishmient, U K. Ibhis -epoirr has reviewed the lest daita itself and
lire sariiiis ideritrFICAtiri Mrethiods app'liedL by flit- differeiit organoraiost ion A mi a-degrc- of- fi edcrn nmodel
strukdure sa siiie o l h work Results have been presented inc~ludling estimnates of sitaility and conltrol
deneatives and comparison of test anil te~c.istruircid time histories for lite etillet'iioti of nimilti-!atep coisttrol iliput
ro-11 ntictres. Special consmdei atitir Las I-vcci given it) ifme RAFI data t'mrsistIne5 irn.-rvsi- sand also a physical
iriterpretat ion of litfe derivatives tlrorrigh approxinrat ions it) the dyiamaici modes of umition. I oot ltre resril t
presented the following obsctvatinns and eiitcluslolis can be drawir.

I C alibirat ion factor Coriect io ns derived frontr a SVsteniat ic output -cror ati abs' has Irigliligl ed a vs riatsihtv
looIn lnn to filu11 thaticanot lie MIlt vsplaiied from ilife analysis A cons'raimrcd optimmisatiOli wAas reqjUired
to achieve a realistic sorlution in nrc ,t vases I he eorrection factors ate generalN V atnall and reasdily acciklilir
for iniiegralted inertial errors that otherwise gross- during the mnaociievres.

2 (iaIy f lie1 primnrarV der~ivatives ar-c estimated with a strnrig confidence by t ire vaniionrs rmwtliod- I lowc% see
tire v.iat aion lie, wee, r nsult froint differenrt mecthods is a cause for corricci ur- I y-pically. very good (hoec
history fits are achieved by two mecthods wihr widely differing -50%) derivative estimlates.

3. Cross couplinig derivatives. are generally estimated with low confidence; tiitr occasions t(-e values are slilI
sigimificant which iiust, iii turni, east doubt oirt the distorted valutes of tire associated pio ii ry deiivalices

irnpol~aiiee or otherwise of particular combinations of deriative,. Some correlation be.weenr modal esti-
nitatioti has been :ibseeved, e.g. phugoid period and short period daurrpitrg, l)uteh rorll alid roll surbsiletnec,
i.e. anlM value appropriate to the phugoid may mnat be best. for the pitch imude.

5. 'While primiary rcsjXrnrSC3'cswre Well tnatchicd in general, cross coupled tunie responses were ofteum poorly
predicted.

6. It is believred that process nolise ini the foini of uninodelled dynamiics and noin-linearities contributes sig-
nirifcantly to thme variability oh- the resuiltsi presented, inhibiting the extraction of a unique set of stability
and control derivatives3 for the SA-330.
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Mass and moments of Inertia Tall rotor

5805 kg Diameter 3 042 rn
It.'rnufacturer's estimales based on m = 5800kg Blades 52
/x 9638 kg m Chord 018 in

ly 13240 kg m
2  

Airfoil NACA 0012
z 25889 kg rn2  

Solidity 0 19
STwist 0°

2226 kg m Main/tail rotor oearinn 4.12

63 anglo . -45'

Main rotor Horizontal stabliator

Di~imeter 15.09 m Span 2 11 rn
Blades 4 Area 1.4 m2

Chord 0 54 n c
AIrfoil NACA 0012 Incidence - 1"

2
BI6 ' Area (from hub) 16.2 m

Blade :.Ža (from cutout) 12 13 no
2  

Vertical tail
Solidity (Thrust, 0 ;J17 Span 114 m
Twist -8. S

SFat IIcAngle 50 Area 1.34 m2

N( enalt rolorspeed 27 rad/s Incidence - 1.5'

Table 6.3. 1. Physical characteristics (,r the RAE Research SA-330
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Variables 7Original
orcSampling

I ~~Souirce Rt
Group Quantity Rate

(in llz)

4l oward/aft cyclic Potentiomeler 1 2S

I Iatcral Cyclic Potentiometer 128

l'edal Potentioknetc r 128

u Collective Potentiometer 128

"Table 6.3.3. SA-330 Control Variables
Data provided at a uniform sampling rate of 64 Hz.
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Variables Original
Source Sampling

Group RQatantlty So
(In Hz)

Angle of attack Noseboom vane 128

SAngle of sideslip Nosebooin vane 128

Airspeed Nosebooni Pitot probe 128

Climb rate Static pressure probe 128

Iongitudinal acceleration Accelerometer at CG and agility package 256

Iatcral acceleration Accelerometer at CO and agj!ity package 256

Normal accelcration Accelerometer at C(; anrd agility package 256

Roll angle Vertical gyro and agility package 128

Pitch angle Vertical gyro and agility package 128

Yaw angle D)irectional gyro 128

Roil rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

Pitch rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

Pic rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

Yaw rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

o RPM Tachometer 256

"Table 6.3.4. SA-330 Response Variables

Data provided at a uniform sampling rate of 64 Hz.
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GLASGOW DLR CERTI cE;F r'4 NAE NLR HELISTAB

w p 0.27 0.261 0.269 0.266 0.278 0.264 0 221

EI-p 0.268 0.282 0.255 0.274 0.211 0.24 0.195

Xu -0.029 -0.039 -0.027 -0.026 -0.031 -0.025 -0.024

Mu 0.0i3 0.01 0.00/ 0.01 0.003 0.008 0.0074

Table 6.1.16. SA- 30 comparison ,f phugoid characteri.tics

w•p-approxjnatulo cqualion (6.3.30)

I,. i __GLASGOW - - CER12 NAE NLR I

Lp I 0.0154 0.02 0.024 0.021 0.03 .027 0.02

Table 6.3.17. SA-330 comparison of roll rate sensitivity

0l4.9o. ULR CERTI CERT2 MAE MA H.tbI-.-.b

2c . 0.291 0.O67 0.261 0.408 0.565 0.47) 0.39

2( . 0.4 0.208 0.321 0.324 0.39 0.302 0.326

1.36 1.43 1.2 0.065 12.4 1.10

1. 4 1.375 1.35 1 N3 1.3 1.31 1.06

rable 6.3.18. SA-330 characteristks of Duk-h roll mode
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Figure 6.3.1. RAE Research SA-330)
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Figure 6.3.2. 3-view drawing or RAE Research SA-330
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7. Robustness Issues' 6)

7.1 Introduction

Successful application and adosptionl by the rotorcraff industr of system identification hinges on a
comprehensive deonsttration of robustness. While this statem, -t i, probably true in the general case, in
reality, those tndlistrial organisations that will benefit the most and thc earliest are likely to be those that
cominit resources to understanding this enabling te-hnology during its developtmenti. In particular. they will
be in a strong position to assist in setting the standard for robustness.

Robustness issues in rotorcrafi system identification may be classified conveniently as follows'

:. rohustnecss and reliability of ajpnori in~formation required for successful systemn identification,
2. robustness of thc identification technique used for establishing the Structure Of the mod0&l and CStluimtilig

par areters of the model,
3. robustness (corn -itency and accuracy) of the identified model structure
4. robustness (consistency and accuracy) of the estimated parasctcr
5.* overall robustness of the resulting mathematical model.

I1 his section puts forward proposals for the robustness condition% and tests reqtuired in all five applications
above. In some cases the propo~sals are tentative and the need for more subs-tantiatioa work is identified. While
it is clearly attractive to maximiisc robustness at al stages, it is also recognised that tmuch good work has been)
done and insight gai-ned with thc technriques of system identification where success has been limited because
(of the fragility (if the results i.e. lack of robusttness.

7.2 A-Priori Information: Experimental Design and Data Consistency

5Succcs5ful initial d~cEii~ of an idcritiication cpc"-,:--*d-pcndf;c::itcally uplon thc I.Cl of Lin,"a'
thre informati'on available at the outset, including the accuracy of aniy available mathematical models oif the
vehicle. As discussed in section 7.5 accurate experimental design requires prior knowledige of the charactcristics
of the vehiele and such informcationr is, (if course, never filly available. A second coricern is the accuracy and
consistency of the measurements. themrscelve: both of these issues cani be (hi.%cmsscd under the heading of
a-prnori irifonnatiori.

7.2.1 Experimental Design

Since experimentAl designs based on available mathemnaticPl models are unlikely to be optImnal due to model
uncertainties, it is important to be able ito characterise some flight or model test data, if available, prior to any
detailed attemipts at experinicotal dlesigtn. Such prelimunam' data must, of course, be representlative of the flight
conditions for which the pro)posed ideintification tests are to be performed. (Characterisation of these data sets
may be carried out in terms of spectral content, amplitude probability density, mnaximum excursions and noise
content. Measures such as these, taken together with a mathematical model of the vehicle and any other
available inforissatioms, provide useful insight which can have considerable influence on the designi and conduct
rsf flight cxperitsserts for system identificatimon purposes.

Closely associated with the analysts of any preliminary flight data is a rcequirement for care-fut assessnient of the
instrumentation available ort the aircraft to ensure that it is adequate for system identification purposes.
Questions of robustness of estimates and robustness of identification methods are closcly associated with the
quality of the flight test data which, of course, depends ultimately on the quality (if the instrumentation.

Careful attention to detail its the design and conduct of Rlight experiments can greatly enhbane the effect ivetn --s
and value of a fligt test progranirne. Intial conditions must be defined for each test and these conditions must
be repeatable. Urils is possible only when there is a low turbulence level which would of course apply unless
turbulence modelling is a specific objective of the fl-ight test programmise. At the analysis stage it is therefore

* necessairy to deteramie- the means and standaird deviations of the records from all the chassnels prior to the

i6) Prnsnipsa Auttor: D. J.myrray-Smith. University of Glasgow

- .+;A
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*applicatiol lit tile control input. I hi, prmeeSS 3illows OnetoC1 check that til e re-quircd ntit a] state exists iII tennOs
Lof tile mrean vatLies and th at dieviations froin this mean lie below a defrined IIire %Iilold les'el.

Ili thIIe design of flight expernrents it :s also important to make provisirar for itiepatrnl testin art echci closerl
test coniditiont. Restults from repeated tests must lie exalt ii ed careftully for dufflcrrice! Ideally this5 Should I,,
done oar board tile aircraft or by telemeitry so that involter testing can be carriedl out if signifiicant vaiiatioris are
detected.-

Investigation o4f lineraity is of great imoportance and at each test point inputs should he applicd for different
amoplitudes and for different directions. 1 hie degree of itonlinesa-ity can then he aissessd qualitatively and also
in a qrrartitat~ve laiRbion int ernms, for examrple, of tire amplitude distrihutiont funnction.

1 lire frequrency corntent oif test sigiials is of great imaportance fur systemf idenltificationt work atul it is Itece~ssary
tos earure that the frequertey conotent osf the test input signral used in a given application is appropriate for tire
modelling ohjeetiv'ra in that particular ease. Spectral analysis of the test input applied to the vehicle, couplled
with similar analy' sis of tle nmeasured response variables, can- provide valuable phtysical insigli!. For each testt
conlditio~n it is appropnrite to carry out test.% with different inrput signals selected to) .over differenit partc of tile
frequency raarle. Compariions canl then be made of these data sets with, a1 view to CMtAhlislrirg ally poiteirtial
problem areas for tile subsequpent identificationrt rocess. For example, thle estert of exciratiomi of each of tile
sltres at a givens part o~f tile frequency raroge can be of conrsiderable imoportance. Prior knowledge (if the states
which arc excited itt a satisfactory fasluoin can be very helpful in guiding thie user of ideintification su41 warc an~d
irt interpretirng results.

If test input signals are to) he applied by tlte pilot via 11wt normnal controls practical limnitationts of accuracy antd
repeatability are encountered both in terms of amplitude anrd timing. Urhc dilftctiltics of applyinsg teot sigttals
manually restrict tlte range of input types which can be considered- On thre osther hrand is may be esseantial in
somei applications, such as htandlinrg qualities studies, for thle pilot to apply tlhe test inputs

Rurhustaress osf test inputs is art impotrta~nt hiut oftean neglected aspect of thie input designs process. As alrrady
(liseusred, (oily an approximate model of the vehicle is available prior to testing and tile inpuits used should
he as insensitive as possible to errors in the model.

A second irnportannt point is that inputs should not contain a d.c. compnprtent sincee this vwill tentd to change the

operating condition of the aircraft away' from thý.- initial trim state: iinli-ss This is sps'ciftcally reurd(t. g
chroicall speed - stability tcsts (Padfield, 1985, [7.1]).

It is po~ssible to definre ctost ftnarrtiorts, in tire frequency domain, whicht cayt be used to) getnerate- optianal bianory
trnrlti-step inputs. One cost function which has been used successftully Itas the fo-no (I citlt ct at , 1999, [7.2]);

I , ~ F(w,)I1 17 1)

whtere F(W~k) is tIre Ftstricr trantsforms of a general mnrlti-step Signtal for rr steps.

aar'ý coanstants, k = 1.2. ... iar

Wk a1rC frequenteis (in rad s-1), Itk 1,2, .. , lta

The values of the WCiglrtissgs Pk and -he frequencies Wk in tbIs cort functtion are chrosent to mecet the
requirementst in terms oif the frequencics which should or should not he excited by tire input Civert tire number
of steps itt tire multi-step inrput the cost function is mnaximised in teemis of the timitng ouf these steps. Specifying
a large positive coefficient isk results irr an input with a large auto -spectasani comp:onent at frequency Wk.
Conversely specifying a large negative a. results in an irput with a small auto-spectrum compoarent at tile
correspornding fircqtreney Wk. ']*tis allows inputs to be synthesised which meet the general guidelitncs otutlintcd

The wcightbirgs chose,, for the different paits of the frequency range itt this fornm(of approach can have
cornsiderable significanee in terms of robustness. S~icre the nodel of the vehicle is trot known exactly thre
frequencies of thc natural anodes are not knownr exactly. In order tts allow for uncertainties, inputs shouid avoid

exciting a range tsf frequencies around the predicted position of each resomrumne. This shoultd also lenrd to reduceI
thre overall setouitiv~ty to errors introduced by the pilot in applying the test inputs since ecrors in the
auto-spectrum are then less significani itt their effects.

TFable 7.11 through TFable 7.5 suanmarise tire robustness coanditions and tests for carl' aspe ct oif tire iderattifacatit n
process. Npccial recoormeridt irons are included withmin these tables and for the csptaicmearal design aspect
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(Table 7 1) these emophasise the irnportance oif a preliminary flight test. Results from the application of an
appropriate broad-harul calibration input. such a-, a frequency sweep, should be of value in the cxperimental
design and should provide us-ful iunformation to guide 'thc initial choice of a model structure.

7.2.2 Kiarmatic (Moeawrercurt) Consistency

lI he fact that flight data is frequently degraded hy measurerment and process noise aodJ sensor calibration
inaccuracies introdluces a need for consistency checks on the data prior to the applicatiors of idecntification
techniques to estimate aircraft Isararnetcrsq. Methods commonly used for the investigatitin of data contsistency
involve:

1. simple comparisons between redundant sensors,
2. comparisons betweenr kinematically redundant setnsors (e.g. comparisons of ontegrated hodly rotational

accelerations with body angular rates), anid
3-. stateý estimation techniques such as the Kalmnan Filter!Srnoothcr.

Important questions oif robustnecss a-rise in connrection with all of these methods of consistency checking. lIn
methods 1) anid 2) hiases and scale factors may be estrimated using LAast Squares or Maximum I ike~ihood
techniques, but nistormensrn modelling errors ot the presence of large amourirts of measurement noise can cause
prohbltms Sitate estimsation methods rose be used to reduce the uncertainly level associated with a given sipial
but these techniques require prior knowledge of measurement and proctss noise statis~ics which may not be
readily available.

()te approach to the investigation of kinematic consistency which may have some advantages, in terms of
robustness. over other methods involves the use of a Bayesian estimator (see section 6.3; Black, 1989, [7.3])~
For such an estimator corulidenct; figures have to be provided for the initial values Of the Unknown parameters.
Sonme physical insight can thus be incorporated within the estimation process and this may provide benefits in
terms of the robustness oif estimates of bias and scale factor parameters.

7.3 Identificallion Yechnlques

'I tic robustness of a given identification technique cannot, in general, be se:sa.ratrd from questionns o!
experimenthl designr, choice of model structure, and accuracy of thcl resulting estimates. I lowever, in the context
of the classification of robuistness is-ues given above, ihe robusrisess, tsr otherwi'e, Au a given iderntifications
technique is taken to mean the reliability of the method inn trms of convergence of the optimisatiosn proccdure,
susceptibility ito measurement and precess no!'eý, and a.ccuracy of initial parameter estimates.

Klein, (1979, [7.4j) has provided a useful summary of tinc identification technriques gsnerally applied to aircraft
parameter estimation. 'lire paper gives the theoretical properties of a nuriber, of different estimators. Vliewe
p, operties provide useful pointers, with regard to questions of robustness.

For example, in its roost general form, the Maximum Likelihood method provides a ineans of obtaining
pa~rameters for a liumearisesi aircraft model from flight data involving both mneasuremsent iroiserý and preccss noise.
On tire other hand other, less general , fomnis of output error method are based upon an assumption that only
measured outputs xre corrupted by noise arid triat the aircraft experiences no gusts or other unenodelled
disturbances. In the presence of procesm noise, such fis atmospheric disturbances, results from output .error
methods can be. significantly degraded, leading to poor estimates which show large variances or high
correlationsr. The variance of estimates obtained using e,1uaion error methods is affected not ottly by process
noise but also bN the noise level associated with all the measurements and the e3ttmrntes themselves can be
sigtsifica.-tly biase; rusing this approach even if the meas4urement noise and process r~oise eorrponntits have z'io

* mean value.

Comparisons of the robustness of dif'ereiut techniques can only be carried nout if they- ;r, ols'c tests in which
each method is assessed using the samne sets of flight data, Thre robuf~tncs o' a given Itechnique can, of cou!se,
be influenced conisiderably by the softwvare implementationt and ever- effort mttst b! made to ensure that
idlentificationm techniques are not being degraded by poor srftusarc design.

Other factors to be cornsidered in making vomrparisons of this kind iniclude the form Of model under
consideration (e.g state space or transfer function) and the pariuiieu-e flight eorrdisirrns include-d in the chosens
data sets uppon which thre comparis-ons are based.

4 '4
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'Ihe case of use of a method and the form of interface provided in a particular computer implementation are
matters which are, in principle, quite separate from questions of robustness. However, the diagnostic tools
incorporated within a particular software implementation can be of considerable importance. Robustness
problems may well remain undetected unless the user is confronted with relevant evidence concerning
confidence intervals, goodness of fit and cost function values. [his implies a need for a weeU designed, flexible,
user interface with extensive provision for graphical output.

The special recommendation presented in Table 7.2 for this aspect of the identification process relates to the
need for identification tools to inorplorate a full and well-ergineered user interface which provides information
concerning factors such as the goodness of fit, confidence intervals of estimatcs, the sensitivity to changes of
model structure and the sensitivity to changes in test condition. Good graphics facilities are an essential part
of this user interface.

7.4 Model Structure

Questions of robustness in terms of the estimation of model structure are, for linear six-degree-of-freedom
rotorcraft identification, traditionally linked to problems associated with equation-error identification methods
and to techniques for the determination of model order in transfer function models. Hlowever, the use of
pseudo-control inputs (eg. Black et al., 1989, [L.5]) or the method of succcssive residuals (l)uVal et al , 1983,
[7.6]) as a means of reducing the complexity of the parameter estimation problem also involves decisions which
relate implicitly to the model structure, and may have a bearing on the accuracy of the estimates of the
associated parameters.

!n broader temas the model structure etaimation process implies an activity in which the model may be
expanded in a number of different dimensions. 'he number of degrees of freedom is the most obvious measure
of complexity of a model structure but this aspect cannot be separated from questions of bandwidth, amplitude
and helicopter components. It is vital to recognise that in the development of a model structure we can expect
to see dramatic changes in effective parameters as the model is expanded.

For example, the parameters of a low-trequency reduced-order model may change significantly as additional
degreecs-ol-treedom are introduced or the handwidth is increased. Such changes demonstra'e very clearly the
weakness of reduced-order models when used outside their proper range of application.

One important indicator of problems associated with model structure is provided by the residuals which are
obtained following the parameter esfinmation stage of the identification. Correlated residuals eats often be an
indicator of a possible problem asssociated with the model structure. "The form of the residuals when interpreted
with with plhyried understanding, may provide clues concerning the precise nature of this problem and the
steps to be taken to correct the model structure. Practical difficulties can arise, however, because of the fact that
large residuals may also result from the presence of correlated measurement noise in the measured flight data,
or from the fact that a particular response variable is of very small amplitude, or from nonlivea itiles.

The step-wise regression procedures available within the Optimal Subset Regression (OSR) program (l'adfield
et al., 1987, [7.7]) allow the estimation of a ftrst approximation to the parameter estimates in a class of model
structures. Thls form of equation-error estimation provides one very convenient way of exploring the ability
of differer, linear and nonlinear model structures to fit flight measurements. like step-wise regression procedure

applies the Lzast Squares fit in a sequence of steps, each time adding or deleting an additional independent
variable to the regression equation until a best fit is achieved. At each stage the variable chosen for entry to the
regression is the one having the highest partial correlation with the residual. In this process the multiple
correlation coefficient, R, is a direct measure of the accuracy of fit while the total F-ralio provides a measure
of the confidence ascribed to the fit [he partial F-ratios for individual parameters provide individual confidence
measures. Both R and the F-ratios are tracked during the regression process iu order to determine the
maximum total and partial F-ratios. The T-egression is terminated when either R

2 
reaches a pre-defined value

or the individual F-ratios of remaining parameters fall below a specified critical value. An example, described
by P'adfield etal. (1987, (7.7)) has illustrated the value of this process for [lte case of a pedal doublet response
in which it was found necessary to restrict the estimated model structure to simpte lateral and directional
motions. 'lie relationship between the stability of the Dutch roll and the flight path angle was being
investigated and, although it was found initially that the predictive capabilities of the simulation model were
poor, a reduced-order upgraded model based on flight data provided greater insight concertuing the mechanisms

of stability loss with climb angle.
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The incorporation of pure time delays within the model stnucture can lead to improved, and more robust
estimates of derivatives within the six-degrees-of-freedom form of description us cases where these derivatives
are susceptible to rotor transient effects which are not included in the assumed model structure.

In addition to bandwidth and amplitude a third important model dimension relates to the vehicle's physical
components e.g. main rotor, tail rotor etc. Without the use of Epecial load cells, however, knowledge of
individual component contributions to force and moment derivative, is very difficult to extract. However, in
some situations certain components dominate and in others the relationship between the components'
contributions to different parts of the model structure are known and can be used to support the analysis.

It is recommended in Table 7.3 that increased emphasis should be given to establishing a valid model structure
prior to the parameter estimation stage of the identification process. In order to do :his more reliable techniques
are needed for the estimation of model structure.

7.5 Parameter Estimates

One indicator of the robustness of parameter estimates is the value of the associated variance. It should be
noted, however, that comparison of variance values obtained using different model structures is net valid.

As mentioned under the heading of model structure, checks of residuals can provide additional insight
conceming questions of accuracy. If the identification process is completely accurate, both in terms of model
structure and parameter estimates, the residuals will take the form of white noise. The whiteness of residuals
is conventionally tested by determining the autocorrelation function of the residual sequence.

An additional measure of the robustness of parameter estimates may be provided by plots of the parameter
value versus the length of the record used for the identification. The plots for each parameter should of course
converge to a constant valuc as the record length increases. An example for the case of the Puma helicopter
may be found in (Black et al., 1989, [7.5j) which includes a graph showing the dependence of estimates and
the associated variances on record length for a particular flighi experiment.

The sensitivity of parameter estimates to the frequency range of the data used in the estimation process carn
also be revealing and can provide a measure of the robustness of parameter estimates. Iligh sensitivity to the
inclusion of additional freurencies in the ran.e uied for identification ;i a gnd -indica;c. r of Pbch!on,. in the
c•tpri-eint design or model structure determination stages. Essentially the requirement, in terms of !he
frequency-domain, is to establish the range of frequencies over which pa-ameter estimates arc essentially
constant This process should then lead to an identified model which is valid for that frequency range.
Figure 7.1 shows the results of a study (presented in section 8.3.6) of the eflect of frequency range on a
parameter estimate and the associated fit cost. [he rapid rise in the cost function for including dynamnics above
14 rad/s is due to the inability of ihe quasi-steady rotor modelling to charactenise the coupled body!rotor
nature of the true :esponse It has been fcund that the utility of quasi-steady models which approximate the
rotor characteristics by an equivalent time delay can be inceased if the data is band-limited to below the rotor
flapping frequency (13 rad/s in this case) before the identification is cacried out. Although coupled
rotor/flapping instability is not represented in the resulting band-limited quasi-steady models the resulting
description is still of value for cslimoation of control system performance.

i lie robustness of iarameter estimates is closely associated with questions of expcrihmental design and the
spectral behaviour of the system. Plaetschke et at. (1979. (7.98) have discussed thu general problem of
identifiability of derivatives and have proposed the use of frequency-domain techniques for identifiability
investigations. Kalctka (1979, [7.9]) ha' also proposed a method for isolation of significant parameters
involving measures based upon time-domain quantities. Both of these approaches provide powerful tools to
isolate significant terms and identifiable parameters within the model equations. Clear'v, as is emphasised in
Table 7.4, estimated parameters should show low 3ensitivity to record length in both the time domain and
frequency domaini.

* 7.6 Overall Robustness of the Model

Checks of the overall accuracy of the model resulting from the identification process cap. be obtained by
carrying not tests on the model using daza sets which were not used in the idcntificatior, process. ITle selection
of such data sets to be used for model checking can present problerts in that they most be broadly similar to
;the ses used for the identification in terms of their spectral properties and amplitude and energy distributions
If she differences between the model responses and the corresponding mcured vasiabl s are all sufficient.)
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small the identified model c". then be accepted as a candidate model for the choscn flight condition. It will
not, however, be a unique representation and it is possible that other models could give similar results.

An additional check can, of course, be provided by carrying out repcatcd r-ns at the same nominal test

condition using the same expcnmenial design. An assessment of the changes of structure and parameter
estimates under these circumstances can be very revealing, especially when the extent of the model distortion
is related to the error bounds of the estimated model parameters. The situation is unsatisfactory if the variations
of parameters derived from tests carried out under nominally the same conditions are greater than the estimated

error bounds. An example of this type of problem can be found in results obtained from the Puma helicopter
using lateral cyclic test inputs where the distribution of damping appears to be different for results involvitig
movement to the right and to the left. lixcellent verification results were obtained in one case but not for the
other (Figure 7.2). One of the recommendations shown in 'rable 7.5, is that appropriate design criteria should
be established foi verification inputs.

Responses obtained using other test inputs arc bound to give differences in the amplitude, frequency and
distribution of energy between state variables and are thus likely to pve different rl-arancter estimates. '1 he
differences may however be understandable in terms of physical reasoning and potentially useful information
can sometimes be obtained by making comparisons of results from a number of test signals.

It is also very useful, when comparing parameter estimates with theoret .:al predictions, to examine the trend
of the estimated parameters with some fundamental rotorcraft quantity defining the flight condition. Such
quantities include speed, rate of climb or descent and turn rate. As pointed out by |liff (1979, [7.10]) this simple
technique can provide much valuable insight and is readily applied to aircraft where manoeuvres are small

perturbations about a point in a much larger envelope.

7.7 Conclusions and Reconmmendations

"The robustness conditions and associated tests proposed in the previous sections can be summarised in the
form of Iable 7 1. tharough Fable 7.5. For each robustness condition it is possible to define one or more tests
which may be of value In some cases the nrono•alt which have been made are ,ery tcntati"e an=d it i: unlikely
that any examples exist where all these robustness tests have been applied in a systematic fashion. Many cases
do exist, however, in which some of the robustness tests shown in *rable 7. 1 thyough Table 7.5 have -cn
applied and where valuable insight has been obtained from their use.

"This analysis of robustness issues also highlights some of the reasons for the reluctance shown by industry in
the past to adopt system Adentification methods for routine application.

Special recommendations are also presented in Table 7.1 through Table 7.5 for each aspect of the
identification process. These provide a summary of the more detailed recomrsendations contained in each of
the earlier sections of this chapter. It is believed that the presentation of robustness issues and corresponding
tests in this way, together with these recommendations, can help to define a set of tools necessary for the
successful application of system identification techniques for rotoreraft.
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Robustness Conditions Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Precision and repeatability of AalysIs of mean and standard
inital cnditonsdeviation of all channels prior toinital cnditonscontrol input

Rcp~tailiy ~ s~;c ~ Repetitlon of flight testc and The experimeniai ciesign proc.
Inptsanalysis of differences between ess should Incorporate a pre-

responsesliminary fligtht test to calegorise

Reoetilion of flight tests using the dynamic systemr, including
dfeet amplitudes and sensors, actuators, control sys-

d~ffeenttem and airframe. Results from
Linearity directions of teat signals this test should guide the design

Examination of amplitude dis- of optimal test inputs for system
tribution functions identification and should Influ-

Low correlation between control ence the choice of model struc-
inputs and between states Correlation analysis of records lure.

Frequency content of lest Input

in relation to modelling require- Spectral analysis of records
ment

Table 7. 1. Robustness Aspect of the Experimental Design
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Robuu.iess Conditions Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Examination of theoretical prop-
eriles of the method Identification tools must Incor-

Susceptiblity of method to Results obtained from applica- porate a full and well engi-
measurement noise tion of method to simulated neered user lInterrace exploiting

response data with added iiolse maximum use of simple graph-
ics. The tools should provide

Examination of theoretical prop. Information on goodness of fit.
Susceptibiliey of method to pro-- erties of the method confidence Intervals, sensitivity
eS! noiseb mResults obtained from applica- to changes In test condition and

ces~i noise lion of method to simulated model structure. etc.
response data

Table 7.2. Robustness Aspect of the Identificailon Technique

Robustness Condlitons Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Suitability of initial choice of Applicatlco of R2 and F-ratio
model struciure tests in stepwise regression More emphasis must t- given

procedure to establishing a valid model
structure before proceeding to

Suitability ot model transfer Examination of residuals in fre- the parameter estimation stage-
function order quency domain Reliable tools for the assess-

Examination of residuals ment of model structure are
Presence of significant unmo- Examination of effects of intro- required.
delled dynamics ducing pure time delay

Table 7.3. Robustness Aspect of the Identified Model Structure

[ Robustness Conditions 1 Robustness Tests S.F•MInl Rem1mend_•n-

Examination of variance values
provided by the chosen esti-
mation method.

Range of parameter estimates miation od.foExamination of residuals to
found restablish whether they show

white noise properiles (e g. by

autocorrelatlon analysis). Estimated parameters should
show low sensitivity to record

Repeat estimation process for a length In both the frequency
Dependence of estimates on variety of different record domain and time domain.
record length. lengths

Dependence of estimates on Repea! estimation process
repuend rnce u estimates on using frequency domain

frequency range used for est- approach for a number of differ-
ent frequency ranges

Table 7.4. Robustness Aspect of the Estimated Parameters

Robustness Conditions Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Overall adequacy of estimated Examination of residuals Design criteria are needed for
model structure and parameters verification inputs to establish

model properties In terms of
distortion of:

Model distorlion effects when Analysis of flight lest data for 1) Model responses when sub-

used with verification inputs verification inputs jectad to verifIcatlon input
2) Model parameters for verifi.
cation inputs

{ . - Table 7.5. Robustness Aspect of the Resulting Mathematical Model
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t 8. Application of Identification

8. I Simulation Model Vaiidationi 7)

8.1.1 Introduction

The potential of piloted simulptiton as a flight dynamics and perfo-rnance support tool is considerable both in
research anid project applications, from design through development and certification. Some uses are listed
below:

"* Developing control laws for handling qualities and disturbance rejection.
"* Checking compliance with flying qualities requirements for mission-task-elensents and general flying tasks.
"* Checking adequacy of control "nd stability at the edges of the flight envelope.
"* Establishing control strategy following engine failure during various flight phases e.g. take-off.
"* Developing functional integration of flight control with navigation, fire control, engine control systems

etc.
"* Development of display formats for operations in reduced usable-cue-enmironments.

In addition, the value of simulation in pilot training is very high both in reducing flight hours required and
improving safety. Examples include procedural operations, tactical operations and emergency situations.

Confidence in the results of simulation in these applications can be directly related to the fidelity or validity
of the simulation, encompassing the full range of cues to which the pilot is exposed. At a fundamental level
all cues arm generated by the mathematical model at the heart of a simulation and, while it is not sufficient, it
is certainly necessary that a model must be a v;lid representation of the 'real world' to be fit for useful work.
In a general sense, validation, as an activity. refers to establishing the range and accuracy of a theoretical model
for predicting the behaviour of a dynamic system Ln response to operator (e.g. pilot) commands and external
disturbances (e.g. gusts). The activity can better, and more appropriately, be described as calibration, high-
lighting the need for a scientific approach to the design of supportinR experiments, in addition to the sqrwcjsliqst
efforts reqnred tor interpretation and analysis. The mod:lling range can be convcnicntly defined in terms of
frequency and amplitude which, structurally, reflects the modal content and degree of nonlinearity. Many of
the rotorcraft modelling assumptions, (e.g. for inflow distribution, blade dynamics, interference effects etc) will
have a limited range of fairly precise, and a broader range of marginal, validity. In combination, the complete
validity is difficult to quantify and, as in so many things, depends upon the application. But validation is also
much more than calibration as an activity; making better or improving are implicit in the process of validation,
and any method that defines the limits of application of a model should also be able to identify the modelling
features n-eding further development or the areas where assumptions are breaking down.

The role of system identification in the validation activity is illustrated in Figitre 8.1. 1. Parameters in an iden-
tified model structure, derived from test data are compared with the same physical parameters in a theoretical
model. The quality of the comparison will determine the verification effort required using different data sets
and whether a model upgrade or Further experiments need to be conducted. The product of this incremental
and -terative exercise is a simulation model, fit for use over the range of conditions covered by the expernients;
in practice, of course, use is likely to be extended beyond this range, towards conditions unchrted in the
real-flight environment, often for safety reasons. The importance of validation for this special application is
paramount.

8.1.2 Validatlioa Criteria - Model ACcuracY and Range

8.1.2.1 General

When discussing model range and accuracy it is important to define exactly what the model is intrended to
predict. In flight dyrmu ics the three important isaues are trim, stability and response, I. mathematical terms,
these three problem areas can be expressed as different solution forms of the general nonlinear evolutionary

I equations of motion (ignoring hereditary effects),

"F) Frincpau •ushor: 0. D. ralleld, I(AE
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di . (. .t) (8.1.1)
dt

where

* x(t) is the state vector comprising, in gecicral, both fuselage and rotor states;
* f(x. u, t) is a general forcing function comprising contributions from inertial, gravitational and aerodyna-

mic sources and an explicit dependence on time to allow for prescribed disturbances and nonstationary
effects,

* u(t) is the control vector.

The trim solution is given by
f(it, u0) =0 (8.1.2) •

where the subscript e refers to the equilibrium or trim values.

"The stability solution is given by

del [Al- ( ).- ] 0(
I

where the values of A correspond to the exponents of the small perturbation exponential transients exp(Al), i.e.
the cigenvalues of (df/da)x1.6 0J
"The response solution is given by,

a(t) f u. t)dt (8.1.4)

Model accuracy is therefore related to the controls u. required to hold a state t,•, the location of the system
eigenvalues A, and associated vectors and the time response x(f) to control inputs and disturbances expressed [
in the time or f.rnetnecy domnan.

All three need to be quantified to give a comprehensive measure of model accuracy. Just how accurate the
model has to be, relative to the real world, depends upon the application. For example the examination of
trends during research and feasibility studies is not nearly as critical as predicting handling and control problems
in a flight envelope expansion test programme. On the other hand, if the flying qualities requirements are a
prinmary design driver in a particular area, then predicting the correct behaviour at the earliest possible stage
of a project is very desirable.

Accuracy

Having argued that there can be no absolute criteria for the validity of a simulation, we can, however, propose
a set of tentative target criteria for the 'ail-purpose' simulation.

* Predicted trim states. should match flight estimates to within 5% of full trim range for controls, attitude.s
and power requirements. This criterion is partly justified with the argument that at the flight envelope
limits, a 10% margin in control should be available for recovery in emergencies.

* Predicted stability should match flight estimates to within 5% of the modulus of the corresponding
cigenvalue (or largest system eigenvalue?).

Predicted response, in the extended format of Mil Spec 8501 (revised. |loh et al., 1988, [8.1.8]), or the
Aeronautical Design Standard version (ADS-33C, 1989, [8.1.l1), derived from time and frequency
responses to controls and disturbances, should match flight estimates to within 5% of full response rang-_
This criterion does not include the standard time history comparison test, on the grounds that long term
departures of flight and simulation responses, following initial, short-duration, control or disturbance
inputs, do not generally imply poor validation; the smallest differenre in initial conditions or modelling
errors vill always integrate to large values given enough time, and accurate piecewise comparisons of time
histories after 20 or 30 seconds, for example, is an tureasonable validation test. The movinig window cri-
terion (Clark, 1989, [8. 1.5]) defining the extent of acceptable time response matching, has however been

* .. used as a validation criterion for short-duration responses. The 5% bracket again seems reasonable, but
its use should be lbrited to only the fust few seconds of the response to a discrete input.

'./ . . . ... . - ' "-,i-.s • "= , . -, • . .. ,
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SFor particular applications the criteria may not need to be as stringent as above. 'IisLhiei, for example, presents
einte.ris for the engineering validation of a nonlinear simulation model to be used for piloted investigrtions of
helicopter accidents. For short Icnn responses: the peak value and 50% rise-time of the simulation and fliqht
values -thall match to within 20% of the flight values. For Icng term responses, the stability trends. shall be con.-
sistent with theflight doa For off-axes response, the trend ofthe response shal! have the correct signs followin,

*' the on.axes input duritig the time period up to 100% rise-time. 'ITo be truly valid in itself, a set of sir.ulatiour
validation criteria most be substantiated by pilot subjective opinion, supported by analysis quantifying the level
of sirtilarity between pdot control strategy in flight and simulation.

"This is still a very immature topic, requiring fundamental research to establish rules and how they relate to the
different application areas.

Range

Before discussing the application ofsystcm identification to these three problems, some definition of the range
of validity is required. The natural dimensions of model range are frequency and amplitude and all three flight
dynamics problems are relevant.

" Trim states are defined by the envelope of velocity (air.npeed V), flight path angle (v), sideslip angle (j?)
and turn rate (r.), achievable or required, within the limits of the control ranges, power, aerodynamic or
structural limits. With four controls available. only four vehicle states can be defined independently and
the selection given here, although arbitrary, is a natural piloting choice of primary variables. In this case,
the secondary trim variable% are the body attitudes, ('P. 0. ()), rates (p. q, r ), velocity components
u. v. w ), torque, rotoispecd and corresponding rotor flap and lag anglcs.

" The range over which the rotorcraft stability is to be. assessed can be defined by a bounded region in the
complex plane, that includes all coupled rotorifuse!age modes that impact on the flight dynamics problem
under investigation. fn addition to the usual linear behaviour about trim states, the stability analysis
should also encompass any limit cycle behaviour through equivalent linearisation or a describing function
approach where possible.

" T the response problem presents the greatest challenge, with respect to the validation range. ADS-33(
prEenis mspoosc criteria in, dn'Tcrenm forms depending on the response amplitude. In general, s.nol
amplitude response is governed by the bandwidth criterion, moderate amplitude by the quickness or
attack parameter, and large amplitudes by the control power.

Three features of ADS-33C are worth highlighting, however.

1. They ,epresent minimum acceptable criteria, and therefore do not necessarily require a vehicle or sinu-
lation to be exercised across its full dynamic range.

2. They represent necessary, but not necessarily sufficient, criteria. For example, the formal is single
input/single output while, in practice, - surulation has to be good for situations where the pilot uses a
combination of controls to manoeuvre from one trim stale to another.

3. A1)S-33C is a format based on a collection of one or two parameter criteria, and the method of extracting
thie parameters from test data is clearly defined. In particular, with one or two exceptions, the parameters
are not derived from an assumed model structure so much as direct pointwise extraction from graphical
data, hence system identification would appear to have little to contribute; this aspect is pursued further
in the next section, and in more detail in 8.2.

While the new flying qualities format has its shortcomings, these are generally acknowledged and exist because
of the inadequate database of test results available from which to construct the criteria. As a definition of
response range it is certainly incomplete but is recomrnended here as a starting point; more work is needed to
develop and expand the format to provide a comprehensive set able to exercise fully the vehicle dynamics.

8.1.2.2 Applications

System identification is, in a general -&nrs, a sphisticated form of curve fitting and has application to all three
problem areas

* trim.
I stability, and
* dynamic response.
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Practically all the published work on rotorcraft system identification has been conccmed with linearised models

and, with some notable exccptions (Padfield (editor), 1989, [8-1.12]), with conventional six degee-of-ffreedom
model structures. The evolutionary equations for small perturbation about a trim condition take the form,

--- - Ax - Bu + g(t) (81
dt

where

x -(u, vw. p. q,r.$(, 0 1

u (
6

utn. 
6

1dt' 6ed' ) 6 .

A and B are the state and control matrices of stability and control derivatives respectively and
g(t) is a general vector forcing function.

WVhile the trhi and response problems are inherently nonlinear, some useful results can be derived using the
lincariscd form given by equation (R.I1.5).

Trim

For the trim problem, system identification can he appficd to tire steady-state algebraic form of equation
(8. 1.5). ILet Aa he the matrix of unknown aerodynanmic derivatives and A,, be the matrix of inertial and gr;ivi-
tational derivatives, tV.en equation (8.1.5) can be written as

(A., ) (') - - A,,o x 8.1.6)

In principle, a wide enough range (over small amplitudes) of new trim conditions, close to the original, can
be established to enable estimates of derivatives or, in most cases, ratios of derivatives to be derived from the
test data. Examples from classical stability arid control testing include the speed stability dervative M., the
rolling and yawing moments with sideslip (Lv. N,) and pitch manoeuvre margin in steady turns.

Slablility

"The stability problem centres around deriving good estimates of the A matrix elements or a set of equivalent
parameters. This application area has received by far the most attention and many of the ground rules and
pitfalls are well understood. Two aspects can dominate the likelihood of succe.s:

I. Test inputs and aircraft motion excursions should be as small as possible for the linaranty assumptions to
hold good and yet large enough that the noise content is small relative to the response signal. The
requirements conflict and, in practice, both will be compromised.

2. Test inputs need to excite the aircraft modes, the stability of whlich are under investigation, in a fairly
uniform manner. This requires a.priori knowledge of the modal distribution and usually some iteration
to optimise the input shape. Dtoublets, multi-steps (e.g. 3211) and frequency sweeps are all in common
use.

Test input design is therefore a most critical issue in deriving robust (see section 7) parameter estimates and
hence stability information. F|requency domain identification has gained some favour in recent years because
of the ease with which different model itructures can be explored over different frequency ranges Data derived
from frequency -weep inputs, are particularly suitable to transfer function modelling, whereby the modal
character, and hence model structure, is matched by polynomial fitting providing direct estimates of both sys-
tern open-loop poles (eigenvalues) and closed-loop zeros.

RC~pxMs
To an extent, the response problem receives partial treatment when identifying the stability char3ctcristics. The
model matching mid identification is achieved on time or frequency response histories and such comparisons
are often put forward as evidence that the model validation has been successful or otherwise. In reality this test

or demonstration, while being convincing on one level, is never enough to ensure true validation and in meany
cases can be very misleading. Derivatives estimated from an identification that produce. an excellent response
fit can often bear little resemblance to the values of their theoretical countetparts, leaving the engineer perplexed

; . I as to what needs more validation, his theory or the system identification methiod. With good quality test data
and careful application of a comprehensive identification analysis however, robust values of derivatives can be

-4,.
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estimated that can be used to glean insight into the force and moment character at small amplitude and hence
support the validation of the full nonlinear model.

It has becri recommended to use the AI)S-33C flying qualities criteria as a format for demonstrating simulation
validationi This is plrticularly appropriate when the simulation is being applied to establishing compliance with
the reqoiremcnts. A cemplcte and substantiated flying qualities criterion should contain a specification for
every effect that can impact the pilot's impression (if the aircraft's ability to perforn a flying task An equi-
valcuec between simulation and flight in this scnse, should then imply vwlidation of response characteristics as
far as pilot subjective opinion is concerned. No existing criterion fully complies with the CAC" It S (Padfield,
1988, [8.1.13]) rules (complete. appropriate, correct, testable, unambiguous, substantiated) however, anid as
AI)S-33CA currently stands. compliance will not guarantee validation. The principal role of system identification
in supporting this comparison is through equivalent system model matching. The only criterion (Al).;-33-,
1999, [811)that requires the fo~rmal use (if system identification is the height response to collective (P'ara-

graph 3.3.10 1), where a least squates fit of a delayed first order model to the response to a step input is made,
to establish key handling paiaineters. Other criteria where parameters con be altcrnatively derived from identi-
fied models include pitch, roll and yaw bandwidth, lateral/directional oscillation characteristics and torque
response to collective. The use of equivalent system or reduced order models for deriving such criteria is par-
ticularly appealing; considerable insight can be gained, from pararncterised models, into the clcects of design
parameters on an aircraft's ability tom meet design criteria.
"Ite validity of a nonlinear simulation model and its theoretical foundations, in termt of its accuracy over ,A

given range of steady state and dynamic conditions, can only be partially judged, as noted above, through
comparison with sniall perturbation linearised approximations. 'l1e use of system identification in the vali-
dation of fidl nonlinear model structures has received limited attention in the aerospace community. lThe work
of Klein et a]. (1983, [8. 1. 10]) is a notable exception, where the authors estimate parameters associated with
higher o:der polnominal terms (spline functions) by using differetst amplitude ranges in the responses. A good
a-ptiori knowledge and understanding of the likely behaviour, and hence mathematical formulation, is essential
for the success of this approach. Another approach to identifying nonlinear models is to work directly with the
nonlinear model structure and the se! of fundamental parameters, e.g. aerodynamics, structural, inertial and
geometric. The parameters can be 'tuned' to minimisc the error between measured and predicted responses.
"il•c a,,tAit. ippears attractive but the Imited experience to date has exposed idcntifiability prolleui,. 'I lie
large number of 'adjustable' parameters precludes their simultaneous estimation and determining which parts
of the simulation should be modified is a difficult task which relies mainly on engineering judgement- "[here-
fore, the effectiveness of the parameter estimation approach depends on accurately isolating these problem
areas, as parameter estimates will be affected by errors elsewhere in the simulation.

"I he task of identifying the problem areas in the model is hampered by the fact that the method relies on
comparing response data. It is difficult to infer, from typical measured responses, the specific shortcomings in
the simulation. Parameters are often embedded in approximations to component foices and moments, while
the aircraft response is related to these forces and moments through coupled, nonlinear differential equations
Other disadvanlages in tsi.s approach are the considerable CPU times required and potential convergence
problems. To correct problems associated with matching simulated responses, techniques of inverse simu-
lations have been proposed.

Inverse Simulation

Discussion on sirmutation model validation would be incomplete without reference to the relatively new
developments in the field of Inverse modelling. or simula'.ion (Bradley et al., 1988, [8.1.4]; DuVal et al., 1989,
[8.1.6]). TIis is the term given to the method whereby selected state variables are consitained to bi, equivalent
for the lest and model results and the simulation model partially inverted to determirse the unconstrained
motion.

"A typical choice would be the aircraft velocity components (u, v. w) and heading (I') or !he four variables
used in the trim problem (V. y. 8i. r.) . Differences between the simulation and real-world will then be mani-
fested in the behaviour of the free or unconstrained variables and controls. From this comparson a set of rcs-
idual forces and moments can be computed that represent urnmodelled effects. If the initial simulation gives a
reasonable fit to the test result then the errors should m-main small and a derivative-type iincatised formulation
can be used to model the residuals. In system identification terms the problem can conveniently be expressed
as a combination of both equationh and output-error solutions. The distinct advantage in this approach is that
key state variables can be constrained, ensuring that the simulation and test stay reasonably close even in the
long term. "Ibis contrasts with forward or direct simulation where even the smallest force and moment errors
will integrate to large velocity and displacement errors in the long term, making comparisons of nonlinear

"i-iA-,,. ,. -.
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motions not very useful. In the method described in (DuVal et al., 1989, 18.1.,]), the fuselage degrees of free-
dom are disabled and the simulation driven with the measured fuselage states and contiols; as noted above, this
means that the sirnulation model is constrained to fly along the exact flight test trajectory. thc aerodynamics
of the simulation arc then adjusted so that the predicted component loads match the measured componcent
loads along this trajectory. If mcasurements of individual component loads (c.g. main, tail rotor) ate available
then the engineer can use system identification to refine each component model separately- k isually, howcver.
only the overall forces and moments can be estimated from measurements of accelerations and the problems
of differentiating hetween different component contributions remains.

8.1.3 Model Deseopment and Upgrading

A fundamental issue woven into the validation activity concerns the identification and repair of model deli-
ciencies. As noted in the Introduction (8.1.1), it is the collection of underlying assumptions that are being
validated but, in most cases, validation will prove to be an incremental activity with the 5% accuracy maLrgin,
over the full range of application, being aclhievcd only after considerable development and upgrading. System
identification, to be truly useful as an engineering tool, must play a part in this development and be able to shed
light on the physical source of a mismatch and guide the theoretical repair work. This is riot an unreasonable
requirement and, furthenrore, it is suggested that successful interpretations of results will only be found in
applications conducted by, or with direct support from, experts in flight mechanics. 'Ihesc points are cospha-
sised to highlight the complex nature of the validation activity, often frustrated by the lack of a complete 'et
of carefully measured test data, and one that requires a serious commitment c-f resources throughoul a project
life-cycle. The rules for the application of the flight mechanics knowledge on the one hand and the systen
identification techniques on the other are not well defined. What is clear, at least to some serious Iraclitioners
of system identification, i:. that the methodology provides a rational and systematic medium for c.anpaiisori,
interpretation and documentation in the validation activity.

In principal, there are two fundamental ways in which a simulation mode! can hc 'wrong' or deficient:

I. incorrect parameter set
'Ibis would iascludc those pa-a.raetcis directly relatcd to, anrd nmcasurable as, ph)sical attributes, e.g. iner-
tias, geometry, and those derived from approximation theory as effective parameters, e.g. effective hinge
offset/spring strength, aerodynamic force coefficients.

2. Incorrect model structure
Ibis would include both model degrees of freedom and nonlinear formulations.

The two ways are connected; an effective parameter is often an approximation to a more complex effect, e g
quasi-steady form of another degree of freedom or local linearisation of a nonlinear function '[here will always
be a limit to tire range over which the approximation is valid and, ultimately, a breakdown in the value of an
effective parameter is indicative of a model structure deficiency. It is important to understand winch of the
above is the culprit in a particular situation. In general, deficiencies in the second category are more difficult
and tine consuming to cure, although once achieved, the upgraded model will offer more opporiunity to
expand the application range. Unless evidenec is strongly to the contran, 1,owever, deficiencies in the, firs:
category should be exhausted before recourse to structural upgrades.

A number cf general and specific points can be raised ont this issue before considering sorme examples that will
serve to highlight the role of system identification in model validation.

1. The experimental test database, from both model and full scale, needs be carefully assembled to support
the valida.ion activity. In the limit it is desirable to measure every variable that plays a part in the sinou-
lation, (e.g. individual component force and moment contributions), but in reality this is rarely achieved.
It must be recogniscd that a limited measurement database will limit the upgrading potential.

2. An underlying principle, that brings a systematic melhodology io the validation activity, is that every'
modelling approximation or assumption employed needs to be checked, across the range of application.,
through correlation with test data.

3 Derivatives estimated by a system ident;fication method are effective paruneters; for very small amplitude
they arc equivalent to the first order terms in a Taylor expansion of the applied forces and moments about
the trim condition Aircraft motion excursions in typical test data are generally of more moderate ampli-
tude, however, and any nonlinearities will be embodied in. the resultant denvative. It is important there-
fore, when comparing derivatives from flight and theory, to check for variations with motion amplitude

from both sources.
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4. lDerivativc5. predicted from a theoretical model. are themselves functions of a large number of, more
fundamenit-l, configuration and model parameters. e.g. rotor radiuis, lift curve slope, moments of inertia
etc-. Figure H. 1.2 illustrates how, fur the RAE simulation model !felistah, two of the pitching momenirt
dcriyvitivcs vary with three model parameters - the effective rotor flap stiffness, rotor flap inertia and centre

of gravity location. There can be ms'tiy more fundamental paramecers thant derivativcv, depending on the
model complexity. Model deficiencies in the first category above, i.e. incorrect parametcrb, cant sometimes
be identified through an exploration of the required fundamental parameter distortions required to match
derivatives. T1his parameter distortion or 'fudge (kluge) factor' technique is often used in simulation vali-
datiori to accommodate pilot subjective opinion. T1he technique is prone to considerable misuse, with a

genuune source of modelling error being compensated for by distortions in an unrelated parameter. Careful

applications can bear fruit, however, particularly with respect to corrections in effective parameters.
Optimising the distortions to match derivatives is inherently nonlinear and multi-objective; system isien-
tit'ication is the natural tool for such problems.

5. An understanding of the correct model structure for describing the faight behaviour of an aircraft is the
key to sound validation. Two of the studies conducted under the auspices of AGAR 1) W(;- 19 R sections
7 and 9.3) have recommended the use of non-paramectric transfer function fitting at the initial stages to
gain this understanding. this recommendation is endmmscd.

With the attetndant development and upgrading activities, simulation model validation based on comnparison
with test, is an activity that all airframe manufacturer and research laboratories have expericnce of. 'Ihe work
oif I louston ( 1999, [8.1.9j) and lBallin and Dl~aang-Secri~tan ( 1990, [9.1.2]) offer typical results from cosftcm-

porary studies in UK and US Government research laboratories.

I louston's work focusses on vettical axis dynamics of an SA-3.10 at hover, iltustrating how coning and air mass
dynamics arc required model elements iii the prediction of body, motion tip to ab~ut 20 rad/s. Frror in this

modcl structure are- computed as distortions in the anodel parameters providing sonic iim.sigbht iinto the validity
of assurnriponi associated with local momentum theory and the use of rigid blade-. Nicasuicincnmts of blade
flapping motion were essentia in providing confidence in these transfer function results.

In contrast, flalin sets out to iupgrade the US A mry's GENIIEI. UlI-60 simulation model based on open-loop
frequency and time dompain flight test results. Ba~llin's work is an excellent example of investigative upgrading
basd or, non-parametric frequency respo~nse models. Thie full flight enveiope GEA'IIE1L incorporates a blade-

vt si~ii ~, td clt; ~JiJa1iidS dyuamiocs and runs ir rcati-firim with a i6.67 ins frame on an AD- li ou

computer. th omparative technique proved effective in evaluating vauious modelling uinprovcemnets, e g. new
dynaimic inflowý model, lag damnpei characterisites, and establishing a model which is 'fully adequate for real-
tirne handling qualities', up to 10 rad/s.

9.1.4 Example

lime following cxasriple jmro-,idics some insight irto how the results of system identificatlon can hei' iseul sys-
tematically in the validation pro~cess.

[the framecwork for simulation model validation and the application areas of system identification have lbcci

set out in the previous two icctions, Establiihing criteria for medel range arid accuracy and highlighting the
required model development were the two specific areas addressed. I he WG-lIS test databases are insufficient
to cover the full range of issues included in the trim, stabilthy and response problems. All three ixireraft databases
are, howev.!r, typical of those used to supper, simuiation model validation and a numbser of useful exampies

can be derived from them, one of which will tie detailed here.

The primary simulatioin model used in thi; case study is the RAE iIfeimnab model (Paidfield, 1981, [8.1.14]:
(P'adfield. 1989, (8. LIS]j). This modei is intrinsically nonlinear and can be trimmed in a general condition of
sideslipsping, turning, descending flight. Coning and first harmonic flap and rotor speed "engi ne govremor degrees
of feresdion complement the fuselage states. Current developments include three degree- of- freedom rotor lag
mid inflow dynamics. Rotor aerodynamics are derived from linear blade element/momentumn theory and the
rigid blade/centre hinge-spring analogue is is~ed cto model both hinsgeless and smaU.-offset articualaed rotors.
Fuselage: &Ad tail surface aerodlyonamcs are nonlinear fun11ctions of incideniec, sideslip and rotor downrwash. I he
quiasi-steady. six dlegiree-of-fieedom version is used for the companisons discussed here. Figure 8.1.3 and

Figure 8. 1.4 show the three translationat and three rotational ve!oeities for the four SA-330 test runs. Funda-

mental questions that ca, ',e asked of the ,ystem identification approach are,
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* I. Can ., comparison of flight-estimated and theoretically-predicted aerodynamic derivatives shed light on
the model strengths and weaknesses?

2. Gait the stability characteristics of aircrall dynamic modes be correctly estimated?

These two questions and their answers are closely related. Often, approximations for mode frequency and
damping can be derived from simplifying assumptions and expressed in terms of a limited number of parame-
ters. Comparisons of the equivalent modal parameters from flight and theory and their constituent parts can
be effective at highlighting areas of overall simulation model deficiency. In section 8. i.4.2 below, this approach
will be explor.d for the Dutch roll motion. Before this, a number of relevant observations can be made from
ant examination of the comparisons in Figure 8.1.3 and Figure 8-1.4.

1. Pedal Response (Figure 8. 1.3)

a. speed changes are greater in tlight (- 5 m/8).
b. initial yaw, roll and sideslip response are distinctly greater in the simulation.
C. the Dutch roll mode appears more damped and of lower frequency in the simulation.
d. the pitch and heave respomses appear considerably smaller in the simulation.

2. lateral Cyclic Response (Fig.re 8 1.3)

a. roll response appears sharper in the simulation.
b. the Dutch roll response in roll and yaw is greater in flight.
c. the pitch and heave responses are smaller in the simulation.
d. speed changes are small during the -manoeuvre (-- 2.5 m/s).

3. Collective (Figure 8. 1.4)

Relatively unsteady initial conditions on this run obscure the comparisons to an extent, but these are by
far the poorest of the four axes.

a. initial pitch and roll response are similar in character but the free response of the flight results con-
tains considerably more Dutch roll content.

b. the yaw and sideslip responses ia flight are considerably greater than the simulation initially, fol-
lowing the coUective input, and during the free response.

c airspeed changes are moderately large (- 5 ... 10 m/s). but poorly predicted by simulation.

4. Longitudinal Cyclic (Figure 8.1.4)

a. pitch and heave responses appear sharper and less damped in the simulation
b. the Dutch roll response in roll and yaw is substantially greater in the simulation.
c. speed changes are fairly well predicted (- 10 m/s).

Some of these observations will be reviewed in the light of the system identification analysis in section 8.1.4.2.

"The complete set of Itelistab stability and control derivatives and corresponding cigenvalues are contained in
"Table 8.1.1 for the 80 kn flight condition. Data i, also included on aircraft configuration anJ the magnitudeof the perturbations used to generate the derivatives numericaly.

8.1.4.2 Lateral-Directional Motio.

"lhe dominant motion throughout the responses shown in Figure 8.1.3 is the weakly damped Dutch roll mode.
The !ateral-directional dynamics of the SA-330 at the 80 kn flight condition appear to be classical with a roll
subsidence and spiral motion comp!eting the modal set. It is of interest to explore whether the mismatch in the
D)utch roll response between flight and simulation illustrated can be explained through the estimated deiva-
tives. 'Fable R. 1.2 compares the primary lateral/directional derivatives from flight and simulation, the former
taken from the DLR and University of Glasgow analyses. Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations of
the parameter estimates: as a rough rule of thumb, values below 10% to 15% of the parameter itself are con-
sideired to imply a high confidence level. The Dutch roll cigersvalues are also included in the Table and show
that the fourth-order lateral sub-system provides a rea-onably good approximation in ali three cases. This is a
significant result in itself, indicating that although the pitch and heave motions are appreciable, they do not
have a first order effect on frequency and damping at this flight condition. Lower order approximations to the
Dutch roU mode can be derived for a range of different cases, the simplest being when the motion is pure yaw.
"Ibis is clearly inappropriate in the present case with the roll/yaw ratio approximately unity (see Figure 8.1.3)
A more general and useful approximation can be derived by isolating the spiral dynamics with the sideways-
velocity degree of freedom,
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vo ý v+ v u (81.7)

"The lateral equations can then be written in the alternate form (Padfield et al., 1982, [8.1.7]),

d v 0 0 1 0 v

di - N, - VN, IV, Yý - VNp I = 08.1.8)P 4/ L11 - LIN LP P

The partitioning shown divides the dynamics into the three modes of increasing modulu!:

0 spiral,
* Dutch roll, and
* roll subsidence.

!f the conditions for 'weak coupling' between the parlitioned degrees of freedom are met (Milne, 1965,
[9 1. 11]), then the approximation for the Dutch roll eigenvalue can be written,

.2 2 Q. n" (8.1.9)
A + 2(wd + cn 0

where

N, + V,, + ('--

(8.1.10)
1+ q --

VL
0

2 VNv+cOL, (8.1 1l)
&Jn - ;

1+-

g -- VN- j8.i.12)
Lc

Ibis approximation shows how the Dutch roli damping s affected by the derivativ.:s I, NO and Lr in addition
to the yaw damping N,. likewise, the frequency is modified by L, in addition to the primary stiffness N,. The
approximate cigenvaJucs for all three cases arc shown in Table 8.1.2 (AP) ) along with the coefficient of
(8 1.9) In general there is excellent agreement with the Dutch roll eigetivalues for each case. The /Ielistab
damping prediction is double the flight estimate, confirming the observation made in scction 8.1.4.1, and the
frequency is 20% lower in the simulation. Comparing the make-up of the Dutch roll characteristics from
equation (8.1.9) the following pi ints can be made:

I. ieli.rtab over-estimates the basic yaw damping (estimated from flight) by 60%.

2. 1lclistob underestimates the principal toll derivatives by 20%.

3. Flight estimate of NP is more tli=.n double the lielistab value.
4. Flight estimate of NY is 20% higher than lielistab.

5. L, from flight is negative, from theory positive; the flight values are estimated with low confidence.

6. Yaw control dervative N6P., from flight is nearly half the liel/tab value.

On the basis of these. observations, assuming that the Ilight derivatives estimated are 'correct', a set of corne-
sponding, tentative, hypotheses can be made concerning the simulation model validation.

I. ,'he yaw dunping and control sensitivity are dominated by the tail rotor; the simple tail rotor model (with

fin blockage) adopted in Ifelisiab ieeds refinement.

2. ThJe uniform irtrease in primary roll derivatives (L,, a, Lla;) suggests an incorrect roll moment of inertia
J. or rotor [Iick number, the latter possibly reflecting the effects of ummodelled dynamic inflow.

3. T[he derivative Np has a strong destabilising effect on the Dutch roll mode accounting for about 65% of
j " "the damping decrement (additional tuera). The larger flight value could be explaintd by an incorumet pro-

f
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duct of inertia 1z, in the simulation. More subtle aerodynanaic effects are difficult to accommodate withinthe simple rotor model structure in Hellstab.

4. The directional stability is clearly underpredicted by itelistab. This is unrlkely to be a tail rotor effect in
view of (I) above; in fact, the evidence suggests that N, due to the tail rotor should actually be less than
predicted. The fuselage and empennage contributions to Nv in Helisrab are derived from wind tunnel data
and an obvious conclusion is that these do not relate directly to the flight situation.

5. The positive" L, from Itelistab comes entirely from the tail rotor, is stabilising, but is not significant in the
Dutch roll damping. The negative and higher DLR walue is not insignificant, but is perplexing as no well
understood mechanism gives rise to such an effect. The relatively high value of the standard deviation for
this derivative suggests a low confidence factor.

6. In addition to the above effects, the absence of a rotor wake/tad rotor/empennage model in the simulation
must have a significant impact on the results, particularly the yawing derivatives.

Such hypotheses form the starting point for a second phase of the validation exercise; some appear plausible
and consistent but others arc more dubious. All will need checking against other conditions, e.g.
damping/control sensitivity from step inputs, dihedral and weathercock stability from sideslip tests, before the
simulation is modified. In any case, more detailed component measurements (e.g. main/tail rotor
thrist/rnoment) may be required before a simulation deficiency is fully understood and Fectificd It should be
remembered that derivatives encapsulate any nonlinear effects when derived from cxperimental data and tests
at varying amplitudes will be required to establish the presence and importance of such effects. Nevertheless,
as a starting point, the flight estimates have enabt-d considerably more systematic validation evidence to be
gathered, compared with any speculation derived from the observations iii section 8.1.4.1. "lslere remains the
question, of course, as to the validity of the flight estimated derivatives. The time history comparisons of the

LI.R lateral sub-system and flight data are presented in Figure 8. 1 5; the fit is not as good as the fully coupled
response shown in Figure 8.1.6. The coupling effects clearly contribute to the ,'esponse, even though the
damping and frequency are not affected significantly; the simplified approximation cannot shed any new light
on the nature of the lateral to longitudinal coupLng in the Dutch roll.

"The Glasgow derivatives, shown in Table 8.1.2, show reasonable consistency with the DI_.R results with two
notsble exceptions - !, and L0,at). •he large po.-itivc v;aluc ofa.r accou-trsi . i the dieiv miability of the Dutch
roll mode according to the Glasgow estimates (t-j - 4 s compared with 8 s for DLR). '"ne lower roll control
-sensitivity and damping from the Glasgow analysis correlates with lower estimate for effective time delay shown
in Tab!e 8.1.2 (Black, 1987, [8.1.3]), highlighiing the fact that these are strictly equivalent parameters; the
effects of higher order dynamics have been ignored as such but encompassed within the effective time delay.
The 'true' value of some stability and control derivatives cannot therefore be estimated with any certainty. The
Dutch roll approximations do show, however, that useful insight into modelling accuracy can be gained from
such combined parameters.

Table 8. 1.3 shows a comparison of Dutch roll eigenvalues for tml- BO 105 (DI.R Model 3) and A! -64 derivcd
from the DI.R flijht estimated derivatives with the correspoitding approximations derived from equation
(8.1.9) on page 255. ihe comparisons are very good, apart fronM the BO 105 frequency estimate, adding sup-
port to the value of the approximation across different aircraft types. As a concluding note to this section,
Figure 8.1.7 illustrates the current Dutch roll handling qualities criterion of ADS-33C. The criterion is
expressed in terms of handling qualities level boundaries for damping and frequency for different Mission Task
Elements (MI F). The data points correspond to flight estimates and theoretical predictions for all three air-
Lraft; the S/. -330 theoretical part is derived from the Ilelistab case discussed, the BO 105 point from '.e DIR
blade-element toodel, and the AH-64 result from the MDIIC Flyrt nonlinear rotor-map model. It is interesting
to note that for all three aircraft, theory predicts about twice the damping measured in flight. Moreover, on the
criterion diagram the data points lie on either side of the Level 112, Level 2/3 boundaries, depending on the
aircraft role (i.e. MTE). Considering the aircrall types under consideration, the Level 2/3 boundary is probably
appropriate for both A conclusion that can be drawn is that none ef the sim'~lation models (which are state-
of-the-art for disc, blade element and rotor map models respectively) is capable of predicting Dutch roll

damping adequately for compliance demonstration. This is considered to be a reflection on simulation
modelling in general and the detailed analysis of the SA-330 data has provided insight into how, for this aircraft,
Ilelisrab is deficient.

* 8.1.5 Condusions and Recsmmcndations

A number of conclusions arid recommendations can be drawn from the discustions presented:

.. .. . .. .. .
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I. Validation as an activity can be. considered in two stages:

* firstly, establishing the range and accuracy of the simulation model and,

0 ecrdly, establishing the modelling deficiencies and required upgrades.

2. This section has proposed a framework for the application of system identification in these two stages.

2. Acuracyand range can bc defined in terms of three flight mechanics problem areas:

stability and

* response.

System identification can play a role in all three problem areas.

Range can conveniently be defined in term of the frequency and amplitude scope of intended operation.
Accuracy requirements depend on the appfication, but a 5% bracket is proposed as an all-purpose crite-

* rion; some applications may require even better comparison, same less.

* 3. Thle use of system identification in model upgrading has to be complemented with a good understanding
of the undecrlying physical assumptions and mathematical approximations.

* 4. Full account nseeds to be taken of the existing Industrial pract~ices, skills, and .ýxpcrtise when making rcc-
* ~ormsendations for the use of system identification in model validation.

* 5. The example chosen to highlight the value of system identification in simulation validation has been the
* DMtch roll motion of the SA-330. A !imple approximation for Dutch roll damping and frequency has

highlighted the likely origins of modelling deficiencies. Current simulation models are ooor at predicting
cross coupling effects. Of perhaps greater significance is the overestimation of Dutch roll damping by
cur.-nt simulation models leading to a more favourable compliance with AI)S-33C, i.e. Lecvel 2 rather
than Level 3 handling qualities.
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Stability derivatives

u w q v p r

X -0.02413 0.00218 0.7411 0.0073 0.3303 0.00

Z -0.0482 -0.7302 41,0772 0.0255 0.5669 0.00

M 0.00736 -0.0199 --0.7661 -0.00493 -0.2211 0.00

Y -0.00438 -0.0203 0.3207 -0.1248 -0.7510 -40.897

L -0.00582 -0.0525 0.7583 -0.0549 -1.6771 0.142

N 0.0098 0.0326 -0.1643 0.02i6 -0.1741 -0.5697

Control derivatives

o 0Is 8, c 8 tr

X -2.0546 -9.546 0.4862 0.00

Z -96,795 -27.7184 0.00 0.00
M 1.5626 6.4123 -0.3238 0.00

Y -2.4806 -0.2069 9.6746 4.1414

L -6.4913 -0.6815 22.8395 2.059

N -5.9196 1.4955 2.5202 -8.220

mode Eigenvalue PPerturbation magnitude for
o derivative computation

u, v, w - 1.5 m/s
roll substance -1.6833
pitch short period -0.871 ± 0.9332i p, q, r - 0.05 rad/s
Dutch roll -0.163 ± 1.01711
phugoid -0.0104 ± 0.22141 e, P, - 0.05 rad
spiral -0.11985 8 8ls, 1 0.005 rad

Puma flight and configuration data

V = 80 kn p = 1.0978 kg/m', H = 5805 kg , = 9638 kg m,

= 33240 kg m', I = 25889 kg ml , I 2222 kg m,
[xg = 37.5 mm fwd x

Table 8.1.1. Helstab Data

-• --. . ..-• , _ .• ..... •, .-. , .: ,. .. .•.:• I.>,
S. . ~ ~~ ~~~~.1.,, .. , . . . . . . . . . _ , :
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DLR Glasgcw Helistab

Y -0.135 (0.0019) -0.135 (0.026303 -0.125

L -0.066 (0.0012) -0.0642 (0.00149) -0.055

*N 0.027 (0.0002) 0.029 (0.00069) 0.0216

*L -2.527 (0.0534) -2.012 (0.0695) -1.677

N -0.395 (0.0092) -0.3216 (0.0106) -0.174

*L -0.259 (0.0343) 0.554 (0.0707) 0.142

Nr -0.362 t0.0065) -0.3887 (0.0348) -0.57,

L lt-0.051 (0.0012) -0.0317; (0.0017) -0.043

N5iat -0.008 (0.0002) -0.00738 (0.00047) -0.0047

L 6pd 0.011 (0.0007) 0.0209 (0.004) 0.0109

N6ped -0.022 (0.0001) -0.0254 (0.00~086) -0.0436

T 5lat 0.125 0.01 (0.0150) 0.00

06e 0.0 0.00 0.00

-0.104 ± 1.371 -0.2 t 1.35i -0.163 t 1.017i

X(2 -0.089 ± 1.27i -0.154 t 1. 329i -0 .166 ± 1.08i

2w0.1674 0.291 0.390

21.842 1.79i 1.417

IX (3) -0.081 _ 1,34i -0.157 t 1.39i -0.199 ± 1.199ij

-Dutch coll (fully coupled modelý

Ik\( 2) - Dutch roll (lateral subset)
X()- Dutch roll (2nd order roll/yaw approximation)

Table 8.1.2. Comparison of SA-330 lateral/directional characteristics

SPL-330 f BO-105 APACHE

Full eqns -0.104 * 1.371 -0.35 *2.51 -0.17 * 1.7261

Approx -0.081 :h 1.34L -0.33 *3.211 -0.171 * 1.0431

* +
Theory -0.163 * 1.0171 -0.65 *2.611 -0.407 * 1.8571

Table 8.1.3. Dutch roll mode eigenvalties -Comparison of flight esitimates (DI.R) with theory
=RAE Ilie istab. +I D!,R Ihrory. # MDllCflyrt)

* 7-1
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Figure 8.1.7. Comparison of flight and simulation estimates of Dutch roll stability characteristics
with ADS 33C criteria
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8.2 flandling Quaisilest 8)

9.2.1 Introducttion

Systcam idcntificatiert techniques have seen wide application in the fixed-wing and rotary-wing handling-
qualiticsq commun~itics for characterizing the dynamics of air vehicle,. and piloted sirmulations. use extracted
models ar-c commonly used in closed-loop analyses of the pilot./vehicle system (Figure S 2.1) to expose
potential handling-quajities deficiencies and to check vehicle comprliance against design specifications (Wilhelm
et al[. 199!, [8 2 1). Anon., 1988, [8.2.2]). A key factor that has heen responsible for the broad arnd sucAcessful
application of system identification techniques in the handling-quali ties community is probably the relative
simplicity of the models which are desired for pilot-in-the-looip analyses as compared ro the full six of more
degirees-of fretcdomti models required for most other apiplicatioins. Generally, these anal4scs consider only the
on-axis, single-input /single -output response of the pilot/vehicle systemn. T he extracted vehiele model may be
non -parametric, such as frequency-response, or a low-order paramnetrsc model, nuch as a transfer function, or
a simrlified decoupled s'ate-spacc representation. Both time- domain and frequency-domair, methods have
fbeen wiJely used for these applications.

lIisi paper discusses system identification methods for rotorcraft handling-qualities studnies. The requirement,
for flight testing, data ariysivas, and modeling for handling-qualities applications of system identiification arc
contrasted with the requirements for extractin~g mvlti.-6iiputli nulti -output state-space models for flight
mechanics purposes. Typical handling-qualities analysis results are illustrated using the WG 18 databases for the
DO 105 and All-64 bebliopters.

8.2-2 Basic H-an~lng-Qsaalil"e Concepts

Pilot is-hidle interaction in closed-loop control tasks i.ý commonly analyzed by firs9t msodelinig the pilot as a
low-order compensator, and then anPying the pilot/vehicle feedback system as a servomechanism
tFigure 8.2 1). ilM~s section uses classical control throty to analyse the pilot/vehicle scr-vornechainso, and to
illustrate basic handi~ing-qualities concepts, although state-spac b'ased ontima! method3 arc als~o availabl ýin
the literature and have been used successfully (Anon., 1988, (8.2.2)).

In attitude tracking tasks, the pilot atiempts to null the error e between the commanded aircraft attitude r and
the actual aircraf't attitude c through suitable motion of the aircraft stick. 6 (Figure 8 2.1). The rate (If pilot
stick inputs, d6/dt is characterized by the crois-ovrr frequency we, a fundamental handling- qualities parameter,
defined as the frequency at which the: compensated open-loop magnitude response or cle is 0 dB. Hfigher
cross-over frequencies allow tighter closed-loop tracking, but imply higher stick deflc, 1io11 rates, and thus higher
woritload. T-he cross-over frequency is selected by the pilot to achieve the task per-formance requirements in
the presence. of noise or disturbances A large body of tesit data (Mnon., 198R. [8.2.2]) indic~ates that the
(Toss-over frequeasey for attitude tracking tasks is typically in the range of I rad/s :S we 3 rodils.

Clasqsical servomechanism theory can be used to show that good closed-loop chara'-tcristica (e g. stability
margins and command tracking) require that the overall compensated open-loop response c/e displays an

"aVerage K/s characteristic (-20 dR/decade magnitude slope) in the cross-os-cr fiequency region While the pilot
over characte'istics (c/e = Yvc) this leads to increased pilot workload and resulting poor handlin-g-qualities
ratings The minimum workload !s achieved when the pilot can act as a pure gain regulator through a neuro-
muscular delay (Anon., 1998, [8.2.2]):

Yp- Kp exp( - rs)(.2t

wherety-pical valises oftimse delay am 0 2s <r < 0.4s.

Sirasplified pilot/vehicle analyses (Anon., 1988, [8.2.2]) assume thist the pilot acts as a pure gain regulator
(ignoring thr timse delay r), and selects the maximum cross-over frequency w. that can; be achieved while
mnain'taining sicceptable stability margins (e.g. phase margin - 45O, gain margin - VI dB). 'Mis risaximnsu
achievable pure-gain pillot cross-over firequenrcy is termed the 'bandwidth frexiteny'- (ti.~) in the handling-
qualities community, and can be determiined by inspection of the attitude re-spoute c f the helicopter alone

fy)as obtained from system identification (Figure 8.2-2). The bandwidth frequency tani also be considered
as the inversei closed-loop tirss.z constant (/),since:

39) Principatl Author Mark F1 tietler. Aptal
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r (8-2.2)

thus.

Illighs-bandwidth responses, and thus associated short rise times, are desirable for :-rggeessive closed-loop piloting
tanks, such as air-to-air tracking and air refueling, lower bandwidth responses (and associatedl longer nsc tuimes)
are acccptable for less aggressive tasnks sii -h as up-and-away cruise flight and manaeuverintg.

Jask requuirement.% for increased piloting aggressivcness lead to the need for hiehcr cross-over frequencies than
can be achieved by the simple pure gain piloting tcchniquc of equation (9.2. 1). The increased phase lag (i~c-
deteriorating phase margin) associated with higher cioss-over frequencies roust be offset by pilot-supplied lead,
i e. control anticipation These lequirements fot- pilot lead cause an increase in pilot workload and a degrada-
tion in perceived handling qualities. A measure of the rate of deterioration in the airci aft phase margin anid,
therefore, the requirement for pilot-supplied lead is obtained fromn a handling-qualities mectric referred to as

phase delay to

= 2rt±1O (8.23)

I iiwh values oif phase delay indicate that when thre pilot attempts, to rapidly increase the crrrss-over fraq(urncy,
there will be large demands for pilot lead. 'Ibhis, in tuna, leads to poor hanrllirg-qluilitics arid incireased] prol-ra-
bility of pilot induced oscillations (Anon ,19H9, [8.2.2]). [asks which can be considererd as 'low gain" require
lower cr oss-over frequencies and are, thereforre, not as sensitive to large phave delays. I he current U.4 Ban-
dling.Qualirti Requirementrs for Alihiory Aomorcrafz AI)S-33C (Anion.. 198S, [9.2.3) ipecify desirable levecls
of bandwidth and phase delay for on-axis attitude responses (e.g. c16 = '/8 r4at in I[iguie 8.2. 1) appropriate
to a varicty of piloting task!. D~esirable (level I) handling-qualities for thre roll response to lateral stick inputs
axeow in rigus,; 2.3 3 foe.i

(a) hsighs gain (taorget acquisition and tracking) tasks and
(b) all other piloting tanks.

Coimpliance with these specifications must be demonstrated fror the flight vehicle (anrl~or simulatirrn) using
non-parametric frequency-response identification techniques.

Non-parame ýtrc models identified in the frequency -domain ate very useful for these hanrllitug-qualitics analyses
because:

I. -[hey are rapidly obtared from flight tests.
2. 'liey eon~ain no inherent assumnptions cf model structure or order.
3. lice handling-qualities mretrics (wb.. i,) are determitted direcetly froin inspection.

Urrquency-responste testing and analYsis techniques initially developed arid dlemonstrated for helicopters using
the XV- IS (Tischler et al., 1983, [8.2.4]) and the Bell 214-SiT aircraft (Ilischler et al., 1987, (8.2.5]) have
bccosine a standard part of thre rotoreraft spencification compliance testing procedure.

paramentric models vce needed in handling -qualities studies which use paramsrtric Fuialysis tools such as root
locus, and state-space based methods (Anon., 1989. [8.2.2]). Also, the correlation of subjective handling-
qualities ratings with vehicle-based aerodynamic characteristics (e.g. roll damping aird roll control senisitivity)
is often used in the desclopnrent of handling-qualities designs cnriena Parametric models used for this put pose
are generaly low-order, decoupled iingle-input/single-output transfer-functirsn repiesentmitions of 'he ^effcctive-
aircraft response characteristics important in the pilot cross-over frequecisy range. For example, in the fixred-
wing handling-quali ties specification. is second-order mosdel must be identified toi allow characterization oif the
short-period response of aircmaft pitch attitude to longitudinal inputs and demionstrate- compliance with the
design criteria. The ADS-33C specification for r-3torcrsift gives desirable characteristics of the vertical velocity
response to collective input-s in terms of a first-order transtfer- function mnodel h/d~co[ An excellent rev-iewv and
analysis rf helicopter lrandting-qualities using paramettic system identification of low-order models is given by
Ilouston and hforton (1987. [9.2.6]) based on SA-330h and Lynx flight test 2sr~d simulation data. Both f~e-
quency-domain anid time-dom.-tiur methods ate employed rn the oandlxrrg-qualities cornnutnities for paraasetric
system identification.
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"lihe following sections demonstrate the application of both non-paranetric and parametric system identifica-
tion methods for handling-qualities studies.

8.2.3 Non-parametric Model Identification for IlandlL.g-Quallties Studies

"I his section discusses special requirements for identification of non-parametric (fIrequency-responsw) models
and presents an illustrative esamnple using the BIO 105 data base.

Non-parametric models used in[ tie evaluation of handling-quaJities based on bandwidth and phase delay
metries must be accurate in the frequency range of the data used in the calculation (e g. equation (8.2 3) for
lp):

0 5 ouý < 6w < 2.5 18.2 41

As seen in Figure 8 2 3, the range of acceptable bandwidth frequencies in the pitch and roll axis is roughly
1 rad/s - 4 r; ;.s. Based on equation (8.2 4), and assuming a simple sccond-order closed-loop attitude
resp•onse characteristic, the required range of accurate identification is roughly 0.5 rad/s to 15 rad/s. Clearly the
very low frequency behavior of the phugoid (and spiral) dynamics are not as important for handling-quality
applications as they ar-e to the requirements for identifying a complete 6 l)oF flight mechanics model.

"the frequency-sweep input is panicularily well suited for achieving accurate non-parametric (!requcncy-
response; identification because it produces an even distribution of spectral content across the desired frequency
range. [he range of excitation is detemined by selecting die period of the lowest frequency input and the cycle
rate of the highest frequency input. At least two complete frequency sweeps are concatenated to increase the
amount of data used in the spectral analyses and thus reduce the variance in th, spectr;rl estimates. Ihee fre-
quency swceps are executed consecutively in each of the primary axes to ensure that two good rins are
obtained. Instnrmentation requirements for identifying handling-qualities models are essentially the same as
those required forr identifying the more complete flight mechanics. The instnrrentaion characteristics roust
be carefully selected to minimize their influence on ti,e aircraft response characteristics being identified Furlher,
the characteristics of the sensors and filters must be well known so that their effect can be incorrporated in the
analyses and trot cause the extracted response characteristics to he biased by the instrumentation dynamics.
Finaliy. the flight tests must be conducted during periods of minimum ambient wind and turbulence to nrduce
the random errors in the identification.

F'light-test inputs for flight-mechanics model identification are typically difficult tr execule for ihe hover flight
condition. llowever. the reduced identification frequency-range nec-led for handling-qualities applications
allowvs much shorter record lenglhs and higher minimum excitation frequencies, thus reducing difficulty of
achieving acceptable excitation even in bover. Furthermore most handling-qualities applications are concerned
with the augmented (i.e. stability contro! augmentation system engaged) vehicle response characteristics, for
which the aircraft dynamics are generally more stable antd more nearly decoupled than tire bare airframe.

Attitudc response identification (e. g. $P / 6
a) in the mid- and high-frequency range is best achieved using the

angular-rate signals (p / 
6

;ar) wlfich have better frequency content compared to the attitude measurement var-
iables. Illien, the requited resporsc is obtaiued by applying numerically a 1/s correctimn

at i pI.

in tire freqicncy domain.

Figure 8.2.4 shows an example oif the $1 / dua, response for the ItO IDS obtained fronm the AGARI) W(i l
frequency sweep data at 80 kn (events 44, 45, 46). [1 he banrdwidth and phase delay metrics are reu,.lily obtained
from the figure and equation (8.2.3) to yield:

W = 5 72 radls (8.2.5)
rp = 0.062 s

These values ate then spotted (in the AIDS-33C specifications in Figure 8.2 3 1 lhe 130 105 characteristics are
seen to be in the desirable range even for the most demanding piloting tasks. [I his is a reflecti, mi t the high
effective hinge offset of the 130 105 hingeless rotor, and the lack of actiitional uime delays in this unaugmented
aircraft. Much larger effective time delays are usually associated with flight control s,-ytcm augmentation in
advanced rotorcraft (l'isehler, 1987, [8.2.7]).

The presence of the lead-lag dynamics causes a dip in the phas*e curve near the 2wae0. frequency as indicated
in Figure 8.2.4. This causes the phsse characteristics to be a nonfinear function of frequency and makes thej

,-", 5.-. -
S- ' 4 . . ,.% .• _ t4,i'3• :

-k •.. - ... . : ,, S; . .. ;
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phase delay calculation extremely sensitive to the identified value of 2wia0. In such ciscumstances. the phase
delay pa-ametcr should be determined by a least-squares fit to the phase data in the piloted cross-over region
(AD)S-33C) as illustrated in Figure 8.2.5. 1 he results show that for the prcsent case, the least-squares calcu-
lation produces essential;y the same phase delay value as was obtained directly from the two point approxi-
mation in Figure 8.2.4.

8.2.4 Parametric Madel Identification for Ilandling-Qualties Analyses

Ilandling-qualities analyses based on parametric models of the pilot/aircraft system of Figure 8.2 1 must be
accurate in the region encompassing the pilot cross-over, w.. As a rule of thumb, fhe frequency range of 7

validity should encompass:

0.3 we < o, !5 3.0 ev, (8.26)

The pilot's feedback loop suppresses the dynamics at lower frequencies, while the natural roll-off behavior of
system response reduces the importance of the high-frequency dynamics. [bus, closed-loop pilot/vehiclc
characteristics are dominated by the open-loop iesponse c/e in the frequency range of equation (8.2 6).

Parametric system identification methods for application to handling-qualities must be tailored to be most
accurate ii the frequency range of equation (8.2.6), with considerably reduced accuracy being acceptable out-
side of this frequency range. Ihis suggests that handling-qualities models for attitude task analyses
(1 tad/s ! we !S 3 rad/s) should be accurate in the frequency range of 0 3 rad/s to 9 cad/s. WGI8 identifi-
cation rcsumlts indicate that a quasi-steady model formulation will be quite acceptable for characterizing heli-
copter dynamics in this frequency range. Furthetr-nore, as discussed earlier, parametric handling-qualities
models are generally assumed to have a %ery simple decoupled, first or se ond order structure to expose the
dominant characteristics of concern to the pilot. This is espccially true for analyzing handling-qualities of
aug&nented vehicle dynamics, since augmentation tends to suppress most of the coupled and secondary open-
loop vehicle dynamics. Clearly, model structures for handling-qualities analyses applications are significantly
simpler than the 6 I)o1 flight mechanics models identified by WGIR. The rudimentary models adopted to
represent the pilot (c.g. equation (8.2.1)) make a more accurate modeling of the rotoreiafl dynamics inappro-
priate

"The sinple parametric model structures adopted for handling-qualities analyses allow considerable relaxation
of the input design requirements and computational algorithms needed for pararietric system identification.
"The main requirement is to acquire data with record lengths on the order of 2 to 3 time constants o! the modes
included in the model. Fo, example, a typical heave damping constant (Z. = -0 5 /s) implies a time constant
of 2 seconds. Thus, desirable record lengths to identify this parameter from flight data would be of the order
of 4 to 6 seconds. These record lengths are considerably shorter than nccessary to identify the coupled and
lower frequency behavior for a full 6 DoF flight mechanics model. Rapid identification algorithms based in
both frequency-domain (lischler et al., 1983, [8.2.5]; Tischler et al., 19F7, [8.2.6]) and time domain (Anon.,
1988, [8.2.3]) are available for this application. The following two examples based on the WGI8 Ahl-64
data-base illustrate the use of time-domain and frequency-domain system identification methods to extract
hower-ordce parametric handling-qualities modeis.

8.2-4.1 Time-lmnmain Identification Example

The A1)S-33C specification requires the identification of the first-order model of vertical response to collective:

_1? K e(.p(--q 182.7)
6c,: TOs + 1

based on a simplifiel time-domain output--mor technique. The required analysis assumes that the input is a
pure step. libis yields the simple closed-form solution for the vertical rate response:

S/ies(t) = I T1-ep -- )] for !> r (8.2.8)

,•(t) 0 for !I_ r (8.2.9)

Although not contained in the currctit specification, the constraint of equation (8.2.9) is necessau to yield a
causal model response (I lowitt, 1990, [8.2.8]) In practice, the starting timpe (t - 0) is assumed to be at the mid

point of the control input, since a futile time will always be reqsuired to achieve the full input du-sing flight

S. ........ ' .. . : • "• - , " . . . " .. .. . .. , *.• :• ,"• ,

S- . .i.• . " " ' . -:-" . .- i• .O.. -' . . .
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testing. The parameters of equation (8.2.7) are to be obtained by a non-linear optimization scar-h to minimize
the squared-error (f2) between the model output and flight test data:

2 
- (6.t - ) (8.2.101

Table Tabl: 8.2.1 on page 274 presents the ADS-33C specifications of the parameter values for desirable
handLing-qualities (Level I).

The collective step response of the AII-64 for the 130 kn flight condition shown in Figure 8.2 6 was obtained
by using the first portion of the doublet record (flight 883, event 10). hie input is zssumed to begin at
t = 1.2 s, which corresponds to the mid-point of the initial collective step. The end-of-record is taken at
f = 4.51 s, which corresponds to the point of collective control reversal. Therefore, the total record length used
in the identification procedure is t = 3.31 s. Considering an approximate heave damping value
(Z, -0.5 s1) based on the AlI-64 1esults cbtalned by the DLR (section 6. t), the system time constant is
about 2 seconds, thus indicating that the record length is marginally acceptable for the current identification
problem.

"The transfer-function parameters identified using the data of Figure 8.2.6 are:

K = -1.60 It s-2/% = -0.488 mS-2/%
= - 0.192s (8.2.11)

7- = 1.86 s

The model response as estimated from equations (8.2.8), (8.2.9), and (8.2.11) is shown in Figure 8.2.6. Tie
correlation coefficient r2 is a measure of the accuracy with which the identified model satisfactorily characterizes
the flight test data:

(hS - h 31) 2
r l (8.2.12)

where I denotes the mean value of h. For the results of Figure 8.2.6 is:

r - 1017 (82 13)

The Npecification requires a correlation coefficient in the range of 0.97 to 1.03. Therelore, while there arc sig-
nificant deviations between the model predictions and the flight test data, the fit is considered to be satisfactory
for handling-qualities applications. Comparison of the equation (8.2.10) parameters with the specification
(rable 8.2.1) indicates that the AII-64 achieves desirable (L.evel I) hand!ing-qualities characteristics for the
vertical response.

When a helicopter is operating with the automatic flight control system disengaged, as in the present case, the
parame.ers of equation (8.2.10) correspond to the bare airframe stability and control derivatives:

Z6,,,, = K -0 486m s-2/%

-- =- 0.54 s (8.2.14)
7.

r = rotor delay = 0.192 s

"The I)LR results for these parameters as obtained from the full 6 I)oF model identification are repeated for
comparison with equation (8.2.14):

Z~coj - -0.264 m s-2

4"- -0.547s- (8.2.15)

r _ 0.117 s

The rather crude identification technique of equation (8.2.8) yields an accurate identification of heave damping
(4). The normal sensitivity (Z6,cc) and time delay (r) are somewhat overestimated, and may be correlated -
trading off one against the other in the simple identification scheme. The Level I specifiation is achieved even
for the overestimated time delay of equation (8.2.14), although the pilot opinion of the model of equation
(8.2.15) would probably more accurately reflect the true aircraft behavior.

A, A
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8.2.4,2 Frequency-D aosaln Identlflcation Example

Frequency-domain methods provide a reliable approach for extracting physically meatingful low-order han-
dling-qualities models because:

1. model structure can be selected based on a visual inspection of the non-parametric frequency-response
identification resuts and

2. the frequency range of fit can be restricted to the model's range of applicability (('hen et al., 1987,
[8.2.9]).

This approach is illustrated using the WGI8 frequency sweep data for the Ati-64.

The frequency response of pitch rate due to longitudinal actuator inputs was obtained (from flight 883 events
3 and 5) using the frequency-response ident-fication techniques of section 5.Sand is presented inFigure 8.2.7 .
Good coherence is achieved in the frequency range from 0.6 rOd/s (corresponding to the starting frequency of
the automated sweep) to 10 rad/s. 'he coherence function of nearly unity indicatcs excellent identification
accuracy and response linearity in this range. Visual inspection of the frequency response of Iigure 9.2.7
indicates a fundamental first order characleristic. Attempts to fit .he pitch rate response with a second-order
model, or a simultaneous fit of the pitch rate and normal acceleration responses with the short period model
proposed by RAE (Houston et al., 1987, [8.2.6]) resulted in overparuneterization. [ he second-order pitch rate
transfer function reduced to a first order form, thus indicating a ver, weak coupling between pitch rate and
vertical responses. This finding is further supported by the very small identified values of the M. coupling
derivative determined by the DI,R (Mf = 0.013) and the NAE and MDIIC (Mw = 0 00513). The following
decoupled pitch rate response was obtained from a 20 point match over the frequency range of from
0.6 rad/slolO rad/s:

Q Mon eXP( - r,,n,)
61on S -- M,

Mior. - 0.0274 s-'/ (%.2.16)
M,, = -0) 7754 -

rion = 0-0993 s

"The frequency response comparison between the low-order transfer function model (equation (8.2.16)) and
flight test data is excellent over the frequency range of the fit as shown in Figure 8.2.7. For comparison with
the above simple model results, the parameters obtained by the DIR for the full 6 Do e model (Section 6. 1)
are repeated below:

M,,1on = 0 0275 s-2/%

M, - -0.7741 (8.2.17)
r,' - 0.109s

The agreement between the first order, I DoF, haNdling-qualities model and tie full 6 I)oF results is
remarkable (compare equations (8.2.16) and (8.2.17)), substantiating the use of the simplifitd model in the
limited frequency range of applicability.

The utility of the simplified transfer function mode! was checked using time domain verification for a doublet
input. As seen in Figure 8.2.8, the predicted and measured responses of pitch rate and pitch attitude are nearly
identical for the 8 seconds record length shown in the figure. This 8 seconds record corresponds to about 6 timei
constants of the identified pitch rate mode, Clearly, the transient pitch rate response characteriAics of the
AI1-64 that are of interest to handling-qualities are satisfactorily captured by this very simple first-o:der trans-
fer-function model.

As seen iii Figure 8.2.7, the poor coherence at low frequency is not satisfactory for allowing an extraction o,
the bandwidth and phase delay parameters front the identified frequency-response. However, these parameters
can be obtained by extrapolating the transfer function model response into the needed frequency range:

-17 . 0.678 rad/s
rp - 0.074 s (8.2.18)

Comparison of these valhes with the ADS-33C specifications (Figure 8.2.3) indicates Level 2 handling-qualitles
for the unaugmented AH-64 in the nonaaressive piloting tasks. Level 2 handling-qualitim for a failed (or dis-
engaged) AFCS condition is generally considered acceptable.

~,•-.-• .,-
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8.2.5 Summary

Key considerations in the application of system identification techniq-ucs to handling-qlualities studies that were
higjslgited in this section are:

1. Requirements oin flight testing, models structure, and identification algorithms are substantially eased
hecauge of

a. the rather restricted frequency range of applicabiiity needed for analyzing pilot -in -the-loop han-
dling-qual-ities; and

b. the desire for simple handling-qualities tnodels which capture the inherent dynamic characteristics
using a few number of parameters.

2. Non-parametric models aire very useful for handling-qualitics and are easily obtained i's the frequency
domain from frequency-sweep flight test data-

3. Simple param~etric models are useful for characterizing the dominant vehicle characteristics in the fre-
quency range of interest to handling-qualities and for estdblishing handling-qualities design guidelines.

4. Eixamples of frequency and time domain identification techniques applied to the DO 105 and AII-64
databases ilustrate that rather simple modeling and identification methods caii reliably be: used to support
totoreraft handling-qualities studies-
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8.3 System Identification Requirements for Hligh-Bandwidth Rotorcraft Flight Control
Sybtem DesignI'.1

8.3.1 Introduction

System i; ntific.'iion procedures provide an excellent tool for improving matheýmatical models used icr rotor.
craft light contmi system design. lDedica~ed fliight tests of a prototype helicopter can be conducted to update
the flight mechanics to update the flight mechanics models and optimizz control system gains early in the
development process. Such an approa.-.h has already been taken by Kadetka end von Gronhagen (1999,
[8 3.1]) in the development of a fly-by-wire 1O105lO, ind by Bosworth and West (1986. [8.3,2)) in the devel-
opment of the X-29A.

Ihe idcntification of models tor use in flight control system desigri involves reNuiretnentc, that are considerably
diffeosot from those enscountered in other applications such as piloted sirmulation and wind tunnel model vali-
dation Models identified for une in simulation and wind tunnel validation must he generially accurate over a
wide spectrum of frequencies from trim (7.cro frequency) anid phugoid (low frequency) to thc dcrn,:nant tran-
sient icsponses of the longi~udinal shoil-period and roll -suhbsidcnce modes (mid/high frequency). Therefore, ;.n
tc'ins of -stabilit) and control derivati.'cs, the low-firequency parameters szacli as thc speed derivativrs may he
just as important to a pilot's pcrc.Žption of simulation fidelity as an accurate value. of roll danrping.

P'ractical flight control sy-stern design requires models that 'Are:

I highly accurate in the cross:)vcr frequencY range-to c-.ploit the maxitnum achievable r,_rformar~cc from
the helicopter, and,

2 robust in the crossover range with re~srect to flight cundition, and input form and sear-to ensure tha'
closed-loop st~hlity/perfonnancc is mnair.ained. The cowtrol system design can be wiade sufficiently
robust to compensate for poor model robustniess, but at the cxpcrnse of performance.

1hcisc teluirements are especially diflicult for advanced hi'gh-bandwidth cosntrol systcms where thme crossose,
raige occurs as treqocncics near the limit of currnt md.-ntifi,:ation capabihlie~s.

'Ih;; paper examines in detail these requirements for systemT identification .application to himih-tsandwid!h flijh,
controt design. Much of this paper discusses the need in control s-istem des~gs for higher-order mudels th.-1
Virlulr rýItor A.nainics. It is interesting to) note that the inclusion of rotor flapping dynanicsn in an optimial
control syst- gn r" tIhodulogy was investigated hy Hall and Blryson ( 1973, [R.3.3]) many years ago.

Yhe -0) rL of the 110 10t5 helicopter (Figu're 8.3-1) at a trim condition of 40 rn/s is used throughout to
ll' xsoints of tI.,- analysi- The high-baimdwidt h/highly -coupled rotor syster (.f the Is() ;05

-.sitvrn dusigner with a rmost difficulk case^ scenario IUli1,lit data presented in this paper
171 1* Institute for Flight Mechanics as part of the ACiARI) WG I1K00 Rotorcraft System

9.3.2 Sunipile Nlode-tollovting (oitrol System

l-igimec U. 2 shows a simple Jtýsigi osf the roll channel for control system based on an explisit model following
concept. Ama atritudic-crsmmand/aIttjitudc-hoild configuration is -hewn, with only roll angle fccdhack for tilt
presc, t Thc error signal is formed from the difference between the actual roll angle response and tha( mif the:
d,,iicd Lommard model.

.I lie control law design r tohletn for this simple system involves the selection of the stahili7z.tion loop gain K,
and u, appropri..tc command model lDesitcm requirements based on thes U.S. military handling qualities spec.
ification (Iloh ct a]l 198h, [8.3.4]) are [or an overall ciosed-loop roll attitude bandwidth (based on 45'
Phase margtin) in theý range of 2 rad/a S wb. !5 4 radf a. The desired stabilization loup bandwidth
(W O)S5AO of rJ)fq$P is selectex) as wie this range 4 radfs :5 (Wto)STi3 !5 11 rad/s to achieve good toodtel-
following anet gust rejection ( Iiselaler, 19117 [..].This implies a stabiizAtim-n loop crossover frequency (of
40P.') in the same range, with associated satisfacoury phase and gain nmargins. The foliowimii section addresses
the ie~ntifiV-atiori and modeling aspects for achieving t.aese desired stabilizationr loop cL~araciemistics Ojip4,,1
Conranand model selection r~j(P is not addressed hrefei, because it is not an identification issue.

")P~naaeztJ Author: Maik RIt 1 chter, AtISI
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8.3.3 Identification Models for Control S)stem Design

Identification models for use in control system dr-sign can be categorized As non-pairafletiic (e.g., frequency-
rsponse) or pa-r-rnetric (e.8 transfer-functions and state-space. models). Both types of models are discussed
in this section.

8.3.3.1 Nonpararnetrie Frequeny- Responsse Model

Noniparametric identification models are highly useful as starting points for control system dusigss because they
cortain no iinherent assumrptions on model order or structure. The frequency -esponoe is complete and accurate
(within the frequLency -range of good coherence), and provides the fundamental open-loop characteristics needed
for both classica and modern freque ncy -domain based design methods. The identified fircquenicy-response is a
describing function model of !ocally linearized non~near behas-ior. Ihbe seventy of this assumption can be
checkcd by comparing exiracted decribing functions for different input ariplitudes.

A robust control system design requires a model that is Accurate over a frequency range that spans the intended
erosso-er regi-in. flowever, th-ý helicopter's dynamics and thus the achievable crossover fre-quentcy are unknown
at this stage. Thbus a nonparametric model that is accurate over a broad frequency range is desirable. Pilot
generzated ftequency-iweeps bre especially we~ll suitd for this purpose (Chen ei a] . 1996. [8 3.6], t ischkr et

aW., :997. [R.3.7)) Piloted frequency -sweeps of the R(105lO were conducted ov-c a range of frt-luencies from
0 1 Hz to 5 Hz (corn-sponding io angular frequencies of 0.63 radis to 31 4 ;adls) to excite all the dyniamic
modes of concern (Figure 8.3.3).

The identificd open-loop ((P16
i,,) frvouciicy resiponse of the BO( 10)5 tsody rotor~actuator s 'steini for the

401 m:s flight cos'cition shown in Figure It 'A. was obtained using the spectra]l analy~i- techniques of refereince
( I ischlcrr 1987, [19 3 9]). Ihe speciral analysis was optinaired fo-r accuracy in thc frcquicncy-rangc (d
I cad/s S w !S 30 raiJ/s, wh-iz-h covers all moden of concern near the cros-Aiver range 1the asycoeiatcd coher-
erie (Figure 934 part c) indicalfs accurate identification in tf-.is frequency rangý, 1`he Bod- plot of
I-i-ire 8.3.4 shows that with -oil attitude feedback only, a maximum erossoser frequency (00, ot
w, = 5 72 radlS can be achieved foi phase and gain margins of 45' and 6 dB, respectively. 'Ihese chaxacicr-
Wstis imect tIlc dc~sign sj-ccific~asicns for tlis; sinpic system. llovictvcr, roll rate fccdback vill b- ricce-sz!.-r t'.

olfs-t additional lags in a practical design implemnentationi (Tischizvr, 19R7. [R 3 5J).

8.3.3.2 Parmnsctrse Model

A parersictric model of the roll response i% useful to facilitate detailcd control design itudie:5 The fundanicrita!
considerations in decriving such a pararnetnc model are:

I Frequency- range of validity

'I he freq-scncy -range of model validity should extend substantially on either side of ti-e crossover fre-
quencý As a rule of thurab, dynamics modes wilh frequencies of 0 3 to 3 0 tiimes the elossovcr frequency
will contribute substantially to the closcd-loop resiponse In the presen case, this. indicates that the par
arinetric model should be valid in the frequenicy range of 2 rad/s to 10 radys, which includes all of itie
cla%sical attitude response modes (short period, dlutch roll, and toll subsidence) and the regress~ing rotor

rnndes (flapping and I -1-lag), andt dynamic inflow (for lower speed conditions) Accurate chat actni~ation
r'jtsdr of this frequency range is not important to control systemn design for the design bandwidth selected
hcre. (losed-loop control suppresses all low frequency open-looip response. so that accurate knowledge
of the speed derivatives (phugoid and spiral dynamics) is of little importance

2 Model Orster

The model order must he high enoughi to capture the inspcrtant dynamric characteristics in the frcq:..sem-
cy-range of nmodel validity. In the frequjency -domain, this mecans a sufficient r.umNer of states so achieve
a -goo~d fit* of the nonpararnetric response of Figure 8.3.4 is needed in the &esired freqjueuicy range
However, if the model oircler is excessive, model paraiiicteras will exhibit I&age variabibly to small changes
in flight coi~dition, input form, and input size which will con'prormse roibustniess (I sylor. 1974. [ 93.9]).

3. Fatimate of Model Accuracy

]:light control design requires an estimate of the accurac; of the aerodlynairsic parameter-s. Modern Mul-
tiple- Input- Multiple-Output (Ml'VIO) methods that feedback all outputs to all cointrols require a con-

sistent level of accuracy in the cha racteriiation c-f all of the on- and off-axis responses. Metricsa such as the
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Cramner-Rao lower bound, multi-run scatter, and firequency-response errors areC useful for assessing model
accuracy.

4. Moda Robuslowess

Model.% must be robust with respect to flightt condition, input form, and input si.7e. Model structure
determination methods amr useful in reducing parameiter insensitivity and correlation, which in turn
improves model robustnsess. Also model verification with alternialive inpuJt forms, and niagnitude-- arc
useful in this regard.

8.3.4 A 141gb-Oder Model for- Roll Response

A 7th-order model ii selected as the 'baseline model- that captures the kcy dynamics in tlie frequency -ra-nge
of concern (2 rad/s to 18 radls):

I coupled roll/rotor flapping dynamics (2nd order),
2 lead-lag/air resonance (2nd order).
3 dutch roll dynaimics (2nd order).
4 roll angle integration (1st order).
5. actuator dynamics (equivalent tine drlay)-

D~ynamnic inflow modes are not explicitly included in the above list, because of their sm;,ll influence at this
forward flight speed (40 mis). (implicit effects of inflow on the rotui modes are capttured in matching the Ire-
qu'lency-resporise data.) The roll angle responi- to lateral stick transfer-function for the baseline model is then
4th-order numerator and 7th-order denominator. T-he model parameter- shown unsIable 8 3 1 were obtained
from & frequency responic fit of Figure 8t 3 4 fiom 1 rad/s to 30 red/s using 50 poinits I he frejuency-re-poniv
comparisois with the data is seen in Figure It 3 5 to Lharacterize the dynamnics accurately in the range of eon-
cern. thus indicating that model is of sufficiently- high order. The mismatch n, ar the Ice-l-ag mnode (13 rad/s)
r~eflec the reduced accuracy (lower coherence) of the ttight1 dat~a in this frequenucy range 0l-igsre Mt 3 4) I1 he
45* phase margin crossover frequency for the baIine model is taken frmm Figure A 3 5 as -c 5 32 rad/s

(,du) natcltcN the data (I able 8.3 2)

1 lc transfer function model indicates a highly coupled .dy -rollIro ITr-flapping Made (0 51.
w - 13 7 rad/s) as is expecued for the hinge[--%% rotor system (high effective hinge oflic-ti oif thc: lir) lilt

I Irlicopiers with ba% effective hinge offset rotors (or equivalently lowý flappint itlifinecss). %uch as some artic
ulatcd eystems. will generally exhibit two eisentially decoupled first order mudes.

L. body angular damnping (LP. Mo).
2 1Ist order rotor regressing

I1 ditecoupled rotor modek is often inuiclled by an effeciive time delay. -Ibe degree of hody~rotor coupling is
dctersnir.ed by the flapping stilness wt ilustrated in F~igure 8.3 6 from Ileffly el Al (1986. [9 3.itlJl 'Ihe
lead-lag mode is very hltly damped (( - 0tIA21) due only to structural damping of the hingeless rotor and
the low aerodynamic damnping The total madal damping (a - - (w 0 668 s-I) agrees very well with
previsusly published etpetimentall data (Wsrmnbrodt et &L,. 198-4. [8 3 I11]) Significant roll/yaw coupling iA
apparent from the separation (if the complex pole/zero combination of the dutch roll mode Finally. the
equivalent time delay co~rreponds -wel] to known control syteit hydraulics and linkage lags.

Figure- 8.37 shows the root locus for variation in the roll angle gain KO1 (of Figure 9.3 2). The pole at the
origin moves to the crossover range, and the dutch roll mode is driven into the neighboring zero in a stable
manner. The lead-lag mode is also driven toward the neigboring complex zero. and is slihtly stabilized (
C =0 0440) for the nominal crossover frequency (w. = 5 32). The attitude feedback gain Kit i3 limited by the
destabdiiation of Ihe rotor!'tappiiag modt Added time delay to account for unmodeled dynamics does net
chantge these results significantly.

Ihe ulosea-loo frequency rrpo~ of O40/0 (from Figure 8.3.2) shown in Figurre 8.3.8 for
KV- 322.9 %/red indiocates that good model-followying will be achieved out to the destretd stabilization -loop

band% idth firquitacy- (4 rad/s lob rad/9). The closed-loop data curve also shown in the figure wra generated
ty calculating KG/(1 + KG) for echb frequency. usiin the. open-loop data curve of Figure 8 3 4 The good
agrement between the closed-loop baseline model response a&d the (calculated) data ov-cr the broad frequency
range f0 mad/a lo 30 rrdios) further demonstrates the validty of the 7th-order model for predicting high-
bandwidth f*lh Constrol system performanese.

~-Ile



,rwo imotn quantitative metrest of doeclocdiop perormn~fce (4)/(P.) are bandwidth (w..) and phase delay -

(rp). Closed-loop bandwidth ow~ is defined in the handling-q uali tic-. community (I1mb ct al., 1988, [8.3 4]) as
the frequency at which phase margin of the closed-loop response, 01 /4Vm in this case. is 45*. (T'his definition
applies for attitude commnand systems as in the piesent study.) The phase delay is a measure of the phase rolloff
nlear the bandwidth frequency and reflects the total effective tirme delay of the high frequency dynsasuic elements
(rotor and actuator iii this simple case). The phase delay is defincd as (I toh et al., 1988, [8.3.4]):

rp 02.100 + 1800 (8.3.1)
573 k 2w1 5 ,,

where

"(Oleo = frequency where the phase - (fI -m80-

02ý18O = phase angle at a freqUCL.)y (if 2~o

The bandwidth and phase. delay metrics are well predicted by the higher-order model as shown in
'Fable K.3.2.

An additional fced`-)ack of roll-rate will be required in the control system to offset lags and time delays associ-
ated with practical design implementation. Figure 8.3.9 shows a root locus for variation of roll-rate feedback
gain X. Uor no additional time delay, rot'sr/fiapping mode stability remains the limitation on rate feedback
gain, although the lead-lag mode damping is cecarly reduced for moderate gams les'ls. When 50 mns of addi-
tional timte delay is included to account for filters and computational delay in a practical digital control system
imiplementation (lTichler, 1981,[..], the lead-lag mode becomes rapid'y dcstabilized and sets the limit on
raft feedback. (A lag and a pure delay have mtsc same effect on desitabilizing the lead-lat mode for this case.)
This result illustrates the need for accurate knowledge of the lead-lag dynamics in high-bandwidth control
system design. AnAlyticai studies by Diftlei (1988, [8.3.12]), Miller and White (1987.,83.3) and Curtiss
(1986, [8.3.14]) have made the same conclusions. A flight !est investigation by Chemi and Ilindaun (1986.
[R.3.15) using a vaniablec-stability C1147 helicopter demonstrated the imsportance of rotor dynamics and cofitro-
system Isga in determining feedback gain bandwidth limits.

8.3.5 Lowses--Order Modela for Broad-Band Roll Response

iwo levels of approximation that are commonly made in fornnulating models for identiracatiori are considered
us this section-

I Oimit lead-lag, dynamics (51h order)

A 5th-order rull-attitudc responuse model was obtained by refitting the Imequency resitonse data withuut
the lend-lag mode ( Fable 8 3 1 and F-able 8.3 2). Ihe transfer function result is consistent with 7th-or-der
model, with only slight variations in the remaining parameters. 'I his indicates Ithat the lead-lagiair-
resonance mode can be modelled a,- a one- way-coupled (parasitic mode), simiar in nature to an ain-eAf
structural mode Thus, the lead-lag transfer functions (quadratic dipoles) could be appended onto a
8 DXOF identification mo-del (flapping dynamtics only). ihis approach has been sueceissfully applied in the
state-model identification of B0 105 dynamics (Tisehljer et al., 1990, [8.3.16j).

The frequency -responise matches of the 5th-order model matches the high-crder mcleel very- well
(Figure 8 3 16). except of course for the i-mission of the lead-lag mode. The fitting error shown .uu
"I able 8.3.1 indicates only a slight degradation relative to the 7th-order model, the roll-angle gain is agamin
limited by destabilization of the coupled roil/flapping mnode. OIf course. roUl-rate limitations dime to lead-lag
instability will not be dittectesi by this model. Comparison of the closed-loop response.(1m of tihe
5th-order and 7th-order model (Figure 8.3.11) shows that the reduced-oirder modelI is verny accurate except
for the lead-lag mode omission. The quantitative metrics match the baseline model reasults (Fable 8.3.2).

2. Quasi-steady rntor dynamics (4th order).

A 4th-order model is obtained by adopting a quasi-steady assumption for the roll dynamics and treating
the rotor as an equivalent time dielaty. The resulting transfer function mnodel fat is given in Table 8.3. 1.
The time delay of 0.0743 st now accounts for 0.023 s firom the nydraulcies actuator sy~temn and 0.(051 s
from the effective rotor delay. The quasi-steady roU damping mode isi estimated at L - -9 87 rad/s.

Tedutch toll pole/zero quadratic has been de-tunect fur Wthi single axis f,, (This could be improved by
considering a simultaneous match of 01/6,, which will enforce the correct dutch roll location (1 machler,
1987, [ I3l].Te freqasescy-response of this model is seen in Figuare 8.3.10 to be s poor approximation.
especially at lugler-fi-equency, us cxpected by the adoption of a crude rotor flapping approximation. This
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is further emphasized by the threefold increase in the fitting cost relative to the 5th-order model
(Table 8.3.1). The 45' phase margin crossover frequency is under-predicted by 200% relative to the
baseline model, while the gain margin is overpredicted by 57 % (Table 8.3.2).

The root locus versus attitude gain for this model (Figure 8.3.12) indicates that the gain limitation is due
to the destabilization of a coupled 2nd-order pure rigid body mode. Thus, the quasi-3teady model fails to
capture key dynamics of the coupled roll/flapping mode. Finally, the closed-loop bandwidth is underes-
timated by 26 % as indicated in Figure 8.3.11 and Table 8.3.2. Overall, the use of the 4th order model
to match the full frequency range (1 rad/s to 30 rad/s) is seen to be inappropriate.

8.3.6 Quasi-Steady Models for Low-Frequrecy Roll Response

The utility of th'e quasi-steady approximation in characterizing the lower-frequency dynamics was investigated.
For this study, the dutch roll dynamics were omitted.

Figut-e 8.3.13 shows the variation in LP and the fitting cost for changes in the upper fitting frequency
8 rad/s : W2 S 30 rad/s. The roll damping rises from L, -g 3 for w 2 - 8 cad/s to '1 = 20.4 for
ia2 = 15 radfs; however, the cost function remains favrly constant in this range. For W2 > 14 rad/s, the cost
function rises dramatically, indicating a poor characterization of the dynamic response. Note that for the
o =• = 30 rad/s, the roll damping drops to L, - -9.6, which closely corresponds to the 4th-order model of
Table 8.3.1. T"he extreme sensitivity in the model parameters and coat function for w2 > 14 rad/s, shows that
this frequency is the limit of the va!idity of the quasi-steady assumption. For W2 < 14 rad/s. the cost finction
re:mains fairly constant at CF = 45, which roughly corresponds with the 5th order fitting error, the higher-
order model being more accurate as expected. T"he variability in L see.n even for 7 rad/s : cw2 :_ 13 rad/s
will be limited by the simultaneous fit of multiple responses in tihe full model identification (Tischler ct al.,
1990, [8.3.8]).

The q(/11., frequency-response for the w2 - 13 rad/s case is shown in Figure 8.3.14 to have comparable
accuracy as the baseline model in the range of 1 rad/s to 13 raed/s (except for the omission of the dutch roll
mode). The estimated crossover frequency is nearly identical to the high-order baseline model. Also, the
closed-loop pcrformance metrics arc much closer to the baseline model t. in was the 4th-order modcl
(Table 8.3.2). Tlhe first order model for w2 - 30 rad/s, also shown in Figure 1.3.14, is seen to pK)orly char-
acterize the response at both low and high frcqtcncy. The frequency range of tht fit ir. clearly inappropriate for
the quasi-steady model structure. A similar analysis conduc;ed on the pitch responsse indicates a useful band-
width for the quasi-steady zssumption of 13 rad/s. Ihus, tire overall useful bandwidth of the quasi-steady
model structure is 13 rad/s.

"libs analysis indicates that improved utility of the quasi-steady models can be achieved if the data is band-
limited to below the rotor flapping frequency (13 rad/s in this ease) before the identification is completed. 1 his
band-limitation easily accomplished in frequency-domain identification methods, since the fitting range is an
explicit function of frequency (lischler et al., 1990, [8 3.16]; Tischler, 19•8, [8.3.17]). In time-domain meth-
ods, the data should be filtered to eliminate the high-frequency dynamics (Chen et al., !986, [8.3.6]). Although
the coupled rotor/flapping instability can still not be replicated with such hand-limited quasi-steady models,
the nominal control system performance may be adequately estimated.

8.3.7 Concluslons

L An accurate model for helicopter control system studies requires coupled body/rotor flapping and lead-lag
dynamics The lead-lag response may be treated as a one-way coupled parasitic mode for the case study
evaluated hetein.

2. Fo" a single-rotor hingeless helicopter, the coupled body/iotor-flapping mode I,nits the gain on attitude
feedback, while the lead-lag mode limits the gain on attitude-rate feedback.

3. Quasi-steady models that approximate the rotor response by an equivalent delay aie useful for estimating
nominal control system performance if the data used in the identification is band-limited to frequencies
belo-w the coupled body/rotor response.
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Fitting _I

Modei range Transfer function Fit

(In rad's)

8aseline Model 7th I ... 30 2.62 (0.413. 3.07] (0.0698. 16.2] e"0"25s 12.1
order (0) (0.277.2.15] [0.0421, 15.8] (0.509. 13,7]

Coupled body!rotor 5th I ... 30 247 [0.490,3.11] e -0 26.8
order (0) [0.319. 2.71] [0 413, 13.5]

Broad-band quasi-5teady 0.2003 [0.283, 2.04] e -00743s 102.3
4th order (0) [0.214, 2.13] (9.87)

1 0.00 e-0.00836s.3 rad/s band-limited I 130.300e
quasi-steady 2nd order " (0)(14.6)

Table 8.3.1. Roll response models, (P / 6.
Numerarors and denominoiors of the trarftie.Jictions are decomposed into products of functions of the variable s.

2['.wj] represents the second o.de, polynomial 92 + 2(dns + Wn. with undamped natural anpdarfrequency w0 a
the damping ratio ( of modulus I <5 1.

(I / T) represents the first order polynomial s + i T. where T = time constant.

Open-loop metrics (P/qV0  Closed-loop metrics

Model
Wec GM UJu -bW T p

(in rad/s) (in dB) (in radis) ?in rad/s) (in s)

Data 5.72 6.39 11.4 8.5-8 0.0658

Baseline model 5.32 6.51 11.5 9A6 0.0659

Coupled body/rotor 5.33 5.70 11.5 9.62 0.0682

Broad-band quasi-steady 4.28 10.2 10.2 6.98 0.0545

3 rad/s band-limited 5.26 7.96 1 j.1j 8.33 0.0600

Table 8.3.2. Comparion of performance estimates
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Figure 8.3. 1. DO 105 case study helicopter
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9. (onclusions and Recommendations

"I his Report has documented the activities and accomplishments of t[ie AGARI) WVorkinW, Group W(;- 18 on
Rotorcraft System Identification. F[U st, recent system identification activities were reviewed Following this, the
technical work carried out by the Working Group was preented: the common flight test data bases provided
to the G-rolp were described and the applied identification methodologies characterised. Results obtained from
data quality investigations and identification and verification analyses were presented in detail in the fom of
case studies. Robustness issues were addressed. Finally, examples drawn from the main application areas for
system identification approaches were illustrated. In most of the individual 3ections, summaries or conclusions
and recommendations were included. In this section, the main conclusions are drawern together an.] some gen-
eral recommendations of the application of system identification approaches are given.

The following conclusions were obtained:

I. The review of recent system identification activities has clearly shown that the development and applica-
tion of identification techniques is concentrated in research organisations whereas the application in
hndus'.-y is still sporadic and tentative For example, in areas like tnodel validation and trouble shooting
during development flight tests, a strong rt lianee is placed on experience and engineering judgement in the
interpretation of discrepancies between simulation and flight teat data. I lere, time history comparisons are
the most common practice. Hlowever, Industry responses indicated a need for more effective comparative
and diagnostic tools and an inc,-asing interest in the arplication of identification techniques. IMain con-
cemns were related to the maturity level and the limitations of present methods. lhe responses have also
emphasi-ed the craft-like nature of* modelling rotorcraft flight dynamics and the need for system identifi-
cation tools to be compatible with this approach. An evaluation of the problem areas highlighted by
Industry has shown that many of the flight dynamics problems could potentiall, have been solved using
system identification.

2. Flight test data obtained from the AII-64, BO 105, and SA-330 were provided to the Working Group.
In section 4 on AGARD Working Group Data Base, it was shown that each data base provided more
measurements than required tir system identification, although the AII-64 flight test were generated for
other purposes. It can be stated that modem flight test instrumentations usually include the measurements
needed for the identifitation of 6 degrees-of-freedom rigid body models. Special emphasis, however,
siould be placed on ihe design and conduct oi suitabie flight test manoeuvres and the need for a caretul
check of the accuracy of the meacured data.

3. From the evaluation of the three case studies the main conclusions are:

0 The flight test data must provide as mnuch information as possible on vehicle dynamics within the
frequency range of interest.

For example, the Al1-64 flight test manoeuvres, which were not generated for identification pur-
poses, were only about 10 seconds long and could not give sufficient low-frequency information.
Specific input signals should be used to excite the aircraft modes of interest. Hlere, both, multi-step
3211 input signals and frequency sweeps are appropriate, with the distinction that the 3211 signal
seems to be more suited for time-domain identification techniques whereas frequency sweep data
were preferred for a frequency-domain approach.

* Flight test manoeuvres should be repeated fo: redundanty. In addition to the tests designed for the
identification, flight tests with other input signals, e.g. doublets, should be flown to be used for the
verificatiot of the identified models.

* Significant effort was spent in the Working Group to evaluate the data reliability. Redundant mea-
surements were uied to detect scale facdor errors and measurement offsets. Various techniques were
applied ranging from Least Squares methods to extended Kalman Fldter methods. The obtained
results were generally in good agreement, although the more complex methods provided a higher
flexibility in detecting and isolating error sources and in generating recon-tructed time histories. A
detailed study was conducted with the SA-330 PUMA Ilight test data, when: a systematic analysis
highlighted a variability in the scale factor estimation from run to run that could not fully be
explained from the analysis. 'I he study demonstrated the considerable effort neces.sary for the
reconstruction of reliable data and illustrated the need for an in-rtediate data quality check during
the flight test phase. the flight test data from all three dat-s bases have also shown that the meas-
urenment of the helicopter airspeed components is still significantly less accurate than inertial meas-

urements.
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* Identification results provided by tihe Working Group Members showed considerable variations

I-ctween different methods. Ilhis is particularly true for cross-coupling de;.atives but also for some
primary derivatives I his fact is cause fo0 a concerti inasmuch as the time history fits for both iden-
tification and verification results do not show significant differences. Certainly, typical helicopter
characteristics, like more or less significant coupling between degrces :f freedom and high correlation
between control and damping denvatives, play a role. There is. however, also some serious concem
and doubts about the suitability of rigid body models, where rotor dynamics ate neglected or
approximated by eqnivalent time delayA From the lO 105 case study it (an be concluded that
so-called more advanced identification methods, like Maximum Likelihood, .ceem to be best suited
for the extraction of physically reliable models. The comparison of the DO 105 results from such
techniques (ranging from time-domain Maximum Likelihood approaches to a frequency-domain
method) showed good agreements for the identified derivatives and the identification and verification
plots in both timc-domair. and frequency-domain formats. 'I he SA-330 derivatives wcre compared
using approximate formulas for the aircraft mnodes of motion. This method has highlighted how the
different derivatives contribute to the modes but could not entirely resolve the variations in the
estimates obtained from the different methods.

4. For the application of system identification, three main areas were addressed: Simulation model ,ali-
dation, handling qualities, and rotorcraft flight control sytAcri dcsign. It was denonstrated thet system
identilleatiun cwa play a major role in these areas.

* In simulation toodel validation, identification results are particularly needed for the determination
of simulation model deficiencies and to support the model upgrading Differences between theore-
tically predicted and flight derived derivative estimates can point the way in these areas. 1 he SA-330t
t)utch roll behaviour was explored in this context.

l landling qualities can often be obtained from relatively simple non-parametric or parametric models
which describe only the dominant aircraft characteristics. Such models can be obtained relatively
easily from system identification and are useful for establishing handling-qualities design guidelines.
Several examples were presented including the criterion for vertical response to collective control
input using the MII-64 data.

* In contrast to the handling qualities application, which usually addresses the lower frequency range
of vehicle dynamics, ihe design of higb.-bandwidth fLight ot.iiil sy-tems requires accurate rotorcraft
models extending t) the higher frequency range Hlere, often models are needed that include rotor
degrees of freedom with coupled bodyitrotor flapping and lead/lag dynami,-s. First identification
results derived using the BO 105 database are motivating and promising and certainly show the
direction for further research work. Hlowever, these approaches were beyond the %cope of detailed

study by the Working Group.

(aI,-d on the discussions and the results generated in the Working Group some recommendatIons with respect
to the application of system identifitcation in Industry asd the further imrp:ovement of the approaches can be
summarized!

It is felt tha' y.ysfem identification techniques (and in particular the more advanced methods) have reached
a maturity level that makes them a usful and poAwerful tool to supposrt Industry activities in model vali-
dation, handling qualities evaluations, conirol system design, and rotorcraft system design. They can
potentially provide a major contribution in risk and cost reduction during the rotorcraft development
phase.

2. To fully malise this potential it is desirable to establish a closer contact between research organisations,
who have developed and applied system identification techniques, and Industry. The extensive knowledge
available in the research organisations and the design experience in Industry are major prerequisites for a
successful common and practical application of identification approarlhes. "ibis pfotential should be uti-
lized as early as possible in order to make use of these tools in an optimal way.

3. To support interdisciplinary activities it is also highly recommended to establish teams of representatives
from rsearch organisations and Industry to make use of the individual experiences and to define future
nceds, where the available techniques can help to meet the requirements in the field of rotorcraft system
deve!pmnents (like the NATO Nil 90). In addition, a major application area is teen in the support of
simulator improvements needed for development and Iraining purposes. 'Rhe planned AGARD Lecture
Series LS 17R on Rotoreraft System Idenltlcation will be used as a spur to stimulats the formation of such
support teams.

4,• r, ,"!"f ,
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4. One of the main obstacles for thc comparative application of system identification to helicopters is the
lack of standards or other agreements on special cconcepts, quantities and symb'ols in thc domain of
rotorcraft flight dynamics. his lack makes it very difficult if not impossible to est.Ablish a common con-
ceptualI basis for the invcsqtigatior.q a.,.d the comnparisons. As, however, such standards exist for aircraft in
general and cover many areas of rolorcraft flight dynamics ([9.1])), it is recommencrded to use these for
helicopters wherever possible. -1 is not only would facilitate the comparisons but would also eliminate
possible error sources.

5 It is fur-ther recommended to intensify the contact between research organisaiions working in the field of
rotorceaft identification- Further research work should particularly concentrate on the devclupment of
reliable approaches for model structure determination to make the estirnstion proces~ses computationally
faster and more efficient. Control input design is a second critical research toipic requiring more attention
A further obsjective is the development and identification of extended rolorcraft models that are valid in

iswide frequency rangc and the dctermination of .infcn Iolnaiist eicue ntemdl

to extend their validity beyond smnall pecturhation assumptions.

6- To date, practically all rotoreraft identification work has been related to level flight monditions in thc
medium or highcr speed range anti to small amplitude manoeovrcs- The work of WV(;.t has demon-
strated the challenge involved with sucrh m:.i.,J(:UVTCS, yet they can he considered relatively easy coropaied
with other manoeuvres wiffhin the flight envelope. e g. hover roanuctivres, turning mannieuvecs, flight in
turbulenice, where coupling or measurement uncertainties can be much greater. Research activities nieed
to spread into these more. complex areas in order that the new problems cans bc faced and soilution
mecthods developed. There is scope for simulation test data to be used initially to guide test input I
manoeuivre deiign and the developmenmt and refinement of identification methods. :tkesearch organisations
need to lead the way in the imnpor-tant development.

7. Finally it is recomsmended that the helicopter manufacturers, particularly, make a deterrmined eflort to
assimilate the results of this AGARD Working Group and feedback with'in the;ir own Nations their con-
tinuing concern.- and aspirations.
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